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Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group
Governing Body Meeting in Public
DRAFT MINUTES
Date:
Time:
Location:

Tuesday 7 May 2019
2:00pm – 4.00 p.m.
Markee Room, Croydon Conference Centre, Croydon

Present:
Governing Body Members
▪ Agnelo Fernandes (AF), Chair
▪ Andrew Eyres (AE), Accountable Officer
▪ Emily Symington (ES), GP Governing
Body Member
▪ Vaishali Shetty (VS), GP Governing
Body Member
▪ Mike Simmonds (MSi), GP Governing
Body Member
▪ Roger Eastwood (RE), Lay Member
Governance and Conflict of Interest
Guardian
▪ Philip Hogan (PH), Lay Member –
Finance
▪ Amy Page (AP) Registered Nurse, Lay
Member
▪ Mike Sexton (MSe) Chief Finance
Officer
▪ Elaine Clancy (EC) Joint Chief Nurse
▪ Martin Ellis (ME) Director of Primary and
Out of Hospital Care
▪ Stephen Warren (SW) Director of
Commissioning

In Attendance:
▪ Gordon Kay (GK), Healthwatch Manager
▪ Guy Van Dichele (GvD), Executive
Director of Health, Wellbeing and Adults,
Local Authority
▪ Jack Bedeman, Consultant in Public Health
Local Authority (for Rachel Flowers)
▪ Ben Smith (BS), Board Secretary (minutes)
▪ Dr Meeta Kathoria, Head of Service
Redesign & QIPP Development (Item 6)

Apologies
▪ Jon Norman (JN) Secondary Care
Consultant

Apologies
▪ Rachel Flowers (RF) Director of Public
Health, Local Authority

Ref: 2019/05/01
1
Introduction and Apologies
Dr Agnelo Fernandes opened the meeting.
1.1
1.2

Action

Apologies were noted from Jon Norman, Secondary Care Consultant
and Rachel Flowers, Director of Public Health. Jack Bedeman,
Consultant in Public Health was welcomed to the meeting as deputy for
Rachel Flowers.
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2.2

There were no other specific declarations of interest other than the
generic interest of practicing GPs.

Ref: 2019/05/03
3
Minutes of the last meeting
The minutes of the meeting held on 7 March 2019 were agreed as a true
3.1
record subject to correction of the meeting date in the header and the
initials of Martin Ellis (to ME).
Ref: 2019/05/04
4
Matters Arising
There were no matters arising and all items on the action log were
4.1
closed
Ref: 2019/05/05
5
Joint Chair/Accountable Officer Report (received after item 6)
5.1
Dr Agnelo Fernandes and Andrew Eyres presented the report.
5.2

Andrew Eyres announced that the month 12 finance report for 2018/19
indicated that Croydon CCG had posted the planned surplus of £1.2m.
Andrew Eyres emphasised the achievement that this represented to be
regarded as relatively financially stable and gave praise to past officers
of the CCG for their contribution as well as the current team.

5.3

Raised awareness and around 60% increase in uptake of Talking
Therapies had led to the CCG achieving the national performance
standard for Improving Access to Psychiatric Treatment for the first time.

5.4

Andrew Eyres said that the July meeting of the Governing Body would
be Stephen Warren, Director of Commissioning’s last, having
announced his retirement after 36 years in the NHS. Members thanked
Stephen for his successful career of public service and wished him well
for is retirement and future plans

5.5

Andrew Eyres provided further information about the appointment of
Elaine Clancy to the Joint Chief Nurse post and described this role,
alongside the shared Chief Pharmacist function, as being at the
vanguard of system working to deliver better quality, more joined-up
care. There was discussion about how other aspects of the Director of
Quality and Governance role would be managed and given the support
required. Andrew Eyres said that Joint Chief Nurse role streamlined
some aspects of the previous role and added that CCG and Croydon
Health Services NHS Trust Safeguarding teams had been brought
together and that there were opportunities to design other parts of the
role.
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Ref: 2019/05/02
2
Declaration Of Interests
Elaine Clancy announced her recent appointment (from 1st May 2019),
2.1
to the post of Joint Chief Nurse for Croydon Health Services NHS Trust
and the CCG. The employment contract with the Trust had been
declared on the CCG’s register of interests.

Elaine Clancy said there were supporting interim structures in place and
Mike Sexton, Chief Finance Officer would oversee the CCGs
governance arrangements.

5.7

Agnelo Fernandes announced that Dr Jon Norman, Secondary Care
Consultant had tendered his resignation due to relocation of his hospital
role. Agnelo Fernandes commended the positive contribution Jon had
made having been with the Governing Body since the CCG was formed.

5.8

Agnelo Fernandes announced that the Governing Body would be
meeting in Common with the Board of Croydon Health Service NHS
Trust on 14th May 2019 at which proposals for closer alignment and
collaboration would be discussed. Gordon Kay, Healthwatch Manager
asked why papers for this meeting would not be issued before Saturday
11th May and Andrew Eyres replied that that a meeting would be held
with regulators on the day before.

5.9

Gordon Kay asked if there was an intention to hold Governing Body
meetings regularly with the Trust. Andrew Eyres said that Board to
Board meetings would take place though not necessarily in public.

Ref: 2019/05/06
6
Presentation: Elective Integrated Models of Care Transformation
6.1
Stephen Warren introduced Dr Meeta Kathoria who provided a summary
of the Planned Care and Long Terms Conditions transformation plan
across a range of specialities. New models of care that integrate care
along the pathway, improve outcomes and offer improved efficiencies
are proposed to be piloted to evaluate the model of care before they are
formally commissioned following an appropriate procurement process.
These pathways were described as a cornerstone to supporting
Croydon Health Services NHS Trust becoming the provider of choice by
offering quality integrated local services and pathways.
6.2

The presentation described the clinically endorsed model of care
designs for the following integrated specialities: ENT, gynaecology,
dermatology, ophthalmology, diabetes and anti-coagulation and gave an
update of progress towards their implementation.

6.3

Meeta Kathoria described that key themes for Ear, Nose and Throat
(ENT) included a multidisciplinary approach, maximising self-care and
management with an emphasis on improving the patient experience of
clinical contacts through reducing separate hand-offs. The lead
provider/sub-contractor arrangement was described as including
Communitas.
The integrated model of care for gynaecology was described to include
triage by a single point of access for urogynaecology and gyn-oncology
services providing a ‘one-stop’ service in the community. Prior to
referral, the pathway shares the common theme of empowering patients
to self manage and self care, supported by outreach sessions, App’
solutions and ‘Chat Health’.

6.4

6.5

The agreed model for locality based holistic diabetes care had been built
on the existing strengths at primary care level and has a focus on early
treatment self-management with support from Primary Care. The
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5.6

6.6

Meeta Kathoria said that transformation team was nearing the end of
finalising the model of care for anti-coagulation and explained that
population demographics in Croydon had required significant service
user engagement in the design of arrangements for swifter triage and
access to a range of community based and domiciliary services across
the borough. The service transformation was built on improved
communication between specialist clinicians and GPs and IT integration
as well as improved primary care education of anticoagulation-amenable
conditions.

6.7

An integrated model of care for ophthalmology was described as
providing a Single point of Access that delivers referral refinement and
advice and guidance to referring providers so reducing the volume of
patients managed in hospital and a shift to community settings, where
clinically appropriate. There was explanation of improvements to
disease care pathways that reduce the need for hospital outpatient
attendances including step down of stable long-term patients from HES
to community settings. Eye Clinic Liaison Officers (ECLO) would
support self-care and self management and prevention through working
closely with other providers. Stephen Warren summarised the history of
working with the Croydon Ophthalmology Service and Moorfields and
described the opportunity for better utilising their considerable expertise
through the new service that went live on 1 April 2019.

6.8

Progress towards implementing other models of care was described,
including the use of an independent clinician as part of managing
potential conflict of interests. Agnelo Fernandes acknowledged the
work by both clinical leaders and managers in bringing projects to
fruition and recognised the improvements these would bring both in
terms of quality and for referrers.

6.9

Dr Emily Symington welcomed the inclusion of support to self-care but
said that illustration of the model should not show this as independent of
Primary Care. Stephen Warren agreed but added the aim was to
ensure patient empowerment at all stages in the pathway.

6.10

Gordon Kay said that the plans look promising and backed by patient
engagement but asked if patients will be regularly asked about their
experiences with commissioners acting accordingly. Meeta Kathoria
said that plans include continued patient involvement. Gordon Kay
noted some hospital services are using rapid survey methods including
text messaging to gather experience data.
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model was described to include Croydon Health Services NHS Trust
while the contract with Bromley Healthcare would be renewed and work
to reduce the duplication in a streamlined pathway was explained.
During May there would be discussions about the use of a forecast £1m
quality premium funding

7.2

7.3

The strategic context was described ahead of a slide (p42 of the
meeting pack) setting out the implementation programme for 2019/20.
Highlighted were: Locality Development, Modern Acute Hospital
Programme, Proactive Care and Preventative approaches, Better Start
in Life and Better mental health and wellbeing and better life for those
with disabilities. In respect of locality development, the out of hospital
models of care would be implemented alongside Primary Care Networks
announced as part of the new General Practice Contracts.
Stephen Warren described how plans shape acute and out of hospital
services and described how Cardiology and Respiratory services had
seen several developments as part of a proactive and preventative
agenda. Plans also included working with Croydon Council services
and the voluntary sector as well as Mental Health providers.
Transforming Learning Disability care provision as part of a national
agenda was described as a key challenge that the CCG would continue
to progress.

7.4

There was a summary from Martin Ellis of the main areas of joint work,
adding that a localities approach should be demonstrable by 2020 and
those programmes on page 30 of the meeting pack represented the One
Croydon Health and Care Plan delivered at Place level together with the
ambitions to develop a modern acute hospital for Croydon.

7.5

Martin Ellis said that the Health Help Now app and Self Care initiatives
were cross cutting themes across programmes. Primary Care Networks
were expected to be in operation from the beginning of June 2019 and
would be an important means for making health and social care impacts
across Croydon.

7.6

Mike Sexton described the joint financial planning arrangements for
2019/20 developed through working closely with Croydon Health
Services NHS Trust management through 2018 and included a
combined approach to assuring delivery of QIPP and Cost Improvement
Programmes within the Croydon health system. The joint financial plan
included explanation of the risk share arrangement that would require
the Trust to reduce its cost base to deliver a joint control total; in
particular moving away from cost and volume contracts in favour of a
focus on pathways. Mike Sexton said that the risk share was designed
to remove perverse incentives and to focus attention on Croydon Health
Services NHS Trust making themselves the provider of choice for
Croydon residents. Mike Sexton advised the Governing Body that the
plan represented a significant shared risk but was an important stepping
stone to a financially sustainable integrated care systems in Croydon.

7.7

The Chair thanked Directors for the update on strategic plans and noted
that the Financial Plan had been examined at the QIPP Operational
Board and Financial Committee and other forums. Agnelo Fernandes
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Ref: 2019/05/07
7
Operating Plan 2019/20
Stephen Warren introduced a summary of the planning round for
7.1
2019/20, describing the main Quality, Innovation Productivity and
Prevention (QIPP) programmes together with an update on contracts
and finance agreements.

7.8

7.9

7.10

7.11

7.12

There was discussion of the CCG’s focus on learning disability services
and autism. Stephen Warren said there would be more funding for
autism services as the CCG would continue to meet the Mental Health
Investment Standard and also described the hospital context of Learning
Disability Support. Dr Vaishali Shetty described the annual health
assessments conducted by GPs.
Andrew Eyres acknowledged that the CCG had more to do in this area,
citing a 10 year disparity in life expectancy, and that the overlap of
physical and mental health was recognised and that integrated services
should better meet holistic needs.
Amy Page referred to the key risks described on p62 of the meeting
pack and commented that the accuracy of demand forecasts appear to
have improved each year but asked where activity and demand
monitoring would take place.
Mike Sexton said that reports would go to both CCG Quality Committee
and Finance Committees of the CCG and Trust meeting in Common as
well as operationally to executive teams. Andrew Eyres added that
demand can be both an access and capacity risk and when average
figures were good, it would be important to identify areas that are
struggling. Mike Sexton said that the Cost and Quality Operational
Board (CQOB) was looking at this and could be added to the described
executive arrangements.
Amy Page clarified that the CCG Quality Committee remained separate
to Croydon Health Services NHS Trust’s Quality Committee.

7.13

Gordon Kay noted that Councillor Fitzpatrick was seeking the views of
those with autism on their experience across a range of services.

7.14

Outpatient waiting times were discussed in relation to patient’s rapid
access into the new pathways. Gordon Kay said that there may need to
be some communications work to help manage expectations. Andrew
Eyres agreed that this would need to be part of the messaging that
encourages proactive behaviour and use of local services. Agnelo
Fernandes said that the CCG must strive to improve and to meet public
expectations.
The Governing Body
▪ AGREED the NHS Croydon CCG Operating Plan 2019/20 and
▪ NOTED the Joint Financial Plan 2019/20.
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acknowledged the CCG finance team’s track record for delivering QIPP
plans. Philip Hogan agreed that the process building the joint plan gave
confidence that there is a clear understanding of the delivery
requirements and the risks to be managed. Mike Sexton said a failure
to get the behaviour changes necessary to repatriate care to Croydon
pathways was the most significant risk. Agnelo Fernandes said that
GPs will need assurance that Croydon Health Services NHS Trust is the
best provider for their patients in terms of quality; patient experience as
well as clinical outcomes.

8.2

With leadership from the Clinical Chairs of each of the CCGs and the
SWL CCG Alliance executive team, five workstreams were described for
considering the necessary arrangements for a single CCG and Agnelo
Fernandes said that discussions were taking place around the design of
delegation to a place based system.

8.3

Philip Hogan acknowledged that the plans had been discussed internal
to the CCG and that while there was a case for rationalising
management costs of transactional work but there was a need to be
able to explain what the changes would mean and how they would help
get better services for GPs and their patients.

8.4

Andrew Eyres acknowledged that the need to reduce management
costs influenced the timeline for the proposals but that the changes
enable a focus on ‘Place’ and working with partners rather than on
organisational form.

8.5

GPs on the Governing Body commented on the layers of change that
had been announced through national guidance issued in recent months
with a significant pace of implementation in some areas (Primary Care
Networks and CCG mergers) contrasting with the release of guidance
on integrated care systems. Agnelo Fernandes said that the changes
are not interdependent but that a focus on patient experience and
maintaining values is required.

8.6

Amy Page welcomed news that the case for change was in
development but asked when this could be expected if a decision would
need to be taken by September. Andrew Eyres replied that Governing
Body Chairs would be testing plans and said a further version should be
circulated later in May.

8.7

Gordon Kay asked whether the One Croydon Transformation Board is
where the governance would be conducted at a local level. Andrew
Eyres said there was a desire to build upon the One Croydon Alliance
and that there would need to be delegation from a SW London CCG.
While this may be to a committee it may be that the initial steps towards
this include a single delegation.

The Governing Body:
NOTED the update and the following next steps:
• To continue to engage as we move forward
• Governing Bodies will continue to lead this process and
regular updates will be discussed at all Governing Bodies in SW
London
• If we proceed, an application would need to be submitted to
regulators in September 2019 ensuring that the guiding
principles are adhered to
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Ref: 2019/05/08
8
Moving Forward Together with South West London CCGs
Agnelo Fernandes gave an update on the collaborative work between
8.1
the six CCGs in South West London and explained a formal merger of
the CCGs was being considered. Following national guidance, an
application would have to be submitted by September 2019 if CCGs
wish to progress.

Ref: 2019/05/09
9
Special Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND) Strategy
Stephen Warren presented the strategy an explained this followed close
9.1
work alongside the Croydon Council and their schools strategy and
associated workplan.
9.2

Stephen Warren highlighted that intervention with Children’s services
becoming more joined up at a local level with Speech and Language
Therapy (SALT) and Occupational Therapy (OT) services coming under
the joint budget. As previously mentioned there would be a focus on
waiting times around autism and also and emphasis on strengthening
links with Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) and
the transition of children into employment. Stephen Warren also
described that Croydon Health Services NHS Trust had a funded
medical professional performing the designated doctor role.

9.3

Amy Page welcomed the strategy commenting that this was recognised
as an area of high risk.

The Governing Body:
APPROVED the Joint Special Educational Need and /or
Disabilities (SEND) Strategy 2019 - 2022.
Ref: 2019/05/10
10
Changes to Local Safeguarding Children Board Arrangements
10.1
Elaine Clancy introduced the paper that outlined the changes to
safeguarding partnership arrangements in response to the
implementation of the Children and Social Work Act 2017 and the
revised national guidance on multi agency arrangements as outlined in
Working Together to Safeguard Children 2018.
10.2

Elaine Clancy said the report described the work undertaken over the
last 12 months by the Executive Group of the Croydon Safeguarding
Children Board (CSCB) to develop new partnership arrangements that
reflect the new equally shared responsibilities between the Local
Authority, the Clinical Commissioning Group as statutory safeguarding
partners.

10.3

In meeting the requirement to publish the new multi-agency
arrangements to replace the Local Safeguarding Children’s Board a
similar paper was being taken to the Cabinet meeting of Croydon
Council on 7 May 2019.
Elaine Clancy explained that the CSCB executive group included the
Executive Director for Children Services (Council), herself as Chief
Nurse (CCG) and the Detective Superintendent - Safeguarding for
South Area Basic Command Unit (Metropolitan Police Service) and
each were assigned a lead for priority groups, namely: Children with
Disabilities (chaired by Elaine Clancy); Neglect, and Vulnerable
Adolescents. These priority groups replaced the current complex
arrangement of CSCB sub-groups and were proposed to be run shadow
form with immediate effect and would be meeting bi-monthly.
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• To support and feedback prior to proceeding with any
proposed implementation for April 2020

Agnelo Fernandes acknowledged plans represent streamlining for better
outcomes and asked how it will be ensured that these are sustained.
Elaine Clancy replied that there would be continuous monitoring and a
deliberate decision had been taken to have an independent chair for the
Croydon Safeguarding Partners Executive Group keeping focus on
Croydon priorities.
The Croydon CCG Governing Body
APPROVED and NOTED the changes to Local Safeguarding
Children Board Arrangements.

Ref: 2019/05/11
11
Reports from Committee - Integrated Governance & Audit
Committee
Roger Eastwood, Lay Member presented the report.
11.1
11.2
11.3

The Integrated Governance Committee had met once since the last
Governing Body; in April 2019.
On the 18th April 2019 the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee had
reviewed and commented on the Draft Annual Report (including the Annual
Governance Statement) ahead of interim
submission to NHS England at midday on the day of the meeting.

11.4

The Integrated Governance and Audit Committee had also received and
reviewed the NHS Croydon CCG draft Annual Accounts ahead of their
national submission in draft on 24th April 2019. Roger Eastwood said that
with the delegated authority granted at the March Governing Body meeting,
the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee will review the both the
final CCG Annual Report 2018/19 and CCG Annual Accounts 2018/19 at
their 20th May 2019 prior to Council of Members for approval ahead of final
submission.

11.5

Roger Eastwood confirmed that the annual review of the Committee and its
Terms of Reference had taken place at the April meeting and that these
were considered to have been adhered to and fit for purpose without
amendment to be adopted for a further year. It was noted that there was
lack of identified GP representative on the committee.

11.6

As Conflict of Interest Guardian, Roger Eastwood reported that he had
been made aware of minor breach of policy through late declaration of a
practice interest, and the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee
received assurance that the breach had been reported, investigated,
notified to NHS England with details published on the website for
transparency in accordance with the national policy.

The Governing Body:
▪ NOTED the report of the Integrated Governance & Audit
Committee
▪ NOTED the outcome of the annual review of the
Committee and its Terms of Reference
▪ AGREED that the Terms of Reference of the Committee
should be adopted without amendment for a further year.
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10.4

12.2

The committee had met six times since the last Governing Body
meeting. Two of these meetings (19 March 2019 and 27 April 2019)
were held in Common with other SW London CCGs Finance
Committees and alongside the CHS Finance, Investment and
Transformation (FIT) Committee on three occasions: 12 March 2019, 26
March 2019, and 21 April 2019.

12.3

Philip Hogan said the focus of these meetings had been towards
agreeing the 2019/20 Financial Plans and overseeing delivery of the
2018/19 financial control totals. In both items, the Croydon system has
delivered and planned in accordance with NHS England and NHS
Improvement expectations. Philip Hogan thanked Mike Sexton and his
Finance team for delivery through a challenging month while also
articulating innovative plans.
Mike Sexton said that given the financial risk share in place, finance
committees meeting in common were expected to continue on a monthly
basis.

12.4

Mike Sexton added that a lot of work had taken place around the risk
share with Croydon Health Services NHS Trust and the governance
arrangements described in the joint financial plan arrangements.

12.5

Mike Sexton summarised the Finance Report (Month 12) and QIPP
Report (Month 12), that the committee had received confirming that
The CCG had delivered a £1.2m surplus for 2018/19 and therefore
meeting the CCG’s control total. Almost all QIPP had been delivered
and Mike Sexton described the quality aspects represented within these
plans, citing: over the counter medicine and patient empowerment for
self care; continuing healthcare decisions being reached within 28 days;
a 6% reduction in care home patient conveyance to A&E with the
introduction of telemedicine, fourteen mental health patients being
moved to local care with support of Penrose and over 60 social
prescribing partnerships bringing 137 interventions.

The Governing Body:
▪ NOTED the Finance Committee Chair’s report
▪ NOTED the CCG is delivered an in-year surplus of £1.2m
(Nil variance).
▪ NOTED the significant success year-to-date in delivering
QIPP but unfavourable expenditure variances on planned
care, mental health and prescribing are offset by
favourable variance on continuing health care, deferring
mental health investment, and mandatory 0.5%
contingency. The QIPP delivery had improved to 98%
(£0.9m slippage)
▪ NOTED A year-end agreement was reached with Croydon
Health Services and number of other providers.
▪ NOTED In light of Croydon CCG working together with
Croydon Health Services and the contractualised financial
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Ref: 2019/05/12
12
Reports from Committees – Finance Committee
Philip Hogan presented a summary of the recent meetings of the
12.1
Finance Committee.

13
13.1

Reports from Committees – Quality Committee
Amy Page, as Chair of the Quality Committee, presented a report of the
Committee’s activities since the March Governing Body meeting.

13.2

The broad agenda from the March meeting of the committee was
described and oversight of the Safeguarding work across the Croydon
system was highlighted, including details of the CQC inspection of
Children Looked After and Safeguarding (CLAS) that took place in late
February 2019.

13.3

Amy Page also said that the committee received a presentation on
improving A&E performance; including the A&E Delivery Board plan for
2019-20. The plan focussed on two broad areas; improving quality,
timeliness and experience of care and together, better meeting peoples’
needs through an improved community offer. The plan included an
update on the short term, High Impact Improvement Programme,
designed to rapidly address the immediate issues with A&E
Performance.

13.4

Agnelo Fernandes made reference to the workforce topic mentioned in
the report within the meeting pack and asked about the shortage of
nurses at Croydon Health Services NHS Trust. Elaine Clancy, Chief
Nurse, reported significant challenges and said that the Trust had
undertaken an overseas recruitment campaign and described Health
Education England work with universities promoting NHS careers that
seemed to show an increase in UCAS applications to nursing courses.
The exploring of opportunities for use of nursing associates as well as
building careers alongside primary care nurses was described. Elaine
Clancy added that retention of nurses is also an issue and said that was
a need to be thankful for the nurses that continue to deliver a quality
service. Andrew Eyres agreed and acknowledged the pressures
common to other parts of the NHS workforce.

13.5

Following questions about the overseas recruitment campaign and
opportunities to promote nursing careers to the local population of
Croydon, Elaine Clancy explained the need for nurses with 3+ years
training to support immediate vacancies and referred to NHS careers
event held for local schools in 2018.

13.6

The Integrated Performance and Quality Report for Month 11 2018/19
was received but was not discussed.

The Governing Body:
▪ NOTED the report of the Quality Committee
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▪

risk share agreements between the two organisations, all
future local CCG Finance Committees will be held in
common with the CHS Finance Investment and
Transformation (FIT) Committee.
NOTED the Finance Committee took the decision to award
a contract to support the delivery of Primary Care At
Scale (PCAS) across practices in Croydon using the
authority delegated by the Governing Body for
expenditure and procurement decisions (>£250k)
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May 2019)

Ref: 2019/05/14-19
14
Minutes of the Quality Committee
The minutes were presented for information and there was no
14.1
discussion.
14.2

The CCG Governing Body noted the Minutes.

15
15.1

Minutes of the Clinical Leaders Group
The minutes were presented for information.
The CCG Governing Body noted the Minutes.

16
16.1

Minutes of the Finance Committee
The minutes were presented for information and there was no
discussion.
The CCG Governing Body noted the Minutes.

17
17.1

Minutes of the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee
The minutes were presented for information and there was no
discussion.
The CCG Governing Body noted the Minutes.

Ref: 2019/05/18
18
Register of Interests and Hospitality
The register of interests was presented.
18.1
The CCG Governing Body noted the updated register of interest
19
19.1

Open Space for Public Questions
There were no pre-submitted questions.

19.2

A member of the public in attendance made the observation that a lot of
Carers in Croydon are caring for those with learning disabilities and
asked whether there are linkages between the Carers Strategy and the
SEND strategy approved earlier in the meeting.

19.3

Stephen Warren replied and said that Carers were consulted as part of
the SEND strategy development and that there was alignment through
keeping links to the Carers strategy throughout its implementation plan.
Guy Van Dichele added that Parents in Partnership had been actively
involved and were consulted with during the drafting process.

19.4

There was a question from a member of the public about how the
patient experience of the new musculoskeletal (MSK) physiotherapy
services was understood; referring to a long delay (4 months) to see a
clinician after assessment by telephone. There was also concern about
consent from the patient to information sharing for research purposes
appearing to be a pre-requisite for accessing exercises by email.

19.5

Stephen Warren offered to speak to the patient affected. Agnelo
Fernandes said he was not aware of patients waiting as long as four
months. Stephen Warren said that there was some backlog and arising
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19.6

Stephen Warren was asked to find out whether data can be reported on
the waiting time between self referral and pending assessment.

19.7

Stephen Warren acknowledged that commissioners should have known
about any consent requirement for accessing exercise information.

19.8

A member of the public made reference to a previous request in relation
to details of Contracts awarded and noted the presentation suggesting
extension of the Bromley Healthcare contract as part of the diabetes
service. The enquirer said that while spend over £25k could be found
on the website, though not easily, the separate database referred to in
the answer to an earlier question (Bravo) of all contract awarded was
not publically accessible.

19.9

Mike Sexton acknowledged this and agreed to look again at how this
information was presented on the CCG website.

19.10

Roger Eastwood observed that contract awards are included in
committee minutes and in the reports from committee chairs, especially
the Finance Committee. Gordon Kay added that closer working within
another NHS partner could be an opportunity for sharing good practice
on approaches to transparency.

19.11

The same member of the public commented on the level of patient
involvement in the six services with new models of care presented
earlier, suggesting this was very limited and asked if, in light of the NHS
long term plan making little reference to patient involvement, the CCG
Chair and Accountable Officer were committed to ensuring patient voice
and experience in the design of services, commenting that the CCG has
a poor reputation in these areas.

19.12

Andrew Eyres accepted the challenge and the distinction between
patient involvement and patient engagement. Andrew Eyres made
reference to efforts to improve how patients engage with services and
cited support to social prescribing as an example.

19.13

Gordon Kay acknowledged the challenge of conflicting priorities and
initiatives with work still to be done around what Primary Care Networks
will mean for patients.

18
18.1

Any Other Business
No additional items of business were raised.

19

Date of Next Meeting
Tuesday 14th May 2019 09:30 Croydon Council Chambers
Tuesday 2nd July 2019 14:00 until 16:00, Croydon Conference Centre,
Croydon for Meeting on Tuesday 6 December

Signed……………………………………………………..
Dated………………………………………………………
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from a distorted waiting list on mobilising the new service.

CCG GOVERNING BODY MEETING - ACTION LOG

Key to RAG Status:
On target to meet resolution date
Up to 1 week behind target resolution date

Last updated: 14.05.19
Ref No
2019/01/19ii

2019/05/19i

2019/05/19ii

CCG Date

Owner (responsible)

07-May-19 Mike Sexton

07-May-19 Stephen Warren

07-May-19 Stephen Warren

More than 1 week behind target resolution date

Action

RAG Status

To confirm the published details for contract awards and extensions by Croydon
CCG

MSK. Stephen Warren to speak with patient who was described as having
experienced a long delay since telephone assessment and concerns regarding
research consenting
Stephen Warren to find out whether data can be reported on the waiting time
between self referral and pending assessment
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OPEN

Due
Date
02-Jul-19

Notes (progress to date, problems encountered, etc.)
New Action 4 January 2019.
Response provided and closed 3 March 2019 re Bravo Register of Public contracts
and CCG website of spend over £25k.
Reopened 7 May 2019 following further enquiry
New Action 7 May 2019

OPEN

02-Jul-19

OPEN

02-Jul-19

New Action 7 May 2019

Enc 2 Action Log

Enclosure 2

2 July 2019
Title of Paper: JOINT CLINICAL CHAIR AND ACCOUNTABLE OFFICER REPORT
Lead Director

Report Author

Committees which have
previously discussed/agreed the
report
Committees that will be required
to receive/approve the report
Purpose of Report

Dr Agnelo Fernandes
Clinical Chair
Andrew Eyres
Accountable Officer
Dr Agnelo Fernandes
Clinical Chair
Andrew Eyres
Accountable Officer
N/A
N/A
For information and noting

Recommendation:
The CCG Governing Body is asked to receive the report for information.
Background:
This is the regular joint report of the Clinical Chair and Accountable Officer to update CCG
Governing Body members on developments in the local health and care system and on
wider policy issues and developments as appropriate.
The report follows the regular format followed by the CCG, however, we always welcome
your feedback on the format and content of the report in order to inform future reports.
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REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP
GOVERNING BODY MEETING IN PUBLIC

1. Overview of Key Business Activities
The following summary highlights key meetings and events since the last Governing Body
on Tuesday 5 March 2019:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Croydon CCG Council of Members
Board to Board with Croydon Healthcare Services NHS Trust
Croydon Local Strategic Partnership Board
Croydon Health and Wellbeing Board
Croydon Transformation Board
Croydon Professional Cabinet
South West London Clinical Chairs
South West London Health and Care Partnership Programme Board
Inaugural meeting(s) of the CCG Finance Committee meeting as committees in
common with Croydon Health Services Finance & Investment Committee
Patient and Public forum with Croydon CCG and Croydon Health Services leaders
SW London Joint CCG Chairs and Senior Management Team
Primary Care Workshop

2. CHS and CCG Joint Board and Governing Body meeting
On Tuesday 14 May 2019, Croydon Health Services NHS Trust and NHS Croydon Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG) published plans to continue their partnership working to
improve health and wellbeing of people in the borough and strengthen future services.
Building on the success of the One Croydon Alliance, with partners across the borough, the
Trust and the CCG are seeking to transform services further by working together to better
plan and deliver care in Croydon.
The proposals follow the appointment in April 2019 of a Joint Chief Nurse and Executive
Director of Midwifery and Allied Health Professionals – the first senior management post
shared across the Trust and CCG.
Both organisations also share a Joint Chief Pharmacist which has helped to improve the
service patients receive, to get more seamless care between hospital and primary services,
saving time and money.
Announcing their closer partnership, the Trust and CCG want to bring together more
common functions – removing duplication and freeing-up resources for the frontline and to
support clinical staff.
For patients, the approach will ensure high quality joined-up care, wherever they seek
treatment. For Trust and CCG staff it will deliver greater opportunities to develop their
careers, while increased alignment between the two organisations will also help us plan for
a more sustainable future for healthcare in Croydon.
3. Primary Care Networks for Croydon
We are on course to implement our new, GP-led, GP-designed Primary Care Networks
(PCNs). PCNs build on the core of current primary care services and enable greater
provision of proactive, personalised, coordinated and more integrated health and social care.
They will be based on GP registered lists, typically serving natural communities of around
30,000 to 50,000. This will build on and complement the council’s locality model through
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Chair and Accountable Officer Report
July 2019

There are now nine primary care networks for Croydon, two of which are over 50,000. One
Thornton Heath is 54,338 and Croydon GP ‘Super Network’ is 72,832.
All of our practices have signed up. We have been working with the GP collaborative and
the Local Medical Committee to help practices understand what the changes described
above mean for General Practice in Croydon.
Each PCN has a nominated Clinical Director, included in the table below:
Name of Network
GPNET5

Clinical Director/s
Dr Krish Arora

KMP Network

Drs William Asher & Qasim Syed

One Thornton Health

Drs Sobana Anandarajah & Nana Oppong

Primary Care North Croydon
(PCNC)

Dr Dev Malhotra & Dipti Gandhi

SPC Health Primary Care Network Dr Alex Trompetas
[Name TBC]

Dr Bill Jasper

Croydon GP Super Network

Drs Rabia Dabo & Rajeev Sagar

Central Croydon Network

Dr Danny McCrea

Mayday - South

Dr Yinka Ajayi Obe

The Primary Care Committee ratified the networks at their meeting in public on Tuesday 4
June 2019. We look forward to continuing to work and support emerging PCNs over the
coming months.

4. Health secretary officially opens CHS A&E
The Rt Hon Matt Hancock MP, Britain’s Secretary of State
for Health and Social Care, officially opened Croydon
University Hospital’s new Emergency Department on
Monday 20 May 2019.
It has been designed by the Trust’s doctors and nurses to
create the best environment in which to care for patients.
The building is 30 percent bigger than the previous
Emergency Department and offers many benefits including a dementia-friendly design and
rooms with doors, rather than curtained cubicles, to increase privacy for patients.
There are two separate paediatric waiting areas - one for children under 12 and the other for
adolescents - plus an outdoor space and nine paediatric patient rooms where they can
receive care.
There are also two mental health liaison rooms offering private and appropriate spaces
where nurses can assess people who need specialist care, plus a dedicated Child and
Adolescent Mental Health liaison room.
It first provided care on 2 December 2018, replacing the temporary Emergency Department,
and now sees about 400 patients each day. Its three supporting GP Hubs in the community
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development of PCN+. They should be small enough to provide the personal care valued by
both patients and GPs, but large enough to have impact and economies of scale through
better collaboration between practices and others in the local health and social care system.

In April the busy Emergency Department and GP Hubs together cared for 2,648 (16%) more
patients than the previous April (latest monthly figures).
Staff were overjoyed when Mr Hancock unveiled a plaque in the department, celebrating two
of their most beloved nursing colleagues who are sadly no longer with us – Hassina Fowle
and Audrey Cross.

5. Focus on A&E performance
The most significant performance challenge for the Croydon system is delivery of the four
hour waiting time at the Croydon hospital Emergency Department. The Croydon A&E
Delivery Board brings partners together to focus on recovery and an action plan is in place
with the majority of the focus on four High Impact Improvements. These key work streams
cover emergency department flow and process, emergency care model of care, discharge
planning and operational management. Each of the work streams has an Executive Lead
and progress is regularly monitored through the Delivery Board.
The slide below summarises the key elements of these key work streams.

Work is also being undertaken both at a SWL level through the SWL Transformation
Delivery Board and locally in each acute system through A&E Delivery Boards to
understand the drivers on performance. Factors that have been analysed include levels of
attendances which have seen a significant increase, the role of 111 and changes in the
nature of the patients being seen. It is clear that a long-term strategy is required to meet or
redirect what appears to be an ongoing increase in demand as well as more immediate term
plans to ensure that the system is well prepared for the demands of winter 2019-20. These
plans are being developed and overseen by each A&E Delivery Board.

6. Croydon Health Services Adult Inpatient Survey
On Thursday 20 June 2019 the Care Quality Commission’s annual Inpatient Survey was
published. Looking at the experience of hospital care for adult inpatients during the summer
last year, the survey rates NHS trusts across the country, including Croydon Health
Services. The Inpatient Survey results are available here.
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add another 300 patients to this, as they have urgent care GPs and nurses who can assess
and treat minor injuries and illnesses.

Since the survey was taken 11 months ago the Trust has made progress in many areas,
including:
•
•
•
•

the hospital’s Discharge Lounge has had a number of improvements and our
Reablement Service (run in partnership with One Croydon), which supports
discharge, was rated “Good” by the CQC in October 2018.
An integrated discharge team has been established with Croydon Council to improve
the smooth process and experience for patients when being discharged from hospital
In June 2019, Croydon University Hospital was rated one of the top 40
hospitals in the country by CHKS for the quality of patient outcomes we provide.
The Trust has also exceeded the national average in three of the four key NHS
performance indicators (six week referral, 18 week referral and 62 day referral for
cancer treatment)

Since Elaine Clancy has been appointed as Joint Chief Nurse in May 2019, she is working to
completely overhaul the Trust’s quality improvement plan alongside Nnenna Osuji, Medical
Director.
The CCG will work with the Trust to build on these recent improvements in place since the
inpatient survey was conducted and to support the trust to continue in their work.

7. Quality Accounts
The CCG is currently assuring the two Quality Accounts of our main NHS providers:
Croydon Health Services and South London and the Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust.
A Quality Account is an annual report which is published about the quality of services offered
by an NHS healthcare provider. Quality Accounts are an important way for local NHS
services to report on quality and show improvements in the services they deliver to local
communities and stakeholders. The Department of Health and Social Care requires
providers to submit their final Quality Account to the Secretary of State by uploading it to the
NHS website by June 30 each year.
NHS Croydon CCG is the lead commissioner for Croydon Health Services (CHS) NHS Trust
and is an associate commissioner for South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation NHS
(SLaM). In this role the CCG has responsibility for monitoring the quality and performance of
services at CHS and SLaM throughout the year. Both Trusts submitted their draft quality
report for the CCG to review, comment and provide a statement. The CCG is satisfied that
the information contained within both quality accounts is consistent with that supplied to us
throughout the year and so we have issued commissioner statements of support for both
organisations Quality Accounts.
Both Quality Accounts will be published on provide trust websites later in the year.

8. Annual Report published on our website
Our Annual Report and Accounts for 2018/19 are now available to read at the link below.
We will be publishing a summary version of the report at our Annual General Meeting later
this year.
https://www.croydonccg.nhs.uk/newspublications/publications/Documents/Annual%20Report%20and%20Accounts%20201819%
20FINAL.pdf
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The CQC identified Croydon Health Services as “much worse than expected” when
assessing patients’ overall experiences in hospital. Out of 63 questions, the Trust’s Survey
results were significantly worse on 37 and the same as 2017 on the rest. These results are
based on questions asked of 343 (29.8%) patients who had an overnight stay at Croydon
University Hospital in July 2018, 11 months ago.
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9. AGM 2019 – save the date

We are pleased to announce the date for 2019’s Annual General Meeting has been set for
Tuesday 24 September 2019. It will be held in a central Croydon venue, to be confirmed.
All are welcome to attend. We will be presenting the CCG’s performance for the year and be
showcasing some of our highlights of the year.
There will also be the chance to network and find out more about local services and partners
over a light lunch beforehand.

Staff engagement and changes to the team
10. Latest staff awards
Our latest winners in our staff awards have been announced. These individuals, or teams,
have been nominated by their colleagues for going above and beyond in exemplifying the
CCG’s values: Patient-focussed, Outcomes-focussed, Professional at all times, and
Ambitious.
Jessica D’Cruz
Business Manager
Kate Archer
Head of Programme Management Office
Kamal Balakrishnan
Programme Manager – Planned Care
Safeguarding team

Professional at all times
Outcomes-focussed, Professional at all
times
Patient-focussed, Professional at all times
Patient-focussed, Ambitious
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We are delighted that we were able to increase our response rate to this year’s NHS Staff
Survey. A total of 76 staff were eligible to complete the survey, with 66 (87%) taking part.
This a significant improvement on last year’s completion rate of 78% and above the average
response rate for CCGs in 2018, also 78%. Thanks to all our team who took the time to take
part.
The Survey is an important way for us to understand what is important to staff working in the
CCG and we take the outcomes seriously.
The results of the survey were published nationally at the end of February and we were
pleased to find that five question responses improved from last year, with most results
remaining broadly similar. Four of the five questions where we have seen improvement
were a focus of the CCG’s action plan developed with staff teams based on last year’s
feedback. Our five most improved areas were:
2017

2018

Q4f

I have adequate materials to do my work.

39%

71%

Q5h

How satisfied are you with… the opportunities for
flexible working.

44%

67%

Q11a

Does your organisation take positive action on health
and well-being?

10%

34%

Q17a

My organisation treats staff who are involved in an
error, near miss or incident fairly.

29%

55%

Q19g

My manager supported me to receive this training,
learning or development

40%

65%

Not only had a number of our results improved against the 2017 Survey, our results compare
positively to the 2018 results for other CCGs in a range of areas, in particular related to the
quality of appraisals. Our five highest scores compared to the CCG average were:
National
average

Croydon
CCG

Q19b

The review of training helped me to improve how I do
my job

23%

39%

Q19c

The review of training helped me agree clear
objectives for my work

39%

53%

Q7a

I am satisfied with the quality of care I give to service
users

72%

83%

Q4g

There are enough staff at this organisation

41%

52%

Q19e

The review of training included a discussion of the
values of my organisation, as part of the appraisal
process

32%

41%

Whilst important to recognise these positive outcomes, it is equally important to focus on
those areas that staff told us that could be improved. As in previous years, the survey has
highlighted a small number of areas that will be the focus of our 2018 Staff Survey Action
Plan including:
• working additional hours
• communication by senior management
• receiving an appraisal
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11. NHS Staff Survey results

12. SWL Staff Conference
Over 400 colleagues from across South West London CCGs gathered at Twickenham on
Friday 7 June 2019 to discuss plans for the future of the area.
We recognised the achievement Croydon has made in lifting itself out of financial deficit, as
well as looking forward to closer working together with our colleagues from other boroughs,
as per the NHS Long Term Plan.
We also found the time to have a little fun, most notably through building armchairs out of
balloons!

Partnership working
13. Croydon Transformation Board update
Croydon Transformation Board met on Thursday 23 May 2019, key areas discussed are
summarised below:
• Croydon Place Based System Integration
The Croydon Transformation Board is considering what place based integration will look
like for Croydon. Building on the One Croydon Alliance it is working towards developing
an integration model for Croydon. A step in the journey is the alignment of the CCG and
CHS, with an appointment of a place based leader across the two organisations over the
summer.
• Integrated Community Network Plus
Wrapping integrated community services at locality level will be prototyped in two
localities. The two localities will be identified now the Primary Care Networks have been
confirmed.
• Estates Development
A Croydon wide estates strategy is currently in development which will underpin our
locality and modern acute needs. It will build on the Primary Care Estates Strategy 2016
which has enabled significant out of hospital development opportunities.
14. Health and Well-being Board update
Croydon’s Health and Wellbeing Board met on Wednesday 19 June 2019. Items discussed
included:
•
•
•
•

Supporting the whole person through an integrated locality approach
The Annual Report for the Health and Wellbeing Board
Croydon’s Health and Care Transformation Plan
Measles and MMR vaccination in Croydon

You can read the papers for the last Health and Wellbeing Board on the council’s website at
https://democracy.croydon.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=172&MId=1961
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We are now working with the staff forum on an action plan to focus on improvements that we
can make to best address the most important areas for improvement.

On Thursday 6 June 2019 we held a third
engagement event with partners from BME
communities to provide updates about the
progress in re-designed mental health services.
CCG representatives also spoke about how plans
have adapted to take on board feedback from
participants in previous workshops.
The group also discussed patient pathways,
thoughts and ideas for the pilot hub and the role of
care navigators.
You can see the slides from the event and previous events at the link below
https://www.croydonccg.nhs.uk/get-involved/shaping-services/Pages/Reshaping-MentalHealth.aspx

Partner appointments
16. David Bradley appointment as CEO of SLAM
South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust (SLaM) announced in April 2019 that it
has appointed David Bradley to take over as Chief Executive when Dr Matthew Patrick steps
down in July.
David has over 30 years’ experience working within the NHS and is a highly experienced
Chief Executive. Over the last seven years David has led South West London and St.
George’s Mental Health NHS Trust (SWLSTG) where he is Chief Executive.
Since 2012 David has led major transformations in mental health to improve patient care and
the quality of services across south west London. This includes securing support for two new
state of the art £180m mental health hospitals, improving clinical pathways and creating
award-winning alternative services to inpatient admissions like the Lotus Assessment Suite.
We look forward to working with David in his new role, which he will take up in July 2019 to
ensure continuity of leadership.
17. New mayor of Croydon
Councillor Humayun Kabir, who represents Bensham Manor Ward, has been sworn in for his
year as Croydon’s new Mayor. Councillor Kabir has lived in the borough for more than 40
years and been a councillor since 2010. During his year in office he will champion
fundraising efforts for five good causes locally, which reflect the borough’s diverse needs. He
will also be launching a new Mayor’s ambassador scheme, to encourage civic pride and
harness the talents of the local community in fundraising. His charities are Mind in Croydon,
Croydon Vision, Apasen International (Croydon), Ashdon Jazz Academy and Croydon
Refugee Day Centre.
Assisting councillor Kabir as this year’s Deputy Mayor is councillor Maddie Henson, who
represents Addiscombe East. Councillor Henson was born and bred in the borough, growing
up in South Norwood.
We welcome Councillor Kabir and Councillor Henson in their new roles and look forward to
working with them both.
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15. Mental Health BME engagement event

Healthwatch Croydon have confirmed its Local Leadership Board of Croydon residents.
Edwina Morris becomes Chair with Martin Faiers as Deputy Chair with Pat Knight, Brian
Matthews, Anantha Ramaswamy and Tariq Salim completing the new board.
You can find out more about the new board members here:
www.healthwatchcroydon.co.uk/about-us/meet-the-team/
All board members were recruited through an advertised role and were selected by a panel
that included two Croydon community representatives. Board members come from a range
of backgrounds and experience of health and social care services.

London and national campaigns
19. Learning Disability Awareness Week
Learning Disability Awareness Week 2019
ran from Monday 17 June 2019 until
Sunday 23 May. In Croydon we focussed
on raising awareness of the importance of
annual health checks for those with
learning disabilities. Quite often, people
with a learning disability have a health
need that isn’t met or detected – the
annual health check is a good way to
make sure those with learning disabilities stay fit and healthy.
Colleagues from the Learning Disability Team, NHS Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group,
Croydon Council, Mencap hosted stalls throughout the week in both the canteen at Bernard
Weatherill House and at CHS. They engaged with people about annual health checks, and
how they can support themselves and loved ones to getting to them. Mencap also promoted,
their national ‘Treat me Well’ campaign, which looks to transform how the NHS treats people
with a learning disability.
Other events which happening were:
• Monday 17 June – ‘Take over the Council Day’ – service users shadowed staff
working across the council for the day
• Tuesday 18 June – the opening of the Cherry Hub, a new all-aged disability service
to ensure our residents can live long, healthy, happy and independent lives.
There’s lots more resources out there to support people with learning disabilities to access
their annual health check, check out Mencap’s website for more information.

Nominations and awards
20. Parliamentary Awards – regional finalist in Croydon
We are pleased to announce that Dr Emily Symington was announced as the regional
winner for excellence in primary care in the NHS Parliamentary Awards on Monday 24 June
2019. Emily was nominated by Chris Philp MP.
A Governing Body member since 2016, Dr Symington has always been closely involved with
cross-agency programmes to promote proactive and preventative care and embed shared
decision-making between patients and their GPs. Group consultations firmly embody these
principles, while also combining elements of peer support and learning. Participants also
benefit from better self-care, external support networks and decreased need for
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18. Healthwatch Croydon announces new board

Dr Emily Symington said, “Winning the regional award for Excellence in Primary Care is a
real honour. The success of group consultations is down to the hard work of the whole team;
my primary care clinical and administrative colleagues working together. Of course, group
consultations are all about our patients. They would not be a success without people being
willing to try something a bit new, to be honest with themselves and each other. I hope this
award will encourage others to try this new way of delivering care.”
Emily has now received her invitation to the parliamentary event on Wednesday 10 July in
the House of Commons where the National Champions will be announced. Congratulations
to Emily.

21. Off the Record award nomination
We are delighted to say that Off The Record Youth Counselling Croydon has won a 2019
GSK Impact Award. The GSK IMPACT Awards, run in partnership with The King’s Fund,
are a national programme that recognise and reward small and medium sized charities that
are doing excellent work to improve people’s health and wellbeing in communities across the
UK.
Off the Record are one of 10 winners to receive this prestigious award, which coincides with
their 25th anniversary celebration. They will receive £30,000 in unrestricted funding as well
as expert support and leadership development provided by The King’s Fund.
You can see a video showcasing Off the Record’s work, featuring Dr Agnelo Fernandes, at
the link below:
https://youtu.be/3o-eiLwY2cc

22. Parchmore shortlisted for Primary Care Innovation award
Parchmore Medical Centre, based in Thornton Heath, has been nominated for an award at
the Healthcare Show’s national “Transformation in Healthcare Awards 2019” in the
“Innovation in Primary Care” category. This award celebrates genuinely innovative,
evidence-based primary care services and models that have led to measurable
improvements in patient care, experience, outcomes and cost-efficiency.
The team has been nominated for improving care for patients leading to significant
reductions in the need for emergency hospital admissions, A&E attendances and hospital
out patient referrals despite difficulties in recruiting GPs. They have also transformed
administrative processes and, by diversifying the workforce, GP clinical and administrative
workload has been reduced.
The awards ceremony will be held on Wednesday 26 June 2019. We’d like to congratulation
the team at Parchmore for this hard-earned achievement and will keep you posted on the
outcome of the awards.
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appointments. Emily has spoken at national conferences and has been interviewed for BBC
on this topic.

2 July 2019
Title of Paper:

Croydon Health and Care Plan Engagement Update

Lead Director

Martin Ellis
Director of Primary Care and Out of Hospital
Stephen Warren
Director of Commissioning

Report Author

Fouzia Harrington
Associate Director: Strategy, Planning and
Estates
Lizzie Whetnall
Head of Communications and Engagement

Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report
Purpose of Report

None
None
For Approval

Recommendation:
The Governing Body is asked to:
▪
▪
▪

Note the engagement update in finalising the Croydon Health and Care Plan
Support the plan amendments and updates and recommend support for the document
and process to the Croydon Transformation Board
Agree to delegate to the Accountable Officer the final sign off of the Croydon Health
and Care Plan for publication this summer and for submitting to form part of the South
West London Health and Care Plan.

Background:
In March 2019, the Governing Body approved the discussion document version of the
developing five-year Croydon Health and Care Transformation Plan, as well as an outline
to the national approach for planning for 2019/20.
This paper provides an overview of the engagement process and the feedback received.
The closing date for comments was Monday 17 June 2019 and the Health and Care Plan
is being updated to reflect the feedback received. The CCG is required to publish its final
Health and Care Plan in the summer to form part of the South West London Health and
Care Plan in the autumn of 2019. This will satisfy the requirements of the NHS Long Term
Plan published in January 2019.
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REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP
GOVERNING BODY

Engagement on the Health and Care Plan discussion document
Since the publication of the South West London Heath and Care Plan refresh in November
2017, we have been developing local borough health and care plans and have engaged
with frontline staff, community groups, stakeholders and a reflective sample of local people
at our six borough events in November 2018.
The Croydon Health and Care Event held at Croydon Conference Centre on 20 November
2018 was attended by over 160 people. Insight from the event has been used to help
further shape the Croydon Health and Care Plan.
On Friday 24 May 2019 to Monday 17 June 2019 we disseminated a questionnaire and
summary version of the Health and Care Plan for each of the partner organisations to test
with their staff and key stakeholders to test the draft discussion document.
We encouraged residents to read the plan first and offered both the summary and the full
documents.
In total, we received 30 responses through the electronic survey as well as two emails from
individuals with detailed comments, a letter from Age UK Croydon and a report from
Healthwatch Croydon who ran an event focussed on the health and care plan discussion
document.
Of those who responded, over 80% felt that they understood what we will be focussing on
for the next two years.
Overall Feedback
•
•

Overall feedback was positive. People generally understood our strategic approach and
our focus for the next two years
There was a theme of wanting more detail, whether that was in the system challenges
i.e. workforce or in the plans, people felt that they were too high level. People also
suggested areas not mentioned in the plan.

How the Plan Will Change Following Feedback
The Health and Care Plan is currently being revised to include and emphasise the following
key issues as a result of this feedback:
•

•

The plan is a strategic summary position indicating our approach. It complements the
constituent organisational plans and specific service strategies. As such it is not
possible for it to include every possible aspect of work and focusses on the areas the
organisations can have the biggest impact on by working together.
The plan represents a point in time and it is not yet possible to provide all of the
implementation detail. Our planning as a partnership will continue and will strengthen
over time. A next steps section will be added to reflect the key areas such as
demonstrating how our plans address our challenges and specifically they will improve
quality of care and close the financial gap, and the need to reflect the children’s
planning more explicitly into the One Croydon offer.
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Key Issues:

•
•

•

•
•

The development of the Integrated Community Network Plus and public accountability
for health being driven through the model.
Governance and risk sections to demonstrate how we will ensure delivery of our
ambitious plans.
Croydon’s Health and Care Plan aims to be a high-level plan that will form part of a
South West London wide plan we will not be able to cover everything. We have
focussed on the areas we can have the biggest impact together as a partnership to see
the biggest gains for our population.
We did have some feedback that is out of scope of our joint Health and Care Plan. We
are focussing on those areas we can have the biggest impact as a partnership and that
no single organisation can do alone, in some cases individual organisations may be
addressing issues individually.
We will carry out further engagement on delivery of these plans – carried forward by
each of the six delivery boards.
Healthwatch provided detailed feedback which will be helpful to refine plans and
programme boards will be asked to consider this feedback separately.

Governance:
Corporate Objective

To commission integrated, safe, high quality
service in the right place at the right time.
To have collaborative relationships to ensure
integrated approach
To achieve financial balance

Risks

Effective planning will support mitigating a
range of risks.
Croydon has ambitious plans and a key risk is
the organisational capacity and capability to
develop and implement these at pace.

Financial Implications

The Strategic Review sets out the reason for
system wide deficits with recommendations
for how financial sustainability can be
addressed across Croydon partners.

Conflicts of Interest

None as part of this report, however there is
potential conflicts of interest through the
design and implementation of any system
change. The OBC principles for working
together will form the basis for taking this
work forward.

Clinical Leadership Comments

Clinical Leadership comments have been
sought throughout the development of the
Health and Care Plan and are implicit in our
plans, including at the first South West
London Health and Care Conference at the
end of April 2019 which will support the
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•

Implications for Other CCGs

The Croydon Health and Care Plan is being
developed in parallel to local health and care
plans for the other five boroughs. These will
all form the basis of the South West London
Health and Care Plan to be published in full in
autumn 2019.

Equality Analysis

This has been undertaken as part of
individual work streams that support the plan
and will continue to be updated.

Patient and Public Involvement

This paper outlines the recent engagement
on the Health and Care Plan discussion
document which has in turn built on extensive
engagement for the individual supporting
work streams.

Communication Plan

The Croydon Communications and
Engagement Steering Group oversaw the
recent engagement process for the
development of the Health and Care Plan. A
communications plan for the publication of the
Croydon Health and Care Plan over the
summer will be developed and delivered by
the group.

Information Governance Issues

None as part of this report. There will be
information governance issues arising from
potential sharing of data. The OBC
Information Governance Framework will be
built upon.

Reputational Issues

The Croydon Health and Care Plan shows
the key areas of focus for the work of One
Croydon over the next two to five years and
the areas that no single organisation could
tackle alone. Supporting the next steps
demonstrates system wide appetite for
significant transformation change to address
the challenges.
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development of the clinical strategy which will
form part of the South West London Health
and Care Plan.

Introduction and background
Since the publication of the NHS Long Term Plan in January 2019, Croydon
Transformation Board has been further reviewing and developing their plans.
Croydon’s existing direction of travel and the development of the borough’s health and
care plan showed significant alignment to the themes within the Long Term Plan
including:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Focus on prevention and proactive care
More joined up and coordinated care
Tailored support and services to the needs of local communities
Connecting people with their neighbours and communities

The NHS Long Term Plan requires the development and publication of local
organisation five-year local health system strategies by Autumn 2019.
Over the past months the Croydon Transformation Board has been leading the
development of the Croydon Health and Care Transformation Plan. System wide
programme boards have been leading on the development of specific plans:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Together for Health and Care
Locality development
Modern acute hospital – physical and mental health
Better start in life and maternity
Mental health
All age disabilities

Patient and public voices in Local Health and Care Plans
We have also worked in partnership with borough colleagues to engage local people and
patients in each part of our work and to support the development of the plan as illustrated
in the diagram below.
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Croydon Health and Care Plan Engagement Update

Enc 4 Croydon Health and
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The NHS Long Term Plan in Croydon and across South West London

Engagement in the development of Croydon Health and Care Plans and partner
borough plans across South West London

Since the publication of the South West London Heath and Care Plan refresh in
November 2017, South West London have been developing local borough health and
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The Croydon Health and Care Event held at Croydon Conference Centre on 20
November 2019 was attended by over 160 people. Insight from the event has been used
to help further shape the Croydon Health and Care Plan.
The Croydon Health and Care Plan discussion document was agreed by the Croydon
Transformation Board in March 2019. As well as being discussed at the Health and
Wellbeing Board, it was also shared through the governance processes of each
constituent Croydon partner organisation, and was presented to the Governing Body in
March 201. These discussions have fed into the further development of the document.
Discussion document engagement overview
There are three main ways engagement has been built into the Croydon Health and Care
Plan over the last few months and this will continue throughout the delivery phase of the
plan:
•
•

•

Governance path – through the governance processes of the constituent
organisations feeding back comments through the Croydon Transformation Board
Partners “constituent” engagement Leadership partners and communication
and engagement professionals within each organisation have promoted key
messages and information about the health and care plan to staff and key
stakeholders
Targeted engagement with service users on “what” and also “how” targeted
engagement has been undertaken in different areas across each of the constituent
organisations to develop the health and care plan and individual plans within each
of the delivery boards.

Croydon Health and Care Plan: Outreach Engagement Plan for delivery phase
Over the last two years the CCG has spoken with hundreds of residents of all ages from
across the whole of Croydon. This has included people who work in Croydon health and
care services, community and voluntary sector representatives, stakeholders and
partners. Some of these discussions have focused on the services we currently
commission and how we can make them better so that they are more responsive to local
people’s needs and can support them to meet their ambitions for their own, and their
families, health and well-being.
Other discussions were broader and focused more on the transformational aspects of
local services, for example the One Croydon aspirations engagement from March to
September 2018.
Prior to Novembers health and care place event partners agreed the following priorities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supporting parents and children in their first 1,000 days
Improving young people’s mental health
Encouraging people to have healthier lifestyles
Improving the mental health of older adults
Making Croydon a dementia friendly borough
Addressing social isolation in our communities
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care plans and have engaged with frontline staff, community groups, stakeholders and a
reflective sample of local people at our six borough events in November 2018.

Engagement supporting the Croydon
Health & Care Plan
Theme: Supporting parents and children
Work that we have undertaken with
parents, children and young people
include:
•

•

•

Several sessions working with the
pupil parliament at Tudor Academy
School. These sessions focused on
how we can support people to stay
well to prevent people of all ages
experiencing ill-health
Working with parents through
children centres to support the
development of the Health Help
Now app
Engagement with the Homestart
team around refugee and asylum
seeking women in Croydon

Improving young people’s mental health
A number of wide ranging conversations
have taken place with children and young
people around mental health services and
the development of mental well-being
projects, including:
•

•
•
•

Focus groups with Croydon Drop-in
as part of the south-west London
mental well-being resilience
programme
Several sessions with Croydon
College students as part of their
enrichment programme
Focus groups with Croydon College
LGBT support group to support the
Talking Therapies service
Focused Talking Therapies insight
work with young BME men

Next steps for engagement during the
delivery phase
Further work is required with parents and
children before and during the
implementation period of the plan to ensure
partners have a better understanding of the
specific needs of this community.
Actions needed:
-

-

-

Link with Maternity Voices
Partnership steering group to better
understand the experience of women
and children accessing local
maternity and post-natal services
Work with Best Start service to
access any relevant intelligence that
could be shared across partners
alongside any bespoke work that
might be required to understand any
specific needs of this group
Work with local schools and colleges
to help support elements of the
Croydon Health and Care Plan

South-west London Health and Care
Partnership have developed a programme of
work “Mental Well-being and Emotional
Resilience” focused on children and young
people across south-west London.
This will include:
-

-

Workshops in schools with years 7-9
pupils around emotional resilience
and strategies for improving mental
health to provide insight to support
children and young people with
mental health issues
Working with children and young
people across south-west London to
develop mental well-being apps to
support other young people

Encouraging people to have healthier lifestyles
Engagement focusing on how
One Croydon have commissioned Local
commissioners and providers can better
Voluntary Partnership to support the
support residents to stay well or manage
development of closer working between
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The table below presents headlines of the engagement activity that has taken place over
the previous two years against each priority and outlines the further engagement that will
are proposing for specific areas.

•
•
•

•
•

Together for Health engagement
group
Community Connectors programme
– Croydon Voluntary Action
The Make Every Contact Count /
Asset Based Community
Development programme run by
Croydon Voluntary Action
Patient Participation Group
awareness weeks events
Diabetes UK workshops and
events

small community and voluntary sector
groups supporting people across their
neighbourhoods.
Alongside this future engagement will focus
upon:
-

-

Working with network Social
Prescribing Boards to make sure we
are learning insights and gathering
patient experience for these groups
The Together for Health workstreams
Working with JustBe Croydon to learn
about developing effective support for
people to adopt positive health
behaviours

Improving the mental health of older adults
There has been very significant
Engagement with service users, staff and
engagement with mental health users and providers of mental health services will
community and voluntary sector groups in continue and focus on:
the last two years. This includes:
- The re-design of mental health
services
• SWL Grass roots programme
- The further development of
included Hear Us, and MIND
community Mental Health hubs
• The CCG voluntary sector review
across Croydon
• Talking Therapies Insight work
- The re-design of local mental health
• BME Grass roots workshops
crisis services
• Thrive LDN
• Joint work with Healthwatch
Croydon - Meet the Changemakers
(2018)
• Mental Health Partnership Board
Making Croydon a dementia friendly borough
Further work is needed to gain more insight
• Healthwatch Croydon undertook
from people with dementia and their carers
research with service users, carers
and staff to help Croydon become a
and stakeholders and published a
dementia friendly town.
report of findings in Feb 2019
• Rachel Carse, Croydon Council’s
This will include:
Dementia Lead, has led extensive
local work in this area
- Working with the Croydon Dementia
Alliance Group jointly to engage with
service users and carers
- Working with Croydon Carers groups
to gather patient experience of
dementia services to map the patient
journey and how it impacts on people
independence
Addressing social isolation in our communities
Addressing social isolation cuts across
Further on-going engagement is required in
several pieces of engagement work that
this area as it impacts across all
has been undertaken over the last couple
communities and age groups.
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any health and well-being conditions
effectively have taken place through:

•

•
•

Extensive work with over 65’s to
design and develop the Outcomes
Based Commissioning programme,
subsequently One Croydon
AGE UK and BME Elders as part of
the south-west London grass roots
programme
Social Prescribing Programme

There are some individuals and
communities who are especially vulnerable
to experiencing social isolation and we will
focus our future engagements to ensure that
it includes the following groups:
- People with a physical disability
- People who are unemployed
- People with a severe on-going mental
health issue
- Young parents in areas of high deprivation

Engagement on the Health and Care Plan discussion document
On Friday 24 May 2019 to Monday 17 June 2019 we disseminated a questionnaire and
summary version of the Health and Care Plan for each of the partner organisations to test
with their staff and key stakeholders to test the draft discussion document.
We also shared with communication and engagement colleagues in our partner
organisations through the Croydon Communications Engagement Group the following
communication collateral to help disseminate these messages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Croydon Health and Care Plan full discussion document
Survey
Template social media posts for partners to use in their social media channels
Social media images
Article for partner websites
Article for partner stakeholder bulletins
Article for internal staff communications

The key questions asked within this engagement period were:
1. Do you understand what we will be focusing on for the next two years?
2. Do you agree with the actions we are proposing to improve the health and care of
local people over the next two years?
3. Is there anything missing in our plans that you would expect to see there?
4. Have you any other comments about the Croydon Health and Care Plan
discussion document?
5. What role would your organisation or group be able to play to support the delivery
of these plans?
To support this engagement process we published on the CCG website information about
the engagement process, and a link to the survey.
Key themes from the engagement
•

Overall the responses to the survey were very positive – it showed us that people
are interested in our work and want to understand more about it.

•

The document would benefit from a short, high level summary which confirms
what we are trying to do as a partnership and a high-level overview of our plans
Page 10 of 17
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of years. This includes:

•

Workforce plans are insufficient and there is a need for better, joint workforce
plans to be developed

•

Financial analysis – respondents felt there should be more evidence in the report
that these plans will close the system wide financial gap

•

The alignment between Croydon Health Services and the CCG is outlined as
being a step towards further alignment with the whole of the One Croydon
partnership – this is just part of the health system in the borough and doesn’t yet
include alignment with mental health and primary care provision.

•

A common misunderstanding that this is a CCG document – need to be clearer
throughout that this is a partnership document for One Croydon and is specifically
aimed at addressing issues that no one organisation can address alone

•

Engaging on Integrated Care Network models - A need to imbed patient
engagement at ICN level - the CCG has commissioned Healthwatch Croydon to
support outreach engagement work to help the development of engagement for
each of the emerging ICNs in the borough

This joint One Croydon plan does not replace individual partner plans which can be read
in parallel and signposted to where possible.
Findings from the engagement
We encouraged residents to read the plan first and offered both the summary and the full
documents. All links directed residents to the CCG webpage containing links to all this
information, rather than the survey itself.
In total, we received 30 responses through the electronic survey as well as two emails
from individuals with detailed comments, a letter from Age UK Croydon and a report from
Healthwatch Croydon who also ran an event focussed on the health and care plan
discussion document.
Rachel Flowers, Director of Public Health, also facilitated a peer review of the document
by the Local Government Association. Feedback from this peer review is also included in
this summary.
Of those who responded, over 80% felt that they understood what we will be focussing on
for the next two years. This means that the document clearly explains our aims.
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over next two years – this would make the plans more accessible to the public and
enable the public to hold the partnership to account for these plans.

Enc 4 Croydon Health and
Care Plan engagement GB
Nobody disagreed with what we are proposing, however almost a third of responders
were unsure as to if they agreed or not. Clearly stating our reasons for change and the
specific issues we wish to address may help in future engagement.

While it is encouraging that 40% of responders felt that there was nothing missing in our
plans, the rest of those who answered the questions felt we had not covered everything.
Comments centred around further integration with services that were not mentioned, such
as the Job Centre. There were several comments asking for more support for babies and
younger children, such as increased health visitor interaction with all parents, rather than
“spending all their time on child protection work”, and improving basic motor skills.

Detailed engagement feedback
Feedback
How we will adapt the health and care plan?
Do you agree with the actions we are proposing to improve the health and care of local
Page 12 of 17
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Is this plan achievable?

Are our goals and outcomes correct
– more important are our aspirations
correct – need to make sure there is
realism in the plans and they are
deliverable
How will plans be delivered given
the workforce and capacity issues of
the CCG – particularly given the
high-level turnover of staff

Some things are above the control
of the partnership - migration, poor
housing, debt, unemployment
No reference to how the health and
social care provider will work closer
with those other areas that relate to
health such as education

It is recognised that further work is required to
demonstrate to what extent our plans meet our challenges.
This will be set out in the ‘next steps’ section of the plan.
The outcomes and indicators have been developed to
show the long term impact we need to make overall.
Further work is required to ensure:
1) We have a baseline for these and
2) Each programme area develops in specific
outcome measures. This will be indicated in our
‘next steps’ section
There is a misunderstanding that this is solely a CCG plan.
This is a health and social care joint plan with all One
Croydon organisations working in partnership.
Reflect in the plan that this is a point in time and we do not
have all the answers. There are aspects that we are still
working on. A key next step is ensuring all enablers i.e.
workforce, IT and estates, are aligned to delivering this
plan and this will be reflected in the ‘next steps’ section.
This is what is described as ‘wider determinants of health’
in the document. It is also reflected as part of how the
Integrated Community Network Plus model works
alongside the Councils Gateway Scheme. Explain how
the partnership will work to address and mitigate for these
determinates. – as highlighted in diagram on page 11.

No reference to non-health issues
that impact health such as
environment, education, social
deprivation

Is there anything missing in our plans that you would expect to see there?
Practical examples of what is
intended are required

Not enough said or explained about
primary care networks

Explicit mention of patient
participation groups
More detail needed on how the
partnership will build the community
and voluntary sector in Croydon
Health visitors core to work and are
not mentioned, building communities
and removing broken down cars
from streets is required
No mention of working with job
centres

Include more examples of the work of the One Croydon
partnership to better illustrate what this might mean in
future – include within the ‘What it will mean for people?’
section
This is currently pictured as the grey ‘cog’ in the diagram –
this needs to be better articulated in the text and to use the
ICN diagram in its place that attempts to illustrate the
vision of an ICN for Croydon as well as clear written
definitions
Include the ICN diagram which has patients at the centre
of the newly developing localities and reflect this will drive
health accountability to the local population and look at
how engagement may be different in future.
This is reflected in the plan currently as a high-level
overview. Difficult to include more detail without including
more detail about all aspects of the plan.
All detail cannot be addressed within the Health and Care
Plan – but this does not replace individual organisational
plans and greater detail will be discussed by the enabler
groups including one specifically for workforce
Mention will be added in to page 17 – job centres are an
integral part to the Council’s Gateway work
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people over the next two years?

No mention of the CQC, health and
social care regulators
No reference to the frailty strategy

These are included in the overview of the wider
determinants and action plan around that and how this
links to other programmes and individual organisational
plans – page 17
This will be added to page 7

There were wide range of responses
who felt much was missing
Measures of what success looks like
and how there will be accountability
• A lot on aspirations but a lack of
objective targets and measures of
success.

The introduction reflects that this Plan does not replace
organisational plans and complements service specific
strategies. It is not possible to mention all the supporting
strategies and work plans.
The outcomes and indicators have been developed to
show the long term impact we need to make overall.
Further work is required to ensure:
1) We have a baseline for these and
2) 2) Each programme area develops in specific
outcomes measures.
This will be indicated in our ‘next steps’ section.

Climate change emergency is not
mentioned in the plan

Each organisation is required to improve its environmental
footprint and this is implicit in all our plans

Case for change background
information • No clear reference to
the wider issues affecting demand
and supply, i.e. GPs retiring and
nurse shortage and how perception
of Croydon might affect this
No reference to non-health issues
that impact health such as
environment, education, social
deprivation

This is a high-level document and including all sources will
be difficult to document. The work force group will pick up
these specific issues

As above – wider determinants of health is included in the
diagram – more explanation of this to be included in the
final plan.

No preventative strategy presented this is focusing on the already ill.

This document is about shifting to a preventative and
practice care model. However, we recognised the model
needs to be developed. This will be added to ‘next steps’
Have you any other comments about the Croydon Health and Care Plan discussion
document?
There is a democratic deficit in
We will include more items in the ‘you said, we did’
health
element of the Health and Care Plan to better highlight
engagement work that has been done
The CVA has been commissioned to support the
recruitment and training of local people to join One
Croydon delivery boards
Healthwatch Croydon have been commissioned to support
engagement work with emerging PCNs and ICNs and we
will work with them to develop this further.
Do nothing graphs are not
Review graphs and test to make them more
understandable
understandable
Personal stories shared through the
engagement – including one on
dementia diagnosis

The dementia work led by Rachel Carse focuses on
treating the person and not the condition with a focus on a
preventative approach. This work is also led by the
Personal independence coordinators (PICs) who deal with
the person’s total need as opposed to just one aspect of
their need.
We will also work to highlight the work of One Croydon
further by developing case studies of successful work and
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Active travel planning, infrastructure
and air quality

Question and concerns on
accountability
Lack of communication strategy
Lack of full engagement strategy different methods to access different
groups.

Individual perspective needed - How
will this affect individuals? What will
be the process of change? There is
a need to present the stages and
show the journey of progress so that
expectations can be managed. For
example, how long will it take for this
to be delivered and what will change
first.
A need for better signposting and
information in one place – how
about a Croydon health Google?
In terms of delivering the community
and voluntary sector approach,
there is a need for organisations to
work together and also access
funding more easily irrespective of
size, rather than a bias to larger,
well-staffed/ funded organisations.
Lack of clarity between the following
roles and their remits and how they
work together: Care navigator;
Personal Independence
Coordinator; Link worker
Unclear where other initiatives fit in
to this such as Mental Health hubs
and Live Well.
No reference to other key strategies
being defined which would impact or
contribute to this such as: autism
strategy both for adults and children
linked with education and social
care as well as health; carers'
strategy again across health and
social care.
Objective clear measures of
success and how these are
accountable to SWOT analysis of

Reflect in the plan that this is a point in time and we do not
have all the answers. There are aspects we are still
working on. A key next step is ensuring all enablers i.e.
workforce, IT, communications and engagement and
estates are aligned to delivering this plan and will be
reflected in the next steps section.
There is a section about how this will affect people. It will
be reviewed to consider how to make it more meaningful.

Croydon CCG has the Health Help Now app which is a
signposting app.
The CCG is exploring options for a marketing plan for Help
Health Now to encourage uptake
Community and voluntary sector is critical to developing
resilient communities and is central to our strategic
approach. The CVA is also supporting the partnership in
this work.

A definition of these posts will be added to the plan.

This is reflected in the appendix under mental health.
The plan is a strategic summary position indicating our
approach. It cannot cover every aspect but what we do
complements individual organisation plans and specific
service strategies. The Carers Strategy will be referenced
and autism picked up as part of our plans for transforming
mental health services.
These are included in the plan on a page. Consider
bringing these out more explicitly in the document.
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Some of the aspects of the case for
change were clear but more detail
on sources and assumptions behind
these would have been relevant.

promoting them through the local media, partner channels
and social media.
We will check references and sources and try to include as
much as possible – as a high-level document it is difficult
to include all the detail. We could think about having a
‘further reading’ section which would link to organisational
plans of the constituents of the One Croydon partnership
A section will be added to include governance and risks

Appendix 1 already shows those plans that are underway
as well as new. We will make this clearer in the plan.

Initial response to the key themes
The Health and Care Plan is currently being revised to include and emphasise the
following key issues as a result of this feedback:
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

The plan is a strategic summary position indicating our approach. It complements the
constituent organisational plans and specific service strategies. As such it is not
possible for it to include every possible aspect of work and focusses on the areas the
organisations can have the biggest impact on by working together.
The plan represents the journey we are one and it is not yet possible to provide all of
the answers. Our planning as a partnership will continue and will strengthen over time.
A next steps section will be added to reflect the key areas such as needing to
demonstrate how our plans address our challenges and specifically how it will close
the financial gap, and the need to reflect the children’s planning more explicitly into the
One Croydon offer.
The development of the Integrated Community Network Plus and public accountability
for health being driven through the model.
Governance and risk sections to demonstrate how we will ensure delivery of our
ambitious plans.
Croydon’s Health and Care Plan aims to be a high-level plan that will form part of a
South West London wide plan we will not be able to cover everything. We have
focussed on the areas we can have the biggest impact together as a partnership to
see the biggest gains for our population.
We did have some feedback that is out of scope of our joint Health and Care Plan.
We are not able to address everything as a partnership, but in some cases individual
organisations may be addressing issues individually.
We will carry out continuous engagement on delivery of these plans – carried forward
by each of the six delivery boards.
Healthwatch feedback provided detailed feedback which will be helpful to refine plans
and programme boards will be asked to consider this feedback separately.

Recommendation
The Governing Body is asked to:
▪
▪
▪

Note the engagement update in finalising the Croydon Health and Care Plan
Support the plan amendments and updates and recommend support for the document
and process to the Croydon Transformation Board
Agree to delegate to the Accountable Officer the final sign off of the Croydon Health
and Care Plan for publication this summer and for submitting to form part of the South
West London Health and Care Plan.
Page 16 of 17
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health and social care services in
Croydon to show more clearly and
concisely the case for change
residents.
A clear explanation of how current
initiatives outside this plan that are
already underway or proposed
relate to proposed actions that are
within this plan.
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GOVERNING BODY
02 July 2019
Title of Paper:

Moving Forward Together in South West London – an information
update for The Governing Body

Lead Director
Report Author

Angelo Fernandes
Clinical Chair
Andrew Eyres,
Accountable Officer
Tunde Adewopo
Programme Lead
(System Alignment)

Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report
Purpose of Report

None
N/A
For Information

Recommendation:
The CCG Governing Body is asked to consider the case for change for a potential merger
of our six CCGs and note the approach to developing ‘Place’ in Croydon.
Background:
We have been working together as six CCGs for over a year and are committed to
ensuring that we have successful place based local systems supported by ‘at scale’ where
necessary. Across south west London (SWL), there are a number of developments which
mean we need to review the way we work. It is vitally important that we move forward
together, with our GPs, our partners at borough level and across SWL in a planned way.
The following slide pack outlines a draft case for change for a potential merger of our SWL
CCGs and explains the context of our local place. A seminar on Place Based Delegation
arrangements was arranged for 27th June 2019.
Key Issues:
1. The development of primary care networks
2. Strengthening of local health and care partnerships and the development of the six local
health and care plans
3. Development of system rather than a commissioning/provider split and focus on the
person rather than the organisation
4. The expectation in the NHS Long Term Plan that we will make a 20% reduction in
Page 1 of 2
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REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP

Governance:
Corporate Objective
Risks

All CCG Objectives
Paper relates directly to following risks on the Governing
Body Assurance Framework, namely:
CCCG 015 Risk that the CCG has insufficient influence
within the SW London partnership to influence proposed
reconfiguration of health services within the area, to the
extent that it becomes a threat to the objectives of the CCG
CCCG 001 Risk that CCG does not meet financial targets
next year and over the next five years

Financial Implications

Financial implications and basis for the proposal is
explained within the paper.

Conflicts of Interest

All members of the governing body are unavoidably
conflicted in the items proposed in this paper.
Not yet sought. Updates provided to CLG & GP Open
Meetings
Relevant to other SW London CCGs
Applicability to be considered

Clinical Leadership
Comments
Implications for Other CCGs
Equality Analysis
Patient and Public
Involvement

To follow

Communication Plan

To follow

Information Governance
Issues

Applicability to be considered and are highlighted in the
NHS England issued guidance in respect of mergers that
refers to such considerations.
To follow

Reputational Issues

Page 2 of 2
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management costs

Enc 5 Moving
Forward Together

Governing Body Paper
Moving Forward Together
Our draft case for change for a potential
merger of our six SW London CCGs
July 2019
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We have been working together as six CCGs for over a year and are committed to ensuring that we have
successful place based local systems supported by “at scale” where necessary.
As we move forward a number of things will impact on how we currently operate:
•
•

•
•

development of primary care networks
strengthening of local health and care partnerships and the development of the six local health and
care plans
development of system rather than commissioning/ provider split and focus on the person rather than
organisations
the expectation in the NHS Long Term Plan that we will make a 20% reduction in management costs
and move to consider one CCG across SW London

This gives us the opportunity to build on what we have already delivered. It is vitally important that we move
forward together, with our GPs, our partners at borough level and across SW London in a planned way

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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Introduction – there are a number of new developments
which mean we need to review the way we work

• Is led by GP Clinical Chairs in partnership with the SWL Senior Management Team.
• Is supported by a programme structure with 5 clear work streams. Each work stream
has a clinical and managerial lead.
• Ensures place-based development is being led locally
• Builds on the engagement we have already undertaken on local health and care
plans, to effectively engage our partners as we move forward

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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We have created the “moving forward together”
programme that:

Enc 5 Moving
Forward Together

DRAFT Case for Change
We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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We believe there is a strong case for change:
1. Evolution not revolution
2. Investment in ‘Primary Care Networks’ of GP practices – the building blocks to improve services
3. Retain and enhance local teams to support practices through these changes and new responsibilities
4. NHS Long Term plan – collaboration rather than competition - end of purchaser/provider split – more
resource to invest in frontline services. Reduce red-tape at local level and free-up resource
5. At least 80% of care would be planned and delivered locally, with strong clinical leadership

6. Take control of our future

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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• We have been working together as six CCGs over the past year, and we know that when we work
together, it’s better for the health and care outcomes of local people. We can also influence policy and
secure more national funding for our local SW London services. Some of the many examples include:
• Successful bids for national funding as a SW London health and care partnership:
• £1.85million of children and young people’s mental health to create enhanced mental health support
teams
• £1.6 million to help new and expectant mums in south west London to have access to specialist mental
health teams
• £9.9million to able us to share patients’ health and care records between organisations across SW London
so we can give local people the best joined-up care

• Improving functions by consolidating - Where we have brought functions together we have improved
quality of service e.g. communications and engagement has individual CCG teams working in a matrix
way across SWL with reduced management overheads but improved quality, resilience and professional
accountability
• Improving care to patients – e.g. ECI aligned decision making
We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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1. Evolution not revolution

• The NHS needs to free-up resource so we can deliver the NHS Long Term Plan with
investment in community and mental health services, and in new developments such as
Primary Care Networks (PCNs).
• PCNs will bring together GP practices to provide a wider range of services for local people.
They will also be the footprint around which community-based health and social care
professionals will deliver more joined-up care for our communities. We are planning to
strengthen our primary care transformation function to support PCN development (please
see later slides).

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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2. Investment in ‘Primary Care Networks’ of GP
practices: – the building blocks to improve services

Enc 5 Moving
Forward Together

3. It is our priority to make sure that GPs receive
the same level of support or better
• We want to maintain and improve primary care and day-to-day support as well as strong
local relationships e.g. a single IT service for primary care to improve connectivity and
reliability of IT systems, and the quality of IT services to practices
• It is our expectation that our GPs in each borough will retain their current local primary
care team, potentially with enhanced resource, to support them though these changes
and new responsibilities.

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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• The NHS Long Term Plan is clear that NHS organisations should work more closely
together, rather than in competition: meaning the end of the ‘NHS internal market’ or the
purchaser/provider split. NHS organisations will no longer have to administer complex
negotiations, contract monitoring and payment regimes at local level: a single SW London
CCG could re-direct this resource in bureaucracy back to frontline services for patients.

• A single CCG could better support NHS organisations to collaborate and learn from each
other across SW London. By moving to collaboration and away from competition, we can
better drive-up quality and reduce variation in standards, and deliver better health and
care outcomes for the people in every one of our boroughs. It will be easier to engage
with the ICS as it develops if we have a single, strong commissioning voice.
We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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4. Cut red-tape and duplication to invest in frontline
services

• A potential merger of our CCGs would also free-up resource for frontline services by reducing management costs and layers of
bureaucracy at a local level.
• We currently have 6 Governing Bodies, 18 associated statutory committees, 6 sets of annuals accounts and auditors, and 6 assurance
processes from NHS regulators: it takes considerable clinical and managerial time, money and focus to work in this way. For example,

by just moving to one CCG Governing Body, we would save at least £1.6 million.
• We believe a merger would be better for our CCG staff – with more career progression and opportunities across a bigger
organisation, and with more opportunities for training and development.
• Working across more than one CCG would also be much easier and less time consuming – we could get more done, more quickly,
with no need for multiple governance committees and different assurance paperwork. This would strengthen our ability to retain our
expert staff.
• We have committed to minimise wherever we can, any compulsory redundancies, and recognise that any potential changes are

unsettling for our staff and we will work hard to support our people through this period, and involve and engage them on our future
together.
We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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4. Cut red-tape and duplication to invest in frontline
services continued…..

• Our vision for SW London is that each ‘place’ or borough will bring together health and
care leaders in a local system. We want to enhance clinical leadership, protect our ability
to engage with, and consider the needs of local communities, and embed the freedom to
transform and improve services with our partners, to deliver local priorities.
• Local health and care leaders from each borough would oversee the assessment of local
people’s health and care needs, the planning and provision of services, and ensure they
supported the strong monitoring of quality to drive improvements in care. We want
successful ‘place-based’ local systems to be supported by a single SW London CCG.
• It is our expectation that 80% of care would be planned and delivered locally in our
boroughs, and we are working with our local partners to consider options for financial
delegation and local accountability.
We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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5. At least 80% of care would be planned and
delivered locally, with strong clinical leadership

Enc 5 Moving
Forward Together

6. Take control of our future…
• If we were to merge, we would want to make sure we designed our own model for the
way we would work together: a way that works for our GPs, and our partners in each
borough. We would like to progress quickly, to ensure that we can influence national
thinking and deliver our South West London model.

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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In context with our local place

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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Partners working across
multiple boroughs to:
• Set priorities for
transformation of hospitals
• Redesign care pathways
• Define and drive
collaboration initiatives

A picture of integrated health and care in South West
London

SWL System: South West London wide
transformation
Partners working together across South West
London to:
• Define and drive collaboration initiatives
• set the overall SWLHCP strategy, SWL wide
transformation programmes and enabling
strategies such as digital
• support transformation and delivery at
borough level
• secure maximum investment into SWL
boroughs e.g. through regional/national
bidding
• maximise resources by working at scale
when it is right to do so e.g. Estates
strategy
• Ensuring business intelligence, research
and best practice are used to improve care
and services
• Collaborate at or beyond SWL where it is
right to do so e.g. specialist services
• Provide assurance to NHS regulators
regarding performance, finances and
delivery across all levels in SWL
• Ensure delivery of “place” system control
total

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

Complex system
Neighbourhood: Primary Care network

Neighbourhood

transformation
Partners working together around general practice
neighbourhood level to:
• Define and drive collaboration initiatives
• deliver proactive, integrated care for populations
of 30-50k people
• work with community, mental health and
voluntary sector services
• strengthen primary care
• lead multidisciplinary services and teams around
the person

Place: Borough level transformation

Place

South West London

Partners in each borough working together to:
• Define and drive collaboration initiatives
• set the “place” strategy
• plan and implement local transformation
• ensure that the right care is deliver in the right
place for local people
• ensure a strong focus on self care, health
promotion and prevention
• Lead engagement with the public
• tackle the social determinants of health and
reduce health inequalities
• integrate health, care and third sector services,
where it is right to do so
• support local systems to be financially and
clinically sustainable and ensure delivery of
system control total

This diagram is a starter for 10: We recognise that things may issues/things may move across
www.swlondon.nhs.uk
different parts of each area and will undoubtedly change as our system/s develop.
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Complex systems:

Step three: SWL
System Leaders
seminar held in May
to consider each
delegation outline
and the impact on
this as a system

Step one: Local
systems to articulate
the place based
delegation and focus
they would request

1

2

3

Step two: Financial
architecture options
developed

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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Simple three step process for developing “place”
delegation …

• Joint working as currently without formalised local committee

Multiple plans
and budgets

• Meeting together in a committee in common with joined priorities
• Budgets still held by individual organisation
• Decisions made together on how to invest but formal accountability
retained within individual organisations

One plan, two
budgets

• Merged budgets from all organisations with joint decision making
• Joint accountability and responsibility for delivery and risk

One plan, one
budget

• Contractual arrangement from SWLondon
• Could be future place based partnership if model agreed locally

One plan, one
budget

Collaboration

Aligned
Budgets

Joint
Budgets

Contractual
from SWL

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

❑ Contractual model
not yet clear but may
be a future option
❑ All models can be
considered for each
place and differential
models can happen
across SWL
❑ Places can progress or
move between
approaches
❑ Joint and aligned
could happen in same
place based
committee (ie. S75)

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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Draft options place based approaches

Enc 5 Moving
Forward Together

Croydon place update

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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Where are we going?
April 2019-March 2020

We are bringing together some functions of Croydon CCG with the
local NHS Trust
Working together to meet the growing health needs of our
population
Getting the best possible spend for the Croydon pound

Trust & CCG partnership will
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speed-up decision making
Remove duplication and streamline processes
Share expertise
Improve patient experience
Free-up resources to support frontline
Deliver real quality improvement

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

Our journey towards ‘total
place’
•
•
•
•

Place-Based committee
Devolved budget
Social care integration
Closer partnership with primary care and
mental health
• ICN+
• Empowered communities
• Resilient neighbourhoods

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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Our Croydon timeline
Aim for the Trust and CCG’s partnership to be fully up and running by Spring 2020
Apr 2019

Go live with agreed Joint Control Total

Summer 2019

Publication of the Croydon Health and Care Plan

Oct 2019

Appointment of a place based leader

2019-2020

Appointment of joint roles across CHS and CCG and shared management
team arrangements

Oct 2019

Standing up joint functions and strengthening the CCG GB and CHS Board
meeting in Common

Ongoing

Engagement and collaboration with Croydon and SW London partners
including the developing SWL CCG

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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Potential high level timeline: if we were to proceed

Moving Forward Together

Mar
2019

Sept
2019

June
2019

We believe in an inclusive and innovative approach to care.

Oct /
Nov

April
2020

www.swlondon.nhs.uk
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02 July 2019
Title of Paper: CCG 360o stakeholder survey results 2019
Lead Director

Report Author

Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report
Purpose of Report

Elaine Clancy
Director of Governance and Quality
Martin Ellis
Director of Primary Care and Out of Hospital
Stephanie Kendrick
Communications Manager
Lizzie Whetnall
Head of Communications and Engagement
Senior Management Team
Report will be taken to Clinical Leaders Group
on Wednesday 3 July 2019
For information and discussion

Recommendation:
The Governing Body is asked to:
▪ Note the positive results in the 360o stakeholder survey 2019
▪ Approve the emerging themes for an action plan for 2020
Background:
Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) need to have strong relationships with a range of
health and care partners in order to be successful commissioners within the local system.
These relationships provide CCGs with on-going information, advice and knowledge to help
them make the best possible commissioning decisions.
The CCG 360o stakeholder survey is a key part of ensuring these strong relationships are
in place by allowing stakeholders to provide feedback on working relationships with CCGs.
Key Issues:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

In total 53 stakeholders completed the survey, which is 74% of all our stakeholders
100% of all non-GP stakeholders completed the survey
We perform better than the national averages across all questions
We are consistent with the average across SWL CCGs
There are marked differences in GP responses to some questions than the overall
average
The survey has changed radically this year, meaning it is more difficult to compare
year on year results
Page 1 of 6
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REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP
Governing Body

Corporate Objective

To develop as a mature and ‘listening’
membership organisation which uses
feedback to improve service provision

Risks

To enjoy collaborative relationships with key
partners to ensure an integrated approach to
service delivery
Risk of disengaged stakeholders

Financial Implications

None

Conflicts of Interest

None

Clinical Leadership Comments

None

Implications for Other CCGs

None

Equality Analysis

None

Patient and Public Involvement

Stakeholder survey – respondents include
Healthwatch Croydon, voluntary sector,
patient groups and members of the One
Croydon Alliance.

Communication Plan
Information Governance Issues

None

Reputational Issues

Positive relationships with GP members and
key stakeholders is key to the CCG’s
reputation management.

Page 2 of 6
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Governance:

The CCG 360 Stakeholder Survey is carried out each year by IPSOS Mori on behalf of
NHS England. The survey asks our member practices and partners across the NHS,
the local authority and voluntary sector a number of questions designed to determine
how they view the CCG and our teams. The results of this survey contribute to this
through the CCG Improvement and Assessment Framework.
Purpose
This document provides a headline summary on the findings of the 2019 360
Stakeholder Survey for NHS Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) which
was conducted between 14 January 2019 and 22 February 2019. The full results are
also included at the end of this report.
Summary of results
The survey was reduced substantially this year to nine questions. This means that
year on year comparison is more difficult. As such, this report focusses on comparing
Croydon’s performance with the national and SWL averages, among others.
The CCG’s results are positive in comparison to the national scores, where we
outperform the national averages on every question. We also perform well in relation
to other SWL CCGs’ scores and against our “cluster”. A cluster is composed of 20
other CCGs to which Croydon is most familiar. This is based on variables such as
age and ethnicity of population, population density and deprivation. Examples include
Barnet, Hounslow and Wolverhampton CCGs.
Overall Engagement
•
•

92% report they have an effective working relationship with the CCG, up
from 72% last year and a national average response of 88%
78% rate the CCG as a very effective/fairly effective system leader, in
comparison to 74% nationally and 82% across SW London

Leadership and partnership working in the local health and care system
•

•

85% strongly/tend to agree that the CCG considers the benefits to the whole
health and care system when taking a decision in comparison to 79%
nationally and 84% across SW London
68% strongly/tend to agree that the CCG actively avoids passing on
problems to another system partner in comparison to 64% nationally and 71%
across SW London
Page 3 of 6
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Summary of NHS Croydon CCG’s 360 Stakeholder Survey 2019

85% strongly/tend to agree that the CCG works collaboratively with other
system partners on the vision to improve the future health of the population
across the whole system in comparison to 82% nationally and 91% across SW
London

Core functions
• 81% rate the CCG as very effective/fairly effective in improving health
outcomes for its population in comparison to 76% nationally and 75% across
SW London
• 72% rate the CCG as very effective/fairly effective in reducing health
inequalities in comparison to 63% nationally and 74% across SW London
• 87% rate the CCG as very effective/fairly effective in improving the quality of
local health services in comparison to 74% nationally and 82% across SW
London
• 75% rate the CCG as very effective/fairly effective in delivering value for
money in comparison to 65% nationally and 77% across SW London
Commissioning/decommissioning services
•

•

•

•

74% strongly/tend to agree that the CCG involves the right individuals and
organisations when commissioning/decommissioning services in comparison
to 66% nationally and 72% across SW London
60% strongly/tend to agree that the CCG asks the right questions at the
right time when commissioning/decommissioning services in comparison to
58% nationally and 68% across SW London
72% strongly/tend to agree that the CCG engages effectively with all patients
and the public when commissioning/decommissioning services in comparison
to 61% nationally and 74% across SW London
72% strongly/tend to agree that the CCG demonstrates that it has considered
the views of all patients and the public when it is
commissioning/decommissioning services in comparison to 74% nationally and
84% across SW London

GP response
While the GP responses were good overall, they rated the CCG more poorly than
other stakeholders did. For example:
•

•

38% strongly disagreed/tended to disagree that the CCG asks the right
questions at the right time when commissioning/decommissioning services
o Overall, 60% strongly agreed/tended to agree
34% strongly disagreed/tended to disagree that the CCG involves the right
individuals and organisations when commissioning/decommissioning services
o Overall, 74% strongly agreed/tended to agree
Page 4 of 6
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•

Response rate
Our overall response rate is officially up almost 20% based on last year’s official
figures. 100% of all non-GP stakeholders responded to the survey, showing that the
ongoing engagement and persistent reminding does pay off.

Stakeholder group

Invited to take
part in survey

Completed
survey

Response
rate

GP member practices

51

32

63%

Health & wellbeing boards

2

2

100%

Local Healthwatch

1

1

100%

Other patient groups and voluntary sector
organisations or representatives

2

2

100%

NHS providers

4

4

100%

Other CCGs

5

5

100%

Upper tier or unitary local authorities

3

3

100%

Wider stakeholders

4

4

100%

All stakeholders

72

53

74%

Action plan for 2020
The 360 Stakeholder Survey provides valuable insight on our relationship with our key
stakeholders and member practices.
The focus of our action plan for improvement will be improving communication and
engagement with our GP member practices. Results have improved greatly from the
previous year and we hope this improvement will continue over the year ahead.
Page 5 of 6
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These two questions are comparable to similar questions last year, when only 38% of
GPs felt that they were able to influence the CCG’s decision-making process. GP
open meetings are well attended by the GP community; perhaps we could use this
forum to test thinking, to recruit clinicians in the commissioning process or to promote
GP involvement. A suggestion would be for GPs to present back on commissioning
decisions and speak about their role.

•

•
•

•
•

Over the last year the CCG has used a different model for engaging with our
GP membership and partners and these initial results suggest this is having a
positive impact on our relationship with GPs – there is more work to be done
and we hope to continue in this vein.
Social Prescribing programme of work across Croydon will support
engagement between the CCG and member practices
We hold monthly GP open meetings which have improved in terms of
engagement over the last year – we hope this will continue and are considering
ways where GP members will be able to further shape engagement and
improvement
We will feedback the results of the 360 survey and the actions we plan to take
as a result of it in order to reassure our GP membership we are taking their
views and feedback seriously and most importantly – we are acting on it.
We are developing a GP engagement model, which will take into account the
changes brought about by the borough’s Primary Care Networks.

Next steps
•
•

Publish full survey at the same time, excepting verbatim comments which
remain confidential
Further discuss and develop a full action plan for improving communication and
engagement with our GP members over the next year – discussing this with the
Clinical Leaders Group on Wednesday 3 July 2019

Recommendations
The Governing Body is asked to:
▪ Note the positive results in the 360o stakeholder survey 2019
▪ Approve the emerging themes for an action plan for 2020

Page 6 of 6
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The Senior Management Team discussed the results of the survey, including verbatim
comments that are also received in comments, and emerging themes for the action
plan will be:

Croydon CCG
CCG 360o Stakeholder Survey 2018/19
Findings

1

CCG 360
360 Stakeholder
Stakeholder Survey
Survey 2018/19
2018/19 –– CCG
CCG level
level report
report || April
April 2019
2019 || Public
Public
CCG
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Summary: headline findings
The following charts show the summary findings for Croydon CCG indicating the percentage of stakeholders responding positively to the key
survey questions.
Overall engagement

Overall, how would you rate the effectiveness of your working relationship
with the CCG?

Overall, how would you rate (the CCG’s) effectiveness as a local system
leader, i.e. as part of an Integrated Care System (ICS)/Sustainable
Transformation partnership (STP)?

92%

% very good/fairly good

77%

% very effective/fairly effective

Leadership and partnership working in the local
health and care system
]

To what extent do you agree or disagree with EACH of the following % strongly agree/tend to agree
statements:
The CCG considers the benefits to the whole health and care system when
taking a decision.

85%

The CCG actively avoids passing on problems to another system partner.

68%

The CCG works collaboratively with other system partners on the vision to
improve the future health of the population across the whole system.

85%

Croydon CCG

*Base = all stakeholders (53)
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Core functions
How would you rate the effectiveness of the CCG at doing EACH of the
following: % very effective/fairly effective
Improving health outcomes for its population

81%

Reducing health inequalities

72%

Improving the quality of local health services

87%

Delivering value for money

75%

Commissioning/decommissioning services
To what extent do you agree or disagree with EACH of the following % strongly agree/tend to agree
statements about the way in which the CCG commissions/decommissions
services?
The CCG involves the right individuals and organisations when
commissioning/decommissioning services

74%

The CCG asks the right questions at the right time when
commissioning/decommissioning services

60%

The CCG engages effectively with patients and the public, including those
groups within the local population who are at risk of experiencing poorer
health outcomes when commissioning/decommissioning services
The CCG demonstrates that it has considered the views of patients and the
public, including those groups which experience poorer health outcomes
and/or barriers to accessing health and care, when it is
commissioning/decommissioning services

Croydon CCG

72%

72%

*Base = all stakeholders (53)
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Background and objectives
Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) need to have strong relationships with a range of stakeholders in
order to be successful commissioners within their local health and care systems. These relationships
provide CCGs with valuable intelligence to help them make the effective commissioning decisions for their
local populations.
The CCG 360o Stakeholder Survey, which has been conducted since 2013/14, enables stakeholders to
provide feedback about their CCGs. The results of the survey serve two purposes:
1.

Provide CCGs with insight into key areas for improvements in their relationships with stakeholders and
provide information on how stakeholders’ views have changed over time.

2. Contribute towards NHS England’s statutory responsibility to conduct an annual assessment of each
CCG, through the CCG Improvement and Assessment Framework.

Croydon CCG
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Interpreting the results
•

For each question, the response to each answer is presented as both a percentage (%) and as a
number (n). The total number of stakeholders who answered each question (the base size) is also
stated at the bottom of each chart and in every table. For questions with fewer than 30 stakeholders
answering, we strongly recommend that you look at the number of stakeholders giving each response
rather than the percentage, as the percentage can be misleading when based on so few stakeholders.

•

Throughout the report, ‘the CCG’ refers to Croydon CCG.

•

Where results do not sum to 100%, or where individual responses (e.g. tend to agree; strongly agree)
do not sum to combined responses (e.g. strongly/tend to agree) this is due to rounding.

•

There have been significant changes to the survey this year, such as the removal, rewording and
reordering of several questions (including the answer codes). Additionally, the online format of the
survey has changed this year and the ability for stakeholders to answer the questionnaire on behalf of
multiple CCGs at the same time is a new feature, introduced to make participation easier and less
time-consuming. These changes mean that we are unable to report on trend data. Please see slides 21
and 22 for more information on the methodology.

Croydon CCG
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Using the results
•

The following slides show the results for each question, with a breakdown also shown for each of the
core stakeholder groups where relevant, as well as regional and cluster* comparisons.

•

The comparisons are included to provide an indication of differences only and should be treated with
caution due to the low numbers of respondents and differences in CCGs’ stakeholder lists.

•

Any differences are not necessarily statistically significant differences; a higher score than the cluster
average does not always equate to ‘better’ performance.

•

The comparisons offer a starting point to inform wider discussions about the CCG’s ongoing
organisational development and its relationships with stakeholders. For example, they may indicate
areas in which stakeholders think the CCG is performing relatively less well, for the CCG to discuss
internally and externally to identify what improvements can be made in this area, if any.

*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics.

Croydon CCG
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Q1. Overall, how would you rate the effectiveness of your working relationship with
the CCG?
All stakeholders

By stakeholder group

1

3

6%2%

21

Very good

53%

40%

Fairly good

Fairly poor

Regional and cluster comparisons

28

Very poor

Stakeholder group

No. of
participants

Very good/
Fairly good

Fairly poor/
Very poor

GP member practices

32

88% (28)

13% (4)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

100% (2)

-

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

100% (3)

-

NHS providers

4

100% (4)

-

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

100% (3)

-

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

Percentage of stakeholders saying very good/fairly
good

CCG 2018/19
Cluster*
DCO**
National

53%

38%
49%
38%

51%
50%

40%
43%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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of an Integrated Care System (ICS)/Sustainable Transformation Partnership (STP)?
All stakeholders

By stakeholder group

6
11%

6
11%

22

42%

36%
19
Very effective

Fairly effective

Not very effective

Not at all effective

Regional and cluster comparisons
CCG 2018/19
Cluster*
DCO**
National

Don't know

Stakeholder group

No. of
participants

Very effective/
Fairly effective

Not very
effective/Not at
all effective

GP member practices

32

72% (23)

19% (6)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

50% (1)

-

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

67% (2)

-

NHS providers

4

100% (4)

-

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

67% (2)

-

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

Percentage of stakeholders saying very
effective/fairly effective

42%

20%
31%
22%

54%
52%

36%
51%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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Q3. Overall, how would you rate the CCG’s effectiveness as a local system leader, i.e. as part

Enc 6 CCG 360
survey results 2019

To what extent do you agree or disagree with EACH of the following statements?

Q5a. “The CCG considers the benefits to the whole health and care system when taking a
decision.”
All stakeholders

By stakeholder group

11
6
11%

2%
2%
19
36%

49%
26
Strongly agree

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

Regional and cluster comparisons
CCG 2018/19
Cluster*
DCO**
National

Don't know

Stakeholder group

No. of
participants

Strongly
agree/Tend to
agree

Strongly
disagree/Tend to
disagree

GP member practices

32

78% (25)

19% (6)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

50% (1)

50% (1)

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

100% (3)

-

NHS providers

4

100% (4)

-

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

100% (3)

-

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

Percentage of stakeholders saying strongly
agree/tend to agree

36%
27%
35%
26%

51%
53%

49%
49%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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Q5b. “The CCG actively avoids passing on problems to another system partner.”
All stakeholders

By stakeholder group

6
1

11%

16

2%
10

30%

19%

38%
20
Strongly agree

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

Regional and cluster comparisons
CCG 2018/19
Cluster*
DCO**
National

Don't know

Stakeholder group

No. of
participants

Strongly
agree/Tend to
agree

Strongly
disagree/Tend to
disagree

GP member practices

32

59% (19)

28% (9)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

50% (1)

50% (1)

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

33% (1)

-

NHS providers

4

75% (3)

25% (1)

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

100% (3)

-

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

Percentage of stakeholders saying strongly
agree/tend to agree

30%
22%
30%
22%

41%
42%

38%
41%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with EACH of the following statements?

Q5c. “The CCG works collaboratively with other system partners on the vision to improve the
future health of the population across the whole system.”
All stakeholders

2
4
8%

By stakeholder group

2
4%4%

51%

27

34%
18

Strongly agree

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

Regional and cluster comparisons

Strongly disagree

Don't know

Stakeholder group

No. of
participants

Strongly
agree/Tend to
agree

Strongly
disagree/Tend to
disagree

GP member practices

32

78% (25)

16% (5)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

50% (1)

50% (1)

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

100% (3)

-

NHS providers

4

100% (4)

-

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

100% (3)

-

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

Percentage of stakeholders saying strongly
agree/tend to agree

CCG 2018/19
Cluster*

33%

DCO**
National

34%

51%

50%

46%

48%

34%
43%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with EACH of the following statements?

Enc 6 CCG 360
survey results 2019

How would you rate the effectiveness of the CCG at doing EACH of the following?

Q6a. “Improving health outcomes for its population.”
By stakeholder group

All stakeholders

1

9

Stakeholder group

No. of
participants

Very effective/
Fairly effective

Not very
effective/Not at
all effective

GP member practices

32

75% (24)

22% (7)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

100% (2)

-

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

67% (2)

33% (1)

NHS providers

4

75% (3)

25% (1)

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

100% (3)

-

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

2%

17%

18
34%

47%
25
Very effective

Fairly effective

Not very effective

Regional and cluster comparisons

Not at all effective

Don't know

Percentage of stakeholders saying very
effective/fairly effective

CCG 2018/19
Cluster*
DCO**
National

34%

16%
26%
16%

61%
60%

47%
57%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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Q6b. “Reducing health inequalities.”
By stakeholder group

All stakeholders

1

3
10
2%6%

19%

11
21%

53%

28
Very effective

Fairly effective

Not very effective

Regional and cluster comparisons
CCG 2018/19
Cluster*
DCO**
National

Not at all effective

Don't know

Stakeholder group

No. of
participants

Very effective/
Fairly effective

Not very
effective/Not at
all effective

GP member practices

32

66% (21)

28% (9)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

100% (2)

-

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

33% (1)

33% (1)

NHS providers

4

75% (3)

25% (1)

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

67% (2)

33% (1)

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

Percentage of stakeholders saying very
effective/fairly effective

19%
13%
20%
12%

53%
51%

53%
54%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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How would you rate the effectiveness of the CCG at doing EACH of the following?

Q6c. “Improving the quality of the local health services.”
All stakeholders

By stakeholder group

11

5

2%
2%

9%

16
30%

57%
30
Very effective

Fairly effective

Not very effective

Regional and cluster comparisons

Not at all effective

Don't know

Stakeholder group

No. of
participants

Very effective/
Fairly effective

Not very
effective/Not at
all effective

GP member practices

32

78% (25)

19% (6)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

100% (2)

-

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

100% (3)

-

NHS providers

4

100% (4)

-

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

100% (3)

-

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

Percentage of stakeholders saying very
effective/fairly effective

CCG 2018/19
Cluster*
DCO**
National

30%
21%
30%
19%

54%
55%

57%
52%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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How would you rate the effectiveness of the CCG at doing EACH of the following?

Enc 6 CCG 360
survey results 2019

How would you rate the effectiveness of the CCG at doing EACH of the following?

Q6d. “Delivering value for money.”
All stakeholders

By stakeholder group

4

1

2%

8

23

43%

32%
17
Fairly effective

No. of
participants

Very effective/
Fairly effective

Not very
effective/Not at
all effective

GP member practices

32

66% (21)

28% (9)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

100% (2)

-

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

33% (1)

-

NHS providers

4

100% (4)

-

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

100% (3)

-

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

8%

15%

Very effective

Stakeholder group

Not very effective

Regional and cluster comparisons

Not at all effective

Don't know

Percentage of stakeholders saying very
effective/fairly effective

CCG 2018/19
Cluster*
DCO**
National

20%
29%
18%

43%

46%
47%

32%
48%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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Q8a. “The CCG involves the right individuals and organisations when commissioning/decommissioning
services.”
All stakeholders

2
4%

9

By stakeholder group

3

28%

45%
24
Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

Regional and cluster comparisons

No. of
participants

Strongly
agree/Tend to
agree

Strongly
disagree/Tend to
disagree

GP member practices

32

63% (20)

34% (11)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

50% (1)

-

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

67% (2)

-

NHS providers

4

100% (4)

-

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

100% (3)

-

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

15

6%

17%

Strongly agree

Stakeholder group

Strongly disagree

Don't know

Percentage of stakeholders saying strongly
agree/tend to agree

CCG 2018/19
Cluster*
DCO**
National

28%
19%
25%
18%

48%
48%

45%
51%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with EACH of the following statements about the way in which the
CCG commissions/decommissions services?

Q8b. “The CCG asks the right questions at the right time when commissioning/decommissioning
services.”
All stakeholders

By stakeholder group

7
13
13%

3

25%

6%

11

21%
36%
19

Strongly agree

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

Regional and cluster comparisons
CCG 2018/19
Cluster*
DCO**
National

Strongly disagree

Don't know

Stakeholder group

No. of
participants

Strongly
agree/Tend to
agree

Strongly
disagree/Tend to
disagree

GP member practices

32

50% (16)

38% (12)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

100% (2)

-

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

33% (1)

-

NHS providers

4

75% (3)

25% (1)

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

33% (1)

33% (1)

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

Percentage of stakeholders saying strongly
agree/tend to agree

25%
16%
19%
14%

42%
44%

36%
49%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with EACH of the following statements about the way in which the
CCG commissions/decommissions services?

Q8c. “The CCG engages effectively with patients and the public, including those groups within the local
population who are at risk of experiencing poorer health outcomes when commissioning/
decommissioning services.”
All stakeholders

By stakeholder group

7
13%

8

17

No. of
participants

Strongly
agree/Tend to
agree

Strongly
disagree/Tend to
disagree

GP member practices

32

63% (20)

19% (6)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

100% (2)

-

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

67% (2)

-

NHS providers

4

50% (2)

50% (2)

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

100% (3)

-

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

32%
15%

40%
21
Strongly agree

Stakeholder group

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

Regional and cluster comparisons

Strongly disagree

Don't know

Percentage of stakeholders saying strongly
agree/tend to agree

CCG 2018/19
Cluster*
DCO**
National

32%

18%
29%
18%

43%
43%

40%
45%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with EACH of the following statements about the way in which the
CCG commissions/decommissions services?

Q8d. “The CCG demonstrates that it has considered the views of patients and the public, including those
groups which experience poorer health outcomes and/or barriers to accessing health and care, when it is
commissioning/decommissioning services.”
All stakeholders

By stakeholder group

7

1

13%
19

2%
7

36%

13%

36%
19
Strongly agree

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

Regional and cluster comparisons

Strongly disagree

Don't know

Stakeholder group

No. of
participants

Strongly
agree/Tend to
agree

Strongly
disagree/Tend to
disagree

GP member practices

32

63% (20)

19% (6)

Health & wellbeing boards

2

100% (2)

-

Healthwatch and
voluntary/patient groups

3

67% (2)

-

NHS providers

4

75% (3)

25% (1)

Other CCGs

5

100% (5)

-

Upper tier/unitary LA

3

67% (2)

33% (1)

Wider stakeholders

4

100% (4)

-

Percentage of stakeholders saying strongly
agree/tend to agree

CCG 2018/19
Cluster*
DCO**
National

36%

18%
27%
18%

45%
45%

36%
47%

Number of participants: CCG 2018/19 (53), Cluster (887), DCO (550), National (7677).
*A cluster is the group of CCGs that are most similar to the CCG based on several population characteristics..
**The DCO is the group of local CCGs that fall under the same NHS England Director of Commissioning Operations (at sub-regional level) as the CCG
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with EACH of the following statements about the way in which the
CCG commissions/decommissions services?

• It was the responsibility of each CCG to provide the list of stakeholders to invite to take part in the CCG
360o stakeholder survey. CCGs proposing to merge in April 2019 collaborated with each other to produce
and submit a single stakeholder list across the merging CCGs.
• CCGs were provided with a specification of core stakeholder organisations to be included in their
stakeholder list. Beyond this, however, CCGs had the flexibility to determine which individual within each
organisation was the most appropriate to nominate. CCGs were also given the opportunity to add up to
ten additional stakeholders they wanted to include locally (they are referred to in this report as ‘wider
stakeholders’).
• Stakeholders who were nominated by more than one CCG or to represent more than one organisation
had the opportunity to complete the questionnaire in a ‘grid’ format. They could choose to give the same
responses for each CCG that asked them to take part and the organisations they represent, or to give
different answers for each CCG and each organisation.
• Stakeholders were sent an email inviting them to complete the survey online. Stakeholders who did not
respond to the email invitation, and stakeholders for whom an email address was not provided, were
telephoned by an Ipsos MORI interviewer who encouraged response and offered the opportunity to
complete the survey by telephone. Non-responding stakeholders were sent reminder emails and
telephone calls to encourage participation.

Croydon CCG
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Appendix: methodology and technical details
Survey response rates for Croydon CCG
• Within the survey, stakeholders
were asked a series of
questions about their working
relationship with the CCG.
Stakeholders were asked all
the same questions in this
year’s survey, with no bespoke
CCG questions.
• Fieldwork was conducted
between 14th January and 28th
February.
• 53 of the CCG’s stakeholders
completed the survey. The
overall response rate was 74%,
which varied across the
stakeholder groups as shown
in the table opposite.

Invited to take
part in survey

Completed
survey

Response
rate

GP member practices One from every member
practice*

51

32

63%

Health & wellbeing boards Up to two per HWB*

2

2

100%

Local Healthwatch Up to three per local
Healthwatch*

1

1

100%

Other patient groups and voluntary sector
organisations or representatives Up to eight*

2

2

100%

NHS providers Up to two from each acute, mental
health and community health providers*

4

4

100%

Other CCGs Up to five*

5

5

100%

Upper tier or unitary local authorities Up to five per
local authority*

3

3

100%

Wider stakeholders

4

4

100%

All stakeholders

72

53

74%

Stakeholder group

*Specification from the core stakeholder framework

Croydon CCG
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Appendix: CCG Clusters
Each CCG is compared to a cluster of the other CCGs to which they are most similar. The clusters are based on the
following variables:
•

Index of Multiple Deprivation averages
(overall and health domain)

•

Population registered with practices

•

Age of population

•

Population density

•

Ethnicity

•

Ratio of registered population to overall population

Based on these variables, the following CCGs form the CCG cluster for Croydon CCG
Barnet CCG

Leicester City CCG

Brent CCG

Lewisham CCG

Brighton and Hove CCG

Luton CCG

Coventry and Rugby CCG

Milton Keynes CCG

Ealing CCG

Redbridge CCG

Enfield CCG

Sheffield CCG

Greenwich CCG

Southampton City CCG

Haringey CCG

Waltham Forest CCG

Hillingdon CCG

West London CCG

Hounslow CCG

Wolverhampton CCG
Croydon CCG
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For more information
ccg360stakeholder@ipsos-mori.com

Version 1 | Internal Use Only

This work was carried out in accordance with the requirements of the international quality standard for market research, ISO 20252 and with the Ipsos MORI Terms and Conditions which can be found here
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2 July 2019
Title of Paper:
REPORT FROM THE CHAIR OF THE INTEGRATED GOVERNANCE
AND AUDIT COMMITTEE
Lead Director
Report Author
Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report
Purpose of Report

Roger Eastwood, Lay Chair, Integrated
Governance and Audit Committee
Ben Smith, Board Secretary
N/A
CCG Governing Body
For noting

Recommendation:
The Governing Body is asked to note the report of the Integrated Governance & Audit
Committee.
The Governing Body is invited to note that:
• With the delegated authority granted at the March Governing Body, the Integrated
Governance and Audit Committee reviewed and commented on the Annual Report
(including the Annual Governance Statement) and Annual Accounts 2018/19 ahead
of the meeting of the Council of Members on 23 May 2019 and final submission.
• For the first time the CCG’s external auditors provided unqualified opinions for:
- Financial Statements (True and Fair view) opinion;
- Regularity Opinion (for achievement of statutory revenue resource limit);
- Value for Money conclusion (for achievement of financial targets)
• The Emergency Planning Response and Resilience Policy and Croydon CCG
Business Continuity Plans were reviewed and approved
Executive Summary:
The Integrated Governance and Audit Committee (IGAC) is a Committee of the Governing
Body but also provides oversight reporting of the handling of Quality Risks and Financial
Risks from the Quality Committee and Finance Committee respectively.
The Integrated Governance and Audit Committee has met once since the last Governing
Body in May 2019. On 20th May 2019 the IGAC reviewed final drafts of the Croydon CCG
2018/19 Annual Accounts and CCG 2018/19 Annual Report.
The papers on the agenda on 20th May 2019 were:
• Service Auditor Reporting Update
• Internal Audit Annual Report and Head of Internal Audit Opinion
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GOVERNING BODY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal Audit Annual Report 2018/19 including Head of Internal Audit Opinion
CCG Annual Report 2018/19 including Annual Governance Statement
CCG Annual Accounts 2018/19 including Consistency Statement and Letter of
Representation
Statutory Accounts
External Audit Annual Findings Report
Change Management Policy
Counter Fraud Update
Committee Terms of Reference review of effectiveness/compliance - deferred
Emergency Planning Response and Resilience (EPRR) Policy and Business
Continuity Plan
Business Continuity Plan Post Exercise Report May 2019

The Committee met on Thursday 23rd May 2019, and reviewed these papers.
The CCG Annual Report and CCG Annual Accounts for 2018/19
The final drafts of the report and accounts were received and reviewed. Members were
advised of the Annual Report timetable reflecting the requirement for the Annual Report to
be submitted to NHS England by Tuesday 28th May 2019 following Council of Members
approval and this deadline was met.
External Audit provided their Annual Findings Report and Grant Thornton, external auditors
provided the following opinions:
Financial Statements (True and Fair view) opinion: Unqualified
Regularity Opinion: Unqualified (for achievement of statutory revenue resource limit)
Value for Money conclusion: Unqualified (for achievement of financial targets)
The Committee received the letter of representation and agreed for letters of response to
the auditors by the Chief Finance Officer and Chair of the Committee.
Audit Reports
The Annual Report incorporated the latest position on follow up of actions and one final
report was summarised regarding STP Governance (SWL wide), which obtained
Reasonable Assurance. Though a management response was awaited on the Draft
Data Security and Protection Toolkit Review (SWL wide), which was performed as an
Advisory piece of work, and there were not adverse findings.
These reports formed part of the Internal Audit Annual Report containing the Head of
Internal Audit Opinion. Croydon CCG received the same opinion as in 2018, that the CCG
has an adequate and effective framework for risk management, governance and internal
control but that work had identified further enhancements to framework of risk
management, governance and internal control to ensure that it remains effective.
Emergency Planning Response and Resilience (EPRR) Policy and Business Continuity
Plan
The EPRR Policy and BCP Plans were approved. An update was also given on the
exercises when the business continuity plan was tested.
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•
•
•

Governance:
Corporate Objective

To commission high quality health care services that are
accessible, provide good treatment and achieve good
patient outcomes.

Risks

No specific risks for the Risk register or BAF were raised.

Financial Implications

There are no budgetary provisions made within this paper
or in respect of this process, nor are there anticipated to
be any budgetary implications.

Conflicts of Interest

No conflicts of interest have arisen or been recorded to
date.

Clinical Leadership Comments

Not specifically applicable to this paper

Implications for Other CCGs

Not specifically applicable to this paper but some joint
audits are referred to.

Equality Analysis

Not specifically applicable to this paper

Patient and Public Involvement Not specifically applicable to this paper
Communication Plan

To be made available to Governing Body members

Information Governance
Issues

Not specifically applicable to this paper but an update was
received at the meeting summarised.

Reputational Issues

Failure to manage quality, financial and conflict of interest
issues effectively would attract adverse attention from
patients, the public and NHS England.

Report Author:

Ben Smith

Email address:

ben.smith@swlondon.nhs.uk
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Change Management Policy
The HR policy that had been updated by South West London and would apply to all CCG
staff in the anticipated periods of organisational change was considered. The decision
was taken not to approve the policy but to refer it to the Remuneration Committee to further
consider and for approval by those Lay Members and Accountable Officer present.

GOVERNING BODY
2 JULY 2019
Title of Paper:

REPORT FROM THE CHAIR OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Lead Director

Philip Hogan, Lay Chair, Finance Committee

Report Author

Mike Sexton, Chief Finance Officer
Ben Smith, Board Secretary
N/A

Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report
Purpose of Report

CCG Governing Body
For information and noting

Recommendation:
The Governing Body is asked to note:
▪

The committee has met 3 times since the last Governing Body meeting::
28 May 2019 (in common with CHS Finance, Investment and
Transformation Committee)
28 May 2019 (in common with Finance Committees of SWL CCGs)
25 June 2019 (in common with CHS Finance, Investment and
Transformation Committee)

•

The key agenda items were (i) implementing new integrated reporting on the Croydon
joint control total (Month 1 and Month 2), (ii) reviewing key risks and mitigations in
managing that control total, (iii) raising awareness of the wider financial risks in London,
particularly North West London.

▪

The Finance Report (Month 2) and QIPP/CIP Report (Month 2), including:
(i)

The CCG and CHS are working to a contracted joint control total for 2019/20.

(ii)

The finance teams have developed an integrated finance report and
integrated QIPP/CIP report that covers both organisations. Comments on the
new format and content are welcomed.

(iii)

Data availability: The Trust has 2 months data available for activity,
expenditure and income which covers approximately 50% of the joint
expenditure base. Data on primary care, prescribing, other acute providers
and mental health is approximately 2 months in arrears. As a proxy
expenditure and data trends in February and March have been monitored and
are consistent with planning assumptions.
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REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP

Whilst the CCG is highlighting a pressure on GP IT, offset by continuing
healthcare expenditure, the Trust is reporting the year to date position in line
with plan.

(v)

The key risks highlighted in the finance report and QIP/CIP report are:
• Delivery of the repatriation of elective referrals from private sector and
other NHS providers to CHS
• Delivery of out of hospital initiatives to reduce emergency admissions
and shorten length of stay, and deliver the equivalent reduction in beds
• Delivery of nursing recruitment (150 WTE) and retention targets to
stabilise the permanent nursing workforce.
• Delivery of mental health initiatives to reduce length of stay in mental
health inpatient beds, which will also release pressure on A&E

Executive Summary:
The Finance Committee is a Committee of the Governing Body and with oversight
reporting to the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee (IGAC) in its position of
oversight for CCG internal control and governance. It has been established to ensure a
robust financial strategy is in place and to oversee the organisation-wide system of
financial management, working with IGAC to ensure viability, effectiveness and financial
probity within the CCG.
For 2019/20, it has been agreed the committee with meet in common with the Finance,
Investment and Transformation (FIT) Committee of Croydon Health Services NHS Trust.
The committee will also meet in common with the Finance Committees of SWL CCGs.
The finance papers on the Governing Body agenda are:
• Croydon NHS Finance Report (Month 2)
• Croydon NHS QIPP/CIP Report (Month 2)
The committee met in common with the CHS Finance, Investment and Transformation
(FIT) Committee on two occasions: 28 May 2019 and 25 June 2019. The key items of
business were:
• New integrated reporting formats for 2019/20 have been introduced reflecting the
joint reporting against the joint control total.
• Reports on Month 1 and Month 2 were received. However for at least 50% of the
expenditure base there is limited data at this point in the year.
• The key risks and mitigations were reviewed.
• The two committees continue to learn the nuances of the partner organisations
financial regime and risks.
• Given the financial risk share in place, Finance committees meeting in common is
expected to continue on a monthly basis.
• A review of performance on emergency care pathways
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(iv)

The key business at this meeting in common was as follows:
• Update on 2019/20 financial planning
• Report from SWL Programme Office on activities and expenditure
• Management costs and function review update
• Workplan update for System Financial Architecture planning for 2020/21
• Primary Care – Extended Access and Transformation Funding
• Presentation on retendering of NHS111 and Out of Hours Services for 2020/21.

Page 3 of 4
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A meeting in common of the SWL CCG Finance Committees was held on 28 May 2019.

Corporate Objective

To commission high quality health care services that are
accessible, provide good treatment and achieve good
patient outcomes.

Risks

Failing to make appropriate preparations for such a report
would place the CCG at a reputational risk, initially,
principally with its auditors and authorising bodies such as
NHSE.

Financial Implications

There are no budgetary provisions made within this paper
or in respect of this process, nor are there anticipated to
be any budgetary implications.

Conflicts of Interest

No conflicts of interest have arisen or been recorded to
date.

Clinical Leadership Comments

Not applicable

Implications for Other CCGs

Not applicable

Equality Analysis

Not applicable

Patient and Public Involvement Not applicable
Communication Plan

To be made available to Governing Body members

Information Governance
Issues

Not applicable

Reputational Issues

Failure to manage quality, financial and conflict of interest
issues effectively would attract adverse attention from
patients, the public and NHS England.

Report Author:

Mike Sexton

Email address:

mike.sexton@swlondon.nhs.uk
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Governance:

GOVERNING BODY
2 July 2019
Title of Paper:

2019/20 FINANCE: PERIOD 2 (May 2019)

Lead Director
Report Author
Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report
Purpose:

Mike Sexton
Chief Finance Officer
Marion Joynson
Deputy Chief Finance Officer
Senior Management Team – 25 June 2019
Governing Body – 2 July 2019
Croydon CCG Finance Committee and Croydon
Health Services NHS Trust Finance Investment
and Transformation Committee meeting as
committees in common 25 June 2019
For discussion and noting

Recommendation:
The Governing Body is asked:
▪ To note that Croydon NHS is reporting a 2019/20 outturn position of £3.5m surplus
(CCG - £3.5m Surplus; Trust £13.2m deficit pre Central Funding and Breakeven post
Central Funding).
▪

The QIPP / CIP programme combined is £27.5m. There is some slippage against the
QIPP programme as at Month 2 which will be mitigated by QIPP contingency. The
Trust has £0.6m unidentified CIP which directorates are currently working on scoping
schemes to bridge this gap.

▪

The CCG’s month 2 forecast is predicated on a breakeven forecast for Acute Services
and Prescribing. Data will start to flow in these areas from Month 3.

▪

The Croydon Health Services NHS Trust overall position, pre central funding, is in line
with plan YTD. Income is slightly below YTD plan which is offset by a favourable
variance on expenditure.

▪

To note the CCG and Trust performance against the Key Indicators

Background:
Financial Performance Targets and Duties
▪

NHS England has given the CCG a financial target to deliver an in-year surplus of
£3.5m (cumulative deficit of £63.7m) for 2019/20.

▪

NHS Improvement has given the Trust a financial target to delivery a £13.2m deficit
(pre Central Funding) and Breakeven (post Central Funding)
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REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP

Under the Health and Social Care Act, the CCG has a general statutory obligation to
contain expenditure within its allocated resources;

▪

The above duties are enshrined in the CCG’s constitution.

▪

The CCG has a duty to use resources for the purposes intended and to demonstrate
value for money;

▪

The financial position is reported to the Finance Committee and Governing Body on a
monthly basis.

Key Issues:
Financial Performance
▪

Based on the two months ended 31st May 2019, Croydon NHS is forecasting a surplus of
£3.5m in line with plan. This is a joint control total with the Trust (CCG: £3.5m Surplus;
Trust: Breakeven post Central Funding). There is a 50:50 risk share underpinned by a
block contract for Acute & Community Services and a joint CIP / QIPP programme.

▪

Delivery of £27.2m CIP / QIPP.

Governance:
Corporate Objective
Risks

To achieve financial surplus of £3.5m in 2019/20
See Risk Section. 50:50 risk share in operation
between Trust and CCG on breach of control total

Financial Implications

Management of risk within the agreed control and
delivery of £27.2m CIP / QIPP Programme
No specific conflicts of interest.
Clinical Leadership Group and the Cost & Quality
Oversight Board (CQOB) is supporting the
delivery of the CIP / QIPP and transformation
programme.
Croydon CCG works closely with the other SWL
CCGs as part of the SWL Health and Care
Partnership.
All CIP / QIPP and expenditure programmes are
required to have an EIA, compliance monitored
by the PMO.
All service redesign, QIPP projects and
expenditure reductions must meet the requisite
PPI requirements.
The 2019/20 Financial Plan have been share in
the public domain and with stakeholders.
Restrictions on access to patient level activity data
limiting the ability of CCG to review provider
performance and to monitor some QIPP schemes.
Delivery of financial plan.

Conflicts of Interest
Clinical Leadership Comments

Implications for Other CCGs

Equality Analysis

Patient and Public Involvement

Communication Plan
Information Governance Issues
Reputational Issues
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Croydon NHS Integrated Place
Finance Report
May 2019
(Month 2)
Mike Sexton - Chief Finance Officer, Croydon CCG
Azara Mukhtar – Director of Finance, Croydon Health Services Trust
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Financial Strategy (19/20)
•
•
•
•
•

•

Financial Performance

Joint control total between the Trust & CCG with 50:50 risk
share – underpinned by Block Contract for Acute &
Community Services and a joint CIP / QIPP programme.
Trust Plan includes £8.6m (after QIPP) repatriation income to
support local care for Croydon residents
Trust plan includes £14.3m CIP programme including driving
efficiencies through a joint Project Management Office(PMO)
Joint working through the One Croydon Alliance is supporting
the delivery of integrated schemes.
Teams actively working to identify recurrent QIPP to mitigate
the £4m non-recurrent CCG QIPP in 2018/19, e.g.
Ophthalmology, OOH Phase 3+. Similarly the Trust teams are
working to identify £0.6m unidentified schemes
5 Year Plans will be refreshed with partners in Croydon to
inform the Croydon Health & Care Transformation Plan.

Plan
£m

Forecast
£m

Forecast
Var
£m

-

3.5

3.5

-

(2.6)

-

(13.2)

(13.2)

-

(2.0)

(2.0)

-

(9.7)

(9.7)

-

CCG QIPP

1.7

1.7

-

18.8

18.6

(0.2)

Trust CIP

0.9

0.8

(0.1)

14.3

14.3

-

Croydon

2.0

1.9

(0.1)

27.4

27.2

(0.2)

YTD
Plan
£m

YTD
Actual
£m

YTD
Var
£m

0.6

0.6

Trust*

(2.6)

Croydon

CCG

Of which:

Financial Governance

Financial Risk

•

• Lack of continuity of SRO leadership on Planned Care/Provider
of Choice programme.
• Failure to repatriate GP referrals. The plan has blocked in 50%
of the repatriation ambition with the remaining 50% to be
earned. Risk to both provider and funder on 1st 50% and to
provider on 2nd 50%. 50:50 risk share on control total for both
• Delivery of CIP / QIPP. Delivery is being tracked weekly
through CQOB with focus on the high risk joint Elective and
Non-Elective/Patient Flow programmes.
• Unidentified CIP. The Trust has £0.7m of unidentified CIPs
which has not yet been assigned to projects. QIPP delivery –
MH / LD. Lack of permanent Head of service may impact on
delivery of agreed QIPP projects.

•
•
•

Extension of voluntary turnaround arrangements from the
Trust to Croydon ICP (CCG/Trust) reporting to both
Accountable Officer and Chief Executive
Joint CIP and QIPP Operational Board (CQOB) established and
working effectively.
The Internal Audit programme of both the CCG and the Trust
reviews financial governance and control.
Finance/FIT Committee in Common will oversee performance
on a monthly basis.

3

* Pre Central Funding
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4a. CCG Executive Summary
Overall Position against Financial Operating Plan
• The CCG is reporting on plan for M2, and forecasting on plan for the year end.

• M2 is based on actual data for MH & CHC. As per the norm, Acute data will not be available to report until M3 based on Month 2
data extrapolated forward for 1 month. Prescribing data has a lag of 2 months. Both Acute & Prescribing have been reported in line
with trend which is in line with trend data for February and March 2019.
• Trend data on prescribing, and continuing healthcare confirms that the 2019/20 plans have been based on robust forecast outturns.
Referrals appear to be in a stronger position than planned.
• The CCG is actively working to identify recurrent solutions for the £4m non-recurrent QIPP and has already identified further
opportunities in Ophthalmology, OOH Phase 3+.

• 10% Management Costs savings are being developed in conjunction with SWL CCGs and subsequently with the Trust. Clarity on the
20/20/21 position and part year effect in 2019/20 is expected by end of July 2019.
• Work continues with SLaM on the transformational MH business case, with further investment into community & primary care
which will impact on both MH inpatient activity but also acute activity and in particular A&E.

QIPP

• The CCG is forecasting £18.6m QIPP delivery against a plan of £18.8m. Slippage is being experienced on the LD named patient
programme. An action plan has been put in place to mitigate the risk to delivery on this project. Risks are manageable within the
QIPP contingency.

4
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2a. CCG Key Indicators – May 2019
Financial
Performance
Target/
Indicator

Measure

Target

Previous Forecast
M1

Forecast
M2

Revenue
Resource Limit
(RRL)

NHSE Set Target (In Year)

£3.5m

£3.5m

£3.5m

NHSE Set Target
(Cumulative)

(£63.7m)

(£63.7m)

(£63.7m)

Statutory Duty (In-Year)

Breakeven

£3.5m

£3.5m

Underlying Position

£3.5m

£3.5m

£3.5m

Capital
Resource Limit
(CRL)

Stay within CRL

£0.0m

£0.0m

£0.0m

Cash Forecast

Stay with Cash Forecast

£590.8m

£590.8m

£589.8m

Better Practice
Payment
Policy

Payment of valid invoices
within 30 days

95%

NHS: 99.33%,
Non-NHS:
96.36%,
Total:97.05%

NHS: 99.23%, NonNHS: 96.70%,
Total:97.12%

Cash Balance

% of initial drawings in bank
account at end of the month

1.25%

£0.4m/0.99%

£0.2m/0.45%

Delivery of Identified
Programme Savings

£18.8m

£18.8m

£18.8m

Stay within running cost
envelope.

£8.4m

£8.4m

£8.2m

Underlying
Position

QIPP
Running Costs

5
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4b. Trust Executive Summary
Financial Performance to Month 2 2019/20
1. Overall Position against Financial Operating Plan

4. Expenditure

The Month 2 position, pre central funding, is in line with plan in month and for
the year to date (YTD). Income is slightly below YTD plan by £0.3m. This is
offset by a favourable £0.3m variance on expenditure.

Pay is reporting a small underspend of £0.08m YTD. However, recurrent pay is
£0.2m higher than April. The increase in pay is driven by escalation, enhanced
care costs (£0.1m) and an increase in medical costs in Elderly care and ED.
Escalation costs are predominantly in Norwood ward, Cardiac Cath lab and
Flexi ward. The Flexi ward was due to close in May but did not. Reedham ward
started to close in May and fully closed in the first week of June. Assessment
units are being restablished in June to support Flexi ward closure in July. The
pay awards have now been incorporated within directorate budgets in month
2.

2. Central Funding - Provider Sustainability Fund (PSF)/Marginal Rate
Emergency Tariff (MRET)/Financial Recovery Fund (FRF)
For Month 2 actual income for MRET, PSF, and FRF is in line with plan. MRET
payment of £4.3m for the year was secured on acceptance of the £13.2m
deficit control total, prior to central funding. The balance of £8.9m is
dependant upon delivery of the monthly and annual control total of £13.2m
deficit.
3. Income
Month 2 YTD clinical income is below YTD plan by £0.2m. This is due to the risk
provision for challenges on contracts outside the Croydon CCG (CCCG) block
(£0.1m ) and a range of smaller variances. Note that in 2019/20 – 76% of
clinical income is with Croydon CCG (CCCG) and is a block. The remaining 24%
is mainly NHS commissioners on a cost and volume basis.
Clinical Income
The committee should note that under PbR (cost per case rules) income from
CCCG, if there were no block contract, would have been £1.4m below plan due
to underperformance on elective repatriation (£0.7m) and non electives
(£0.6m)

Pay overall is in line with 2018/19 Q4 average after adjusting for pay uplifts.
Income and activity is lower than plan with no pay savings evidenced from the
income underperformance.
Non pay excluding contingency YTD is overall in line with plan
Clinical supplies and services is showing a favourable variance to plan (£0.2m)
as a result of lower activity levels.
Drugs is adverse to plan (£0.2m) due to high cost drugs, with this being
recovered in income as pass through expenditure.
Contingency YTD £0.3m of contingency has been released to support the
shortfall on income position.
5. CIPs
£14.3m of CIPs have been planned for in 2019/20. Month 2 CIP delivery is
£0.1m adverse to plan. This is expected to be recovered by the end of the year.

Other Income

6. Forecast

YTD Month 2 is £0.1m adverse from plan, this is as a result of lower insurance
payments as a result of lower road traffic accidents. This income is volatile
monthly.

The Trust is expecting mitigating actions to resolve adverse variances to date
and this is forecasting a pre central funding forecast of £13.2m deficit in line
with plan.

6
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2b. Trust Key Indicators –2019/20
Financial
Performance Target/
Indicator

Control Total (Pre
central funding)
Control Total (Post
central funding)
Capital Resource
Limit (CRL)
CIP

Agency Costs

Measure

NHSI Set
Target (In
Year)
NHSI Set
Target (In
Year)
DH Set
Target (In
Year)
Delivery of
Identified
Programme
Savings
NHSI Set
Target (In
Year)

Year to Date

Previous Months
Forecast

Forecast

M1

M2

Target

(£4.1m)

(£13.2m)

(£13.2m)

(£13.2m)

(£2.6m)

Breakeven

Breakeven

Breakeven

£0.1m

£9.2m

£9.2m

£9.2m

£0.8m

£14.3m

£14.3m

£14.3m

£3.0m

£14.1m

£14.1m

£14.3

Agency costs are likely to exceed the regulator target. Year to date (YTD) vacancy rates are higher than plan and this ,
together with prolonged use of escalation beds, has driven higher agency costs . The difficult agency market has meant that
not all shifts have been filled resulting in costs being managed in some areas. The overspending risk will be mitigated by
non recurrent measures.
7
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3a. CCG Financial Summary
YTD Plan
Acute Services
Mental Health & LD Services
Community Health Services
Continuing Care Services
Primary Care Services
Primary Care Co-Commissioning
Other Programme Services
Running Cost
Total Net Expenditure
Revenue Resource Limit
Cumulative Financial Position: Surplus /
(Deficit)
Prior Years Financial Position: Surplus /
(Deficit)
In-Year Financial Position: Surplus / (Deficit)

YTD Actual

£000s
(54,578)
(9,681)
(6,823)
(4,791)
(8,389)
(8,618)
(2,979)
(1,360)
(97,219)
(30,631)
(66,588)

£000s
(54,578)
(9,658)
(6,815)
(4,791)
(8,583)
(8,618)
(2,922)
(1,245)
(97,211)
(30,631)
(66,580)

(67,171)
583

YTD Var

Annual Plan Forecast @ M2 Forecast Var

£000s
23
8
0
(194)
56
115
8
8

£000s
(327,706)
(58,288)
(42,397)
(28,727)
(51,341)
(53,960)
(19,998)
(8,408)
(590,825)
(527,154)
(63,671)

£000s
(327,706)
(58,297)
(42,431)
(28,479)
(51,772)
(53,960)
(19,987)
(8,192)
(590,825)
527,154
(63,671)

£000s
(9)
(33)
247
(431)
10
216
(0)
1,054,308
(0)

(67,171)

-

(67,171)

(67,171)

-

591

8

3,500

3,500

(0)

The CCG, as per the norm, has not yet received any acute data. Month 2 data will be available for Month 3 extrapolated forward for the month.
Likewise, prescribing data is received two months in arrears. As at Month 2, the CCG has reported in line with plan on Acute Services and Prescribing
until actual data is received.

8
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Month (£000's)

Year to Date (£000's)

Annual
Budget

Month
Plan

Month
Month
Actual Variance

£000's

£000's

£000's

£000's

£000's

£000's

Year to
Date
Variance
£000's

Income
Clinical Income
Other Income
Total Income
Pay
Clinical Supplies and Services
Drugs
Other Non Pay
Contingency
Total Non Pay

286,663
29,193
315,856
(201,540)
(34,540)
(19,214)
(58,539)
(3,150)
(115,443)

23,772
2,425
26,196
(17,255)
(2,913)
(1,601)
(4,862)
(263)
(9,638)

23,475
2,479
25,953
(17,221)
(2,816)
(1,774)
(4,742)
(94)
(9,426)

(297)
54
(243)
34
97
(173)
119
169
212

46,685
4,852
51,537
(34,513)
(5,896)
(3,202)
(9,583)
(525)
(19,207)

46,483
4,732
51,215
(34,433)
(5,726)
(3,435)
(9,559)
(248)
(18,967)

(202)
(121)
(323)
79
170
(233)
24
277
239

Total Expenditure

(316,983)

(26,894)

(26,648)

246

(53,719)

(53,401)

318

(1,127)

(697)

(694)

3

(2,182)

(2,186)

(4)

(8,368)
(1,449)
0
84
(1,858)
(12,719)

(697)
(121)
0
7
(155)
(1,663)

(697)
(120)
0
10
(158)
(1,660)

0
1
0
3
(3)
3

(1,395)
(242)
0
14
(310)
(4,114)

(1,394)
(240)
0
22
(316)
(4,113)

1
2
0
8
(6)
0

(12,719)

(1,663)

(1,660)

3

(4,114)

(4,113)

(490)
(13,209)

(47)
(1,710)

(47)
(1,707)

0
3

(91)
(4,205)

(91)
(4,204)

0
0
0
0

4272
6,686
2,251

356
259
188

356
259
188

0
0
0

712
519
375

712
519
375

0
0
0

(0)

(907)

(904)

3

(2,599)

(2,598)

0

Total Trust

EBITDA as per Accounts
Other
Depreciation
Dividends Paid
Interest Payable
Interest Receivable
Financial Charges
Surplus / (Deficit) as per Accounts

Year to Date Year to Date
Plan
Actual

Clinical Income is below plan YTD (£0.2m) due to risk
provisions for non Croydon CCG contracts. 76% of clinical
income is in the CCCG block contract.
Other Income adverse variance (£0.1) reflects low RTA
income. This income is volatile monthly.
Pay is reporting an underspend for the month. However
this includes a reversal of a month 1 pay estimate for pay
wards with did not materialise, excluding this pay is
£0.2m adverse due to the plan assuming no escalation
spend in May.
Non pay excluding contingency variance is breakeven to
plan for the month
Clinical supplies and services is favourable in month
(£0.1m) as a result of lower activity levels.
Drugs is adverse to May plan (£0.2m) due to high cost
drugs recovered as pass through in income.
Other Non pay is £0.1m favourable in May due to non
pay inflation not materialising. There is volatility in IT
Contingency

Surplus / (Deficit) as per Accounts
Impairments
Donated/Govern't grant Asset Adjustment
Pre Central Funding Position
Marginal rate emergency tariff (MRET)
Provider Sustainability Fund (PSF)
Financial Recovery Fund (FRF)
Post Central Funding Position

YTD £0.2m of contingency has been released to support
the position.
Forecast
For Month 2 the forecast equals plan. This will be
reassessed in month 3

Key: + ve variance favourable / (-) ve variance adverse
9
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3c. Croydon System Financial Summary
Total Croydon
Revenue Resource Limit
Clinical Income
Other Income
Total Income
Pay
Clinical Supplies & Services
Drugs
Other Non Pay
Contingency
Total Expenditure
EBITDA
Depreciation
Dividends Paid
Interest Receivable
Financial Charges
Surplus / (Deficit)
Impairments
Donated/Gov grant Asset adj
Pre Central Funding Position
Marginal rate emergency tariff (MRET)
Provider Sustainability Fund (PSF)
Financial Recovery Fund (FRF)
Post Central Funding Position

YTD Plan
£000s
97,802
8,742
4,852
111,396
(36,095)
(55,234)
(4,867)
(16,245)
(525)
(112,966)
(1,571)
(1,422)
(242)
14
(310)
(3,531)
(91)
(3,622)
712
519
375
(2,016)

YTD Actual
£000s
97,802
8,540
4,732
111,074
(35,968)
(54,952)
(5,263)
(16,209)
(248)
(112,641)
(1,567)
(1,422)
(240)
22
(316)
(3,523)
(91)
(3,614)
712
519
375
(2,008)

YTD Var
£000s
(202)
(120)
(322)
127
282
(396)
35
277
326
4
2
8
(6)
8
8
8

Annual Plan
£000s
594,325
59,004
28,869
682,198
(211,996)
(335,173)
(28,902)
(97,732)
(5,852)
(679,655)
2,543
(8,538)
(1,449)
84
(1,859)
(9,219)
(490)
(9,709)
4,272
6,686
2,251
3,500

Forecast @ M2
£000s
594,325
59,004
28,869
682,198
(212,000)
(334,910)
(29,161)
(97,732)
(5,852)
(679,655)
2,543
(8,538)
(1,449)
84
(1,859)
(9,219)
(490)
(9,709)
4,272
6,686
2,251
3,500

Forecast Var
£000s
(5)
263
(258)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
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5. QIPP/CIP Summary
QIPP/CIP Summary

YTD Plan

High Level Theme

£000s
QIPP

Productivity & Provider of Choice

QIPP

Emergency Care – Admission avoidance

QIPP

Patient Transport

QIPP
QIPP
QIPP
QIPP
QIPP
QIPP
Total QIPP
CIP

MSK

CIP

Non Pay (incl Meds Mgmt)

CIP

Emergency Care - Patient Flow

CIP

Corporate

CIP

Productivity & Provider of Choice

CIP

Wards

CIP

Estates & Facilities

CHC

Mental Health / LD
Prescribing

Corporate
Budget/Slippage/Balance Sheet Review
Directorate Schemes

Total CIP
Overlap QIPP / CIP
Total QIPP / CIP

YTD
Actual
£000s

YTD Var
£000s

Annual
Plan
£000s

Forecast Forecast
@ M2
Var
£000s
£000s

62

62

-

1,750

1,750

-

492

492

-

5,279

5,279

-

-

-

-

400

400

-

201
333
316
292
1,696
147
272
27
16
243
86
146
937
(599)
2,034

201
333
316
292
1,696
191
272
243
43
102
851
(599)
1,948

44
(27)
(16)
(43)
(44)
(86)
(86)

804

804
2,000
1,689
1,800
848
4,000
18,570
3,680
2,416
1,798
1,006
3,402
516
1,512
14,330
(5,648)
27,252

(211)
(211)
(211)

2,000

1,900
1,800

848
4,000

18,781
3,680

2,416
1,798
1,006
3,402

516
1,512
14,330
(5,648)
27,463
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Description

RISKS
NHS Pension Scheme - Employers Contribution
Repatriation Phase (1st 50% - Block)
Repatriaton Phase 2 (2nd 50% - Variable)
Required to Fund Social Care above BCF - Risk Share
Acute Growth (1% on £100m)
Tarrif Funding not adequate to cover costs
Unidentified QIPP
QIPP at non-local providers not delivered
Prescribing/CHC QIPP
Allocation Risk (Esst Surrey / Spec Comm)
Provider CIP Unidentified
Provider CIP delivery risk
Provider Patient Flow/A&E
Other Income (non Croydon CCG income)
TOTAL RISKS

DOWNSIDE
Funder Provider
Total
Arm
£m
£m
£m

(0.7)
(3.3)
(1.1)
(3.5)
(10.6)

(2.7)
(5.0)
(3.8)
(1.0)
(0.8)
(1.7)
(4.0)
0.0
(1.0)
(1.5)
(0.7)
(3.3)
(1.1)
(3.5)
(30.1)

9.7

3.2
3.2

1.8
1.8
3.1
2.7
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.2
12.9

15.0

3.2
3.2

1.8
1.8
3.1
2.7
0.3
0.3
4.0
1.0
3.2
18.2

NET RISK

(9.7)

(7.4)

(17.2)

3.7

(3.7)

Share Commissioner Risk
Share Provider Risk

4.9
(3.7)

(4.9)
3.7

0.0
0.0

(1.8)
(1.9)

Reported Risk Position

(8.6)

(8.6)

(17.1)

3.5

(13.2)

(9.7)

4.0

4.0

(17.8)

(22.8)

Contingencies & Mitigations
Contingency - Repatriation - 1st 50% (used in base case)
Contingency - Repatriation - 2nd 50%
Contingency - Acute Growth/Pricing (0.75% of acute))
Contingency - CCG Mandatory (0.5% mandatory)
Contingency - QIPP
Additional QIPP identified
Additional NR QIPP to be identified
Funding - Quality Premium
Contingency - CHS Provider
TOTAL CONTINGENCIES

Plan/Control Total Pre Support

(2.7)
(5.0)
(1.8)
(1.0)
(0.8)
(1.7)
(4.0)
0.0
(1.0)
(1.5)

(19.4)

1.8
1.8
3.1
2.7
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

Provider Support Funding Payable
FOT Post Support

0.0
0.0
(2.0)

Based Case
Funder Provider Total
Arm
£m
£m
£m

(5.1)

0.0
(2.5)
(1.6)
(0.5)
(0.6)
(0.9)
(4.0)
0.0
(0.5)
(0.8)

(0.2)
(0.9)
(0.3)
(1.0)
(2.4)

0.0
0.0
0.0
(0.5)
(0.3)
(0.4)
(4.0)
(1.4)
(0.5)
(0.4)
(0.2)
(0.9)
(0.3)
(1.0)
(9.8)

14.0

3.2
3.2

1.8
1.8
3.1
2.7
0.3
0.3
4.0
0.0
3.2
17.2

(0.0)

6.6

0.8

7.4

1.8
1.9

0.0
0.0

(3.3)
0.4

3.3
(0.4)

0.0
0.0

(0.0)

(0.0)

(0.0)

3.7

3.7

7.4

3.5

(13.2)

(9.7)

3.5

(13.2)

(9.7)

13.2

13.2

13.2

13.2

(0.0)

3.5

(11.3)

0.0
0.0
(1.8)

UPSIDE
Funder Provider Total
Arm
£m
£m
£m
0.0
0.0
0.0
(0.5)
(0.3)
(0.4)
(4.0)
(1.4)
(0.5)
(0.4)

(0.4)
(1.3)
(0.4)
(3.0)
(6.9)

0.0
(2.5)
(3.4)
(0.5)
(0.6)
(0.9)
(4.0)
0.0
(0.5)
(0.8)
(0.4)
(1.3)
(0.4)
(3.0)
(18.2)

1.8
1.8
3.1
2.7
0.3
0.3
4.0
0.0

1.8
1.8
3.1
2.7
0.3
0.3
4.0
1.0

3.5
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(7.4)

7.2

0.0
0.0
0.0

3.7

10.9

An in depth review will be
undertaken in month3 when more
CCG and other provider data is
available to assess system risks
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Appendices
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1a. Trust Activity and Income Plan
2019-20 Clinical Income Summary: YTD MONTH May-2019
Total Trust

Activity: In-Month

Income: In-Month

2018-19

2019-20

2018-19

2019-20

Activity: Year-To-Date

Income: Year-To-Date

2018-19

2019-20

2018-19

2019-20

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

Activity

Activity

Activity

£'000s

£'000s

£'000s

Activity

Activity

Activity

£'000s

£'000s

£'000s

Plan

Actual

Variance

Plan

Actual

Variance

Plan

Actual

Variance

Plan

Actual

Variance

Overall Position
M2 In month

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Accident & Emergency

6,741

6,796

7,503

707

1,286

1,471

1,583

112

13,213

13,419

14,722

1,303

2,541

2,905

3,126

222

Edgecombe/RAMU

1,423

1,484

1,023

(461)

417

480

256

(224)

2,436

2,931

2,017

(914)

685

948

505

(443)

13,274

14,191

14,581

390

727

799

848

50

25,950

28,022

29,167

1,145

1,429

1,576

1,697

121

2,182

2,113

2,232

119

1,676

1,783

1,702

(81)

3,993

4,096

3,999

(97)

3,097

3,457

3,106

(352)

361

367

344

(23)

677

715

549

(165)

673

712

681

(31)

1,277

1,386

1,094

(292)

Non Electives

2,861

2,949

2,722

(227)

6,296

6,746

6,748

1

5,462

5,823

5,328

(495)

12,258

13,322

13,319

(2)

Excess Beddays

1,168

2,757

1,291

(1,466)

333

521

379

(143)

2,037

5,441

2,187

(3,254)

572

1,029

644

(385)

Critical Care Services

756

935

1,006

71

775

1,080

1,065

(15)

1,687

1,846

1,893

47

1,744

2,133

1,971

(161)

Maternity Pathw ays

845

901

867

(34)

704

747

801

53

1,694

1,747

1,691

(56)

1,448

1,449

1,578

129

Outpatient First Attendances

12,873

13,693

13,487

(206)

1,724

1,884

1,892

8

25,161

26,546

27,197

651

3,333

3,652

3,709

56

Outpatient Follow Up Attendances

16,167

17,315

17,684

369

1,249

1,402

1,414

12

31,629

33,566

34,513

947

2,454

2,718

2,723

4

4,456

4,739

4,171

(568)

798

915

829

(85)

8,517

9,187

8,238

(949)

1,527

1,773

1,628

(145)

Urgent Care
Daycases
Electives

Outpatient Procedures
Direct Access: Radiology

6,480

6,156

6,398

242

291

264

275

11

12,573

11,934

12,610

676

568

512

544

33

Direct Access: Pathology

215,907

202,199

225,341

23,142

492

476

525

48

420,994

391,989

418,644

26,655

958

924

979

56

780

886

823

(63)

47

51

48

(3)

1,777

1,718

1,578

(140)

108

100

93

(7)

PbR Excluded Drugs & Devices

-

-

-

-

734

580

525

(55)

-

-

-

-

1,463

1,124

1,250

126

Community SLAs

-

-

-

-

3,176

3,328

3,328

0

-

-

-

-

6,352

6,655

6,655

0

HIV Services

-

-

-

-

267

483

409

(74)

-

-

-

-

731

935

808

(127)

Direct Access: Other

Block Contracts

1,907

1,670

1,670

-

250

67

6

(61)

3,580

3,340

4,329

989

500

133

12

(121)

CCG QIPP Failure

-

-

-

-

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

0

0

0

0

CQUINS

-

-

-

-

461

301

301

0

-

-

-

-

922

584

584

0

Winter Resilience

-

-

-

-

92

98

98

0

-

-

-

-

183

197

197

0

Other

-

-

-

-

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

0

0

0

0

288,181

279,151

301,143

21,992

22,471

24,192

23,582

(610)

561,376

542,317

568,794

26,477

44,150

47,512

46,223

(1,288)

0

0

0

0

(235)

(57)

(103)

(47)

0

0

0

0

(470)

(111)

(201)

(90)

288,181

279,151

301,143

21,992

22,236

24,135

23,479

(656)

561,376

542,317

568,794

26,477

43,681

47,401

46,022

(1,378)

525

525

1,187

1,187

(369)

(369)

0

23,766

23,635

(131)

Total Cost/Volume PODs
Total Penalties & Risks
Trustw ide SLA Position
Other Income
Croydon CCG Block Adj
Adjustment to Reconcile to FIMs
Board Report Position

288,181

279,151

301,143

21,992

22,236

561,376

542,317

568,794

26,477

43,681

(726)

(726)

0

46,674

46,483

(191)

SLA income variance against May plan is £0.7m
adverse (pre adjustment for block contract).
This includes elective (£0.3m),
Edgecombe/RAMU (£0.2m) and Excess beddays
(£0.1m) adverse.
M2 YTD
The main variances in the YTD position are
adverse Elective (£0.3m) and Daycase (£0.4m)
activity, Edgecombe/RAMU (£0.4m), non
elective excess beddays (£0.4m) offset by
positive variances in A&E £0.2m (in lower
complexity attendances) and UCC £0.1m
(positive variance in GP Hub activity).
Elective and Daycase variance in the YTD
position is (£0.7m) adverse against Plan. There
continues to be underperformance against
planned activity volumes for General Surgery
(£278k), ENT (£231k), Dermatology (£130k),
Urology (£110k) and Gastroenterology (£112k).
Edgecombe/RAMU adverse performance is due
to planned assessment activity in RAMU not
materialising as it is currently a bedded unit
(captured under non elective). The former
RAMU patients are now seen in other locations
Excess Bed days are £0.4m below YTD plan and
this is being investigated.
M2 YTD continues to underperform against
plan in Non Elective excess beddays of
(£0.35m) in Paediatrics (£70k),
Gastroenterology (£66k), General Medicine
(£52k) and Respiratory Medicine (£52k).
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A1 Trust Commissioner Performance YTD Month 02
Point of Delivery

Local
Other
Associates NHS England
Authorities Commissioner
£000s
£000s
£000s
s £000s

Croydon
CCG £000s

Total
£000s

Year to Date Plan
Emergency Attendances

4,432

723

0

-

273

5,428

Electives

3,599

437

460

-

367

4,863
14,331

Non Electives

12,513

1,452

279

-

86

Maternity Pathway

1,278

124

0

-

46

1,449

Critical Care Services

1,104

215

761

-

52

2,133

Outpatients

5,522

644

472

503

339

7,480

Direct Access & Imaging

2,082

97

1

0

18

2,198

611

78

419

-

16

1,124

5,414

61

184

1,060

70

6,789

-

-

873

-

63

935

(159)

(40)

84

0

59

(56)

3,791

3,532

1,563

1,391

Drugs and Devices
Community & Block
HIV Services
Other
Total Year to Date Plan
Point of Delivery

36,397

Local
Other
Associates NHS England
Authorities Commissioner
£000s
£000s
£000s
s £000s

Croydon
CCG £000s

46,674
Total
£000s

Year to Date Actual
Emergency Attendances

4,203

830

-

-

296

5,328

Electives

3,234

416

514

-

41

4,205

11,900

1,662

111

-

285

13,958

1,413

122

-

-

43

1,578

Non Electives
Maternity Pathway
Critical Care Services

999

170

795

-

7

1,971

Outpatients

5,419

768

508

550

117

7,362

Direct Access & Imaging

2,182

111

0

0

22

2,314

607

62

560

-

22

1,250

5,414

61

184

1,060

(51)

6,668

-

-

808

-

-

808

(159)

(40)

84

0

(31)

(146)

4,162

3,563

1,610

752

Drugs and Devices
Community & Block
HIV Services
Other
Total Year to Date Actuals
Point of Delivery

35,210

Local
Other
Associates NHS England
Authorities Commissioner
£000s
£000s
£000s
s £000s

Croydon
CCG £000s

45,296
Total
£000s

Year to Date Variance
Emergency Attendances

(229)

107

(0)

-

22

(100)

Electives

(365)

(21)

53

-

(325)

(658)

Non Electives

(614)

210

(168)

-

199

(373)

134

(2)

(0)

-

(3)

129

Critical Care Services

(105)

(45)

35

-

(46)

(161)

Outpatients

(103)

124

36

47

(223)

(118)

Maternity Pathway

Direct Access & Imaging

99

14

(0)

(0)

3

116

Drugs and Devices

(5)

(16)

141

-

6

126

Community & Block

-

-

-

-

(121)

(121)

HIV Services

-

-

(65)

-

(63)

(127)

Other

-

-

-

-

(90)

(90)

(1,187)

370

31

47

(640)

(1,378)

370

31

47

(640)

Total Year to Date Variance
Adjustment to Block Contract
Value
Total Year to Date Variance

1,187
-

1,187

Croydon CCG (CCCG) Contract is underperforming by £1.2m at M2. Non electives are underperforming by £0.6m
(£0.2m is explained by the non elective plan being phased on calendar days rather than the average 5 year seasonal
profile).
Readmissions and NETA contract values payable to commissioners included in Non Electives; however this will be
reimbursed to the Trust, as part of the central funding.
Elective and Outpatient underperformance included in “Other Commissioner” relates to elective repatriation activity not
included in the 19/20 contracts, but part of the elective matrix and will be paid on a Payments by Results basis.
CCCG contract includes annual market repatriation of £5.2m with the remainder of £3.4m under Other
Commissioners. CCCG contract is net of annual QIPP schemes of £6.2m, of which £4m relates to Non Elective
admission avoidance schemes and £1.8m to Elective admissions avoidance .
Underperformance in the Community & Block POD is due to the Trust agreeing to a lower community block value
element with Croydon CCG than originally planned when agreeing the overall contract value. The overall block figure
remained the same.

NHSE England covers Specialised Services such as Neonatal, Critical Care, Chemo Drugs (Drugs & Devices) and
HIV Services. NHSE Dental consists of mainly Electives & Outpatients and NHSE Community is a block contract
value of £0.8m.
£0.1m overperformance at M2 YTD in Drugs and Devices will be offset by an equivalent adverse variance in
expenditure.
Local Authorities provide a £5.8m block service for health visitors, family nurse practitioners and school nursing. GUM
services of £2.9m are mainly under Outpatients.
NHS England includes:
Specialised, Dental, Community, Drugs & Devices and Individual Funding Requests (IFR).
Other Commissioners includes:
Non Contracted Activity and Operating Planning assumptions.
Associates include:
Bromley, Lambeth, Lewisham, Southwark, Merton, Sutton, Wandsworth, Surrey Downs and East Surrey.

(191)
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1c. Trust Run Rate from January 2019 to May 2019
2018/19 £m's
Total Trust
Recurrent
Clinical Income
Other Income
Total Income
Pay
Clinical Supplies and Services
Drugs
Other Non Pay
Total Recurrent Expenditure
Finance and Depreciation Costs
Recurrent I & E - Surplus / (Deficit)
Non Recurrent
Non Recurrent income
Non recurrent pay
Non recurrent non pay
Total I&E - Surplus / (Deficit)
Impairments
Donated/Govern't grant Asset Adjustment
Adjusted Surplus/(Deficit)

2019/20 £m's
Apr-19
Actuals1

May-19
Actuals2

Jan-19

Feb-19

Mar-19

24.0
2.3
26.3

22.3
4.8
27.1

25.0
2.8
27.7

23.0
2.3
25.3

23.5
2.5
26.0

(17.0)
(3.6)
(1.6)
(4.4)
(26.7)
0.0
(0.4)

(16.9)
(2.7)
(1.7)
(4.9)
(26.3)
(1.2)
(0.3)

(17.7)
(2.9)
(1.3)
(5.6)
(27.5)
(32.8)
(32.6)

(17.2)
(2.9)
(1.7)
(4.5)
(26.3)
(1.0)
(2.0)

(17.4)
(2.8)
(1.8)
(4.8)
(26.8)
(1.1)
(1.9)

0.0
(0.0)
0.2
(0.2)

0.0
0.1
(1.2)
(1.4)

0.0
0.0
(0.5)
(2.5)

0.0
0.2
0.0
(1.8)

0.0
(0.2)

(0.5)
(1.9)

0.0
(0.2)
(0.8)
(33.6)
32.6
0.4
(0.6)

0.0
(2.5)

0.0
(1.7)

I&E Run Rate
As at M2 the recurrent deficit is £1.9m
Income: Is in line with plan, 76% of clinical income
is a block arrangement with Croydon CCG.
Other income: Is in line with the normalised
trend.
Pay: This has increased by £200k due to escalation,
enhanced care costs (£0.1m) and an increase in
medical costs in Elderly care and ED.
Drugs: Costs are in line with the 2018/19 average.
Clinical Supplies and Services: Costs are lower by
£0.1m due to lower activity.
Other Non pay: This is in line with 2018/19
average
Non recurrent pay: this is the reversal of a Month
1 pay accrual which did not materialise and has
therefore been reversed out of the year to date
position.
Non recurrent non pay: This includes indexation on
the G4S cleaning and portering contract relating to
2018/19
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Directorate
Integrated Adult Care
Int Women, Child & Sexual Health
Surgery, Cancer & Support
Corporate
Reserves
Total

Staff Type
All Manager, Admin & Estates
Healthcare Assistants & Other Support Staff
All qualified nursing, midwifery & Health Visiting Staff
Scientific, Therapeutic & Technical Staff
Medical & Dental
Other Pay
Total

Directorate
Integrated Adult Care
Int Women, Child & Sexual Health
Surgery, Cancer & Support
Corporate
Reserves
Total

Staff Type
All Manager, Admin & Estates
Healthcare Assistants & Other Support Staff
All qualified nursing, midwifery & Health Visiting Staff
Scientific, Therapeutic & Technical Staff
Medical & Dental
Other Pay
Total

YTD Plan
£000s
6,732
3,263
4,731
2,199
330
17,255

Perm
£000s
5,083
2,840
3,880
2,040
(184)
13,661

Bank
£000s
729
156
276
96
1,257

Agency
£000s
977
90
426
109
1,602

Locum
£000s
261
62
194
517

Over-time Additt Sess
£000s
£000s
53
1
24
68
28
10
146
39

Total
£000s
7,105
3,173
4,871
2,256
(184)
17,221

YTD Var
£000s
(373)
90
(140)
(57)
514
34

YTD Plan
£000s
3,390
1,369
5,632
2,093
4,442
330
17,255

Perm
£000s
3,072
1,132
4,271
1,787
3,583
(184)
13,661

Bank
£000s
283
375
575
24
1,257

Agency
£000s
102
60
891
262
287
1,602

Locum
£000s
517
517

Over-time Additt Sess
£000s
£000s
9
1
4
25
146
146
39

Total
£000s
3,466
1,568
5,741
2,098
4,533
(184)
17,221

YTD Var
£000s
(76)
(199)
(109)
(5)
(92)
514
34

Perm

Bank

Agency

Locum

Over-time Additt Sess

Total

£000s
10,048
5,669
7,797
4,075
30
27,619

£000s
1,395
299
532
213
2,438

£000s
1,831
180
779
188
2,978

£000s
535
87
327
948

Perm

Bank

Agency

Locum

£000s
6,163
2,238
8,552
3,539
7,097
30
27,619

£000s
517
787
1,087
47
2,438

£000s
170
60
1,698
500
550
2,978

£000s

Annual
Plan
£000s
13,599
6,520
9,498
4,369
526
34,513
Annual
Plan
£000s
6,788
2,790
11,327
4,182
8,901
526
34,513

948
948

£000s
2
58
22
83

£000s
148
47
172
367

Over-time Additt Sess
£000s
20
2
10
51
83

£000s
367
367

£000s
13,959
6,282
9,664
4,499
30
34,433

Total
£000s
6,870
3,087
11,346
4,137
8,962
30
34,433

Forecast
Var
£000s
(360)
238
(165)
(130)
496
79
Forecast
Var
£000s
(83)
(297)
(20)
45
(61)
496
79

The Trust continues to use temporary staffing , YTD it is 18% of pay spend. This is mainly on Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting staff £3.6m , A&C17
£0.7m, Medical and Dental £0.5m.
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3. Trust WTE
Directorate
Integrated Adult Care
Int Women, Child & Sexual Health
Surgery, Cancer & Support
Corporate
Reserves
Total

Staff Type
All Manager, Admin & Estates

YTD Plan

Perm

Bank

WTE
1,643

WTE
1,372

762

-

Additt
Sess
WTE
-

4

-

-

745

10%

66

5

-

-

1,088

11%

3

-

-

-

565

4%

Agency

Locum

WTE
206

WTE
162

WTE
18

685

44

12

1,061

939

78

554

533

29

Over-time
WTE

Total
WTE
1,758

Perm
Vacancy
rate
17%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0%

4,020

3,529

358

243

27

-

-

4,157

12%

Agency

Locum

Over-time

WTE

WTE

WTE

YTD Plan
WTE
1,018

Perm

Bank

WTE
950

WTE
80

3

-

-

Additt
Sess
WTE
-

Total

YTD Var

WTE
1,033

WTE
7%

518

492

142

2

-

-

-

636

5%

1,416

1,104

129

172

-

-

-

1,406

22%

Scientific, Therapeutic & Technical Staff

512

458

7

41

-

-

-

506

10%

Medical & Dental

557

524

-

25

27

-

-

576

6%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0%

4,020

3,529

358

243

27

-

-

4,157

12%

Healthcare Assistants & Other Support Staff
All qualified nursing, midwifery & Health Visiting Staff

Other Pay
Total

The Trust permanent vacancy rate in month is 12% . The highest vacancy rate 17% is in IAC and Surgery 11%. The Trust is struggling to recruit mainly in to
All Qualified Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting staff group. With a 22% vacancy rate for qualified nurses the success of the Nursing overseas
recruitment will be crucial to reduce the vacancy rate, lower the agency spend and improve the quality of services and staff wellbeing and engagement.
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Provider
CHS Acute
Croydon Urgent Care Alliance (CUCA)
Sub-Total: Croydon
St Georges’ NHS FT
Epsom & St Helier NHST
Epsom & St Helier NHST – SWELEOC
Kingston NHST
Royal Marsden NHS FT
Sub-Total: SWL
Kings College Hospital NHS FT
Guys & St Thomas NHS FT
Surrey & Sussex NHST
Moorfields Eye Hospital NHS FT
London Ambulance Service
BMI Healthcare
Ramsey Healthcare
Greenbrook
Other Providers
Acute NCA
Sub-Total: Other
Total Acute

YTD Plan
£000s
31,267
1,184
32,451
4,792
1,649
817
77
814
8,149
3,679
1,487
1,053
2,063
2,750
562
119
110
1,476
681
13,978
54,578

YTD Actual
£000s
31,267
1,184
32,451
4,792
1,649
817
77
814
8,149
3,679
1,487
1,053
2,063
2,750
562
119
110
1,476
681
13,978
54,578

YTD Var
£000s
-

Annual Plan
£000s
187,600
7,103
194,703
28,017
9,810
5,844
463
4,972
49,107
21,659
8,815
6,127
12,653
16,500
1,308
317
658
11,782
4,077
83,895
327,706

Forecast
£000s
187,600
7,103
194,703
28,017
9,810
5,844
463
4,972
49,107
21,659
8,815
6,127
12,653
16,500
1,308
317
658
11,782
4,077
83,895
327,706

Forecast Var
£000s
-

The CCG, as per the norm, has not yet received any acute data. Month 2 data will be available for Month 3 extrapolated forward for the month. As
at Month 2, the CCG has broken even against plan until actual data is received.
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4. CCG Acute Spend

Year by Year Comparison
The graphs / tables provide an illustration of GP
referrals across five South London providers
(CHS, Kings, SGH, ESTH and BMI) covering 201617 to 2019/20 M1. The M1 referrals for these
five providers are 16% lower than the same
period in 2018/19, driven by a reduction at BMI.

9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000

The Croydon CCG-wide GP referrals are 12%
below plan on the submitted Operating Plan.

2000
1000
0
12 - Mar

11 - Feb

2018/19

10 - Jan

09 - Dec

2017/18

08 - Nov

07 - Oct

06 - Sep

05 - Aug

04 - Jul

03 - Jun

02 - May

01 - Apr

2016/17

2019/20

Referrals by Trust
Provider
Croydon Health Services NHS Trust
Epsom And St Helier University Hospitals NHS Trust
Kings College Hospital NHS Trust
St George's Hospital NHS Trust
BMI Shirley Oaks

Apr-18 May-18
81.7%
79.3%
2.3%
2.8%
4.9%
5.2%
6.3%
6.8%
4.9%
5.8%

Jun-18 Jul-18
Aug-18
80.8%
81.6%
82.1%
2.9%
2.5%
2.5%
4.7%
4.6%
4.9%
6.2%
5.9%
5.3%
5.4%
5.3%
5.1%

Sep-18 Oct-18 Nov-18
82.0%
81.4%
79.7%
2.3%
2.8%
3.4%
5.0%
5.1%
4.8%
5.4%
5.7%
7.0%
5.3%
5.0%
5.2%

Dec-18 Jan-19 Feb-19 Mar-19
81.9%
81.4%
84.4%
85.1%
2.3%
2.7%
2.7%
2.8%
4.3%
4.0%
4.7%
4.5%
6.7%
6.5%
6.0%
5.4%
4.7%
5.5%
2.2%
2.2%

Apr-19
86.1%
2.7%
4.1%
5.5%
1.6%
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6. Out of Hospital Admissions avoided & OBDs
Non-Elective Admissions at CHS for
Croydon CCG

Out of Hospital Phases 1-3 Data

Bottom up data for the initiatives included in the Out of Hospital
Programme show 292 admissions avoided in April 2019.
This figure is below the planned number of avoided admissions for
April 2019 based on the agreed Business Cases (391). Baseline plan
numbers are being reviewed and do not take into account slippage.
* Phase 2 Falls, End of Life and OPAT will commence in
August/September 2019.

•

Non-elective admissions at CHS for Croydon CCG in April 2019/20
(1771) are lower than the same month in 2018/19 (-48 admissions, 2.6%).

•

The number of non-elective admissions is also lower than the
planned 2190 admissions for April 2019 (-419 admissions, -19.1%)

Performance against CIP Bed
Closure Phased Plan –
slippage in May 2019
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YTD Plan
£000s
Mental Health Services
MH Contracts - NHS
MH Contracts - Other Providers
MH - Other
MH - NCAs
Total Mental Health Services
Community Health Services
CH Contracts - NHS
CH Contracts - Other Providers
Total Community Health Services
Continuing Care Services
Continuing Care Services
Funded Nursing Care
Total Continuing Care Services
Primary Care
Prescribing
Community Based Services
Practice Transformation Support
GP IT Costs
Total Primary Care
Primary Care Delegated
Commissioning

YTD Actual
£000s

YTD Var
£000s

Annual Plan
£000s

Forecast
£000s

Forecast Var
£000s

8,185
330
991
176
9,681

8,166
316
1,000
176
9,658

(19)
(13)
9
(0)
(23)

49,095
1,978
6,161
1,055
58,288

49,099
1,921
6,222
1,055
58,297

5
(57)
61
9

5,144
1,678
6,823

5,143
1,672
6,815

(1)
(7)
(8)

32,372
10,025
42,397

32,372
10,059
42,431

33
33

3,519
1,272
4,791

3,519
1,272
4,791

(0)
(0)
(0)

21,092
7,635
28,727

21,271
7,208
28,479

179
(426)
(247)

7,097
1,086
207
8,389

7,055
1,105
424
8,583

(42)
19
217
194

43,587
6,514
1,240
51,341

43,608
6,553
1,611
51,772

21
39
371
431

8,618

8,618

-

53,960

53,960

-

The CCG is forecasting an overspend against GP IT. Partly due to slippage in programmes and the project management costs associated
with this, and partly due to additional charges on the GP messaging service where the data limit has been exceeded. The CCG is currently in
negotiations over a rebate on the IT service which will mitigate some of the project management overspend and SWL are currently in
negotiations with the iplato on the messaging service to agree more favourable terms to the contract.
The overspend in Primary Care is partly underwritten by a forecast underperformance on Continuing Health Care due to continued delivery
against the QIPP programme.
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7a. Mental Health, Community, CHC & Primary
Care

•

The Adult Mental Health Acute External
Overspill is reporting 482 actual Occupied
Bed Days (OBDs) for March 2019.

•

The year to date total Adult Mental
Health Acute Occupied Bed Days (OBDs) is
above plan. The dotted line represents
the trajectory to achieve 85% occupancy
of Croydon wards.

•

The Croydon Mental Health Programme
Board is reviewing actions to strengthen
community services and maintain the
excellent discharge rates achieve in
2017/18.
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7b. Adult Mental Health Inpatient Occupied Bed
Days
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7c. Continuing Health Care Expenditure &
Trends
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7d. Prescribing Expenditure Trend and Update

• Note: Prescribing data has a two month processing lag. The graph above reflects the 2018/19 full year actual
activity and finance. The DHSC confirmed that Category M reimbursement prices to community pharmacies will
increase across England by £5m a month from November 2018 and there is a further cost pressure attributable to
Category M items that were taken off NCSO at the end of March 2018 but then entered the drug tariff at an
increased price. The total additional cost pressure for Croydon CCG for both issues is circa £0.9m.
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8. Other Programme Services and Running
Costs
YTD Plan
£000s
Other Programme Services
Better Care Fund
Other Programme Services
Unidentified QIPP & QIPP Contingency
Contingency - (0.5%)
STP / London Contributions
Total Other Programme Services
Running Costs
NHS NELCSU SLA
NHS Croydon CCG - Pay
NHS Croydon CCG - Non Pay
Total Running Costs

YTD Actual
£000s

YTD Var
£000s

Annual Plan
£000s

Forecast
£000s

Forecast Var
£000s

1,523
1,239
217
2,979

1,523
1,183
217
2,922

(56)
(56)

9,135
8,022
(2,000)
2,702
2,139
19,998

9,135
8,012
(2,000)
2,702
2,139
19,987

(10)
(10)

505
675
179
1,360

522
664
59
1,245

17
17
34
67

3,033
4,051
1,324
8,408

3,033
3,892
1,268
8,192

-

As at Month 2, the CCG is forecasting on track against plan on it’s other programme and running costs. No contingency has been released as at
Month 2.
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Position Breakdown

Month
Plan
£000's

Month
Actual
£000's

Month
Variance
£000's

Year to
Date Plan
£000's

Year to
Date
Actual
£000's

Year to
Date
Variance
£000's

Clinical Income
Other Income
Total Income

11,626
128
11,754

11,770
188
11,958

144
61
205

22,953
261
23,214

23,097
303
23,400

144
42
186

Permanent
Bank
Agency
Locum
Total Pay

(6,386)
(41)
(58)
(247)
(6,732)

(5,138)
(729)
(977)
(261)
(7,105)

1,248
(689)
(919)
(14)
(373)

(12,752)
(139)
(195)
(513)
(13,599)

(10,199)
(1,395)
(1,831)
(535)
(13,959)

2,554
(1,256)
(1,636)
(21)
(360)

Other Non Pay
Clinical Supplies and Services
Drugs
Total Non Pay
Total

(235)
(777)
(581)
(1,594)
3,428

(227)
(803)
(671)
(1,700)
3,153

9
(26)
(89)
(106)
(275)

(481)
(1,564)
(1,163)
(3,207)
6,408

(464)
(1,600)
(1,313)
(3,376)
6,065

17
(35)
(150)
(168)
(342)

Run rate Change
Clinical Income
Other Income
Pay
Other Non Pay
Clinical Supplies and Services
Drugs
Total

1819
avg Q3
9,450
863
(6,533)
(177)
(940)
(212)
2,450

1819
avg Q4
11,399
(812)
(6,677)
(156)
(929)
(227)
2,597

1819
avg Mth
10,652
115
(6,715)
(244)
(919)
(589)
2,301

Actual
M1
11,327
115
(6,854)
(237)
(797)
(642)
2,912

Actual
M2
11,770
188
(7,105)
(227)
(803)
(671)
3,153

Actual
M3

0

1920
avg Mth
11,549
152
(6,980)
(232)
(800)
(656)
3,033

The monthly run rate has increased by (£241k) from the previous month.
PAY: The run rate on Pay has increased by (£251k), due to an increase in agency and bank nurse usage of (£114k):
- Escalation (£63k), Enhanced Care (primarily in A&E and AMU) (£18k) and vacancy cover in P1, Endoscopy and the
DN Clusters. Substantive staff have increased by (£49k) and 7.65 wte, mainly in the Elderly Wards. There has also
been 2 Pension fines totaling £11k. Agency Medical has increased by £41k due to an Agency Consultant in
Geriatrics covering Maternity Leave and Agency ST3s in ED Medical to cover vacancies.
NON PAY: The run rate on Non Pay has increased by (£25k) primarily due to drug expenditure in Diabetes and
Gastroenterology which is linked to an increase in activity.
INCOME: The run rate on Income has increased by £516k primarily linked to A&E Income which has increased by
£433k between months.

INCOME – YTD position
Income is over performing by £186k against budget.
The main drivers are as follows:
Endocrinology and General Medicine are over performing on Non
Elective Other Episodes by a total of £413k YTD. These over
performing areas are being partially offset by Stroke Medicine and
Cardiology who are reporting a shortfall in income of (£271k).
PAY – YTD position
Pay expenditure is overspent by (£360k) against budget.
Permanent staff are underspent by £2.5m and 359 wte which
equates to a 22% vacancy rate. These vacancies are being covered
by Bank, Agency and Locum staffing and are overspent by £2.9m.
The main drivers are as follows:
The Flexi Ward – F2, was funded in Month 1 but was planned to
close from the 1st May and so has no allocated funding in Month 2
– therefore reporting an adverse variance of (£121k) YTD.
There are significant vacancies within the substantive IAC Wards,
ED / UCC and CCU – these areas have a vacancy rate of in the
region of 25%. The vacant shifts are being covered by agency and
bank staff at a premium which has resulted in an adverse variance
YTD of (£99k).
The Cardiac Cath Lab is overspent by £56k due to its unfunded
escalation area and the Admissions Lounge on Norwood Ward is
overspent by £84k as it is an unfunded area.
NON PAY – YTD position
Non Pay spend is overspent by (£168k) against budget.
The main drivers are as follows:

Drugs in Rheumatology are overspent by (£78k).
Gastroenterology and Diabetes drugs are overspent by (£56k)
and ED/UCC drugs are overspent by (£19k). These are all linked
to increased activity.
Clinical Supplies and Services are overspent by (£35k), of which
(£21k) relates to Cardiology Referral tests relating to work
outsourced that would have otherwise breached. The
remaining overspend relates to expenditure in unfunded
escalation areas.
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9a. Integrated Adult Pathways

Month
Plan
£000's

Month
Actual
£000's

Month
Variance
£000's

Year to
Date Plan
£000's

Year to
Date
Actual
£000's

Year to
Date
Variance
£000's

6,708
335
7,043

6,502
363
6,865

(207)
28
(179)

13,078
670
13,748

12,871
669
13,540

(207)
(1)
(208)

Clinical Income (£207k) - General Surgery (£410k), Critical Care
(£196k), ENT (£136k), Dermatology (£106k), offset by Surgical
Community £353k & Clinical Haematology £222k.

Permanent
Bank
Agency
Locum
Total Pay

(4,674)
(2)
(21)
(34)
(4,731)

(3,976)
(276)
(426)
(194)
(4,871)

697
(274)
(405)
(159)
(140)

(9,340)
(48)
(42)
(68)
(9,498)

(8,026)
(532)
(779)
(327)
(9,664)

1,313
(483)
(737)
(258)
(165)

PAY – YTD position
Pay spend is overspent by (£165k) against budget.
The main drivers are as follows:

Other Non Pay
Clinical Supplies and Services
Drugs
Total Non Pay
Total

(251)
(1,850)
(605)
(2,706)
(393)

(256)
(1,708)
(743)
(2,708)
(714)

(5)
142
(138)
(2)
(320)

(490)
(3,700)
(1,209)
(5,400)
(1,151)

(509)
(3,557)
(1,433)
(5,499)
(1,622)

(18)
143
(224)
(99)
(472)

Position Breakdown
Clinical Income
Other Income
Total Income

Run rate Change
Clinical Income
Other Income
Pay
Other Non Pay
Clinical Supplies and Services
Drugs
Total

1819
avg Q3
6,053
434
(4,464)
(195)
(1,732)
(169)
(73)

1819
avg Q4
6,854
(207)
(4,663)
(239)
(1,699)
(190)
(144)

1819
avg Mth
6,614
359
(4,648)
(226)
(1,759)
(605)
(264)

Actual
M1
6,369
306
(4,792)
(252)
(1,849)
(690)
(909)

Actual
M2
6,502
363
(4,871)
(256)
(1,708)
(743)
(714)

Actual
M3

0

1920
avg Mth
6,435
335
(4,832)
(254)
(1,779)
(717)
(811)

INCOME – YTD position
Income is under performing by (£208k) against budget.
The main drives are as follows:

Nursing (£125k) – Nursing is overspent in month because of a
backdated payment for a care worker (£65k) and higher agency
premium costs to support vacancies (£60k).

NON PAY – YTD position
Non Pay spend is overspent by (£99k) against budget.
The main drivers are as follows:

Drugs (£224k) – Clinical Haematology, Ophthalmology. Most of
this has been recovered through Income.
Clinical Supplies £143k – Underspends in Main Theatres 1-8
£49k, Day Surgery £37k & Ward ITU/HDU £32k which links to
lower activity.

The monthly run rate is showing an improvement of £195k against the previous month.
PAY: The run rate on Pay has increased by (£79k) from the previous month. The main drivers are, agency spend for
care worker in Queens 1 Ward for a patient with learning disabilities who needs 24/7 care (£66k).
NON PAY: The run rate on Non Pay has reduced by £84k. Clinical Supplies £141k – Pharmacy £60k, Radiography
£37k & Main Theatre 2 £34k. Offset by an increase in Drugs (£53k) recovered through income.
INCOME: The run rate on Income has increased by £190k. Clinical Income £132k, mainly Clinical Haematology
£246k offset by a reduction in General Surgery Income.
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9b. Integrated Surgery, Cancer and Clinical support

Position Breakdown
Clinical Income
Other Income
Total Income
Permanent
Bank
Agency
Locum
Total Pay
Other Non Pay
Clinical Supplies and Services
Drugs
Total Non Pay
Total

Run rate Change
Clinical Income
Other Income
Pay
Other Non Pay
Clinical Supplies and Services
Drugs
Total

Month
Plan
£000's

Month
Actual
£000's

Month
Variance
£000's

Year to
Date Plan
£000's

Year to
Date
Actual
£000's

Year to
Date
Variance
£000's

5,806
217
6,022

4,914
239
5,153

(891)
22
(869)

11,379
433
11,812

10,495
469
10,964

(884)
35
(849)

(3,263)
0
0
0
(3,263)

(2,865)
(156)
(90)
(62)
(3,173)

398
(156)
(90)
(62)
90

(6,520)
0
0
0
(6,520)

(5,716)
(299)
(180)
(87)
(6,282)

804
(299)
(180)
(87)
238

(82)
(254)
(380)
(717)
2,042

(63)
(263)
(359)
(685)
1,295

20
(9)
21
32
(747)

(165)
(509)
(760)
(1,433)
3,859

(127)
(491)
(687)
(1,304)
3,378

38
18
73
129
(482)

1819
avg Q3
4,550
871
(3,040)
(68)
(225)
(347)
1,742

1819
avg Q4
6,282
(770)
(3,139)
(80)
(271)
(445)
1,577

1819
avg Mth
5,464
146
(3,119)
(83)
(254)
(380)
1,773

Actual
M1
5,581
230
(3,109)
(64)
(228)
(328)
2,082

Actual
M2
4,914
239
(3,173)
(63)
(263)
(359)
1,295

Actual
M3

0

1920
avg Mth
5,248
234
(3,141)
(63)
(246)
(343)
1,689

The monthly run rate is showing an increase of (£787k) against the previous month.
PAY: The run rate on Pay has increased by (£64k) - Overspend on Locums due to backdated shifts, continuous bank
and agency usage due to vacancies as mentioned above.

INCOME – YTD position
Income is under performing by (£849k) against budget.
The main drives are:
Pediatric non-elective income underperforming by 263k, Maternity
deliveries are lower by £129k, Neonatology in lower by £125k,
Gynecology and Obstetrics adverse by £81k. Elective and Daycase
income is adverse by £94k mainly in Gynaecology.
PAY – YTD position
Pay spend is underspent by £238k against budget.
The main drivers are as follows:
Permanent staff is underspent by £804k which is currently offset
with Bank, Agency and Locums (£566k).
Qualified Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting. Underspend of
£270k mainly due to staff vacancies within Maternity and Section
75 Health Visitors. Both areas are using Bank and Agency to bridge
the gap however this is not at full establishment. ATRs are
currently being recruited to in both areas.
Medical. Underspend of £38k mainly due to vacancies within
Paediatrics and Gynaecology which are being covered by Locums,
however this is not at full establishment. There are continuing
difficulties in recruiting permanent staff in both areas.
Admin/Scientific/Healthcare Assistants/Other. The overspend of
(£70k) is mainly Healthcare Assistants in Maternity Inpatient
Wards.
NON PAY – YTD position
Non Pay spend is underspent by £129k against budget.
The main drivers are as follows:

Drugs £73k on HIV drugs
Clinical supplies £18k mainly due to over accruals of old year
invoices in Continence products.
Other Non Pay £38k is due to Women’s Services Maternity
Pathway invoices.

NON PAY: The run rate on Non Pay has increased by (£65k) Release of POs in month 1 mainly in Women’s Services,
IVF. Drugs is over by 32k due to Paediatric Medical.
INCOME: The run rate on Income has decreased by (£658k)
The run rate is mainly due to the SLAM High Cost Drugs as it was as breakeven in Month 1. Overall Paeds and
Maternity income has dropped due to less activity.
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10. Trust Capital Spend

There was a minimal spend of £115k year to date as at 31st May 2019. However, a total of £818k of orders were raised across all areas (Medical
Devices, Estates and IT).
Subsequent to the submission of 2019/20 Operating Plan, the Capital Planning Group received additional requests for capital spend in order to meet
demand and capacity requirements and also clinical risks. The additional requests were for £1.1m for, principally, medical equipment, and some
enabling estates and IT works. The additional requests have been reprioritised within the current capital budget of £7.6m, but this occurred after the
Month 2 closedown date so have not been included in this report.
Month 2 budget spend is matched against the actual spend. Monthly budget spend will be profiled for Month 3 reporting.
2019/20 Contingency currently stands at £823k.
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CCG
Non Current Assets:
Property, Plant & Equipment
Intangible Assets
Receivables
Total Non Current Assets
Current Assets:
Inventories
Trade & Other Receivables
Cash & Cash Equivalents
Total Current Assets

CCG

Trust

31/03/2019 31/05/2019
£000s
£000s
301
272
301
272

Trust

31/03/2019 31/05/2019
£000s
£000s
169,626
168,375
487
458
1,008
870
171,121
169,703

5,088
204
5,292

5,212
(238)
4,974

2,662
25,507
5,832
34,001

2,662
39,102
5,732
47,496

Current Liabilities:
Trade & Other Payables
Borrowings
Provisions for Liabilities & Charges
Total Current Liabilities

(50,443)
(50,443)

(54,139)
(54,139)

(39,929)
(57,024)
(5,445)
(102,398)

(49,020)
(54,667)
(4,470)
(108,157)

Net Current Assets / Liabilities

(45,150)

(49,165)

(68,397)

(60,661)

-

-

(577)
(36,282)
(16,691)
(53,550)

(577)
(36,282)
(16,691)
(53,550)

Total Assets Employed

(44,850)

(48,893)

49,174

55,492

Financed By:
Public Dividend Capital
Retained Earnings / General Fund
Revaluation Reserve
Total Taxpayers Equity

(44,850)
(44,850)

(48,893)
(48,893)

115,880
(120,428)
53,722
49,174

116,696
(114,926)
53,722
55,492

Non Current Liabilities:
Provisions for Liabilities & Charges
DoH Working Capital Loan
DoH Capital Loan
Total Non Current Liabilities

Trust Balance Sheet
Non-Current Assets:
Property, Plant & Equipment (PPE) and Intangible assets have decreased by £1.3m to
£169m: in year depreciation of £1.5m offset by £0.2m capital additions resulting to the in
year capital movement. Non-current Receivables (Injury cost recovery) decreased by
£0.14m as compared with 31 March 2019.
Current Assets- Stock, Trade and Other Receivables, Cash & Equivalents
Receivables has increased by £5.6m year to date mainly due to month M1 & 2 PSF and
FRF funding outstanding payments of £0.9m, increase in accrued income of £5.4m. The
increase is offset against the reduction in VAT of (£0.7m).
Cash - Cash balance at the end of May 2019 is £5.7m, £4.7m higher than Plan (cash
reserved for settlement of ED). The closing cash balance excluding the reserved cash
equates to 4 days of operating expenses, this is less than the minimum of 10 days’
operating expenses required as good practice.
Current and Non-Current Liabilities
Trade and Other Payables has increased by £9.1m mainly due to cash flow issues and
increased in accruals (£2.8m). The Trust is managing its’ suppliers within the cash
resources available. The Trust monitors its cash position rigorously to ensure adequate
funds are allocated and to priorities payments where necessary.
Loans:
Cumulatively the total revenue support loan stands at £90.2m; of which £84.4m attracts
an interest of 1.5% and the balance £5.8m attracts an interest of 3.5%. £19.1m of capital
loan has been drawn to date for the ED project at 2.48% interest. Repayment of the
principal commenced on 18/08/2017 and every six months until 20/08/2040; £1.6m has
been repaid to date.
Retained Earnings:
In year retained planned losses year to date of £2.5m post Central Funding (including M1
& 2 PSF, FRF and MRET funding of £1.6m), £4.0m pre PSF, FRF and MRET funding
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12- CCG Analysis of Aged Debt
Amount, RAG
£000 Rating
187
422
440
1,049
33
6
Customer Name

Total AR O/S
Amt

AR Ageing 1-30 AR Ageing 31Amt
60 Amt

AR Ageing 61- AR Ageing 91 - AR Ageing
AR Ageing 181
90 Amt
120 Amt
121-180 Amt + Amount

NHS ENGLAND

£843,292.00

£0.00

£800,092.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£43,200.00

LONDON BOROUGH OF
CROYDON/CROYDON COUNCIL
NHS KINGSTON CCG

£226,438.66

£41,904.73

£187,300.27

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

-£2,766.34

£440,438.69

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£440,438.69

NHS DORSET CCG

£421,622.51

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£421,622.51

NHS SUTTON CCG

£121,763.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00 £121,763.00

£0.00

CROYDON HEALTH SERVICES
NHST
MACMILLAN CANCER SUPPORT

£361,000.00

£0.00

£361,000.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00
£6,021.20

£15,434.40

£1,605.00

£3,200.00

£0.00

£4,608.20

£0.00

THE HUNTERCOMBE GROUP

£9,556.46

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£9,556.46

£0.00

£0.00

CARE QUALITY COMMISSION

£6,517.38

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£6,517.38

£308.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£308.00

£0.00

-£620.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£43,509.73 £1,350,972.27

£0.00

WORCESTERSHIRE COUNTY
COUNCIL
Various
Grand Total

-£620.00
£2,445,751.10

£14,164.66 £121,763.00 £915,341.44

361
156
644
1
42
15
7
122
10
-0
2,446

Customer Name

Narrative

Learning Disabilities,Mental
Health and Continuing
HealthCare recharge paid
NHS DORSET CCG
without prejudice. CFO leading
arbitration style escalation
NHS KINGSTON CCG
process with appropraite CCGs.
Sub-total
LONDON BOROUGH OF CROYDON Voluntary Sector Recharge
LONDON BOROUGH OF CROYDON Prescrbing Recharge
2018/19 One Croydon Alliance
CROYDON HEALTH SERVICES NHST PMO cost Direct Contributions
NHS ENGLAND
HSCN Set-up cost
NHS ENGLAND
GP IT Capital
NHS ENGLAND
Prevent - Counter Terrorism
NHS ENGLAND
2017-18 IR Funding
MACMILLAN CANCER SUPPORT Clinical Input Recharge
CARE QUALITY COMMISSION Salary Recharge
NHS SUTTON CCG
Transitional support for PTS
THE HUNTERCOMBE GROUP
CHC
Various
Including LAC Assessments,etc
Total
LONDON BOROUGH OF CROYDON
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Trade Receivables:
Receivables- The total balance at Month 02 was £16m; a decrease of £1.2m as compared with 31 March 2019 balance of £17.2m.
The over 90 days balance increased by £1m to £6.2m as compared with 31 March 2019 of which, £2m relates to non NHS debt
and £4.2m relates to NHS debt.
Of the total £2m non NHS debt; £0.2m relates to Local Councils, £0.2m relates to salary overpayments and £1.5m relates to
Overseas Visitors. There is a provision of £1.4m provision against this slow moving debt; 131 cases (£1m) are with the debt
collector (CCI). Any overseas visitors’ debt above £500, aged over 60 days will be lodged with the UK Border Agency.
Of the total £4.2m NHS debt > 90 days, £0.9m relates Local CCGs PbR, £0.7m relates to NCA, £1.1m relates to St. Georges
maternity pathway and salary recharges, £0.7m relates to Royal Marsden and £0.7m NHS England PbR drugs.
Actions and achievements on debt collections: The Accounts Receivable team are working closely with our contracting team
and Business Services to ensure third parties queries relating to invoices are answered quickly. Accounts Receivable team are
working extremely hard to try and keep the level of debt down.
Risks: Trust will face cash flow problems and possible increased bad debts. Delay in invoicing and collections of debts will result in
liquidity risks, with large overdue balances the Trust will have to increase its provisions for irrevocable debt thereby putting
pressure on the Trust’s financial position. NCA (non- contract activities) debt has increased due to short of resources in pursuing
validation and responding to query.
Mitigations: The finance team meet weekly to review the debt positions and to set collection targets for team members. The
Accounts Receivable manager is currently clearing the NCAs backlog by responding to enquiry and data validation. A new
procedure has been implemented to provide better data quality to support non contractual activities (NCA) billings.
Trade Payables
Balance at month 02 was £17.4m, an increase of £6.2m as compared with 31 March 2019 balance of £11.2m. 69% (£12m) relates
to Non NHS debt and 31% relates to NHS debt. Of the total payables of £17.4m; £7.4m (43%) is under 30 days and not yet due
(£4.3m (39%) in March 2019), and £10m (57%) is overdue for payment (£6.7m in March 2019).

The outstanding balances over 90 days for NHS have increased by of £0.4m to £3.7m. Of the total balance over 90 days of £3.7m;
£1.4m for St Georges Healthcare FT; £0.6m for Royal Marsden FT; £0.3m for Epsom And St Helier NHS Trust and £1.4m for other
trusts.
For Non NHS, the amount overdue > 90 days of £1.7m relates to £0.3m for Computacenter (UK) Ltd; £0.1m for Paul Hartmann Ltd;
£0.1m for The Pathology Group : £0.1m for Iron Mountain UK Ltd and £1.1m are for small value suppliers.
Risk: Failure of paying suppliers on time may result in goods/services being put on hold and this could impact patients' experience.
The Trust will build up a substantial overdue balance with some of our major suppliers and there is a real threat that we could be
put on stop and not be able to source agency/bank cover or pay for utilities, drugs and cleaning. The Trust will fail to comply with
the Better Payment Practice Code.

Mitigations: The Trust monitors its cash position rigorously to ensure payments are only processed following sign off from the
appropriate budget holder. AP manager reviews payment batches to ensure no non-essential purchases made and to provide
feedback to procurement team for action where this has occurred. Procurement should also look into the possibility to extend
credit terms from 30 days to 45 days with the major suppliers.
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14 – CCG / Alliance Partners Expenditure
COST CENTRE NAME

Budget

£000s

CHS
- Acute Contract
- Community Contract
- Community Contract - Occupational Therapy

PERIODS TO DATE
Total
Commitment

Var

FULL YEAR

£000s

£000s

2019/20
Annual
Budget

£000s

31,267
4,864
47

31,267
4,863
47

(1)
-

1,184
7
312

1,184
7
312

86

86

Sub-total

37,766

37,765

-Property Recharge
- Other
Total CHS Expenditure

30
37,795

- CUCA Contract
- CUCA Contract Rent
- Paediatric SALT & OT
CHS - Other agreements
-Winter Resilience
-Overseas Visitors & IFR

SLaM
- Acute and Community Contract
- Cost and Volume
Total SLaM Expenditure
Total Age Uk Expenditure

Var
Forecast
Outturn

£000s

£000s

187,600
29,182
284

187,600
29,182
284

-

0

7,103
40
1,869

7,103
40
1,869

-

-

1,100
515

1,100
515

-

(1)

227,694

227,694

-

30
37,794

(0)
(1)

435
177
228,307

435
177
228,307

-

7,990
122

7,990
122

(0)
(0)

47,938
729

47,938
730

1

154

153

(1)

924

935

11
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GOVERNING BODY
2 July 2019
Title of Paper: Croydon Joint CIP/QIPP Assurance Report
Lead Director

Mike Sexton, Chief Finance Officer, CCG
Azara Mukhtar, Director of Finance, CHS

Report Author

Kate Archer, Head of System Assurance
PMO

Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.

Croydon CCG Finance Committee and
Croydon Health Services NHS Trust Finance
Investment and Transformation Committee
meeting as committees in common 25 June
2019
CCG Governing Body

Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report
Purpose of Report

For noting

Recommendation:
The Governing Body is asked to:
NOTE the first joint report for Cost Improvement Programmes and QIPP programmes in the
Croydon system.
Background:
The attached report is the first attempt at a joint report bringing together CIP and QIPP.
This is still in development, particularly clarifying the total and overlapping CIP and QIPP
figures, as well as detailing project level information more clearly.
This was received by Croydon CCG Finance Committee and Croydon Health Services
NHS Trust Finance Investment and Transformation Committee meeting as committees in
common on 25 June 2019 and feedback on the report design was invited..
Future publications will have been approved by the new Cost & Quality Oversight Board in
advance of Finance Committee presentation, alongside the joint Finance report.
Key Issues:
•

None
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REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP

Corporate Objective

To commission high quality health care
services that are accessible, provide good
treatment and achieve good patient
outcomes.
To reduce the amount of time people spend
avoidably in hospital through better and more
integrated care in the community, outside of
hospital for physical and mental health.
To achieve financial surplus of £3.5m in
2019/20
To achieve NHS business rules of 1% surplus
by 2020/21
To support local people and stakeholders to
have a greater influence on services we
commission and support individuals to
manage their care.
To have all Croydon GP practices actively
involved in commissioning services and
develop a responsible and learning
commissioning organisation.

Risks

Failure to deliver cost savings detailed in the
paper represents a significant risk to the
financial sustainability of the organisation.

Financial Implications

Delivery of our QIPP target is a vital
contribution to achieving financial balance.

Conflicts of Interest

No specific conflicts of interest.

Clinical Leadership Comments

Not specific to this paper.
A GP Clinical Lead attends the Cost and
Quality Operational Board (CQOB) and
provides constructive challenge to operational
management
The CCG Clinical Chair attends most CQOB
meetings.
Each QIPP scheme has an identified GP
Lead.

Implications for Other CCGs

The CCG is fully engaged with the South
West London (SWL) STP process. The PMOs
across SWL meet regularly to share ideas and
align approaches.
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Governance:

All projects conduct Equality Impact
Assessments as they move through the
development lifecycle.

Patient and Public Involvement

Patients are included at programme board
level, supporting the developments of QIPP
schemes both currently and for the future.

Communication Plan

Each project manager develops their own
bespoke Communication and Engagement
plan as part of project planning.

Information Governance Issues

Monitoring of some schemes is impaired by
the inability to access patient level data.

Reputational Issues

QIPP programme delivery is critical in
addressing CCG statutory Directions.

Report Author:
Contact / Email:

Kate Archer Head of System Assurance PMO
kate.archer@swlondon.nhs.uk

Date:

20 June 2019
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Strategy

Reported Performance

QIPP
•
The 2019/20 QIPP target is driven by benchmarked opportunity, local clinical
opportunity, local initiatives and enabler investments.
•
All QIPP Business cases were developed by commissioning managers, clinical
leads and approved by the relevant Programme Board
•
Clinical leads have provided assurance on all projects and the Quality team has
assured every scheme in terms of patient safety.
•
Of the £18.8m target, £14.8m has been identified against specific schemes

QIPP
• Month 2 QIPP YTD performance is reported as plan (£1.7m).
• Currently, we are forecasting to deliver £18.6m QIPP against the plan of £18.8m for
2019/20
• £0.2m slippage is accountable to the Learning Disabilities project due to a change in
planned client placement moves.

CIP
•
The 2019/20 CIP target of £14.3m was derived using Model Hospital benchmarking
opportunities, demand and capacity modelling linked to service productivity and
contract negotiations with commissioners and determined by the control total set by
NHSI
•
Of the £14.3m target £13.7m has been identified using bottom up methodologies
including detailed scoping of departmental areas that have been assessed and
teams continue to scope out new opportunities to close the unidentified gap.

CIP
• Month 2 CIP YTD performance is reported as £86k behind plan at £851k (against plan
of £937k).
• Estates and Facilities, Corporate and Patient Flow are showing early signs of slippage
however this will be recovered as part of the plan across the year.
• Currently the Trust is forecasting to deliver CIP, albeit with some non recurrent
measures

Governance

Delivery Risk

•

QIPP
• Work continues to identify schemes to close unidentified QIPP gap of £4m. The CCG
is able to cover this sum non-recurrently in 19/20 if sufficient projects are not identified,
but there is high confidence that suitable projects are emerging.
• Some Mental Health QIPP is at risk due to service provision negotiations on a wider
London level however this is still under investigation.
• Learning Disabilities may also slip further

•
•
•

QIPP and CIP delivery is robustly governed by the Cost and Quality Oversight Board
(CQOB) co-chaired by CCG CFO and Trust DoF. Each programme reports on
progress on a monthly rotation.
The 2019/20 financial plan, including QIPP and CIP, has been assured and signed
off by NHS England and NHSI
QIPP Internal audit review is imminent and is expected to have positive results as
previous years.
The 2019/20 CIP planning process, including proposed governance, was reviewed
as part of the 2018/19 Internal Audit programme CIP review of the Trust and
received a control assessment of reasonable. Internal Audit will assess the 2019/20
CIP programme delivery and governance later in the year

CIP
• Further projects are being scoped out by Estates & Facilities and Procurement to
mitigate against the early slippage which were discussed at CQOB on 19th June with
an extension of September for Procurement.

3
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1. Scorecard

Background
Croydon CCG (the CCG) and Croydon Health Services NHS Trust (the Trust) have committed to work towards a single operational and financial plan to deliver a
joint control total for 2019/20.
Governance and Oversight
Joint governance for oversight of the clinical and operational plans has been established and weekly Cost and Quality Oversight Board (CQOB) meetings, cochaired by the CCG CFO Mike Sexton and the Trust DoF Azara Mukhtar, commenced in May.
A single System Assurance PMO has oversight of all QIPP and CIP programmes. In addition, integrated delivery teams (Elective, Emergency Care) have also been
established. All project documentation is continuously being reviewed to understand the status of plans. The Quality team is leading an exercise to ensure that
Quality Impact Assessments have been completed for every QIPP and CIP, to ensure that all projects have been assessed and approved.
A KPI pack of “Financial Early Indicators” has been developed and is updated weekly where data is available. This is being refined weekly to ensure that all
necessary information is circulated and to ensure ‘a single version on of the truth’ across the CIP and QIPP. CQOB reviews the content of this pack weekly.
Financial Planning
It is key to ensure robust quality and efficiency improvement plans are in place in order to achieve the Joint control total and sustainable, high quality healthcare
provision for Croydon residents. There are significant Transformation (QIPP -£18.8m) and efficiency (CIP- £14.3m) expectations on the Croydon Health System.

Principles
The following slides provide an overview of the separate QIPP and CIP programmes. Although there may be slight variances within programmes, overall we are
forecasting near achievement of targets.
It is important to note that there are time lags in receiving data, which differ by programme. See individual programme highlight reports for details.

4
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2. Executive Summary
CIP/QIPP
CIPP

QIPP

High Level Theme

YTD Plan
YTD
YTD
M2
Actual M2 Variance

Directorate Schemes
Non Pay (incl medicines management)
Patient Flow
Corporate
Productivity & Provider of Choice
Wards
Estates and Facilities
TOTAL CIP
Productivity & Provider of Choice
Emergency Care- Admission Avoidance
MSK
Patient Transport (SWL)
Mental Health
Medicine Optimisation
Named Patients
Corporate
Non-Recurrent QIPP
TOTAL QIPP
Overlap CIP/QIPP
TOTAL CIP/QIPP

147
272
27
16
243
86
146
937
62
492
201
316
292
333
1,696
(599)
2,035

191
272
243
43
102
851
62
492
201
316
292
333
1,696
(599)
1,948

44
(27)
(16)
(43)
(44)
(86)
0.00
(86)

Annual
Plan
3,680
2,416
1,798
1,006
3,402
516
1,512
14,330
1,750
5,279
804
400
1,400
1,800
2,500
848
4,000
18,781
(5,648)
27,463

Forecast Variance
3,680
2,416
1,798
1,006
3,402
516
1,512
14,329
1,750
5,279
804
400
1,400
1,800
2,289
848
4,000
18,570
(5,648)
27,251

(211)
(211)
(211)
5
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2.1 Overall QIPP Position

The CCG QIPP target was set at £18.8m for 19/20. As with last year, the CCG developed a number of schemes to address the QIPP challenge and there are a
number of schemes that are driven by the integrated delivery teams (Elective and Emergency Care).
This slide sets out Croydon CCG’s current planned QIPP position. Month 2 YTD QIPP is reported as achieved as per plan and we are currently forecasting to deliver
£18.6m against a plan of £18.8m.
Note that the data on Prescribing, Continuing Health Care, Mental Health has a lag of between 1 to 2 months.

The CCG is actively working to de-risk the £4m non-recurrent QIPP and has already identified opportunities in Ophthalmology.

Programme
Productivity & Provider of Choice
MSK
Patient Transport (SWL)
OOH-Phase 2
OOH-Phase 3
Mental Health
Medicine Optimisation
Named Patients
Corporate
Non-Recurrent QIPP
Total

Planned cumulative
M2 savings (£m)
0.06
0.20
0.00
0.49
0.00
0.32
0.29
0.33
0.00
0.00
1.70

Actual
Variance Planned full year
cumulative
M2
(£m)
savings (£m)
savings (£m)
0.06
1.75
0.20
0.80
0.00
0.40
0.49
3.37
0.00
1.91
0.32
1.40
0.29
1.80
0.33
2.50
0.00
0.85
0.00
4.00
1.70
0.00
18.78

Full year
Variance Financial
forecast
(£m)
RAG
outturn (£m)
1.75
0.80
0.40
3.37
1.91
1.40
1.80
2.29
(0.21)
0.85
4.00
18.57
(0.21)

6
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2. Executive Summary - QIPP

2.2 Overall CIP position
The Trust over delivered against CIP in Month 1, however Month 2 delivery was significantly behind plan giving a cumulative negative variance of £85k. This is driven
by a number of factors:
1. Patient Flow planned to close all escalation beds by the beginning of Month 2 however the programme re-phased CIP delivery and a ward has closed in mid June.
2. Medical Staffing in IAC was overspent by £150k YTD largely in junior and middle grade staffing outside ED. The directorate have tightened day to day control of
medical spend however the weekly tracker still indicates overspend for the first three weeks of June in the region of £100k for the month.
3. ISCCS is overspend by £50k in Theatres despite the fact that activity is below plan. The directorate is overspent by £50k in administration and management,
which they are planning to recover later in the year.

7
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2. Executive Summary - CIP
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3. 19/20 Plan Overview

NB: Slide requires more work to clearly identify
overlapping QIPP and CIP schemes, so as to
report on one portfolio going forward.
To be rectified for M3

8
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4. Year to Date Status

9
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3.1 Unidentified CIP
There is currently a total of £600k unidentified CIP between Estates, Procurement and Clinical Directorates. This is 4%
of the total plan and we would expect to have identified plans for the whole programme by July 2019. An extension to
September was given for the Procurement programme on the basis the full target was delivered for the year.
Additionally non recurrent measures will be sought throughout the year to mitigate under delivery

3.2 Unidentified QIPP
The formal QIPP programme commenced with £4m unidentified. A review of non-recurrent sources indicated this
could be covered if projects were not identified. The CCG is however continually reviewing it’s recurrent QIPP
opportunities which are preferred to ensure the best position moving into 2020/21. Some schemes have already been
identified
to cover this, see below:
Scheme
SRO
Project
Planned
Forecast
Current
Manager

Start Date

Savings

Ophthalmology
New integrated service - block contract negotiated and signed off with Moorfields

Stephen Warren

Sajid Shah

01/10/19

£352k

Crisis House
4 self-contained beds, 24/7 staffed to provide short term intensive crisis support

Stephen Warren

Richard
McSorley

TBC

£133k

Delivery RAG

Work continues throughout the year to identify additional projects and a pipeline exists for both QIPP and CIP
opportunities that the PMO regularly reviews with project teams and will bring forward new projects to CQOB.
10
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5. Address the Gap

Programme

Provider of
Choice

Patient Flow

Nursing

Mental
Health

Key Risk

There is a risk that the Trust does not
convert sufficient patients to use
local services and therefore does not
achieve planned procedure
trajectories. There is also a risk that
due to data flows, it will be July until
there is an accurate picture of
success to date.
The re-phased plan shows that a
large proportion of the savings are
predicated on not spending the
£500k winter bed fund plan. There is
a risk associated with this as it has
not been done before and thus
needs careful planning

There is a risk that the Trust will be
unable to recruit the 150 required
nurses by Q4 which will impact on
CIP savings.
Although QIPP was agreed in the
SLaM contract, there is an
operational risk that should SLaM fail
to deliver the transformation
proposed, cost in the Croydon
system will not reduce as planned

Owner

SW
LMcP

ME
LMcP

EC

SW

Mitigating actions already
taken

Mitigating actions to be taken

Action
Date

1. Specific project initiated to
tackle
2. Strong primary care
clinical leadership

1. Dedicated marketing resource being
explored alongside marketing budget
2. Increased presence of secondary
care clinicians at primary care
events/meetings

June ‘19

1. Roll out of the High Impact
Improvement Programme
focusing on discharge
process and flow through
the hospital
2. Strict controls in place
regarding re-opening of
beds once they have been
closed.

1. Ongoing planning and monitoring by
senior team to ensure robust bed
management is in place

July ‘19

1. A new overseas recruitment
agency has been appointed
with a new approach to
securing candidates.

1. The Trust are looking at recruitment
as a system approach to improve
recruitment process

TBC

1. Acknowledgement by
SLaM of the changes
needed hence agreed in
contract
2. New senior position hires
focussing on making the
changes required

1. Receive copies of project plans to
ensure transformation is occurring
2. Receive and robustly challenge
progress reports
3. Maintain regional pressure from
commissioners for success

July ‘19
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SRO:

Stephen Warren

RAG Ratings: Financial Savings:

Clinical Lead:

Dev Malhotra

Quality Improvements:

Deliverability:

Performance:

MH GP advice line to go live Jun-19
NHSE Transformation funding bid to be submitted Jun-19
LCS to go live Jul-19
Community Hub Pilot to go live Nov-19

Key Risks

-

- Penrose service to be fully mobilised by Jun-19
- Instruction to CSU NCA to follow the CCG prior approval process, not
paying invoices which do not have an appropriate authorisation code.
- Establishing a contract with Oxleas NHS FT to manage activity and cost
- Reduction of length of stay (LoS) in acute beds
- Reduction of length of stay in secondary care
- Suitable provision in the community to ensure people in crisis have an
alternative to A&E and Home Treatment Teams if not appropriate

Workforce – Risk of SLaM to recruit clinical staff to support delivery of transformation work.
Finance / Unmet Demand – per capita spend on MH for Croydon CCG is lower than other
boroughs, whilst prevalence is higher. Transformation work may identify a gap of unmet need
based on prevalence of serious mental illness.
Penrose – There is a risk that SLaM vacancies in the forensic team will affect the ability for
the two services to effectively embed a joint working process and reduce voids.
NCA - there is a risk that Oxleas will continue to be resistant to establishing a formal contract
particularly with non-core interests where financial values are not material.
NCA – there is a risk that providers may not comply with CCG prior approval policy which
may see costs continue.

For
Escalation

Programme Update
Milestones

Richard McSorley

SLaM OBD Reduction: working with SLaM to unblock barriers to patient flow and reduce bed occupancy rates from c120% to 85% through implementation of the patient flow
delivery plan which will be overseen by the newly appointed SLaM patient flow Clinical Director. This also involves working with the soon to be appointed SLaM locality flow
managers to track patients with barriers to discharge via the inpatient task and finish group and ensuring there is a reduction in this cohort of patients ending up as DToCs.
Number of patients with private providers has reduced from an average of 13.5 to just 2-3 through greater ‘operational grip’.
MH Transformation Project: developing Community Transformation business case to deliver less intensive community based alternatives to inpatient services and improving
crisis pathways through ‘prevention’ and interventions ‘up-stream’ to avert mental health crises from ever happening. This work will also support the OBD reduction QIPP.
Community Forensic Beds (Penrose): work with Penrose to ensure all commissioned beds are mobilised and embedding joint work with Penrose and SLaM to ensure there
are no long term voids.
MH Placements: the team needs to understand from SLP whether there will be QIPP released in 19/20 around complex patients. Work is ongoing here.
Non Contracted Activity (NCAs): Agreement of a 19/20 border contract with SaBP at £136K now inclusive of CAMHs activity, has stabilised the activity and spend, with no
subsequent invoices expected from this Trust which previously was the second largest creditor to MH NCA bill. The Mental Health team have written to all providers and are
awaiting an outcome on the decision by Senior Management to either approve a) adjustment to the CSU contract to include the management of the prior approval of NCA
Invoices b) incorporate temporary, additional part time resource to manage Invoices individually until providers are familiarised with the new policy and process.
A contract with Oxleas MH FT is being pursued to control the cost to the CCG of the largest contributor to the MH NCA cost.
- SLAM to appoint local patient flow co-ordinators.
- SLAM to prioritise patient flow in change programmes.

Quality

Project Manager:
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NCA - Establishing a contract with Oxleas has been escalated to Director level
at the CCG however Oxleas have not engaged fully with CCG request. Should
this continue into Jul ’19, this will be re-escalated.
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8. Mental Health

OBDs

Full-Year Target

£585k

YTD Plan

£172k

YTD Actual

£172k

YTD Variance

-

Forecast

£585k

Forensic

Full-Year Target

£500k

YTD Plan

£111k

YTD Actual

£93k

YTD Variance

(£18k)

Forecast

£414k

NCAs

Full- Year Target

£200k

YTD Plan

£33k

YTD Actual

£17k

YTD Variance

(£17k)

Forecast

£183k

MH Placements

Full-Year Target

£115k

YTD Plan

-

YTD Actual

-

YTD Variance

-

Forecast

-

• Occupied Bed Days (OBDs) reduction QIPP is agreed in the contract with SLaM and therefore forecast to deliver its full value of £585k. There is no risk share agreement
between the CCG and SLaM.
• A rebate of £85k has been negotiated with Penrose and the Community Forensic Beds QIPP is forecasted to deliver £414k.
• There is a very high risk that MH Placements QIPP will not be delivered in 19/20. The CCG is looking to negotiate the inclusion of QIPP target in the contract with the South
London Partnership.

14
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SRO:

CHC: Elaine Clancy
LD: Stephen Warren

CHC: Elaine Clancy
LD: Amit Abbot

Project Manager:

Quality Improvements:

Deliverability:

CHC: Rachel Connelly
LD: Jennifer Francis
Performance:

The Named Patients programme is made up of two individual projects that aim to improve the quality and care of complex patients by transforming current services and
ensuring patients are receiving appropriate care for their specific needs. These projects are:
(i) Continuing Health Care: The QIPP nurse continued to undertake rigours reviews of High Cost packages of cares. The team has been working to improve processes
for the joint funding clients. On-going assessment of commissioning responsibilities and short term funding streams have been carried out.

CHC

- Develop Health & Social care joint funding policy.
- CHC Dispute Policy approved.
- Develop short term funding pathways.

LD

- Implement Funding Panel Process.
- Individual Placement Agreements confirmed.
- Cohort identified and confirmed.

- Ensuring people with LD and/or ASD are in the least restrictive environment.
- Enabling service users to have a greater degree of autonomy in respect to the management of their care.
- Ensuring people with LD and/or ASD have appropriate health checks to reduce the level of avoidable
deaths

- There is a risk that existing providers do not cooperate with the proposed
reduced/negotiated cost. This may cause delays is savings. –
Develop/Maintain relationship, regular communication with providers.
- Risk of high number of inpatients due to TCP reporting adjustment,
material impact on the level of QIPP- Increase the level of team
management resource.
- There is a risk of staff resource. Senior Commissioner who has been
covering the role as interim Head of LD is due to leave. - Head of MH to
cover the post in the interim

For
Escalation

LD

Key Risks

CHC

Milestones

(ii) Learning Disabilities: In response to the 8 additional inpatients identified in February's data reporting to SWL TCP/NHSE the team have met with the chair from the
MDT meeting and have agreed to contemporise the ToR and attendees to align to the wider strategic planning for TCP. To this end Children's and ASD will now be
included in the work being delivered as a standard offer. The team have developed a Standard Operating process and further work needs to be undertaken to embed
these practices.

Quality

Programme Update

RAG Ratings: Financial Savings:

Clinical Lead:

Nothing of note.
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9. Named Patients

CHC

Full-Year Target

£2,000k

YTD Plan

LD

Full-Year Target

£500k

YTD Plan

£333k
-

YTD Actual

£333k

YTD Variance

-

Forecast

£2,000k

YTD Actual

-

YTD Variance

-

Forecast

£289k
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Stephen Warren

Programme
Update

RAG Ratings: Financial Savings:

Clinical Lead:

Project Manager:

Quality Improvements:

Deliverability:

Ophthalmology- The business case for the new service and financial envelope have now been agreed with the provider. The CCG are working with the provider on an
‘assurance process’ which will ensure they are capable of robust service delivery prior to the contract award.

Patient Transport- the next milestone is gaining approval of the initiative
from SMT, anticipated on the 18th June.
Ophthalmology- The next milestones are to complete the assurance process
and officially award the contract (planned for the 16th July). Thereafter the
contract documentation will be finalised and mobilisation can commence.

Key Risks

Milestones

Performance:

Patient Transport- The proposal for a SWL wide patient transport service (including a proposal for a contract with Surrey and Sussex) has been drafted for discussion at
SMT on the 18th June. The proposal is associated with Croydon CCG savings of £1 million. The project is being led by SWL.

Muscular Skeletal (MSK) - the next step is completing the mobilisation stage
and clearing the remaining backlog. The project will then transition to
Business as usual.

Quality

Various

Muscular Skeletal (MSK)- The new service is nearly fully mobilised, with the few issues identified being robustly resolved via a focused action plan and regular
meetings. The backlog and remaining patients to transition are significantly reducing each month.

Muscular Skeletal (MSK)- there is a risk of failure to minimise the level of
patients being repatriated to out of area MSK providers via patient choice. Failure
would result in an increased spend above the block contract value. The CCG are
negotiating a service change to mitigate this whilst preserving patient choice.
Patient Transport- under the current patient transport CCG arrangements there
is a strong risk that the budget will significantly overspend, adding more
importance to the new initiative. There is a risk that insufficient project
management capacity is allocated to this from SWL.
Ophthalmology- there is a risk that planned project timelines will slip due to
delays receiving advice on the contracting method; this has been escalated.

Muscular Skeletal (MSK)- its too early to report if the intended benefits of the service are
being realised, however quality benefits are anticipated as the service follows an evidence
based approach.
Patient Transport – the new service will decrease the number of delays to patient care due to
transport issues.
Ophthalmology- An overall improved quality of care by focusing on prevention, selfmanagement and appropriate treatment and a more seamless experience for patients from
referral to treatment.
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For Escalation

SRO:

Ophthalmology- the delay in receiving a response re
contractual advice has been escalated.
No other escalations to report.
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Lee McPhail

Various

Project Manager:

Quality Improvements:

Deliverability:

Performance:

The remaining portfolio is a mix of projects already delivered and are solely savings declarations, and directorate specific initiatives that are underway. Teams have
welcomed the input of the PMO who now attend most weekly team meetings and have provided advice and guidance on project planning and milestone setting.
Due to senior staff vacancies and absences in the past month, PMO has perhaps gained least grip on the portfolio of projects sitting here. This is a priority area for the
PMO for the next few weeks, so that the teams can be offered support to push forward their projects.

PMO have been working with individual directorates to confirm the provision
of project plans for all CIPs.
By M3, it is proposed that clear plans will be available for all projects and the
key milestones can be reported here for transparency.

Due to the similarities in some of these projects, there are some inherent risks
that apply to almost the full portfolio.
PMO are working with teams to understand the interdependencies as well as
commonalities between projects across the Directorates, with a view to
supporting streamlined delivery.
Key risks will be clearly identified for M3.

Quality Impact Assessments are being undertaken for each CIP.

Quality

Various

The Directorates programme incorporates a number of projects across the 3 directorates. Initially, this included a number of nursing projects however it was recently
proposed to separate some of these out and transfer the SRO role to Elaine Clancy, Chief Nurse. The next set of slides therefore describes a sub-set of the original
Directorate Schemes. Work to refine and clarify the portfolios continues and by M3, all will be clear on the separation and responsibilities.

Specific quality indicators for the Directorate scheme CIPs will be clearly defined for M3

For
Escalation

Milestones

Programme Update

RAG Ratings: Financial Savings:

Clinical Lead:

Key Risks

SRO:

None
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11. Directorate Schemes

Full-Year Target

£3,680k

YTD Plan

£147k

YTD Actual

£191k

YTD Variance

£44k

Forecast

£3,680k

Overall the directorates are ahead of plan, however this masks the individual directorate position as follows:
YTD position IAC is adverse by £24k which was driven by overspends in medical staffing juniors and middle grades outside of ED and non delivery of the Endoscopy staffing CIP.
The directorate have reviewed the weekly process for authorising medical staffing shifts, however, the prospective overspend in June is still relatively high. The directorate need to
formulate a plan to pull the spend back over the coming months. The Endoscopy overspend has been reviewed and a plan is in place to correct the position.
YTD Position ISCCS adverse by £108k which was driven by overspends in theatre staffing and administration and clerical. The theatre budget was set on the average run rate of
Q4 and as such should have been sufficient for the activity planned in Q1 2019/20. The directorate are investigating the reasons for the overspend given that theatre activity is
below plan. The three divisions are working together to review admin and clerical expenditure to ensure that it is no more than outturn plus the agreed £200k investment. The
monthly profile of the spend will vary from the budget.
YTD Position IWCSH overperformed by £177k - the directorate have delivered on their planned schemes and have a number of non-recurrent underspends throughout the
directorate.
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SRO:

Elaine Clancy

RAG Ratings: Financial Savings:

Clinical Lead:

Elaine Clancy

Quality Improvements:

Project Manager:
Deliverability:

Chris Terrahe
Performance:

Programme Update

Following discussion with the Chief Nurse, the Ward Nursing project has recently been separated from Directorate Schemes and Elaine Clancy will undertake the role of
SRO going forward. The Nursing project will include the following workstreams namely, Ward Nursing (incorporating overseas recruitment as a key enabler), Allied Health
Practitioners (AHP) and Maternity.
The Ward Nursing project has completed the first round of recruitment and have managed to secure 50 new nurses to date. A total of five new people have been recruited
however only one candidate has landed due to delays with visa applications. A new recruitment firm has been appointed to drive progress further and members of the team
are currently in India to secure more potential applicants. There has been some slippage to project delivery which has been attributed to nursing demands on escalation
beds. The Project Manager is working towards recovering the overspend which included bi-weekly meetings with the Ward Leaders and closer monitoring of rotas. PMO will
continue to work with the Project Manager to help structure and standardise project delivery.
The handful of AHP projects currently sit under separate departments however all focus on a reduction in agency spend and therefore require recruitment to support
delivery. There is likely therefore synergies with some of the recruitment/retention work underway within Ward Nursing. Elaine Clancy is working with the PMO to bring
together these areas to discuss recruitment strategy with a view to aligned 2020/21 CIP proposals.

1. Increasing substantive staffing numbers will improve care due to more stable
staff teams
2. More stable teams will improve staff morale, which in turn should reduce
sickness levels
3. Taking a strategic approach to AHP staffing models will ensure a high quality
service can be delivered by teams

Key Risks

1. Tranche 1 recruitment of overseas nurses complete October 2019
2. Recruitment of AHP permanent staff
September 2019
3. CNST Validation Complete
July 2019

1. Staff Retention. Develop/review staff retention strategy and plans to
encourage opportunities and career progression
2. Delayed recruitment. The trust are looking at recruitment as a system
approach to improve recruitment process.

For
Escalation

Quality

Milestones

Maternity projects are progressing well and CNST has successfully delivered the 10 required standards. Data validation and submission is still to be completed however this
project is forecasting full delivery. Some minor projects related to income generation are still being clarified by the PMO.

Nothing to note.
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12. Nursing (Inc. Ward Nursing, AHP and Maternity)

Full-Year Target

£516k

YTD Plan

£86k

YTD Actual

£43k

YTD Variance

(£43k)

Forecast

£516k

Ward Nursing YTD is adverse by £43k, however this position does not reflect the individual position within the directorates.
IAC YTD has overspent by £73k.
ISCCS YTD has delivered £53k CIP against a plan of £26k
IWCSH YTD has delivered £63k CIP against a plan of £0.

The nursing spend is monitored through the weekly nursing dashboard and financial early indicators pack. Overspending wards are expected to produce recovery plans to ensure
they are not overspent against their budget by year end. The New Chief Nurse is now SRO of this programme.
Although the overseas recruitment programme is behind plan a secondary provider has been provided to increase the number of staff recruited during the rest of the year.
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13. Estates & Facilities
SRO:

Michael Burden

RAG Ratings: Financial Savings:

Clinical Lead:

N/A

Project Manager:

Quality Improvements:

Deliverability:

Allan Morley
Performance:

All workstreams are progressing and have developed PIDs to track delivery and performance. Both the Estates and the Facilities workstreams are progressing well, however
the remaining three are experiencing some delays to delivery. The Sickle Cell accommodation and portering projects all require frequent clinical engagement for progression
and a meeting has been scheduled for Friday 21 June between Assurance PMO and the service leads to push this forward.
The catering project has commenced however there has been some slippage to delivery as the team experienced some delays with the procurement process and finance
budget required. The team have reassured Programme Management Office (PMO) that despite the slippage the project will recover throughout the remainder of the year.
There is also risk to the NHSI capital funding for the Lighting Upgrade project as there is ambiguity as to whether the funding will be granted due to internal changes. This is
disappointing to the team and therefore has been escalated to the Cost and Quality Oversight Board (CQOB) meeting held on the 19 June. Six new pipeline projects have
been identified to potentially offset any delays to expected savings and to close the unidentified gap.

1. AHU motor upgrades agreed
2. Rental Income from SLaM received
3. Car parking income commenced

Jun-19
Jul-19
Aug-19

Key Risks

Project delivery and risks are being currently being reviewed and managed at the weekly CIP meeting which PMO attends. PMO will continue to work with service leads on
the development of PIDs and project plans and highlight any risks that need escalated. Finance have confirmed there are a number of concerning variances most notably in
cleaning services which has affected the overall budget. The Director of Estates & Facilities will discuss these with the PMO to arrange next steps for improvement, a meeting
is in the process of being arranged.
1. Lack of clinical engagement. Meetings with ADOs and ADNs to take place week
commencing 17 June.
2. Implementation of the car park policy delayed. Parking policy to be submitted to
Executive Management Board (EMB) in June.
3. NHSI Capital allocation for lighting upgrade may not be available due to NHSI
internal changes. To be escalated at CQOB.

Most workstreams do not impact on patient safety and/or clinical effectiveness, patient and staff
experience is more of the focus. Quality Impact Assessments (QIAs) have been drafted and
reviewed by the CCG Quality leads and the team will work on amendments with PMO for final
sign off.

For
Escalation

Quality

Milestones

Programme Update

The Estates and Facilities CIP has been grouped into five workstreams which consists of Facilities, Car Parking, Estates, Community Estates and EBME/SSD/Mortuary.

- Lack of clinical engagement
- NHSI Funding for lighting upgrade
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13. Estates & Facilities

Full-Year Target

£1,512k

YTD Plan

£146k

YTD Actual

£102k

YTD Variance

(£44k)

Forecast

£1,512k

Although Estates & Facilities are on track with the majority of their schemes, there are some overspends within Non-Pay, particularly in domestic services which are being
investigated with a deep dive session on the 26th June.
There is some minor slippage with the retail catering scheme, however we are confident that this will be recovered in year.
Estates have enough schemes in the pipeline to deliver the full plan in year.
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Azara Mukhtar

N/A

Quality Improvements:

Project Manager:
Deliverability:

Graeme Gentry
Performance:

The Procurement CIP consists of a number of clinical and non clinical workstreams. The team are in the process of developing and improving PID documentation with the
Programme Management Office (PMO) however both workstreams are progressing and currently reporting to plan.
The team have experienced some difficulty with engagement for the clinical schemes and have attempted to gain buy in with a number of key stakeholders this has resulted in
some workstreams being delayed. Despite this the Clinical Product Evaluation group is working well in other areas and early engagement has maximised its value, the team
will work alongside the PMO to explore the potential of developing a communication to further support this.
The team have been working closely with South West London (SWL) procurement and the CIP plans are being delivered in an environment with NHS Supply Chain
undergoing some significant change. With the National “New Operating Model” for NHS Supply Chain, now Supply Chain Ltd, and NHSI’s Procurement Target Operating
Model, together with SWL Acute Provider Collaborative plans for a SWL Procurement Shared Service and implementation of a SWL wide Scan 4 Safety inventory
management system. This places large demands on the procurement and supply chain team, and makes organisational support and focus paramount.
Project delivery and risks are being reviewed and managed at the Non Pay Board which PMO have been invited to. PMO will continue to work with service leads on the
development of PIDs and project plans and highlight any key risks that need escalating in a sufficient time to avoid slippage.

1.New schemes identified £100,000 to £200,000.
2. Complete Contract Review – December
3. Reinstate Team Tracker Meetings
4. Complete Engagement Plan

Sept-19
Dec-19
Jun -19
Aug -19

Most workstreams will not impact on patient safety and/or clinical effectiveness; patient and staff
experience is more of the focus.
Quality Impact Assessments (QIAs) have yet to be been drafted and therefore the PMO will provide
support on completing these with the service leads for review.

1. Lack of team capacity. Recruitment has started and a new member
will be joining the team on the 1 July.
2. Lack of clinical engagement. PMO to help devise a communication
plan to improve engagement.
3. Expiring contracts. To keep a log of all existing contracts detailing
expiring dates and planning engagement with teams earlier to prevent
delays

For Escalation

Quality

Milestones

Programme Update

RAG Ratings: Financial Savings:

Clinical Lead:

Key Risks

SRO:

None.
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14. Procurement

Full-Year Target

£2,416k

YTD Plan

£272k

YTD Actual

£272k

YTD Variance

(£0k)

Forecast

£2,416k

Procurement schemes are delivering ahead of plan in month, offset by under performance against medicines management YTD. Procurement still have some unidentified schemes
but are confident that they will be able to deliver the full year target.
Delivery and plan are fully scrutinised by the SRO as part of the non-pay Board on a monthly basis. The committee will note the planned step up in delivery in Month 7 and can be
assured that leading up to that point additional scrutiny will have taken place.
NB: please note that for illustrative purposes, Trust medicines management schemes have also been shown within the system wide medicines optimisation schemes.
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Stephen Warren & Lee McPhail

Michael Simmonds & Stella Vig

Quality Improvements:

Deliverability:

Project Manager:

Aarti Joshi

Performance:

The Productivity and Provider of Choice programme is a new initiative aimed at developing successful, sustainable and streamlined pathways between Primary and Secondary care for
patients within the borough of Croydon. The introduction of the “blue button” on eRS has been rolled out across 18 specialties; this service offers GPs a faster way to refer patients to
secondary care and seek clinical advice. In addition the Trust has identified a further area of improvement in terms of customer service. The Trust have set up a Patient Helpline to facilitate
improved patient experience. This helpline contacts patients to book their appointment, if the request has been made via the “blue button”, regardless of the provider they choose to be
seen at, ensuring that Patient Choice is offered throughout the process. To support GPs, a separate, dedicated hotline has been introduced to facilitate ease of access to the Trust and limit
the amount of patient queries raised within Primary Care around secondary care appointments. The programme is also working with individual specialties to deliver exemplary care to
residents within the borough of Croydon, thus making it the “Provider of Choice” for GPs. In doing this, the Trust plans to be able to manage capacity to support an increase in first
outpatient appointments within Elective Care whilst remaining competitive with their waiting times.
Provider of Choice
• Successful rollout of the “blue button” within 18 specialties to support navigation of
referrals.
• Introduction of the GP and Patient Helpline.
• Plan for successful demand management within primary care, maintaining the 8%
reduction in referrals into secondary care
• Improve communication & build relationships amongst all clinicians
Productivity
• To undertake planning for service improvement across all specialties
• Implement exemplary offering within CHS to manage increase in demand via the
Repatriation programme
• Reduce elective outpatient waiting times
• Support in making CHS the “provider of Choice”
• Increase in the available “One Stop” clinics for specialties.

1. There is a risk that the Trust will be unable to Maintain RTT waiting list below 26
weeks. RTT must remain competitive and the Trust need to reduce clinic
cancellations.
2. There is a risk that without significant behaviour change from both primary care and
secondary care clinicians to appropriately support delivery of demand management
and repatriation, the provider of choice programme will not meet its expected benefits.
3. There is a risk that clinicians will not triage within 48 hours across specialties.
4. There is a risk that capacity within the call centre will be impacted by high levels of
patient calls, impacting waiting times for calls to be answered.
5. There is a risk that other providers, GPs and Patients will challenge the offer of patient
choice provided by the programme
6. There is a risk that due to lack of dedicated resource from either BI team that the BI
requirements of the programme will not being met in a timely fashion
7. The principal reason the financial savings are red rated is due to the system
overspend that will occur if work continues to flow to other organisations

1.
2.
3.
4.

Reduction in waiting times to see a secondary care consultant.
Moving care closer to home for the residents of Croydon
Improved oversight of patient journey for primary care.
Improved patient safety and mitigation of quality risk through clinical assessment of all
clinical requests for review via a single point of access.
5. Effective demand management to support capacity within secondary care.

For Escalation

Quality

Milestones

Programme
Update

RAG Ratings: Financial Savings:

Clinical Lead:

Key Risks

SRO:

None
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15. Productivity & Provider of Choice

Full-Year Target

£3,402k

YTD Plan

£243k

YTD Actual

£243k

YTD Variance

(£0k)

Forecast

£3,402k

Measurement of delivery against this programme is based for Month 1 & Month 2 upon delivery of income plan for the Trust. It should be noted however, that activity for
Croydon CCG is below plan and the income has only achieved plan because of the block nature of the contract. The weekly early financial indicators (presented to CQOB)
have shown that the Trust is behind plan in both theatres and endoscopy. This is reflected in the pre-block financial position. For future months we will be able to make an
assessment of delivery against plan in terms of the activity undertaken at other trusts; i.e. we will be able to assess whether the repatriation programme has been successful. There
are early indications that both St Georges and Kings activity is higher than plan which could result in a financial pressure for the Croydon health system.
Directorates have produced recovery plans to deliver theatre and endoscopy activity and there are a number of indicators which suggest that referral patterns from Croydon GPs are
starting to change.
The programme will provide a full update after Q1 when more detailed information is available pertaining to other provide activity and performance.
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SRO:

Martin Ellis & Lee McPhail

Reza Motazed

Kieran Houser & Huw Edwards

Deliverability:

Performance:

Patient Flow / Out Of Hospital is a new system wide programme of work focusing on Non-Elective Flow and Discharge across the hospital alongside the Out of Hospital
programme of work. The delivery team has brought together existing teams from the CCG, the Trust and One Croydon Alliance who now meet weekly & work closely
together.
The Non-elective bed closure plan has been re-phased and Reedham ward successfully closed on the 7th June with support from the Community Intermediate Care Service
(CICS). They are working together to plan the next ward closure which is expected to be delivered in early July.
The Out of Hospital (OOH) programme is in its second year of the two year initiative which focused on the Transformation of services for Care Homes, End of Life and Falls
services. The Telemedicine project continues to be rolled out, with 64 care homes now live. The delivery team are monitoring usage and providing additional support to those
homes that have low uptake. Work on the 2019/20 OPAT project is on track with Phase 1 has now commenced.
The Urgent Care team have been focusing their work on the System Flow work jointly with Primary Care. This project includes the Greenbrook repatriation aspects and
additionally support the Trust High Impact Improvement Plan and other programmes of work planned at the Trust such as re-direction. This month they have made changes
to the stratification of services on the DOS, proposals from third party providers of out of hours services, to make improvements have been received and are being reviewed
by Primary Care. Meetings with the London Ambulance Service and the our Pharmacy teams to develop support for potential re-direction work have both taken place.
Patient Flow
• To reduce bed capacity by closing two wards Reedham & Fairfield
• To manage winter pressures without using the winter bed fund to
achieve CIP saving
• To reduce LOS for patients with improved discharge planning
OOH
• Telemedicine: to reduce the number of monthly Non Elective emergency
admissions to hospital from Care Homes based on 2017/18 admissions
data
• OPAT: to demonstrate a reduction in admissions for patients requiring IV
antibiotics based on 2017/18 admission data

Nearly a third of the bed closure plan savings is based on not spending the £500k
winter bed fund. This is high risk and needs careful mitigation.
• Sustaining bed closures and ongoing management of the strict re-opening policy
• Change Management required to deliver improved ways of working in both CHS and
the Community
• Significant lack of confidence in the reliability of the SUS data and internal hospital
information to report on initiative bases

Key Risks

•

• The team are working on mitigation strategies for all of the above.

Specific quality metrics for the joint programme are still being established.
Work is progressing to align the One Croydon Alliance dashboard and bed closure plan by project.

For
Escalation

Quality

Programme Update

Quality Improvements:

Project Manager:

Milestones

RAG Ratings: Financial Savings:

Clinical Lead:

None
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16. Patient Flow & Out Of Hospital

Full-Year Target

£1,798k

YTD Plan

£27k

YTD Actual

£0k

YTD Variance

(£27k)

Forecast

£1,798k

This programme pulls together the combined Patient Flow, High Impact Improvement Programme (HIIP) and Out of Hospital programmes from One Croydon Alliance, the CCG and
the Trust. The CIP has been reprofiled based upon the latest delivery projections from the programme and this is reflected in the forecast above.
The revised plan includes closing Reedham (therapy led) ward in June (this has already been achieved) followed by the escalation ward Fairfield 2 closing in July. During this
period the assessment areas will be reinstated and not used as bedded areas. As at 18th June, this has been achieved for the last week.
Following closure of the two wards, it is planned to flexibly reduce beds by closing bays in various wards so that they can be available for surge and winter pressure thus obviating
the need for additional winder capacity.
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Martin Ellis

Louise Coughlan

Deliverability:

Performance:

In months 1 and 2 the Prescribing Incentive Scheme for 2019/20 was circulated to practices and Primary Care Prescribing support pack was finalised in preparation of
the annual prescribing visits scheduled for Jun/ July 2019. The team attended two GP network meetings in May to discuss the PIS and the prescribing priorities this
year and 12 GP practices visits dates.

The CIP plan for CHS will be delivered through a number of key workstreams involving efficient procurement, effective prescribing, integrated working with primary care
and income generation around high cost drugs commissioned by NHSE.

-

Paper to present WOS pharmacy models.
Implementation of IV to PO paracetamol switch by
Pharmacists.
Track Model Hospital data to monitor further
opportunities.

- Unstable supply chain, resulting in need to purchase off contract at increased expense –
Horizon scanning, proactive purchasing of lines, review stockholding.
- PCNs poses both clinical and financial risks unless adequate oversight and
engagement can be provided. The primary care workplan and QIPP could be
undermined- Guidance to 2 PCNs has been provided.
- 2WTE practice support pharmacist vacancies impacts on the ability to deliver the work
plan especially the annual practice prescribing visits that need to be complete by Q1 –
Currently recruiting to vacancies.
- Changes / fluctuating patient cohorts requiring more expensive treatment regimens &
increasing Abx resistance requiring more expensive Tx – Monthly finance review
-Failure to engage / obtain clinician buy-in regarding IV to Oral switches & biosimilars –
Monthly meetings with clinical specialist leads.

Work underway with the Quality team of how best to report and identify quality indicators for
medicines optimisation for general practice and the CCG.

For
Escalation

-

JOINT

QIPP

-

Delivery of 3rd NHSE OTC guidance primary care
training.
End of year Practice Budget and PIS analysis.
Inform NHSBSA of allocated FP10 budgets.
Arrange remaining GP annual practice visits.
Attend GP open meetings to discuss pharmacy
support to PCNs

QIPP

During the last four weeks, the team focused to work with Clinical teams to explore efficiency opportunities. The first joint QIPP & CIP meeting has been held between
teams and the secondary care 19/20 drug budget has been agreed.

CIP

Milestones

Quality Improvement:

Project Manager:

Medicines Management workstream includes both Primary and Secondary Care efficiency savings. QIPP is made up of primary care elements and aims to provide the
framework to support CCG’s vision to deliver Healthier Lives for all the people in Croydon.

-

Quality

Louise Coughlan

CIP

Programme Update

RAG Ratings: Financial Savings:

Clinical Lead:

Key Risks

SRO:

Nothing of note.
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17. Medicines Management

QIPP

Full-Year Target

£1,800k

YTD Plan

£292k

YTD Actual

CIP

Full-Year Target

£400k

YTD Plan

£30k

YTD Actual

£292k
-

YTD Variance

-

Forecast

£1,800k

YTD Variance

(£30k)

Forecast

£370k

•The 2019/20 primary care budget has been confirmed and planned monthly performance has been profiled using NHSBSA 2019/20 dispensing days.
•March 2019 FP10 primary care data was published on 22nd May, so end of year analysis can now take place for 18/19. This is will be used to inform budget allocation for 19/20.
•Hospital cost pressure in April: Freestyle libre, abciximab, escalation ward, methotrexate homecare
•QIPP figure includes off-contract reclaims
•Confirmation from Contracts lead that NHSE will not fund any activity relating to HCD except £30/transaction for outsourced outpatients. (i.e. No agreement to recoup
manufacturing costs or homecare activity. £30/transaction does not meet the cost pressure of the increased Lloyds service charge)
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Michael Kershaw/Andrew Eyres

n/a

Project Manager:

Quality Improvement:

Azara Mukhtar/Mike Sexton

Deliverability:

Performance:

The Corporate programme brings together a number of projects that seek to ensure that our use of funds is as efficient as possible. Both the QIPP and CIP are reported
on monthly to the Cost and Quality Oversight Board (CQOB).
QIPP
The CCG has planned for the 2020/21 20% cut to management costs by making a 10% cut in preparation this year. Stage 1 is to coordinate with the single management
team structure for SWL, as well as work with an interim joint PMO across the CCG and the Trust. Stage 2 is to formally move ahead with CCG and Trust integration (i.e.
joint posts). Modelling is underway however the detail is confidential to SWL at the moment, which holds back progress being as swift as we would like.

1. Finalise CIP plan and phasing – June 2019
2. Finalise Corporate Directorates budget process –
June 2019

QIPP

1. QIPP Business Case Approved – Sept 2019
2. Consultations completed – Sept 2019
3. Finalise QIPP phasing – Sept 2019

CIP

CIP

QIPP

CIP
The Corporate Directors have agreed CIPs to deliver to plan in year with support from Kingsgate. The finalising of phasing is still to be completed and this is due to be
agreed by the end of June 2019. There is a risk of non delivery in this area and non recurrent measures may need to be identified to mitigate these in 2019/20 with
recurrent savings found for 2020/21. The PMO will support the assurance process to ensure delivery is kept to plan and will highlight any pressing risks and issues. There
has been overspend currently showing in M2 due to staff turnover however M3 will be back on plan.
1. Joint control total not achieved. Maintaining clear robust governance and monitoring
processes
2. Delayed Staff Consultation. Regular team updates from the Senior Management team
are communicated to maintain progress.

1. The Medical Directorate has a CIP gap of around £180k. This is currently being
addressed further.

• There are no performance targets linked to this programme area
• These projects are transactional and therefore monitoring is clearly possible via Finance team.

For
Escalation

Quality

Milestones

Programme Update

RAG Ratings: Financial Savings:

Clinical Lead:

Key Risks

SRO:

Nothing of note.
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Annex 1
Weekly Financial Early Indicator
slide deck
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2 July 2019
Title of Paper:

REPORT FROM THE CHAIR OF THE QUALITY COMMITTEE

Lead Director

Amy Page, Governing Body Member Chair,
Quality Committee

Report Author

Simon Lee, Associate Director of Quality and
Governance
N/A

Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report
Purpose of Report

CCG Governing Body
For noting

Recommendation:
The Governing Body is asked to note the update on matters discussed at Quality
Committee.
Executive Summary:
The Quality Committee is a Committee of the Governing Body but also provides oversight
reporting to the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee (in its position of oversight for
CCG internal control and governance) and has been established to oversee the application
of quality in services commissioned.
The Quality Committee has met once since the last Governing Body meeting.
The papers for discussion on the agenda at the May meeting were:
• Review of ToR (Annual Report)
• LD Health Check Update
• LeDeR Update
• Connect Health PGDs
• Integrated Performance and Quality report M12
• Safeguarding Update – CQC Update
• CHC Update
• Quality Risk Register
The Quality Committee was presented with the Review of the Terms of Reference (ToR)
paper. This indicated that the committee had fulfilled its obligations in line with the agreed
ToR. The paper indicated three minor amendments to the ToR that were agreed for 19/20.
The committee members agreed to review the ToR in 6 months’ time, given the changes
taking place within the Croydon and SWL systems.
An update on progress made with Learning Disability Annual Health Checks was provided
to the committee. This indicated that health checks were completed for 67.4% of people
registered with learning disabilities in 2018/19. Whilst below the national target of 75%, this
was a significant improvement on the previous year (56.2%) and above the London figures
of <50%. A range of actions have been agreed for 2019/20 to further improve the
proportion of health checks undertaken, with the aspiration of meeting the 75% target. The
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Chair's Report - 20 May 2019

REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP
GOVERNING BODY IN PUBLIC

Quality Committee received an update on the Learning Disability and Mortality Review
(LeDeR) programme. The programme was noted to have made significant progress in just
over 6 months; moving from 0% completed reviews in September 2018 to compliance of
46% by April 2019. NHSE has indicated that it is assured and acknowledged that CCGs
within SWL as a whole are performing very well when compared to other areas within
London. NHSE is providing external organisations to complete 7 reviews for each STP
area. Within SWL, Croydon has been allocated this resource, given the volume of reviews
required. A number of areas have been identified for continued development, including
dissemination and implementation of learning and that training and support of local
reviewers within the current workforce is maintained.
Two Patient Group Directions (PGDs) were presented to the committee for information.
PGDs are written instructions to help the supply or administration of medicines to patients,
usually in planned circumstances. It was noted that the PGDs had been agreed by the
Croydon Prescribing Committee and had been signed off at all the necessary levels.
Committee members did not require any changes to the documents and were content that
sufficient safeguards/ monitoring would be in place around the use of the PGDs.
The Quality Committee was presented with the key highlights from Performance and
Quality for month 12 (March). Challenges around Diagnostic, RTT (including 52ww) and
Cancer performance were discussed. It was noted that SGH and KCH continued to have
an adverse impact on CCG performance, but that both organisations had action plans in
place to improve this by the end of 19/20. A&E performance was discussed, with the
committee acknowledging that the issues impact on performance were multifactorial and
would take some time to resolve. It was noted that AEDB has oversight of the recovery
plan. The 62 day Cancer standard was failed in M12. CHS had provided an action plan,
progress of which is monitored at a monthly performance meeting. The CCG continues to
also engage with the SWL Cancer System Leadership Forum to support compliance
against all cancer standards.
An update was provided following the Children Looked After and Safeguarding CQC
inspection. The final report was published on Friday 3rd May 2019, following provider and
CCG feedback. The inspection identified a number of areas for improvement, many of
which had already been acknowledged within the system. An action plan was due to be
submitted by 6th June 2019. The committee was provided with assurance around the
process for providers to complete their elements of the action plan and how each
organisation’s performance against the actions identified would be monitored and assured
via the safeguarding board.
A paper containing an update on the CHC team and its performance was presented to the
committee. The committee noted the progress that had been made within the CHC service
since January 2018 through the Transformation programme. The service is now in a much
strong and stable position, having delivered above the £3m QIPP set for 2018/19, is now
maintaining performance against the NHSE KPIs and has moved financial modelling and
forecasting to business as usual. Work is also underway to introduce Hospital Discharge
Pathway. Whilst there has been considerable improvement in the service, it was
acknowledged that issues still remain, particularly around the learning disability service and
performance against the location of DST KPI. Work is on-going to manage these areas and
plans have been submitted to NHSE, where required.
A Quality and Safety Risks Register update was provided to the committee. Existing risks
were reviewed, with no new risks being reported since the previous meeting of the
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committee will continue to receive quarterly updates to gain assurance of the progress
being made in 2019/20.

Governance:
Corporate Objective

To commission high quality health care services that are
accessible, provide good treatment and achieve good
patient outcomes.

Risks

Quality and Safety Risks are considered at each meeting
together with matters to be escalated to the Governing
Body. Where applicable these are listed within the paper.

Financial Implications

There are no budgetary provisions made within this paper
or in respect of this process, nor are there anticipated to
be any budgetary implications.

Conflicts of Interest

No conflicts of interest have arisen or been recorded to
date.

Clinical Leadership Comments

Not applicable

Implications for Other CCGs

Not applicable

Equality Analysis

Not applicable

Patient and Public Involvement Not applicable
Communication Plan

To be made available to Governing Body members

Information Governance
Issues

Not applicable

Reputational Issues

Failure to manage quality, financial and conflict of interest
issues effectively would attract adverse attention from
patients, the public and NHS England.
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committee. Scores for risks remained the same, with no risks recommended for closure.
The risk management process is on-going and has been subject to an Assurance Mapping
audit that was examined at Integrated Governance and Audit Committee (IGAC)
suggesting enhancements to the risk and assurance arrangements. Further reviews and
training for managers are being arranged to ensure that all relevant and current risks are
captured and reported in a timely way.

2 July 2019
Title of Paper:

INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE & QUALITY REPORT

Lead Director

Elaine Clancy
Chief Nurse
Mike Sexton
Chief Finance Officer

Report Author

Committees which have
previously discussed/agreed the
report
Committees that will be required
to receive/approve the report
Purpose of Report

Ursula Madine
Head of Quality (Interim)
Leo Whittaker
Head of Performance, Assurance & Emergency
Planning
SMT
Quality Committee (virtually)
Governing Body
For Discussion and Noting

Recommendation:
The Senior Management Team is asked to:
▪

Note and discuss the Integrated Performance & Quality Report, which is reporting an
end of year position for 2018/19, with M12 data, where available, and the actions being
taken to address key concerns at the time of reporting.

▪

Note the highlights from M1 that are also included in the cover sheet.

Background:
This report forms part of the CCG’s Quality Assurance activities for its main healthcare
providers. Content is based largely on validated Month 12 – March 2019 data, however
the later positions are included around service quality, patient safety and decisions that
have arisen, where available.
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REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP
GOVERNING BODY MEETING IN PUBLIC

Key Issues:

Performance
18 Weeks Referral to Treatment
M12 - Croydon CCG underperformed against the 92% standard from December. The main
issue impacting performance was SGH returning to national reporting, and continued
performance issues at KCH. CHS was compliant, trust-wide, for the whole of 2018/19.
M1 update – Croydon CCG performance improved marginally in M1 (90.88%) from M12.
The above trusts continue to negatively impact CCG performance. Both providers have
action plans in place which have been agreed with their hosting commissioners. CHS
remained compliant in M1 (92.32%).
Diagnostic Waits (6 week wait)
M12 – Croydon CCG was non-compliant for the fifth month against this standard.
Performance report for March was 98.9% of patients waiting less than 6 weeks for one of
fifteen key diagnostic tests. Performance has improved in each month since November.
Echocardiology breaches at CHS and endoscopies at KCH are the challenged tests that
have prevented the 99.0% target being met.
M1 update – Croydon CCG remained non-complaint against the 99% standard, with
performance of 98.3%. The issues reported in M12 persisted, although CHS did report an
aggregated compliant position for diagnostic tests. Both trusts have actions in place to
recover performance and ensure patients receive tests in a timely way.
52 Week Waits
M12 - Croydon CCG had 11 patients waiting over 52 weeks in March, down from 24 in
February. Most (6) occurred at SGH, where bariatric surgery has most long waiters. KCH
saw breaches in Trauma & Orthopaedics during March.
M1 update – Croydon CCG had 9 patients waiting over 52 weeks in March – the majority
of which were reported at SGH and KCH. Both trusts have actions as part of their RTT
recovery plans that will reduce the number of long waiters. SGH is increasing internal
capacity but also outsourcing this work to Ashford & St Peters, whilst KCH plans to
eliminate 52 week waits by October 2019, using improved validation, better senior level
oversight and outsourcing work, where appropriate.
Accident and Emergency
M12 - A&E ‘all type’ performance against the 4 hour target at CHS remained below the
national standard and local recovery trajectory with 84.1% in March. This is made up of
Type 1 attendances achieving 60.1% and type 3 achieving 98.4%.
M1 update – All type performance for April was 83.97%. CHS continued to be challenged
by a number of factors, such as patient flow through the hospital and staffing challenges, in
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The cover sheet includes updates against M1 performance for 2019/20. A full Integrated
Performance and Quality report will be produced for M1 and presented to the Quality
Committee on 17th July.

AEDB is overseeing a comprehensive action plan, with a 4 key sub-groups: Emergency
Care Board, Demand Management, System and Flow and Out of Hospital.
Cancer Waits
M12 - Croydon CCG met 7 out of 8 cancer wait standards for March. The 62 day standard
for urgent GP referrals to treatment was 79.2% against 85% target. The pathway saw 16
breaches out of 77 pathways, with 9 of the 16 breaches occurring at CHS. The trust has
developed an action plan and anticipates returning to compliance in May 2019.
M1 update – Croydon CCG again met 7 out of 8 cancer wait standards. The 31 day
subsequent drug treatment was not complaint, with 94.3% against the 98% standard. The
two breaches were a results of capacity and medical reasons at CHS and RMH
respectively.
Mental Health
IAPT Access
M12 - March data indicated that the final Q4 position was 5.0% against the 4.75% target.
This is the first time Croydon CCG has met the Q4 national IAPT target since its
introduction. The improvement was made with significant investment during 2018/19 and
an extensive, joint communications and engagement plan between SLaM and the CCG.
M1 update – A positive performance position was report for M1, with a rolling three month
position of 4.9% against 4.75% quarterly target.
IAPT Recovery
M12 - The CCG’s IAPT recovery rate fell below 50% in February, but an improvement has
been reported in March. Provisional weekly data indicate that the CCG exceeded the 50%
standard for Q4 with 60.0%. The average for 2018/19 was 53.1%, with an average of 55%
each month for the last half of the year.
M1 update – The CCG achieved a provisional recovery rate following IAPT of 51.8%,
against the 50% target.
Dementia
The CCG ended the year with a performance of 69.7% meaning that more patients
diagnosed with dementia were identified in primary care, facilitating earlier support being
put in place.
CYPMH Eating Disorders
Improvements have been made in both urgent and routine (1 week and 4 week
respectively). Croydon met the routine 4 week referral to treatment target in Q4. Whilst
the CCG was not compliant against the 1 week pathway, performance of 75% was
achieved, up from 50% in 2017/18.
Delayed Transfers of Care (DTOCs)
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part as a result of additional capacity being open. These factors form the basis for the
action plan outlined below.

Quality Premium
Based upon the latest available data Croydon CCG has achieved the demand
management targets for 2018/19.
Disappointingly, achievement against the quality metrics was less successful. Detailed
narrative is provided in the main report.
Whilst overall achievement will be confirmed by NHS England in Q2, the CCG’s selfevaluation is that it achieved £1m out of a possible £2m available for the 2018/19 CCG
Quality Premium.
Demand Management indicators
Croydon were successful in keeping type 1 A&E activity and non-elective (NEL)
admissions with zero length of stay (0 LoS) below the annual plan, which represented 25%
of the total value available.
In addition, the CCG’s annual plan for NEL +1 LoS was also met for 2018/19, which also
represented 25% of the award.
Quality indicators
Croydon were successful in 4 out of 5 of the indicators within the Bloodstream Infections
quality premium. Specifically collection of primary care data and keeping inappropriate
anti-biotic prescribing in primary care low. This supports prevention a future health crisis
caused by antimicrobial resistance.
Other indicators were not achieved, or unlikely to be based upon available information.
See page 19 of the main report for details.

Quality
Croydon Health Services NHS Trust
M12 - Croydon Health Services (CHS) NHS Trust reported 5 SIs in March 2019, none of
which were Never Events, no other commonalities were noted.
M1 update - Croydon Health Services (CHS) NHS Trust reported 7 SIs in April 2019, one
of which was a Never Event (2019/8876 Wrong Site Surgery). Four of the SIs reported
were categorised as Surgical/invasive procedure incident meeting SI criteria.
There are significant delays in the receipt of CHS completed SI action plans. A trajectory
on outstanding RCAs and outstanding action plans to be presented to executive review
group and then shared with the CCG next week.
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Overall DTOC reduced in April, with the largest decrease occurring in social care delays.
Recent actions taken to improve discharges include a ‘Home Finder’ post created for a 6
month pilot and further work to embed the Integrated Discharge Team within CHS.

Quality Alerts
CHS has backlog of Quality alerts to respond to. A trajectory on outstanding Quality Alerts
to be presented to executive review group and then shared with the CCG w/c 1st July 2019.
South London and Maudsley
M12 - SLaM reported 5 SIs in March 2019 involving Croydon residents.
M1 update – SlaM did not report any SIs in April 2019.
There are significant delays in the receipt of SLaM completed SI reports and action plans
The improvement warning notice issued in August 2018 for Acute/PICU pathways was
lifted on 17th April and that no further action is to be taken by CQC. It was noted that very
good work was undertaken by Trust staff on a sustained basis since summer 2018 and
said this outcome had demonstrated what they can achieve when being well-managed and
well-led.
London Ambulance Service
M1 update – LAS reported 1 SI in April 2019.
Primary Care Quality
The report notes progress with the monitoring of quality within primary care. The GP
CQRG predominantly focussed on the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Medication Incidents reporting
Diabetes Prevention Programme
Cancer Screening
Severe Mental Illness Physical Health Checks
Safeguarding Statutory requirements

Governance:
Corporate Objective

To commission high quality health care services that are
accessible, provide good treatment and achieve good
patient outcomes.
To reduce the amount of time people spend avoidably in
hospital through better and more integrated care in the
community, outside of hospital for physical and mental
health.
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Extended waits in the A&E department continued, as detailed in the operational exceptions
table, within Croydon Health Services (CHS) NHS Trust continued to be one of the main
quality concern for Croydon CCG in both M12 and M1.

Risks

Risks identified in this paper are considered and
included in the Corporate Risk Register as appropriate.

Clinical Leaders comments where None
appropriate
Financial Implications

Any financial implications of improving quality would be
reported separately.
Performance breaches in A&E, RTT, Cancer Waits and
Ambulance Response times will impact adversely on the
CCG’s Quality Premium award.

Conflicts of Interest
Clinical Leadership Comments

No conflicts of interest have been identified or declared
as relevant to decision making processes relating to this
report.
Not applicable in influencing the content of this report.

Implications for other CCGs

Where the CCG is the host commissioner, it is required
to ensure it manages quality and performance of these
providers. There is currently no single host
commissioner for South London and Maudsley NHS
Foundation Trusts; where significant quality risks are
identified in this Trust the information will be shared with
relevant CCGs.

Equality Analysis

Any action plans developed for those areas of high risk
will take into account the needs of all our communities.

Patient and Public Involvement

There are no current projects or recommendations
resulting from this report that require PPI.

Communican Plan

Outputs of this report are communicated at the Clinical
Quality Review Group for the relevant providers, and at
CCG Governance meetings.

Information Governance Issues
Reputational Issues

Patient confidentiality is maintained.
Failure to achieve performance standards, deliver
improvements in IAF Clinical Priority Areas, manage
quality issues effectively or identification of poor quality
could attract adverse attention from patients, the public
and NHS England.
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To support local people and stakeholders to have a
greater influence on services we commission and
support individuals to manage their care.

Enc 9a M12 Int Perf
Quality Rprt

Longer, healthier lives for
all the people in Croydon

Integrated Performance & Quality Report
March (M12) 2018/19
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Indicator

2017/18

2018/19

Trend

Reporting

2018/19
Target

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Healthcare Acquired Infection
E.A.S.4
MRSA (PIR Assigned)
E.A.S.5
C Difficile

Monthly
Monthly

0
5

1
6

2
5

0
5

1
4

0
9

0
6

1
7

1
3

2
5

0
2

0
6

0
3

0
4

Referral To Treatment
E.B.3
RTT 18 weeks (incomplete pathways)
E.B.4
Diagnostic tests waiting time
E.B.S.4
RTT 52 weeks (incomplete pathways)

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

92.0%
99.0%
0

92.7%
98.9%
12

93.1%
99.2%
15

92.9%
98.9%
13

92.7%
98.5%
19

92.9%
98.4%
21

93.0%
98.4%
15

92.6%
99.5%
15

92.8%
99.2%
8

92.8%
98.9%
6

91.8%
96.2%
6

90.6%
96.7%
26

90.6%
98.2%
24

Urgent Care
E.B.5
All Type A&E waiting times (CHS)
Type 1 A&E waiting times (CHS)
E.B.S.5
Trolley waits over 12 hours (CHS)
E.B.S.6
Urgent operations cancelled for a second time or more (CHS)
E.B.S.7
Ambulance handover within 30 minutes (CHS)
E.B.S.7
Ambulance handover within 60 minutes (CHS)

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

95.0%
0
0
0
0

88.10%
71.76%
0
0
136
17

87.90%
70.94%
1
0
180
17

88.20%
70.07%
0
0
107
10

87.70%
67.92%
0
0
116
8

85.04%
62.52%
0
0
165
26

84.95%
62.04%
0
0
191
49

87.04%
70.10%
0
0
163
24

88.71%
70.93%
0
0
174
37

85.12%
60.88%
3
0
320
62

80.59%
51.61%
1
0
214
52

79.46%
49.20%
0
0
294
82

Mixed Sex Accommodation / Cancelled Operations
E.B.S.1
Mixed sex accommodation breaches
E.B.S.2
Cancelled Ops (CHS)

Monthly
Quaterly

0
0

2
2.4%

0

0
18.5%

1

1

1
25.0%

1

1

0
10.5%

0

Cancer Waiting Times
E.B.6
Cancer two weeks (monthly)
E.B.7
Breast symptoms two weeks (monthly)
E.B.8
Cancer first definitive treatment 31 days (monthly)
E.B.9
Cancer subsequent treatment 31 days, surgery (monthly)
E.B.10
Cancer subsequent treatment 31 days, drug (monthly)
E.B.11
Cancer subsequent treatment 31 days, radiotherapy (monthly)
E.B.12
Cancer composite, 62 days first treament plus rare cancers (m)
E.B.13
Cancer first treatment 62 days, Screening (monthly)
E.B.14
Cancer first treatment 62 days, Consultant upgrade (monthly)

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

93.0%
93.0%
96.0%
94.0%
98.0%
94.0%
85.0%
90.0%
85.0%

97.3%
99.3%
97.2%
100.0%
95.1%
93.8%
89.5%
100.0%
93.3%

95.3%
93.5%
100.0%
100.0%
97.6%
100.0%
88.7%
50.0%
94.1%

97.9%
100.0%
98.6%
100.0%
97.7%
97.4%
94.1%
80.0%
84.2%

97.7%
95.0%
97.9%
100.0%
97.7%
97.4%
85.9%
91.7%
93.8%

97.2%
96.1%
98.5%
100.0%
100.0%
95.1%
78.3%
75.0%
84.2%

96.7%
96.0%
98.2%
84.6%
97.9%
97.1%
84.4%
66.7%
94.7%

93.6%
97.3%
97.6%
94.7%
97.5%
100.0%
85.0%
92.3%
87.5%

96.9%
96.3%
98.1%
95.2%
97.8%
100.0%
81.2%
100.0%
79.4%

95.9%
98.4%
97.2%
95.0%
100.0%
90.4%
80.3%
100.0%
95.8%

Mental Health
E.A.S.1
Dementia Diagnosis Rate
E.A.3
IAPT (Access) as a proportion of prevalence (Monthly rate)
E.A.3
IAPT (Access) as a proportion of prevalence (Rolling 3 months)
E.A.S.2
IAPT (Recovery)
E.H.1_B1 IAPT 6 week wait - Referral to Treatment
E.H.2_B2 IAPT 18 week wait - Referral to Treatment
E.B.S.3
Care Programme Approach (CPA)
E.H.4
Early Intervention in Psychosis (Max 2 week wait)
E.H.9
Improved access to CYPMHs
E.H.10
4 week wait for routine referral to CYP for Eating Disorders
E.H.11
1 week wait for urgent referral to CYP for Eating Disorders
E.H.12
Mental Health Out of Area Placements

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Quarterly
Monthly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Quarterly

66.7%
66.7%
67.4%
67.2%
67.5%
1.58%
1.52%
1.15%
1.09%
1.03%
4.75%
3.51%
3.61%
3.76%
3.27%
50.0%
50.0%
46.7%
52.7% 49.60%
75.0%
96.0%
96.0%
96.0%
96.0%
95.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
82.1%
95.0%
92.0%
53.0%
66.7%
58.3% 100.0% 100.0%
9.4%
8.5%27.2% (Annual)
80.6%
95.0%
Data Supressed
50.0%
95.0%
Data Supressed
345
940

67.7%
1.33%
3.46%
45.60%
97.0%
100.0%

67.8%
1.23%
3.59%
51.0%
97.0%
100.0%
93.1%
90.9%
5.7%
80.0%
85.2%
1,285

67.6%
1.56%
4.13%
52.9%
98.0%
100.0%

67.9%
1.62%
4.42%
55.8%
99.0%
100.0%

80.0%

90.0%

68.1%
1.64%
4.82%
52.0%
98.0%
100.0%
85.2%
83.3%
5.0%
89.7%
75.0%
1,320

Out of Hospital
E.O.1
Children waiting <18 weeks for a wheelchair
E.N.1
Personal Health Budgets (per 100,000 registered population)
Q.P3a
Eligibility decisions <28 days
Q.P3b
CHC assessments in Acute hospital
DToC NHS Responsible Delayed Bed Days (CHS)
DToC Social Care Responsible Delayed Bed Days (CHS)
DToC Shared (NHS & Social Care) Delayed Bed Days (CHS)
DToC Total
Occupied Bed Days due to 7 days LoS (CHS)
Occupied Bed Days due to >21 days LoS (CHS)

Quarterly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

100.0%
70.00
≥80.0%
≤15.0%
-

Primary Care
E.K.3
Annual Health checks delivered by GPs for people with LD
E.P.1
e-Referral Service (e-RS) Utilsation

Quarterly
Monthly

13.6%
100.0%

-

88.9%

23.8%
20.0%
4.2
4.1
48.1%
39.0%
14.9%
31.1%
351
252
334
282
287
374
357
234
638
626
691
516
Not previously collected
Not previously collected

Not submitted by provider
2.7
72.7%
42.1%
325
201
221
180
331
368
505
532
589
189
205
194
84
91
85

525
60.9%

91.4%

265
91.4%

66.3%

152
79.8%

78.0%

92.4%

Outturn

Rolling 12 Month Recent
Trend
Movement

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

2015/16

►
▲

12
59

6
62

3
58

3
61

90.6%
98.9%
11

►
▲
▼

90.6%
98.4%
194

92.7%
98.0%
72

91.9%
98.0%
68

93.6%
94.3%
27

85.57%
63.22%
1
0
161
62

84.14%
60.14%
0
0
138
24

▼
▼
▼
►
▼
▼

85.3%
63.01%
6
0
2,223
453

89.9%

89.0%

92.3%

1
1
1,317
59

1
0
950
46

0
0
458
7

1

0
8.1%

0

►
▼

12
13.3%

11
2.4%

3
0.4%

0
1.5%

97.7%
97.3%
95.8%
100.0%
100.0%
96.6%
86.9%
92.3%
81.3%

97.3%
96.8%
93.4%
100.0%
100.0%
92.0%
81.6%
61.5%
95.5%

98.3%
97.4%
97.4%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
72.7%
77.8%
85.7%

97.8%
96.1%
98.5%
100.0%
100.0%
97.9%
79.2%
100.0%
94.4%

▼
▼
▲
►
►
▼
▲
▲
▲

96.9%
96.8%
97.6%
97.5%
99.1%
96.6%
83.2%
83.5%
88.9%

96.3%
98.5%
97.6%
95.2%
98.5%
94.5%
84.7%
89.3%
84.2%

96.7%
97.6%
97.7%
96.1%
99.0%
96.5%
84.4%
94.9%
88.4%

95.3%
95.3%
98.0%
96.1%
99.8%
98.0%
82.4%
92.4%
87.1%

69.0%
1.04%
4.30%
55.2%
98.0%
100.0%

68.5%
1.75%
4.32%
55.7%
99.0%
100.0%

68.4%
69.7%
1.52%
1.8%
4.31%
5.0%
49.2%
60.7%
99.0%
100.0%
73.3%
84.6%
62.5%
70.0%
5.2%
96.7%
75.0%
Published in June

▲
▲
▲
▲
►
►
▼
▲
▲
▲
►
▲

69.7%
16.70%
16.70%
53.1%

66.7%
10.80%
10.80%
47.1%
94.30%
99.9%
91.8%
59.1%
27.2%
80.6%
50.0%
3,841

67.4%
11.04%
11.04%
46.5%
95.4%
99.9%
97.8%
65.9%

66.5%
10.36%
10.36%
46.6%
N/A*
N/A*
97.8%
N/A*

174
346
0
520
218
89

▼
▲
▲
▼
▼
▲
►
▲
▲
▲

11.3%
26.6
59.6%
39.4%
174
346
0
520
218
89

28.2%
4.2
28.2%
27.3%
351
287
0
638

92.3%

▲
▼

1,419
92.3%

1,182
60.9%

100.0%

197
238
435
187
78

10.7%
2.7
54.5%
50.8%
208
289
5
502
199
83

179
161
0
340
202
92

238
232
0
470
220
85

9.5%
26.6
79.1%
33.9%
265
127
0
392
215
81

92.7%

410
92.5%

91.1%

92.3%

592
92.7%

89.0%
82.1%
25.5%
96.7%
75.0%
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CCG Scorecard - Operating Plan (OP) Indicators

Indicator / Issue

Cause

E.B.3 RTT 18 Weeks
(Incomplete pathways)

▪

▪

The CCG remained below the
92% RTT performance target,
achieving 90.61% for March.

▪

▪
▪

Action

The failure of the standard in
March was driven by performance
at Kings College Hospital (KCH)
and St Georges Hospital (SGH).
SGH returned to reporting in
month 10, however the data
published was inaccurate. In
month 11 SGH reported 85.2% at
Trust Level and continued to
improve further in March with
86.1%.
Kings performance was 76.95% in
March down from 78.08% in
February.
At CHS the submitted position in
March was 92.21% against the
National RTT Incomplete
standard, a small increase of
0.06% on February.

▪

KCH is committed to delivering
the planned reduction in long
waiting patients. The actions
below will support delivery of
this ambition:

The Trust has secured
additional capacity through
outsourcing for challenged
specialties including
Bariatrics, Colorectal and
Orthopaedics.

Trust continues on-going
validation of the PTL across
the two sites. The validation
work is also expected to
identify patients who do not
qualify for inclusion onto the
inpatient list due to factors
such as not being fit or
eligible for surgery. This is
expected to improve the
number of long waiters

Continued direct oversight
by senior management of
theatre scheduling function
for specialties with longest
52 week waiters, to ensure
that patients are treated in a
chronological order where
clinically appropriate.

KCH has extended the

Timescale / Assurance
▪
▪

▪

▪

CHS is expecting to report
improved performance
throughout 2019/20.
KCH’s operating plan
includes the ambition to
achieve RTT performance
of 83.7% by the end of
19/20
SGH plans are ongoing to
ensure capacity to deliver
further improvements
throughout 2019/20, with
the aim of reaching 88%
by March 2020.
At month 12 the trust is
tracking above its
performance trajectory
(Plan of 84% at March
2019).
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Indicator / Issue

Cause

Action

Timescale / Assurance

contract with 18 Weeks
Support to provide additional
outpatient and day case
activity through in-sourcing
mainly in Ophthalmology
and Dermatology.
▪

▪

E.B.4 Diagnostic test waiting
times
▪

The CCG failed the national
standard with performance of
98.9% in March with a total of
85 breaches.

▪
▪

▪

Performance continued to improve
month on month following a large
number of breaches in December.
This was caused by the loss of a
locum physiologist at CHS at short
notice, impacting on
Echocardiography capacity.
Echocardiography remains the test
with the highest number of
breaches at 29 (22 of these

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

SGH continues to work on its
recovery programme. Validation
work on the PTL has largely
been completed, and process
implemented to ensure that
patients are appropriately
tracked.
Capacity is routinely reviewed
to ensure challenged
specialties are adequately
resourced.

CHS has been in regular
▪
contact with agencies to fill
staffing gaps.
Additional lists were run at
weekends
Contacting local partners to
▪
support with available capacity
Using additional external
resource (In-Health)
An appointment has been made
to the vacancy created by the

CHS was working towards
a trajectory to recover 99%
performance for March
submission, which was
achieved.
However, the service my
experience some
instability until the
substantive physiologist
has commenced work.
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Indicator / Issue

Cause

▪

▪

▪

Action

occurring at CHS), down from 59
the previous month.
The four Endoscopy tests account
for 49 breaches; a slight
improvement on the February
position.
32 of these breaches were
attributable to Kings due to a
historic increase in total demand
(resulting in a backlog)
This is coupled with KCH utilising
endoscopy capacity to support
emergency pressures.

departing locum. The trust is
working through HR
requirements.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

E.B.S.4 52 Week Waits
▪

The CCG had 11 patients
waiting over 52 weeks for
treatment in March.
□ 6x SGH,
□ 4x KCH,
□ 1x SASH

Timescale / Assurance

KCH actions relate to the
PRUH site, endoscopy service.
CHS continue to support by
providing capacity for
surveillance patients.
Ad hoc sessions to avoid drop
lists in place with a locum
funded by the cancer network
Continued utilisation of private
sector capacity (BMI).
Service now actively working
with other NHS providers which
will mitigate some of the
capacity lost.

SGH
SGH
▪ Breaches in Surgery (x4) and
▪ The trust track 52 week waiters
Other (x2)
on a daily basis and having met
▪ All patients are on
its reduction target for 2018/19,
general/Bariatric surgery pathways
the trust is focusing on
▪ Patients have been tracked as part
scheduling patients for 2019/20
of the ongoing recovery and return
to eliminate 52 week waiters in
to reporting programme
the first half of the year.
▪ Breaches have predominantly
▪ Remaining patients are for
resulted from capacity issues, in
bariatric surgery, due to
addition to a number of patient
complexity of these cases
cancellations
outsourcing is no longer an

SGH
▪

The trust met its planned
target of waiters for March
19. The 19/20 operating
plan trajectory target is for
waiters to be at zero by
month 7.

KCH
▪

The trust have submitted
an operating plan for 19/20
indicating that 52 week
Page 6 of 32
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Indicator / Issue

Cause

Action

KCH
▪ Breaches in Trauma &
Orthopaedics (x4)
▪ Breaches continue to be the result
of capacity issues within the
service.
SASH breach in Trauma &
Orthopaedics (x1)
▪ The Breach was the result of
capacity issues within the service,
however the patient has now been
treated.

option and capacity will be
delivered in house.
▪

KCH

▪

Validation of the PTL across the
two sites continues.

▪

The validation work is also
expected to identify patients
who do not qualify for inclusion
onto the inpatient list due to
factors such as not being fit or
eligible for surgery.

▪

This is expected to improve the
number of long waiters

▪

Direct oversight by senior
management of theatre
scheduling function for
specialties with longest 52 week
waiters; this was expected to
ensure that patients are treated
in a chronological order where
clinically appropriate

▪

The Trust is maximising the use
of internal Bariatric operating
capacity to treat its longest
waiting patients with plans in
place to increase capacity.

▪

Additional validation of the
Bariatric list underway to ensure
each patient is fit, available,

Timescale / Assurance
waiters will be eliminated
by month 6.
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Indicator / Issue

Cause

Action

Timescale / Assurance

willing and eligible for their
surgery.

E.B.5 A&E Waiting Times (CHS)
▪

CHS recorded a performance
of 84.14% (all type) against
the 4 hour standard in March.

▪
▪

Type 1 achieved 60.1%.
Type 3 achieved 98.4%.

The local trajectory for March was
95.0%.
Provisional April
Type 1 achieved 59.93%
Type 3 achieved 98.40%
All Types achieved 83.97%

▪

▪

All Type performance was 84.14%
in March, a 1.43% decrease on
February performance. This was
largely driven by a decrease in
Type 1 performance on 3.08%.
While a decrease on the previous
month this remains an
improvement on December and
January where to achieve
improved levels of performance,
the Trust implemented several
operational approaches in month,
which included:
□ Enhanced operational focus in
the evenings and overnight.
□ The trust is still starting most
days with a large backlog of
DTAs to place, leading to
challenges maintaining flow to
the admitted pathway.
□ Flu and Flu contact continued
to impact on bed availability.
□ Middle grade ED clinicians

▪

In addition, the Trust will be
outsourcing to private providers
where clinically appropriate

▪

Implemented twice daily calls (7 ▪
days a week) between the Trust
and SLaM to focus on patients
currently in ED which has
shown significant and sustained
improvement.
The Trust was largely operating
at OPEL level 2, however
internally the trust has been
operating at Red and Black
escalation levels, albeit with
robust operational responses.
For ambulance arrivals there is
a single point of clinical
handover with LAS streamer
(now 24/7) Cubicles will be
zoned with a named Doctor and
Nurse for each Zone. These
would receive, treat and
manage the patient through
their entire pathway. This is
expected to reduce ED
blockages. ISTAT: Integrated
See, Treat and Triage, will

▪

▪

The latest AEDB plan
contains the metrics and
thresholds for aspects of
the pathway each group is
responsible for
overseeing.
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Indicator / Issue

Cause

Action

remain difficult to source,
leading to the need to flex
resources across UCC and ED.
▪

E.B.S.7 Ambulance handover
breaches (30 & 60 minutes)
▪

There were 138 x 30 minute
breaches and 24 x 60 minute
breaches at CHS, in March
2019.

▪
▪

19 of the 24 Ambulance handover
60 minute breaches occurred on 3
days in the month
On these days the Trust reported

▪

Timescale / Assurance

serve as front door triage,
managed by a senior decision
maker, focused on supporting
provision of ambulatory care
The Croydon AEDB has
restructured into 4 sub-groups
focussing on the following
areas:
□ Emergency Care Board Timely care and treatment
for patients presenting to
emergency and urgent care
services
□ Demand management LAS, high intensity users,
patients with mental health
needs, and potentially CYP.
□ System and Flow group Maximising system flow and
discharge processes
□ Out of Hospital - Developing
out of hospital strategy
across primary, intermediate
and urgent care pathway
services

Actions for reducing ambulance
handover breaches are covered
in the latest Croydon A&E
Delivery plan, overseen by the
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Indicator / Issue

Cause

Action

bed availability issues that
impacted flow and led to entering
the following days with high
numbers of unplaced patients.
E.B.12 Cancer 62 Day, Urgent
GP Referral
▪

▪

Croydon CCG did not meet
the standard with an outcome
of 79.2% due to 16 breaches
out of 77 pathways.

Breaches are distributed across
the following tumour types:
Tumour Type

CHS

Breast

STG

RMH

Other

1

Gynaecological

0.5

Haematological
(Excluding
Acute
Leukaemia)

1

▪

Total

1

▪

1

▪

Lower
Gastrointestinal

1

Lung

0.5

0.5

Upper
Gastrointestinal

2

1.5

Urological
(Excluding
Testicular)

5

1

9

2

Total

A&E Delivery Board.
Performance has improved
since moving into the new
department.

1
0.5

2.5

1
1

0.5

4

1

7

2.5

16

Timescale / Assurance

All breach reports are reviewed
at Monthly at Breach Panels
across all providers and actions
to mitigate avoidable breaches
are agreed.
All shared pathway breaches
are reviewed on a quarterly
basis and presented at the
Cancer System Leadership
Forum.
CHS have developed a
recovery plan and are expected
to return to compliance against
the 62 day standard in May
2019.

▪

▪

System-wide assurance
comes from the monthly
SWL Leadership Forum
(Cancers).
Monthly CHS/CCG
performance meetings.

E.A.3 IAPT Access Rate
▪

Provisional M12 performance
was 1.8% against a monthly
operating target of 1.58% and

▪
▪

Croydon has achieved the
increased Q4 target.
This was due to increased

▪

The CCG and SLaM continue
to closely monitor access rates
for IAPT through weekly

▪

With another increase in
Q4 of 2019/20 to an
access target of 5.5%,
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Indicator / Issue
the rolling 3 month rate was
5.0% against a quarterly
target of 4.75%.

Cause

▪

E.A.S.2 IAPT Recovery Rate
Provisional M12 data
indicates that the 50%
standard was met for the
month.
▪ 60.7% of people reported
recovery compared with
49.2% in the previous month.
E.B.S.3 Care Programme
Approach (CPA)
▪

▪

The number of patients
followed-up within 7 days of
discharge fell in Q4, with
performance of 73.3% against
a 95% target.

E.H.9 Improved access to
Children and Young People’s

▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

Action

investment in 2019/20, a joint
action plan between the CCG and
SLaM.
The action plan included a
concerted communications
strategy of identifying views of
prospective patients via focus
groups, physical marketing
(leaflets, a billboard, football
programmes, and promotion with
health professionals).
The Croydon Talking Therapies
Service averaged a recovery rate
of around 55% over the last six
months.
Performance has improved with
the growth of the service in terms
of referrals.

Performance in Q4 appears to
have deteriorated further.
Underlying data shows a
significant discrepancy in the
numbers of patients discharged
compared to the previous quarter.

Timescale / Assurance

monitoring.

▪

▪

The CCG will continue to
monitor IAPT as a priority in
2019/20

▪

The CCG has requested that
▪
SLAM include occupied bed
days on the Adult Mental Health
dashboard.
Data solutions to be created to
improve the recording of CPA
SLAM to resolve recording of
CPA to allow accurate reflection
within Dashboard

▪
▪

Croydon CCG still has
work to do to ensure
sufficient referrals (both
GP and self-referrals) are
made.
An action plan for 2019/20
will be developed with
SLaM and voluntary sector
providers of adult IAPT.

CPA will be the focus of
the next SLaM contract
meeting.

The challenge to increase access
for children has been lack of
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Indicator / Issue

Cause

Mental Health services
(CYPMHs)

▪

▪

▪

Croydon CCG did not meet
the quarterly target for
improved access with 5.24%
against the 8.5% milestone.
This results in the CCG
achieving 25.5% for 2018/19
against a 34% quality
premium target.

Action

capacity.
In particular, the waiting list for
neuro development service.

▪

E.H.10 – 11 CYPMHs Eating
Disorders waiting times
The CCG met the Q4 target
for routine referrals in to
eating disorders services with
96.7% of children and young
people receiving treatment
within 4 weeks.
▪ The same period saw 75% of
children receive urgent
treatment within 1 week. This
is against a 95% target.
E.H.12 Mental Health Out of
Area Placements
▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

▪

Less than 5 children were referred
via the urgent pathway throughout
2018/19.
This leads to a single breach
having a large impact on
performance.
No urgent referrals were made in
Q4. All routine referrals were seen
within 4 weeks.

▪

Bed occupancy rates are high – on ▪
average 120% - with patients
□
routinely being placed in East
London Foundation Trust (ELFT)
or private sector beds (with high
spot purchase costs).
□

Croydon CCG has invested an
additional £300k in 2019/20 to
reduce waiting times and
increase CYPMHs access.
This includes the development
of an emotional disorders
pathway

Timescale / Assurance

▪

The CCG will closely
monitor progress against
this investment.

▪

OBD QIPP is to be
delivered over 2019/20 –
without having a delivery
plan from SLAM yet (April
2019) this is at risk.
Community
Transformation is being

The CCG continue to monitor
the waiting times for both
urgent and routine referrals.

Actions include:
Occupied Bed Days Reduction
QIPP – with a trajectory to
reduce from 120% to 85% bed
occupancy and a patient-flow
programme to accompany this
Community and Crisis

▪
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Indicator / Issue

Cause

Action
Pathways Transformation plan
– to reduce admissions and
readmissions
□ A concerted effort to swap
Croydon out-of-area patients
with patients from surrounding
boroughs and further who are
being treated in Croydon

E.O.1 Children waiting less
than 18 weeks for a wheelchair
▪

The CCG failed to deliver the
improvement in reducing the
waiting times for children
receiving wheelchairs with
9.5% in Q4 receiving a chair
within 18 weeks.

▪
▪

▪

Croydon CCG appointed a new
provider in 2018/19 that took over
the service in October 2018.
Whilst performance appears to
have deteriorated, more children
received a wheelchair in Q4 of
2018/19 compared to the full year
of 2017/18.
92 requests for a wheelchair were
resolved in Q4 of 2018/19,
compared to 85 for 2017/18.

▪

Strengthening of PHB governance
regarding delivery, operation and
management of PHBs was
required at the outset of 2018/19
A significant amount of progress
was made with establishing

▪

▪
▪

The priority has been to reduce
the backlog of long waiters.
A review of the new provider is
underway, as per the
contractual agreement.
This review will inform whether
the contract subject to a tender
process.

Timescale / Assurance

▪

▪

The CCG has submitted a
compliant trajectory for
2019/20, which delivers
100% of children receiving
a wheelchair within 18
weeks.
An action plan will be
developed by Out of
Hospital commissioners
and the provider to
determine an achievable
improvement during the
year.

▪
Monthly scrutiny by QOB to
provide project assurance to
Board regarding progress
Development of a Croydon
PHB operational process for the
▪
delivery of PHBs to clients

From the 1st April 2019,
CHC will be automatic
PHB for all eligible clients
with a domiciliary care
package
By the end of Q2 2019/20,

▪

E.N.1 Personal Health Budgets
▪

Provisional data for March
2019 shows the CCG
increased the number of
PHBs to 110. This is a
significant to the start of the
year when 11 PHBs were in

▪

▪

▪

planned and first stage will
go live in September 2019.
Awaiting project initiation
document from SLAM
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Indicator / Issue
place.

Cause

Action
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

CHC eligibility decisions < 28
days

Development of PHB policies,
agreement for client’s to
operate their PHB within
Recruitment of an interim
project manager with
experience of delivering PHBs
Development of a PHB team
consisting of the recruitment of
an interim of PHB nurse
assessor, PHB support worker
and PHB administrator
Closer working relations with
our STP and attending NHSE
networking events
Development of joint LA direct
payment and CCG PHB
policies and procedures for
clients
Exploration of PHB delivery
with other patient cohorts
PHB NHSE mentor assigned to
work with CCCG for 2019/20 on
rolling out PHBs
PHB market development work
with the LA to develop a local
personal assistant and
employer support agency to
support PHB and direct
payment clients who employ
their own staff

Timescale / Assurance

▪
▪

▪

all CHC client with a
domiciliary care package
will have received full PHB
care and support planning.
Personal Wheelchair
Budget will start delivery in
September 2019/20.
LA and CCG personal
assistant and employer
support agency
development in October
2019/20
PHB NHSE mentor to start
May 2019/20 for 12
months.
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Indicator / Issue
▪

Q4 saw the CCG achieve
79.1% against an 80% target
for eligibility decisions within
28 days. As an average for
the year the CCG’s
performance was 59.6%
compared to 28.2% in
2017/18.

Cause
▪
▪
▪

CHC assessments in hospital
▪

Q4 saw 33.9% of CHC
assessments take place in a
hospital setting compared with
the target of 15%.

▪

▪

▪

Delayed Transfers of Care
▪

In March, CHS reported that
there were 174 bed days due
to delays in discharge for
which the NHS was

▪

Action

Timescale / Assurance

Improvements have been made
with eligibility decisions throughout
2018/19.
The quality of assessments has
been emphasised to enable better
decision making.
This may also have contributed to
fewer complaints being received
about the CHC service and
disputes over eligibility.

▪

The CHC team continue to
focus on maintaining the quality
of assessments to expedite
decision making.

▪

Progress has been steady
over 2018/19 indicating
compliance will be
established by Q2.

The difficulty in improving this
target in 2018/19 relates to delays
in roll out of the out-of-hospital
pathway for CHC patients.
The focus for 2018/19 has been to
improve the overall performance
and quality of the service and
assessments.
The CHC service has required
extensive transformation to
processes with priority placed on
reducing waiting times for an
eligibility decision.

▪

The CHC out of hospital
pathway has been progressed
with the local authority and
social services’ colleagues.
The launch of this will occur in
May 2019.

▪

A Discharge to Assess
(D2A) pathway focusing
on CHC patients will be
piloted for 6 months from
late June.
Review of this pilot will be
partly informed by this
metric.

One of the key obstacles to
reducing DTOC has been
coordination across agencies and
service providers.

▪

‘Home Finder’ post created for
a 6 month pilot. The post was
launched in mid-May and will:
□ Coordinate liaison between

▪

▪

▪

Both the home finder and
D2A for CHC pilots will be
completed by the end of
Q3.
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Indicator / Issue
responsible, 356 due to social
care and no delays where
both the NHS and social care
were the cause of delay.

Cause
▪

Action

Nursing home placement
availability is the reason for most
delays in March.

▪

▪

▪
▪

Reducing Long Stays in
Hospital (+21 days LoS)
The initial ambition is to
reduce the number of beds
occupied by patients staying
longer than 21 days by 25%

▪

Trusts were required to start
reporting in September against
‘stranded’ and ‘super stranded’
patients defined as medically fit for
discharge but still in hospital after
7 and 21 days respectively.

▪

▪

Timescale / Assurance

hospital and LA placements
team to accelerate finding
options for care home
placement, and liaise with
family members.
□ Liaise with wards and care
homes to facilitate ‘virtual
assessments’ using the
telemedicine infrastructure,
rather than waiting for
homes to send people in for
assessment.
□ Carry out any actions to
ensure successful
discharge, i.e. patient leaves
with red bag containing
everything needed.
Discharge to Assess (D2A)
pathway 3, focusing on CHC,
will commence in late June on a
6 month pilot.
Embedding of the integrated
discharge team (IDT)
continues.
Actions to support the reduction
in DToC will also support the
reduction in super stranded
patients, though this only
accounts for a small proportion.
The Integrated Discharge Team

▪

▪

The 25% reduction has not
yet been met and is now
likely not to be met until
Q2 2019/20.
A further target has been
issued by regulators that
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Indicator / Issue
(to 69 beds) from the March
2018 baseline.
▪

Cause
▪

A further ambition has been
set to reduce the number of
beds occupied by patients
staying longer than 21 days
by 40% from the original
baseline. The target is now 52
beds by March 2020.

Action

Performance against the super
stranded patient metric
deteriorated further in March from
its lowest position of 72 at the start
of February.

▪

▪

▪

E.P.1 e-Referral Service (e-RS)
Utilisation
▪

Croydon CCG is below the
100.0% standard for GPs
using eRS to refer to first
outpatient appointments.

▪

The cause of Croydon CCG’s
lower performance, when
benchmarked to SWL
commissioners, has not been

▪

has been secured going
forward to continue this work in
supporting the most complex
discharge.
All patients with LoS of 21+
days are reviewed twice weekly
by an MDT review, with further
input from the Integrated
Discharge Team outside of
these reviews.
The High Impact Improvement
Plan has a workstream focused
on discharge planning, with a
specific focus on reducing the
number of beds occupied by
super-stranded patients.
A trust-level action plan was
developed for improving
performance in this metric for
submission in April, in response
to the national target. This
brought together activities from
the High Impact Improvement
Plan and the Out of Hospital
Workstream.

Timescale / Assurance

▪

would see a 40%
reduction against the
March 2018 baseline (to
52 beds) achieved by
March 2020.
A trajectory is currently in
development to get to the
March 2020 target.

Further analysis has been
requested by the CCG, from
NEL CSU.
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Indicator / Issue
▪

In March the CCG achieved
92.3% based on provisional
data.

Cause

Action

Timescale / Assurance

sufficiently identified having raised
the issue with NHS Digital.
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Quality Assurance - Highlights
GATEWAY INDICATORS (do not apply to DM)
Indicator

Description

Weighting

2018/19 Target Latest Performance

Forecast Outturn

GW1

Achieve the CCG financial plan

100%

£1.2m Surplus

Achieved

Achieved

GW2

Reduce CCG incomplete waiting
list

50%

≤ 22,750

25,558 (M12)

22,867
(M12 excl SGH)

GW3

62 day cancer pathway

50%

≥ 85.0%

79.2% (M12)

83.2% (2018/19)

Commentary

M12 incl SGH, not in baseline.
Adj variance 117 over plan.

QUALITY
Indicator

Description

Weighting

Value

2018/19 Target Latest Performance

Forecast Outturn

Commentary

Data published
Not achieved in past 2 years
June 2019
Data published July
Not achieved in past 3 years
2019

QP1

Early Cancer Diagnosis

8.50%

£170,000

≥ 55.5%

51.5% (2016)

QP2

GP Access & Patient Experience

8.50%

£170,000

≥ 74%

71% (2018)

CHC Elegibility decisions

4.25%

£85,000

≥ 80.0%

79.1% (Q4)

59.6% (2018/19)

CHC assessments in hospital

4.25%

£85,000

≤ 15.0%

33.9% (Q4)

39.4% (2018/19)

Children & Young People's MH
Access

8.50%

£170,000

≥ 34.0%

5.2% (Q4)

25.5% (2018/19)

QP5(Ai)

Bloodstream Infections

2.55%

£51,000

≤ 229

263 (M11)

Data published May
2019

QP5(Aii)

Collection of Primary Care data

1.28%

£25,500

QP5(Bi)

Antibiotic prescribing in Primary
Care (UTIs)

1.70%

£34,000

≤ 3,850

2,308 (M11)

QP5(Ci)

Antibiotic prescribing in …

0.85%

£17,000

≤ 1.161

0.849 (M11)

QP5(Cii)

Antibiotic prescribing in …

2.13%

£42,500

≤ 0.965

0.849 (M11)

IAPT Access

7.50%

£150,000

≥ 17.35%

16.65% (2018/19)
Provisional

QP3

QP4

QP6

Submission of
Achieved (Q2 & Q3)
Data

Achieved
Data published May
2019
Data published May
2019
Data published May
2019
Data published July
2019

Shortfall due to
underperformance in Q1
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Indicator
A1

Description

Weighting

Value

2018/19 Target

25.0%

£500,000

Type 1 A&E Attendances

A2

NEL Admissions 0 LoS

B

NEL Admissions +1 LoS

25.0%

£500,000

YTD Plan (M12)

YTD Actual (M12)

Var (#)

Var (%)

≤ 103,096

103,058

102,303 -

755

-0.73%

≤ 10,728

10,745

7,800 -

2,945

-27.41%

≤ 28,867

28,918

26,286 -

2,632

-9.10%

TOTAL ACHIEVEMENT
Indicators
Quality
Demand

Summary
4 / 11 indicators Met
3/3 Indicators Met

Value
£119,000
£1,000,000

✓
N/A

GW2

GW3


N/A


N/A

Adjusted Value

TOTAL

£0
£1,000,000
£1,000,000

Quality indicators are subject to the Gateway metrics. The weighting of the gateway indicators is the amount deducted from successful achievement. As both the
62 day and reduction in the waiting list were both worth 50% each, no funding from the quality indicators will be received.
Demand management indicators were not subject to gateway metrics. These have both been achieved, which should attract an award of £1m. Confirmation from
NHSE usually occurs toward the end of Q1, with funding released in Q3.
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Indicator / Issue
Excessive waiting times within
Croydon Health Services (CHS)
NHS Trust A&E Department for all
patients continues to be a major
quality concern for Croydon CCG.

Action
Daily telephone calls continue
to take place with the Surge
Hub, CHS NHS Trust, SLaM
and CCG leadership teams.

There are some significant delays in
the receipt of completed CHS SI
action plans

Cause
Continued pressure in ED,
especially later in the evenings
and overnight. Key areas of
concern were routinely starting
the days with high numbers of
DTAs and levels of discharges
which did not adequately support
flow and impacted on
performance.
.
There is a lack of process within
CHS in following up action plans.
It is not a capacity issue.

There are some significant delays in
the receipt of completed Slam SI
reports and action plans

There is a lack of process within
SLaM in following up action
plans. It is not a capacity issue.

The Trust has been asked to
send the outstanding reports SI
actions plans to the CCG.

Second MADE organised event
took place in November 2018.
2 SIs raised by CHS NHS Trust
regarding 12-hour delays.
The Trust has been asked to
send the outstanding SI actions
plans to the CCG and signed
off by the 12 April 2019.

Timescale / Assurance
Monitored daily by Croydon CCG
Successful MADE Event took place
in November 2018.
RCA reports have been reviewed by
the CCG and closed with action plan
monitoring
Action plans to be signed off by the
12 April 2019

Action plans to be signed off by the
30 June 2019
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•

Croydon Health Services (CHS) NHS Trust
reported 5 SIs in March 2019, none of
which were Never Events, no other
commonalities were noted.

▪

SLaM reported 5 SIs in March 2019
involving Croydon residents.
3 were Apparent/actual/suspected selfinflicted harm meeting SI criteria

▪

There are some significant delays in the
receipt of CHS completed SI action plans.

▪

There are significant delays in the receipt
of complete SI reports and action plans.

▪

CHS reported an SI in November with a
severe delay. This has been removed from
the average days until further information
has been received.

Serious Incidents Reported by Providers
15

13

11

9
CHS - SIs Reported

7

SLaM - SIs Reported

5

3

1

-1

September

October

November

December

January

February

March
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Since October 2018 there has been a failure
to meet agreed standards of complaint
response times. The complaint response rate
end of year was 70%

CHS Patients Experience - Complaints (CHS)
80

120%

72

70

100%

58

60

46

43

50

36

40

60%

29

30

80%
No. of complaints
received

40%

20

The complaint response rate (YTD) remains
below the Trust 80% target with 39%
responded to within the Trust timeframe of 25
days.

20%

10

0

0%
Oct-18

Nov-18

Dec-18

Jan-19

Feb-19

The total of new formal complaints received
in March was 46. This represents an
increase of 58% on the previous month.

Mar-19

Patient Experience - FFT Score and Response Rate (In-patient services and A&E )
80% of complaints acknowledged within 3
working days. This is below the 100%
standard and a current focus for the Trust

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Inpatients
A&E

A focus on complaints response times has
seen some slight improvement to recent
challenges but requires some sustained
attention to mitigate staff issues.
Oct-18

Nov-18

Dec-18

Jan-19

Feb-19

Mar-19

Oct-18
90%

Nov-18
88%

Dec-18
89%

Jan-19
87%

Feb-19
83%

Mar-19
78%

76%

72%

69%

74%

76%

75%

Inpatients response rate

13.40%

17.10%

11.90%

11.00%

9.70%

7.90%

A&E response rate

22.7%

21.3%

17.5%

23.40%

23.9%

22.40%

This remains to be a quality priority for the
trust in 2019/2020.

CHS NHS Trust’s internal target for patients
to recommend the service to a friend or
family member is currently set for 90%.
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Patient Experience - FFT Score and Response Rate (SLAM/England )
95%

When benchmarked nationally
against the FFT question how likely
patients are to recommend the
service to their friends and family,
SLaMs total recommended
percentage of 88% continues to
remain slightly below the national rate
of 90% in M12.

•

Response rate increased in M12 to
4.26%, against a national average of
3.28%.

5.00%
4.00%
3.00%
2.00%
1.00%
0.00%

90%

85%
80%
75%
Oct-18

Nov-18

Dec-18

Jan-19

Feb-19

Mar-19

Oct-18
88%

Nov-18
81%

Dec-18
83%

Jan-19
83%

Feb-19
84%

Mar-19
88%

FFT - Recommend England

90%

89%

89%

90%

89%

90%

FFT - Response Rate SLAM

4.22%

1.79%

2.33%

2.01%

1.60%

4.26%

FFT - Response Rate England

3.45%

3.16%

2.66%

3.08%

3.12%

3.28%

FFT - Recommend SLAM

▪
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Croydon Health Services (CHS) NHS Trust
CHS Quality Committee meetings took place on the 09 May 2019.
Trust Integrated Quality & Performance Report (IQPR) - Month 12
The Trusts’ overall IQPR performance is measured and monitored using the five CQC
Domains of Safe, Effective, Caring, Responsive & Well-led within NHS Improvement
Single Oversight Framework which include the five NHSI Themes; Quality of Care,
Operational Performance, Leadership and Improvement Capability, Strategic Change
and Finance & Use of Resources.
The Trusts overall quality self-assessment score for March 2019 is 68% which is 3
(Amber)
The Trust remains in NHSI Segment 3 (Amber) receiving mandated support to address
specific issues and help move the Trust to segment 2 or 1.
The highlights of the meeting are detailed below; •
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

The main areas of focus continue to be on the delivery of ED performance. Clinical
oversight and decision making within the department continues to help support
safe practice.
The total number of HAI C. difficile infections for 2018/19 was 13 with the Trust
successfully meeting the DoH C.difficile target of ≤15 cases of HOI C.difficile
infections for 2018/19.
The Trust Internal Quality improvement target for HOI E.coli bacteraemias (BSI)
for 2018/19 was ≤ 27 cases. The total number of E.Coli bacteraemias in March
2019 was 18 (3 HOI + 15 COI).
The total number of HOI E Coli bacteraemias since April 2018 is 26 and the Trust
successfully met the 2018/19 internal quality improvement target set for HOI E.coli
BSI of ≤ 27 cases.
The total number of MRSA bacteraemias for 2017/18 was: 4 (0 HAI 4 CAI) and the
Trust successfully achieved the zero HAI MRSA bacteraemia DoH target for
2017/18.
MUST scores not completed within 24 hours of admission showed 4 wards 100%
compliant, 9 wards 60-90% compliant and 3 wards <60% compliant.
A total of 64 patients developed pressure damage whilst being cared for in acute
and community services equating to 49 hospital and 15 Community.
9 patients acquired grade 3 pressure damage in hospital and 4 in community.
The Trust saw 32 patients admitted from nursing homes with pressure damage, 10
had grade 3 or 4.
It was identified that some duplicate reporting is likely to have occurred as many
DATIX’s relate to patients being discharged to the community requiring continuing
pressure area and wound management by the district nurses.
There were 224 VTE assessment not completed in March. 147 were for patients
who stayed a maximum of 1 night. This is 65% of patients with no assessment.
The majority of these patients were split between: Admissions Lounge, AMU,
RAMU, Coulsdon 1, Queens 1 and Queens 2.
It has been communicated that VTE assessments are required to be completed as
soon as possible after the patient’s admission (within the first 12 hours) and to
ensure that short stay patients are not missed.
The Well-led Domain standards continue to remain challenging with a high
turnover of staff and vacancy rates remaining above the expected tolerance. CST
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and PDR performance have not met their standards in March 2019. Overall trust
PDR Compliance for month 12 has decreased by 1% to 69%.
South London and Maudsley NHS - 4 Borough CQRG
SLAM 4 Borough CQRG meeting took place on the 30 March 2019.
CQC
CQRG acknowledged that the improvement warning notice issued in August 2018 for
Acute/PICU pathways had been lifted on 17th April and that no further action is to be
taken by CQC. It was noted that very good work was undertaken by Trust staff on a
sustained basis since summer 2018 and said this outcome had demonstrated what they
can achieve when being well-managed and well-led.
The governance within/across the Trust had undergone significant structural and process
improvements in response to the notice and was now compliant and robust in this regard
on a sustainable basis. The new Quality and Performance reporting was highlighted as a
very notable improvement in support of these changes.
It was noted that patient flow and throughput remains a key issue and an open line of
enquiry.
In the initial feedback from CQC, Mental Health Act assessments was highlighted as an
ongoing challenge. There is a necessary reliance on police due to the local population
needs, this had faced a number of difficulties including the impacts on police availability
due to the recent environmental protests in central London. It was emphasised the Trust
position with the AMHPs is always to guard against cancelling MHA assessments, and
that a bed will be secured. There are particular issues in Croydon, Sutton and Bromley
that the Trust is working to alleviate. This is a huge issue nationally although there are no
other Trusts reporting on this. The Trust has written to a local MP about this issue.
Draft inspection report will be shared with SLaM for factual accuracy checks circa midlate June. The report is likely to be published in mid-late July (date TBC).
As part of the contracting round the Trust had conducted an end of year assurance
review to assess delivery against CIPs and a review of the QIAs undertaken in 2018-19.
Learning was presented via quality impact and risk themes at borough / operational level.
QIAs for Trust wide CIPS
As part of the contracting round the Trust had conducted an end of year assurance
review to assess delivery against CIPs and a review of the QIAs undertaken in 2018-19.
Learning was presented via quality impact and risk themes at borough / operational level.
CIPs planned for 2019-20: was not presented at the meeting but that the process was
underway. One of the main items will be QIA on impact of the Trust entering into largescale partnerships
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Intermediate CQRG
Intermediate Q4, CQRG took place on the 16 May 2019.
The TOR was reviewed and approved
Intermediate Contracts End Dates 2018/19/20

Contract

Provider

Contract update

Quality concerns

Gynaecology

BMI Healthcare

None identified

ENT
Communitas

Croydon Clinics Communitas

Dermatology

GP Collaborative
Ltd (Sub
contract:
Communitas
Clinics
Bromley
Healthcare
Community
Interest
Company Ltd

Contract ended on 31st March 2019
March and the activity have been
subsumed into the CHS contract,
Contract ended on 31st March and
the activity has been subsumed into
the CHS contract, being delivered
under the Integrated ENT Service.
Contract ended on 31st March and
the activity has been subsumed into
the CHS contract, being delivered
under the CroyDerm Service.
Contract ended on 31st March 2019.
New contract 6-month contract
(April – Sept 19) to be agreed with
Provider. The CCG wish to extend
the contract by a further 3 months.
Awaiting reply from Provider if they
wish to extend for further 3 months.

No quality report provided.

Joint Diabetes
Education/
Community
Diabetes Service

Community
Ophthalmology
Service

Complete
Ophthalmic
Services

Contract expired on 31st March.
New contract from April – Sept 2019
to be signed under the same terms
and conditions.

Anticoagulation
Community
Service

Boots Ltd

Vasectomy

Parkside Group
Practice

MSK

Connect Health
Limited

Final assurance meeting held
28/02/2019. Further queries raised
with regards to the Modelling,
particularly around calculation of
overhead cost (possible double
counting). CICAS to provide revised
FMT
Finance Committee agreed that the
Vasectomy contract would be
directly awarded to the incumbent
provider for 3 + 1 years.
2 issues have been escalated
1. Connect had escalated that CHS
were unable to find or send the PID
for the 240 missing patients; a

None identified

None identified

The provider has been asked to
send information from the
previous meeting with no success.
There has been other contract
issue raised that have been
escalated to the Director of
Commissioning
Safeguarding update to be
provided to the safeguarding
team as many of the actions are
amber in risk rating.
None identified

Business continuity plan to be
submitted as this is a single
handed provider.
Key them from 11 complaints Communication with patients,
often related to information
about new service
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combination of resource, capacity
and willing.

Actions:
• Regular staff meetings
• Regular email updates
2. Connect having discharged
• Guidance to staff on setting
patients from their systems because patient expectations of next
the GP had used the wrong referral
appointment timeframe
form. When they had discharged the Themes for 7 incident reports
patient, they used the incorrect
• Data issues – wrong information
email address for GP therefore the
uploaded to patient records as a
GP had no idea that they were no
result of staff learning new system
idea that these patients were being • Patient aggression to staff
discharged.
• Clinic booking errors
Connect are currently investigating
the number of patients that has
impacted. Currently it is believed to
be 20.

Actions:
•Top up systems training 1:1 and
team
•Regular team meetings and
training sessions
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2019/20 CQRG Key highlights (M11 March data) May Meeting 2019– SWL Integrated
Urgent Care IUC
2019/20 CQRG Key highlights (M11 March data) May Meeting 2019– SWL Integrated Urgent Care IUC
Lead Commissioner Sutton CCG. Author: Charity Mutiti- Charity.Mutiti@swlondon.nhs.uk
Action/timeframe

Owner

•

Serious Incidents: Good progress made to get to closure, however poor progress
providing the completion of the action plans. Issues escalated and Vocare assured
these will be actioned immediately and shared with commissioners

Vocare
/CCG

•

Monthly audits: No significant concerns. Audits now being submitted monthly.
CQRG to think wider incorporating the rest of the audits as part of the new KPI

Safe: Serious incidents/GP alert system /IPC / Safety Thermometer/ SAR training/Safeguarding
•

SI closure and SI Action plan monitoring (backlogged cases): Out of the 6 SI backlogged from
last year 5 are now closed (subject to inputting findings update on STEIS for 3 of the cases). One
case still remaining open awaiting a wider learning session together with LAS in July. Progress
with action plan completion has been slower than expected
Effective: Clinical Audit, policies, NICE
• Monthly audits: Results of the case audits carried out monthly for both 111 and OOH have
positive ( audit on appropriateness of referral to in hrs GP, urgent care partners, complex cases,
Ambulance and ED )
Caring: Patient experience: FFT
• Nothing significant this month
Responsiveness:, PALs, Complaints, compliments
• Complaints: 8 complaints received in March. Communication and staff attitude was
the main theme. CQRG has also been provided with all new complaints, those in the
system overall as well as the ones closed in the month.
• Compliments: 15 compliments received in March mostly about professionalism of
the OOH Drs.
Well –led: Vacancy/turnover/sickness/Appraisals/surveys/MAST/supervision
• Workforce for 111: Turnover for the month of March was 12.5% which was higher
than monthly average of 7.9%. March had 13 CA leavers and only 1 starter.
Vacancy rate for CA is also generally high at 8.9 % for March when the monthly
average has been 6.3%
•

Nothing significant this month
•

Complaints: CQRG pleased now have sight of all complaints new and still existing in Vocare
the system overall. Assurance given of the processes to close some of the cases
quickly. Assurance given on the complaints themes as most are not upheld as it is
often about pts not liking the first option choices they are given from the disposition.
CQRG will continue to monitor

•

Workforce - 111: Main cause for leavers has been due to new NHS service contract
awarded in NE London resulting in a lot of staff moving to an organization with
better terms and condition. Have bridged the gap with agency, and have a few more
staff due to start soon going through the pathways training. HR working on a number
of retention schemes to include incentivized shifts, and other thing. CQRG will
monitor this closely. A focus item on staffing capacity and capability for discussion at
next meeting Worforce for OOH: CQRG happy with plan for managing the unfilled
shifts which is a low percentage. Future data to show the unfilled vs filled in a
month on month rolling so we can assess trend

•

Feedback from CAS go live: CCG will start getting reporting soon in line with NHSE
deadlines. Commissioning lead commenced regular catchup to monitor progress.
CQRG will continue to monitor as reporting starts to come through. For now update
to come monthly to CQRG
Safeguarding: As well as making a safeguarding referral , it was also agreed that
specific issues with care agency to also be raised via Quality concern process for the
relevant CCG so the individual Issues can be picked up via this route as well with the
agency

Worforce for OOH: For the month of March managed to fill the shifts at 98.2% (694
shits filled out of 707) leaving about 1.8% of shits unfilled. The gaps have been very
minimal and continue to ensure good fill rate

Other Quality Issues: CQC/Key quality focus items
• Feedback from CAS go live: Went live with CAS on 1st April under five and over 80 pathways
now live. GP on site, however not 24/7 but team has access to GP in the system when not on
site. Having regular lesson learnt meeting between Vocare and Seldoc. Had some issues re
training, doing some work with team leaders. Have created a service spec for the GP role and
making it as a service resource
• Safeguarding: Increased number of referrals in March (44) compared to February though
number in the average range with other months. Common issues for child safeguarding was
for referral related to mental health concerns and for adult was related to care agency failing
to act appropriately ( e.g. administer meds, deal with injury appropriately, or refusing to give
information or complete assessment

•

Primary Care Quality
GP CQRG
The General Practice Clinical Quality Review Group (GP CQRG) has been established
and includes Clinical lead representation from each of the six GP Networks. The GP
CQRG discusses and monitors clinical issues, quality of care and performance.
The last GP CQRG meeting took place on the 15 May 2019.
Medication Incidents reporting
▪

It was noted that incidents were often not being reported until several weeks after an
incident had taken place (See chart below for detail).
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Number of incidents reported within the stated number of days

Number of incidents

35

22

11

10

20

7

4

6

7

30

40

50

60

8
90

120

3

7

4

2

5

150

180

210

240

300

Days - difference between data of incident and date report submitted

The CQRG discussed the process of the reporting of incidents. An action was agreed
to investigate ways to increase reporting and to reduce the time between occurrence
and reporting. It was agreed that in preparation for the next meeting (May 2019)
There is a plan to continue incident reporting in the PIS for 2019/20.
Diabetes Prevention Programme
It was noted (from the GP quality dashboard) that 23 practices had made no DPP
referrals to ICS Health and Wellbeing for the period from June 2018 to February 2019.
A key supportive action was ICS Health & Wellbeing (the DPP provider) to attend each of
the GP network meetings in February and March 2019, which they did. Following on
from these visits referrals across the GP practices has improved; currently (at 9 May
2019) the number of practices that have made zero DPP referrals has fallen to 10.
Diabetes Prevention Programme
Number of practices with >5 referrals to ICS H&W
Number of practices with <=5 referrals to ICS H&W
Number of practices with zero referrals to ICS H&W
Total

Jun 18-Apr
19
23
17
10
50

Cancer Screening
It was confirmed that discussions had been held with nurses and GPs and actions were
already in train in regards to cancer screening. In light of the poor figures with regard to
cancer screening at Croydon GP Practices this issue has been explored with Primary
care clinicians and actions agreed to improve.
The CQRG discussed possible options on how to better support screening initiatives and
raising awareness amongst practice professionals.
Cancer screening - December 2018

#
CCG
Standard achieving
performance
standard
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Bowel Cancer Extended Age (60-74)
Uptake
Bowel Cancer Extended Age (60-74) 2.5Y
Coverage
Breast Cancer Standard Age (50-70)
Uptake
Breast Cancer Standard Age (50-70) 36M
Coverage
Cervical Cancer Lower Age (25-49) 3.5Y
Coverage
Cervical Cancer Higher Age (50-64) 5.5Y
Coverage

50.2%
52.0%
66.9%
69.5%
66.6%
76.6%

60.0%

6

60.0%

7

80.0%

0

80.0%

0

80.0%

0

80.0%

10

Respiratory
It was confirmed that the Variation support managers will continue to support the
Community Respiratory Team to help improve diagnosis rates for COPD, for example, as
well as improved care planning for Respiratory patients.
Severe Mental Illness (SMI) Physical Health Checks
The decision on SMI Physical health checks becoming a Locally Commissioned Service
was discussed amongst the group. The group stressed the importance of knowing when
the SMI health checks LCS was going to be launched along with the ongoing practice
support on the roll out of SMI health checks
Safeguarding statutory requirements- Self assessments
Following a discussion between the CCG safeguarding team and the LMC, adjustments
have been made to safeguarding self-assessments, namely, practices will now be
responsible for RAG rating their own self-assessments. The CCG Safeguarding team will
continue to support practices with any challenges that they might face with respect to
safeguarding governance matters.
The group noted that a core number of practices (11) had not returned their selfassessments despite repeated requests. This would be brought back to the May meeting.
GP Quality Dashboard
It was suggested that the GP Quality dashboard data should be added to each GP
network meeting agenda as a short item in order to highlight themes, areas for learning
and further actions.
Care Quality Commission (CQC) Visits/Ratings report

There are currently no practices within Croydon Borough who the CQC have rated as
‘Inadequate’ overall.
There are three practices who the CQC have rated as ‘Requires Improvement’ overall:
1. Denmark Road
2. Brigstock and South Norwood Partnership
3. East Croydon Medical Centre
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Whilst the remaining GP Practices within Croydon Borough are rated as “Good” overall,
some practices are rated as “Requires Improvement” in one of the CQC’s Quality
Domains:
1. Violet Lane Medical Practice – “Safe” domain;
2. Brigstock Family Practice – “Responsive” domain;
3. Addington Medical Centre - “Safe” domain;
Two practices have been rated as “Outstanding” in one of the CQCs Quality Domains:
Friends Road Medical Centre – “Well Led”
Selhurst Medical Centre – “Responsive”
The table below shows details of inspections undertaken by the CQC as part of their
scheduled programme, return visits, other changes or where we are awaiting
publications of reports since the previous at the November PCCC meeting.
Location

Denmark
Road
Surgery
Shirley
Medical
Centre
Addiscombe
Road
Surgery
Addington
Medical
Centre
Country
Park /
Greenside

Type

Date
Current
Change to last
report
Overall
visit
published
Rating
Comprehensive 05/03/2019 Published
Requires
Previously IA
07/05/2019 Improvement.
overall
↑
Comprehensive 23/01/2019 Published
Good
Previously RI
22/03/2019
↑
overall
Focused

Date of
CQC visit

24/01/2019 Published
11/03/2019

Good

Previously RI in
the safe domain,
now good.

Comprehensive 12/02/2019 24/04/2019

Good
↓

RI in safe domain,
previously good in
all domains.

Comprehensive 08/05/2019

Awaiting
publication

Unrated /
Good

GP Safeguarding Self-Assessments
Following a discussion between the CCG safeguarding team and Richard Brown (LMC),
adjustments had been made on safeguarding self-assessments. Practices will now be
responsible for their own self-assessments. The CCG Safeguarding team would support
practices with any challenges that they might face in the process.
Safeguarding
Self-assessments returned

Number
39

A core number of practices (11) had not returned their self-assessments despite
repeated requests. The Chair of the CQRG will be writing to those practices to encourage
them to return their safeguarding self-assessment back to the CCG safeguarding team.
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Quality Assurance – M12 Updates

GOVERNING BODY
2 July 2019
Title of Paper: QUALITY COMMITTEE ANNUAL REVIEW OF TERMS OF REFERENCE
Lead Director
Report Author
Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report
Purpose of Report

Elaine Clancy
Director of Quality and Governance
Ben Smith
Board Secretary
CCG Quality Committee
CCG Integrated Governance & Assurance
Committee
CCG Governing Body
For approval

Recommendation:
The Governing Body is asked to :
▪ Note the annual report on the Quality Committee.
▪ Approve the Terms of Reference of the Committee that, following Committee review,
are recommended to be adopted with only minor amendments for a further year:
- Providing additional clarity that the Quality Committee formally reports to the
Governing Body (accountability section)
- Clarify that the Lay Members expected to attend the Quality Committee are the Lay
Member, Governance (Roger Eastwood) and Lay Member for Patient and Public
Involvement (Paulette Lewis)
- Reflecting formal titles of Governing Body members and other attendees.
Executive Summary:
The Quality Committee is a Committee of the Governing Body but also provides oversight
reporting to the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee (in its position of oversight for
CCG internal control and governance) and has been established to oversee the application
of quality in services commissioned.
The Committee is required by the constitution to review its Terms of Reference annually
and to update them as required. The Terms of Reference also state that a report of the
Committee’s work and achievements should be compiled annually and presented to the
Governing Body.
The Quality Committee has met on six separate occasions and fulfilled its obligations in
Page 1 of 6
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REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP

Governance:
Corporate Objective

To commission high quality health care services that are
accessible, provide good treatment and achieve good
patient outcomes.

Risks

Failing to make appropriate preparations for such a report
would place the CCG at a reputational risk, initially,
principally with its auditors and authorising bodies such as
NHSE.

Financial Implications

There are no budgetary provisions made within this paper
or in respect of this process, nor are there anticipated to
be any budgetary implications.

Conflicts of Interest

No conflicts of interest have arisen or been recorded to
date.

Clinical Leadership Comments

Not applicable

Implications for Other CCGs

Not applicable

Equality Analysis

Not applicable

Patient and Public Involvement Not applicable
Communication Plan

To be made available to Governing Body members

Information Governance
Issues

Not applicable

Reputational Issues

Failure to manage quality issues effectively would attract
adverse attention from patients, the public and NHS
England.
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line with its agreed Terms of Reference. The Terms of Reference themselves have been
reviewed and found to adequately represent the functions and duties of the Committee and
it is recommended that they be renewed for the year 2018/2019.

1.

Introduction

The Quality Committee is a Committee of the Governing Body and provides oversight
reporting to the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee and has been established to
oversee the application of quality in commissioning activity. The Committee reviews and
discusses the identification and management of quality, patient safety; safeguarding and
performance risk (where relevant to quality).
The Committee is chaired by the Lay Member, Registered Nurse and draws on members
nominated by the Governing Body as well as staff with key governance roles from within
the CCG and NEL CSU.
2.

Membership

The membership of the Committee is as follows:
Committee members:
• Amy Page, Governing Body Member - Registered Nurse
• Jon Norman, Governing Body Member - Secondary Care Consultant,
• Tom Chan, Governing Body GP & Medical Director (From June 2017)
• Agnelo Fernandes, Clinical Chair (From July 2017)
• Emily Symington, Governing Body GP and Clinical Lead
• CCG Lay Member, to be named Paulette Lewis, Lay Member PPI

Those in attendance (as required):
• Elaine Clancy, Director of Quality & Governance (Update to Joint Chief Nurse)
• Head of Safeguarding (update to Associate Director Quality & Safeguarding)
• Quality Lead (update to Head of Quality)
• Associate Director Quality & Governance (added)
• Andrew Eyres, Accountable Officer (From July 2017)*
• Stephen Warren, Director of Commissioning*
• Martin Ellis, Director of Primary & Out of Hospital Care*

Quoracy rules
• Quorate when 3 members are present.
• The Committee was quorate at each and every meeting in 2018/19.
*Not required and did not attend in 2018/19
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TERMS OF REFERENCE REVIEW – REVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS AND
COMPLIANCE

Attended :

Apologies Received:

21
May

Name

23
Jul

24
Sep

Non-Attendance:

19
Nov

21
Jan

18
Mar

Amy Page
Registered Nurse, Chair
Jon Norman
Secondary Care Consultant
Philip Hogan
Lay Member, Governance (To Jun 2018)
Lay Member, Finance (From Jun 2018)
Roger Eastwood
Lay Member, Governance (From Jun 2018)
Lay Member, Finance (To Jun 2018)
Paulette Lewis
Lay Member, PPI (From Mar 2018)
Tom Chan
Governing Body GP, Medical Director
Elaine Clancy
Director of Quality & Governance

3.

100.00%
100.00%

50.00%

50.00%
50.00%

83.33%
83.33%

Functions

The Committee provides a number of functions which are set out in its Terms of
Reference. The functions are listed below along with an assessment on whether the
function was fulfilled, evidenced by references to the achievement section.

Responsibilities of Quality Committee
To provide assurance to the Governing Body that
commissioned services are safe and of high quality and
that there are adequate plans in place to respond to any
issues of poor quality that may arise

Fulfilled

Evidence
1,2,3

To establish and oversee an approach to quality by
Croydon CCG to include patient safety, clinical
effectiveness and patient experience

3,4

To advise the Integrated Governance and Audit
Committee and the Governing Body on the management
of clinical risk

3,4

To oversee the procedures for identifying, investigating
and learning for serious incidents and for safeguarding
children and vulnerable adults

2
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Record of Members’ attendance

4.

5*

To draw upon and receive assurance, on behalf of the
governing body, that issues related to the quality of care
within Croydon and commissioned elsewhere, such as by
the NHSE, are taking place effectively and being
appropriately coordinated.

5

Enc 9bi Quality Committee
ToR Review

To support a culture of learning and continuous
improvement in healthcare services within those services
that Croydon CCG is responsible for

Activities

The Committee considered the following during the year 2018/2019 and achieved the
outcomes as detailed:
1. Agreed the Terms of Reference reflecting its assurance role.
2. Regularly received and reviewed quality and safeguarding reports to be assured of
the quality of services.
3. Discussed areas of concern to agree whether there was a need for the CCG to take
remedial action and to understand whether there were any implications for patients.
4. Regularly reviewed the CCG’s strategic, operational quality and safety risks, agreed
the level of risk, and identified any risks that should be included on the Risk Register.
5. Regularly received Integrated Performance & Quality Reports and QIPP Quality
Highlight Reports (to January 2019).
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Terms of Reference

The Quality Committee is obliged to review its Terms of Reference annually to ensure that
they remain fit for purpose. The Committee, through this report has done so and considers
that they remain relevant and adequately reflect the functions of the Quality Committee
and recommends that their current format be adopted for the year 2019/2020.

Next Steps
Minor amendments are recommended as follows:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Amend s4 to make clear that the Quality Committee reports through its Chair to the
Governing Body. Since arrangements were refreshed in May 2018, this takes place
at each meeting. N.B. The Committee has not presented an annual report
containing a workplan for the year ahead.
Job title of CCG executive director for quality updated to Joint Chief Nurse
To add CCG Deputy of Joint Chief Nurse (Associate Director Quality & Governance
to attendees
Job title of CCG Safeguarding Lead updated.
Job title of CCG Quality Lead updated.
Clarify that the Lay Members expected to attend the Quality Committee is the Lay
Member for Patient and Public Involvement, Paulette Lewis

Report Author:

Ben Smith, Board Secretary

Email address:

ben.smith@swlondon.nhs.uk
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5.

1.

Introduction

The Quality Committee is a Committee of the Governing Body and provides oversight
reporting to the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee and has been established to
oversee the application of quality in commissioning activity. This Committee will be chaired
by the Governing Body Member, Registered Nurse and will draw on members nominated
by the Governing Body as well as staff with key governance roles from within the CCG and
contracted Commissioning Support.
2.

Duties

a.

To provide assurance to the Governing Body that commissioned services are safe
and of high quality and that there are adequate plans in place to respond to any
issues of poor quality that may arise

b.

To establish and oversee an approach to quality by Croydon CCG to include patient
safety, clinical effectiveness and patient experience

c.

To advise the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee and the Governing Body
on the management of clinical risk

d.

To oversee the procedures for identifying, investigating and learning for serious
incidents and for safeguarding children and vulnerable adults

e.

To support a culture of learning and continuous improvement in healthcare services
within those eservices that Croydon CCG is responsible for

f.

To draw upon and receive assurance, on behalf of the Governing Body, that issues
related to the quality of care within Croydon and commissioned elsewhere, such as
by NHS England, are taking place effectively and being appropriately coordinated.

3.

Roles and Responsibilities

a.

Governance
i.
Agree an annual work plan and identify areas for focused thematic review
ii.

Present an annual quality report to the Governing Body

iii.

Recommend the performance management and monitoring mechanisms for the
SLA Quality Schedules to be developed by local contracting teams for
commissioned services
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b.

c.

Maintain an oversight of the management of clinical risk within Croydon and
apprise the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee of any significant
issues

v.

To provide quality surveillance across the CCG’s commissioning portfolio

vi.

Maintain oversight of implementation of NICE Technical Appraisals and
consideration of NICE Guidelines.

vii.

Receive regular updates from all service providers on progress towards meeting
CQC registration requirements, continuing compliance and the outcomes of
special reviews.

viii.

To ensure that the CCG fulfils national requirements in respect of the use,
transfer and storage of patient identifiable information (Caldicott) and to receive
an annual report from Caldicott Guardians

ix.

To monitor and review the CCGs research governance arrangements

x.

To have regard for, and receive assurance on safeguarding children and
vulnerable adults issues ensuring appropriate action when required;
Safeguarding adults information will include ensuring compliance with the
Mental Capacity Act (MCA) and Deprivation of Liberties (DOLs), the ‘prevent’
agenda and also issues relating to restraint.

Patient Safety
i.
To assure the Governing Body that there are robust procedures in place:
▪ for the effective management of clinical incidents within commissioned
services and which allow CCG level reporting on incident management:
▪

that promote understanding, learning from serious incidents, mistakes and
“near misses” through the use of learning, development and dissemination
tools that result in improved patient safety

▪

for managing infection control within all commissioned services

▪

for safeguarding children, young people and vulnerable adults within all
commissioned services and to promote shared learning and good practice
across Croydon.

▪

for the safe and effective prescribing and management of medicines

▪

for learning from other incidents or adverse events which may impact upon
patient care of safety, for example, related to health and safety in
commissioned services

Clinical Effectiveness

Last Updated 20 May 2018 (Draft)
CCG Quality Committee
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iv.

d.

4.

To recommend and have oversight of programmes of CQUINS for all major
contracts.

ii.

To assure ourselves in respect of appropriate payments for CQUIN
achievement.

iii.

To receive the annual audit reports of the major providers

iv.

To review and recommend Croydon policies relating to Patient Safety, Clinical
Effectiveness and Patient experience.

i.

Patient Experience
Where requested by the Governing Body, to provide assurance that it is
compliant with its Duty to Consult

ii.

To monitor and promote compliance with the NHS Constitution

iii.

To ensure that mechanisms are in place to seek feedback on patient experience
of health services and that promote their involvement in the planning and
delivery of health services. To provide assurance to the governing body of CCG
compliance with section 242A of the Health and Social Care Act 2006

iv.

To ensure that patient feedback received, including patient surveys, influences
the design and review of services

v.

To ensure that patient reported outcomes are used to monitor the quality of care

vi.

To ensure that feedback gained from patient experience monitoring
mechanisms including complaints is used in the commissioning monitoring and
review of health care services
Accountability
The Quality Committee is a Committee to the Governing Body and, while providing
assurance to the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee, reports to the
Governing Body (it will report at least annually on its activities). It will set out its plan
of work in an annual plan and will produce an annual report.

5.

Committee Membership
1 Lay Member
Chair of the Governing Body (open invitation)
2 Governing Body GP Members or Clinical Leads
CCG Governing Body Registered Nurse – Chair
CCG Secondary Care Consultant
In attendance (as required):
• Accountable Officer
• Joint Chief Nurse

Last Updated 20 May 2018 (Draft)
CCG Quality Committee
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i.

6.
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•
•
•
•
•

Director of Commissioning
Director of Primary and Out of Hospital Care
Associate Director of Quality & Safeguarding
Head of Quality
Associate Director of Quality & Governance

Reporting Arrangements.
Minutes and risk escalation reports will be presented to the Governing Body and
Integrated Governance & Audit Committee

7.

Quorum rules
The quorum of the Committee will be three members.

8.

Frequency of Meetings
The Committee will meet a minimum of quarterly but usually bi monthly.

9.

Monitoring adherence to the Terms of Reference
As part of the annual reporting process.

10. Review
Terms of Reference will be reviewed annually.

Last Updated 20 May 2018 (Draft)
CCG Quality Committee
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Discuss

9c
Note

Executive Summary
The Children and Social Work Act (2017) and subsequent statutory guidance, Working
Together to Safeguard Children, 2018 sets out reforms to the existing child death review
processes in England. There are several significant changes from responsibility shifting
from Local Safeguarding Children Boards (LSCBs) to a joint partnership of local
authorities and clinical commissioning groups (CCGs), named Child Death Review
Partners (CDRP); the establishment of a minimum geographical footprint for each
CDOP; and changes to the review mechanism and family support functions. These
changes must be implemented by 29th September 2019. The local CDOP Plan must be
published locally on the CCG / Local Authority Website. At the same time, NHSE must
be informed that the plan has been published.
To comply with the new CDOP requirements, there will be one CDOP across SWL
CCGs that will be operational from September 2019. The SWL CDOP will review all
children’s deaths across the SWL area and will be independently chaired by a Director
of Public Health.
In addition, the National Child Mortality Database (NCMD), a national programme which
will collect and report on data of all child deaths across England went live on 1 st April
2019. From this date, CDRPs, through their local Child Death Overview Panels
(CDOPs), the multi-agency panel established by each CDRP to review the deaths of
children normally resident in their area, must supply data to NCMD on all open and new
cases. SWL CCGs are utilising the eCDOP system which automatically uploads this
child death information to comply with this requirement.
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(Croydon, Merton, Wandsworth, Richmond, Kingston, Sutton)
Clinical Commissioning Group Governing Body Meeting Part 1 in Public

The Children Act 2004 introduced a requirement for local authorities in England to
review the death of every child in England to determine whether there were any
modifiable factors that could lead to system improvements. Local Child Death Review
Partners (CDRP) were established to take ownership of the process, who in turn
established local Child Death Over Panels (CDOPs) that were charged with the role of
investigating the circumstances and contexts for the death of every child in their region.
Until recently, the child death review processes have been completed variably across
England. There has been no minimum caseload / review requirement; large variation in
the local governance arrangements; limited standardisation of the administration and
local delivery leading to inconsistency in the data collected; and limited collation and
sharing of learning. Many CDOPs had a predominantly medical focus and have not
routinely engaged wider stakeholders such as the police and social care, as part of the
review process. The administration process was largely paper based and required
significant resource to collect and collate information.
As a result, the Children and Social Work Act (2017) introduced reforms to improve and
provide consistency to the child death review process, and the experience e of bereaved
families in this process. Subsequent Statutory and Operational Guidance published in
October 2018 provided further clarity on the new requirements. Local authorities and
clinical commissioning groups are required to come together for the first time to form
new Child Death Review Partnerships (CDRPs) and take joint ownership of child deaths
within their region. A minimum 60 cases must be reviewed annually by each CDOP and
thematic analysis must be undertaken. Significantly, the Act also requires that CDOPs
submit real time data to a new National Child Mortality Database (NCMD), a programme
designed to collect and analyse data of all child deaths in England from 1 st April 2019
when NCMD will be launched. At the same time, there are significant changes to the
data required to support the child death review process which were introduced on 1 st
April 2019. The Working Together: transitional guidance outlines that CDRPs will have
until 29th September 2019 to meet the new statutory requirements. They must publish
their plans to meet these new requirements by 29th June 2019 and notify NHS England
when they have done so at, England.cypalignment@nhs.net
Within London, approximately 700 children die each year. These deaths are currently
reviewed by 28 CDOPs which broadly align along borough boundaries. Within SWL
there are approximately 100 child deaths each year.
Changes to the Child Death Review Process
There are several changes to the existing child death review system. The primary
changes are summarised below:
1. Change in responsibility for the child death review process from the Local
Safeguarding Children Boards (LSCBs) to local Child Death Review
Partners (CDRPs) – CDRPs will be formed from a collaboration of local
authorities and clinical commissioning groups within an agreed geographical
footprint that will hold joint responsibility for the child death review process.
Cover Sheet Template for Governing Body Part 1 Meetings Final Version 1.2 July 2018
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Background:

3. Establishment of local multi-agency Child Death Review Meetings (CDRM) –
Resource will need to be identified to co-ordinate these local multi-agency
meetings. The professionals involved in the child’s care and investigation of the
death from health services, social care, police, education and public health may
need to be released to attend the relevant CDRM.
4. Establishment of a ‘key worker’ role to act as a single point of contact with
the bereaved family for the duration of the death review process (several
months) – This is separate to bereavement support and will primarily be a
signposting role as well as a first point of contact for the family and conduit for
them with the organisations reviewing (and potentially investigating) the child’s
death. Resource will need to be identified to fulfil this function and factored in to
relevant job plans. Appropriate training will need to be provided to key workers.
5. Submission of data on each child death to the National Child Mortality
Database (NCMD) from 1st April 2019. CDRMs will need to ensure data is
captured systematically and flowed to NCMD. Free usage of eCDOP case
management sstem witj capability to flow data to NCMD has been provided to
London CDOPs by Healthy London Partnership (HLP) until April 2020. Thereafter
funding will need to be identified to continue to use eCDOP or any other case
management system.
Purpose:
To ensure that the Governing Body is sighted on the reforms to the existing child death
review processes in England and the SWL CCGs response.
Reason for Governing Body Review:
To ensure the Governing Body is aware of their responsibilities in respect of the Child
Death Review Reforms.
Key Issues:
1. The Children and Social Work Act (2017) and subsequent statutory guidance
sets out reforms to the existing child death review processes in England.
2. To comply with the new requirements, there will be one CDOP for SWL CCGs,
operational from September 2019. This Panel will be independently chaired.
3. SWL CCGs are utilising the eCDOP system that automatically uploads this child
death information remotely to the National Child Mortality Database (NCMD).

Cover Sheet Template for Governing Body Part 1 Meetings Final Version 1.2 July 2018
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2. Merger of existing Child Death Overview Panels – CDRPs must represent a
geographical footprint that will enable the review of a minimum of 60 deaths each
year in order for thematic learning to take place. CDRPs enact their child death
review functions through their local multi-agency Child Death Overview Panel
(CDOP).

Conflicts of Interest:
None identified
A Conflict of Interest declaration will be undertaken at the beginning of each SWL
CDOP.
Mitigations:
Declaration of conflicts of interest at each SWL CDOP meeting.
Recommendation:
The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve the SWL approach to CDOP arrangements for one SWLCDOP arrangements.

Corporate Objectives

Statutory Safeguarding responsibilities.

Risks

Safe systems and safeguarding children

Mitigations

There is potential for workforce capacity issues within
acute settings who need to take ownership of the CDRP
process. A SWL CDOP Coordinator post is planned for
SWL CDOP. Resource issues to be kept under review.

Financial/Resource/
QIPP Implications

New SWL CDOP Coordinator post is being established to
ensure robust coordination of processes across SWL
CDOP.

Has an Equality Impact
Assessment (EIA) been
completed?
Are there any known
implications for
equalities? If so, what
are the mitigations?

At a national and local level as part of system
transformation work.

This document will impact on
the following CCG Objectives:

This document links to the
following CCG risks:
Actions taken to reduce any
risks identified:

Relevant to all child deaths whether in hospital, home,
hospices or any other location.

Cover Sheet Template for Governing Body Part 1 Meetings Final Version 1.2 July 2018
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4. These changes must be implemented by 29th September 2019 and each local
area must publish plans of how they intend to configure and resource themselves
to meet these new CDOP requirements by 29th June 2019.

Previous
Committees/
Groups

Enter any
Committees/
Groups at which
this document has
been previously
considered:

Enc 9c SWL CDOP v2

Patient and Public
Engagement and
Communication

National Patient and Public Engagement and
Communications

Committee/Group Name:
SWL CDOP Working
Group

SWL Child Death Review
Workshop

Date
Discussed:
Wednesday,
21 November
2018
Monday, 19
February
2018

Outcome:
Additional partnership
meetings held to shape
arrangements on 12
March 2019 / 24 April
2019 / 4 June 2019
Workshop led by Healthy
London Partnership

Click here to
enter a date.

Supporting Documents

SWL CDOP Arrangements for SWL CCGs (to be
published) - attached

Cover Sheet Template for Governing Body Part 1 Meetings Final Version 1.2 July 2018
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CDOP Arrangement for SWL CCGs (Croydon, Merton, Wandsworth,
Kingston, Richmond, Sutton)
Overview
The SWL CCGs CDOP has been set up by Child Death Review (CDR) Partners, the
SWL CCGs and SWL Local Authorities to review the deaths of children under the
requirements of the Children Act, 2004 and Working Together to Safeguard Children,
2018.
Purpose
The purpose of the SWL CDOP is to undertake a review of all child deaths
(excluding both those babies who are stillborn and planned terminations of
pregnancy carried out within the law) up to the age of 18 years, normally resident in
the SWL geographical area (Croydon, Merton, Wandsworth, Kingston, Richmond,
Sutton) irrespective of the place of their death. The SWL CDOP will adhere to the
statutory guidance: Child Death Review Statutory and Operational Guidance
(England) 2018: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/child-death-reviewstatutory-and-ooperational-guidance-england .
CDOP Responsibilities
•
•

•

•
•

•

To collect and collate information about each child death, seeking relevant
information from professionals and where appropriate, family members
To analyse the information obtained, including the report from the CDRM, to
confirm or clarify the cause of death, to determine any contributory factors,
and to identify learning arising from the child death review process that may
prevent future child deaths
To make recommendations to all relevant organisations where actions have
been identified which may prevent future child deaths or promote the health,
safety and wellbeing of children
To notify the local Safeguarding Partners when it suspects that a child may
have been abused or neglected
To notify the Medical Examiner and the doctor who certified the cause of
death, if it identifies any errors or deficiencies in an individual child’s
registered cause of death. Any correction to the child’s cause of death would
only be made following an application for a formal correction
To provide specified data to NHS Digital and then, to the National Child
Mortality Database

1
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•

To produce an annual report for CDR partners on local patterns and trends in
child deaths, any lessons learnt and actions taken, and the effectiveness of
the wider child death review process, and
To contribute to local, regional and national initiatives to improve learning from
child death reviews, including, where appropriate, approved research carried
out within the requirements of data protection

Operational Responsibilities
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

The SWL CDOP will hold meetings at intervals (10 meetings per year) to
enable the death of each child to be discussed in a timely manner
The SWL CDOP will hold themed meetings where CDR partners arrange for a
single CDOP, or neighbouring CDOPs, to collectively review child deaths from
a cause or group of causes. Such arrangements allow appropriate
professional experts to be present at the panel to inform discussions, and/or,
allow easier identification of themes when the number of deaths from a
particular cause is small
Ensure the effective ‘Rapid Response’ arrangements are in place to enable
key professionals to come together to undertake enquiries into and evaluating
each unexpected death of a child
Review the appropriateness of agency responses to each death of a child
Review relevant environmental, social, health and cultural aspects of each
death to ensure a thorough consideration of how such deaths might be
prevented in the future
Determine whether each death had modifiable factors
Make appropriate recommendations to the SWL CCG, in order that prompt
action can be taken to prevent future such deaths where possible

Governance and Accountability
•

•

•

The SWL Child Death Review Panel is accountable to the individual CCGs
Governing Body for each borough – Croydon, Merton, Wandsworth, Kingston,
Richmond, Sutton. Within the Council to the relevant Children’s Services
Senior Management Team
An annual report will be available for the individual CCG Governing Bodies
and Council Senior Management Teams that will summarise any
recommendations from the review of child deaths
A concise summary of the key points from each meeting will be available on
request for relevant Quality & Performance Committees

Membership
The Child Death Review Panel will be independently chaired by a Director of Public
Health. This will initially be for a period of 6 months, then for review. The vice-chair
2
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will also initially be a Director of Public Health who will stand for 6 months, then for
review. In the first instance, appointments will be made by local nomination, with
potential for a formal recruitment process should circumstances dictate.
NB: The Child Death Review Statutory & Operational Guidance states: “The CDOP
should be chaired by someone independent of the key provides (NHS, social
services, and police) in the area”.
Panel Membership
Panel membership will be made up of the following professionals ensuring a good
geographical split across the six boroughs of Croydon, Merton, Wandsworth,
Kingston & Richmond.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public health
Designated Doctor for child deaths (and a hospital clinician if the Designated
Doctor is a community doctor or vice versa)
Social Services
Police
Safeguarding Designated Doctor
Safeguarding Designated Nurse
Primary Care Representative (eg. GP / health visitor)
Nursing and / or midwifery
Lay representation

Additional professionals will be considered on a case-by-case basis, for example
from: coroner’s office, education, housing, council services, health and wellbeing
board, ambulance services, or hospices.
Quoracy
The Child Death Review Panel will be quorate if there are a minimum of five core
members present at the meeting and must include attendance by public health, a
lead professional from health and the local authority.
Responsibilities of Panel Members
Panel members should be familiar with their responsibilities and ensure that they
read all relevant material in advance of panel meetings.

3
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Decisions will normally be reached by consensus. In the event of a disagreement, a
vote of members will be taken. In the event of a failure to resolve the issue, the Chair
will have the casting vote. In exception circumstances, there will be escalation to the
Accountable Officer of the SWL CCG.
Conflict of Interest
Panel members must declare any conflict of interest at the outset of each meeting
and panel members should not lead discussions if they are the named professional
with responsibility for the care of the child.
Confidentiality
All information discussed at the Child Death Review Panel is strictly confidential and
must not be disclosed to third parties, without discussion and agreement of the
Chair.
Publication
The SWL Child Death Overview Panel (CDOP) arrangements will be published on
the relevant CCGs and Council website. The arrangements will also be published on
the local Safeguarding Children Partnership website.
Review Date and Next Review Date
The terms of reference of the SWL CDOP will be subject to annual review, or more
frequently, if required.
Last Reviewed: 1st June 2019
Next Review Scheduled: 1st June 2020

4
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Enc 10 Primary Care Comm
Chairs Report

REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP
GOVERNING BODY MEETING IN PUBLIC
2 July 2019
Title of Paper: CHAIR OF THE PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE’S
REPORT
Presenter

Philip Hogan
Chair of Primary Care Commissioning Committee

Report Author

Martin Ellis,
Director Primary and Out of Hospital Care
Vasudha Rai
Business Manager, Primary and Out of Hospital Care

Committees which have
previously discussed/agreed
the report.
Committees that will be
required to receive/approve
the report
Purpose of Report

None
Governing Body meeting – 2 July 2019
For noting

Recommendation:
The Governing Body is asked to:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Note the Internal Audit Report: SWL CCGs Primary Care Delegated
Commissioning
Note the updates in regards to the Primary Care Policy Guidance Manual
Note the Chair’s report detailing discussion and decisions of recent meetings.
Note the Feedback from the Primary Care Commissioning Committee held on 3
June 2019.

Background:
SWL CCGs Primary Care Delegated Commissioning Audit Report
Since April 2017 the CCG has operated with full delegation from NHS England for the
commissioning of primary medical care services. In December 2018, as part of its
assurance process NHS England commissioned an internal audit of the delegated
commissioning arrangements.
Within the confines of the review the auditors’ opinion was that the arrangements of
Primary Care Delegated Commissioning were effective and operating well. However, a
“reasonable assurance” opinion has been received due to the identification of
weaknesses.
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Primary Care Policy Guidance Manual
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee held on 4 September 2018, approved the
Primary Medical Care Policy and Guidance Manual. This policy and guidance manual has
been updated to reflect the changing landscape in primary care commissioning. The suite
of policies should be followed by all commissioners of NHS Primary Medical Care to
ensure that all commissioners, providers and most importantly patients are treated
equitably and that NHS England and CCG’s meet their statutory duties.
Amendments have been made on chapters in regards to National Procurement Support
Contract, Premises Running Costs, Service Charges and some smaller amendments. The
manual is available online at: https://www.england.nhs.uk/publication/primary-medicalcare-policy-and-guidance-manual-pgm/
Meetings Held in Private
As per the Terms of Reference, the Committee meets in public at least quarterly, except
as otherwise agreed by the members. Since the Primary Care Commissioning Committee
met on 3 March 2019 in public, there have been two meetings in private due to the
confidential nature of the items at the time. This report provides an update of those
items/issues that are no longer confidential and provides a summary of the outcome of
discussions.
The meetings discussed the following:
12 April 2019: Locally Commissioned Schemes: Service Specification for Care Homes and
Ear Syringing.
30 May 2019: Primary Care Networks
Locally Commissioned Schemes
The Committee convened on 12 April 2019 to discuss and approve the service
specification for Care Homes and Ear Syringing services.
Primary Care Networks
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee convened on 30 May 2019 to review
Primary Care Network (PCN) coverage for the Croydon Population. This was ratified at the
Primary Care Commissioning Committee held on 3 June 2019.
Feedback from the Primary Care Commissioning Committee held on 3 June 2019
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee held on 3 June 2019, was held in public and
was quorate. The following actions/ comments were noted:
•
•

The SWL CCGs Primary Care Delegated Commissioning Audit Report was noted
and the Committee noted that an updated Terms of Reference for the Primary Care
Commissioning Group would be provided at the September Committee.
The Committee noted that the that 2018-19 financial performance for Primary Care
is reporting an outturn position of £0.2m overspend. The Committee also noted the
2019-2- Primary Care Financial Plan, as well as the £2m investment in Primary
Care and the additional funding expected for Primary Care Transformation.
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The auditors have raised four medium management actions which are being managed
through the Primary Care Commissioning Working Group and Primary Care
Commissioning Committee, updates will be provided after the September Committee.

•
•
•

•

The Committee noted the updates in regards to the various strands of Primary Care
Transformations. Members agreed that a whole systems approach in regards to
immunisations was needed to overcome the current challenges. The Committee
also noted the update in regards to the Primary Care Strategy.
The Committee approved the process which would underpin the approval and rollout of Locally Commissioned Services (LCS). It was agreed that future LCSs would
need to be part of a wider business case.
The Committee noted the Primary Care Network coverage across the borough and
ratified the decision made at the meeting held on 30 May 2019.
The Committee approved the additional financial increase in respect of the Special
Allocation Scheme changes which would impact on the service provided at Edridge
Road Community Health Centre. The Committee noted the contractual changes
and sought assurance in respect of GP Workforce. The Committee noted that
workforce was being reviewed as part of PCN Development.
The Committee noted the Primary Care Quality Update and noted the review
across the system as well as the Cancer Screening Improvement Plan. The
Committee has asked for the Cancer Screening Improvement Plan as well as the
Immunisations Action Plan to be brought to the September Committee. The
Committee thanked Healthwatch on their mystery shopping report and noted that
this would be reviewed and a report brought to the September Committee. The
Committee noted the GP Quality Dashboard and have expressed an interest in
reviewing this.
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•
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Governance:
Corporate Objective

Financial Implications

To commission integrated, safe, high quality
service in the right place at the right time.
Risk that the quality of GP services delivered
deteriorate.
None as a result of this paper.

Conflicts of Interest

None.

Clinical Leadership Comments

None.

Implications for Other CCGs

None.

Equality Analysis

Undertaken as part of the procurement process

Patient and Public Involvement

The CCG is working with its patient and public
reference group to identify patient experience and
any associated risks to quality and safety.

Communication Plan

None.

Information Governance Issues

None.

Reputational Issues

Failure to have continuity of GP services for the
local population will have an adverse impact on the
CCG’s reputation.

Risks
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2 July 2019
Title of Paper:

UPDATE FROM CLINICAL LEADERSHIP GROUP

Lead Director

Agnelo Fernandes
Clinical Chair
Tom Chan
Medical Director

Report Author

Martin Ellis
Director of Primary and Out of Hospital Care
Vasudha Rai
Primary and Out of Hospital Care Business
Manager

Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report

Clinical Leadership Group

Purpose of Report

For Information

Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG) Governing Body

Recommendation:
The CCG Governing Body is asked to:
▪

Note the update from the Clinical Leadership Group Meeting held in May 2019

Background:
The purpose of the Clinical Leadership Group (CLG) is to provide clinical and corporate
support to the Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) Governing Body. The group
supports the Governing Body to realise and deliver the strategic aims and objectives of the
CCG, addressing local and national targets and health care needs.
The Clinical Leadership Group minutes of the meeting held on 1 May 2019 are attached

Governance:
Corporate Objective

To commission high quality health care
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To reduce the amount of time people spend
avoidably in hospital through better and more
integrated care in the community, outside of
hospital for physical and mental health.
To achieve sustainable financial balance by
2020/21.
To support local people and stakeholders to
have a greater influence on services we
commission and support individuals to
manage their care.
To have all Croydon GP practices actively
involved in commissioning services and
develop a responsible and learning
commissioning organisation.
Risks

No new risks were identified as part of this
report.

Financial Implications

None

Conflicts of Interest

None

Clinical Leadership Comments

None

Implications for Other CCGs

None

Equality Analysis
Patient and Public Involvement

EIA are considered in the development of all
quality and governance processes.
None

Communication Plan
Information Governance Issues

None
None

Reputational Issues

None
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services that are accessible, provide good
treatment and achieve good patient
outcomes.

Enc 11 CLG Minutes 1 May
2019

Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group
Clinical Leadership Group Meeting
MINUTES
Date:
Time:
Location:

Wednesday 1 May 2019
13 30 – 15 30
Braithwaite Hall, Croydon Town Hall

Present:
▪ Dr Agnelo Fernandes (AF), CCG Clinical
Chair
▪ Dr Shamaila Masood Hussain (ShM)
Deputy Clinical Lead (Rotating Co- Chair)
▪ Dr Farhhan Sami (FS), Clinical Network
Lead
▪ Dr John French (JF), Clinical Lead –
Paediatrics
▪ Dr Bobby Abbot (BA), Clinical Network
Lead
▪ Dr Mike Simmonds (MSi), GP Governing
Body Member
▪ Dr Vaishali Shetty (VS), GP Governing
Body Member
▪ Martin Ellis, (ME), Director of Primary and
Out of Hospital Care, Croydon CCG
▪ Dr Emily Symington (ES), GP Governing
Body Member
▪ Dr Rachel Tunbridge (RT), Clinical Lead –
Care Homes
▪ Dr Amit Abbot (AA), Deputy Clinical Lead
▪ Dr Tony Brzezicki (TB), Clinical Lead
Planned Care
▪ Dr Nishal Velani (NV), Clinical Lead - EOL
▪ Dr Kamran Khan (KK), Clinical Lead
Education
▪ Dr Yinka Ajayi-Obe (YAO), Clinical Network
Lead
Apologies:
▪ Dr Dev Malhotra (DM), Clinical Lead –
Mental Health
▪ Dipti Gandhi (DG), Clinical Lead – Diabetes
▪ Dr Sam Randle (SR), Clinical Lead – IT
▪ Dr Karthiga Gengatharan (KG), Clinical
Network Lead
1
1.1

In Attendance:
▪ Claudette Allerdyce (CA), Associate
Chief Pharmacist, Croydon CCG
▪ Leilla Thomas (LT) Head of Primary
Care, Croydon CCG
▪ Helen Goodrum (HG), Primary Care
Commissioning and Quality Lead,
Croydon CCG
▪ Kieran Houser (KH), Head of Out of
Hospital Care, Croydon CCG
▪ Aarti Joshi (AJ), Associate Director for
Planned Care, Croydon CCG
▪ Stephen Warren (SW), Director of
Commissioning, Croydon CCG
▪ Vasudha Rai (VR), Business Manager,
NEL CSU

Welcome and Introductions
Agnelo Fernandes welcomed everyone to the meeting. Members
introduced themselves for the benefit of notation.

Action
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Apologies for absences
Apologies were noted as above.

2.2

Attendance Sheet
The attendance sheet from the meeting held on 3 April 2019 was
noted.

3
3.1

Declaration of Interests
Clinical Leads present in the room declared their conflict of being
providers as well as commissioners.

4
4.1

Minutes of the last meeting
Minutes of the meeting held on 3 April 2019 was approved.

5

Matters Arising
Action Log
CLG 0519 – Hot Desks for Clinical Leads
Clinical Leads noted that a break out desk had been made available
with the Primary and Out of Hospital Directorate for Clinical Leads to
use. Corporate WIFI was available for use with personal devices and
the team was working on logistics in terms of a hot desk with a
computer.

5.1

5.2

Enc 11 CLG Minutes 1 May
2019

2
2.1

CLG 0619 – CCG/ CHS Alignment
This action was still open.
The action log was reviewed and updated.

6
6.1

6.1

6.3

6.4

Chair’s Update and Financial Highlights
End of Term for Clinical Leads
Agnelo Fernandes drew attention to the end of terms for some clinical
leads and advised that these would be extended. Clinical Leads were
reminded that for some extensions, there would be a need for the
Council of Members to ratify.
CCG/ CHS QOB
Clinical Leads noted that a joint CCG/ CHS QOB had been set up.
These meetings were held on Wednesday Mornings and there was a
need for a clinical representation. John French expressed an interest in
attending the meeting.
Emerging Leaders Course - CEPN
Clinical Leads noted that the CEPN would be running another
Emerging Leaders course. Agnelo Fernandes advised Clinical Leads to
apply and to encourage colleagues to apply as well. Vasudha Rai
would share details of the course to all.
IT Digital Platform
Clinical Leads noted that the CEPN had held a meeting in regards to a
digital platform for learning. That meeting had looked at various digital
platforms to support the learning and development programme. There
was a need to finalise the digital platform that would be used and it was
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VR

6.5

6.6

7
7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

8
8.1

KG/ VR

Mental Health
Clinical Leads noted that a meeting with South London and the
Maudsley NHS Trust had been convened for 16 May 2019, to further
discuss and agree the next steps in regards to the dementia medicines
issues. Vaishali Shetty would be attending this meeting.
Financial Balance
Agnelo Fernandes was pleased to highlight that the significant savings
that had been made towards financial balance had been achieved
through service redesign and quality improvement.
Wider Transformation
CCG/ CHS Alignment
Agnelo Fernandes reported that the CCG/ CHS Alignment was
progressing. Elaine Clancy had been appointed as the Joint Chief
Nurse and the Programme Board was reviewing roles that could be
shared across both organisations. The Programme Board was also
working through the governance implications. A Board to Board
Meeting in Public would be held on 14 May 2019, and Clinical Leads
were invited to attend.
Agnelo Fernandes reported that quality remained a key issue for both
organisations and would remain at the top of the agenda going
forward. There had been recognition to the cultural change needed as
well as the need to be open and transparent. The Trust had invited a P
Governing Body to attend their Quality Committee. Emily Symington as
the Chair of the CHS Clinical Quality Review Group (CQRG) was
attending these. Clinical Leads reported that there had been a few
discrepancies on the interpretation of diagnostic tests and would this to
be escalated through the CHS CQRG.
SWL Integration
The Clinical Leadership Group noted that a SWL Clinical Conference
had been held on 30 April 2019. There had been discussion in regard
to the case for change in light of new guidance being published. There
were no plans at present for CCGs to merge.
Primary Care Networks
The Clinical Leadership noted that the Primary Care Networks (PCNs)
would be going live as from1 July 2019. The networks meetings in the
current format would cease at the end of June 2019. The Primary Care
Team was working on a model that would deliver the needs the
organisation.
The Pharmacy Team was exploring the possibility of being hosted by
the PCNs. Options and models were being explored.
Elective Programme Update
Mike Simmonds explained that the CCG and CHS Trust were working
on a one-system approach to ensure sustainability of the local health
economy and to promote the local Trust as the primary provider of
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agreed that the email from CEPN would be shared with colleagues.

8.2

The Clinical Leadership Group noted that an eRS training session had
been scheduled for 2 May 2019 and noted that the telephone number
for the GP Hotline was 0208 401 3808. The email address was chtr.bookings@nhs.net. Mike Simmonds reflected that there was a need
for some internal changes within CHS and referred to a newly
established clinic which was not listed on the system. It was recognised
that whilst there was a need for the new service to be quality driven
there was also a need for GPs to provide feedback. Clinical Leads
agreed that in the event of any concerns in regards to a speciality, the
named Clinical Lead for that speciality would need to be the first point
of contact.

8.3

Attention was drawn to the changes and/ or cancellations for
appointments. These changes and the lack of reasoning behind this
was making it hard for GPs to manage patients’ expectation.

8.4

Aarti Joshi explained that Clinical Leads were welcome to attend the
Clinical Ambassadors meetings. The next meeting would be held in
June and invites would be sent.

8.4

Clinical Leads noted that shift in maternity data had been noted and
there was a need to ensure quality remained high going forward. The
new dermatology service had gone live.

8.5

The Clinical Leadership Group discussed the concerns in regards to
the MSK Connect transfer and noted that the mobilisation had not been
as smooth as planned. There had been a significant backlog and new
referrals which had been compounded by the lack of clinical space.
The new provider had been liaising with practices to understand
whether a service could be provided from their site. It was agreed that
a service update would be brought to the May GP Open meeting.

9
9.1

Outpatient Parenteral Antimicrobial Treatment (OPAT)
Nishal Velani introduced this item and explained that it had been sent
for virtual comments in March 2019. The document had since been
updated.

9.2

The Clinical Leadership Group noted that the proposed service model
was being developed in three phases focusing on:
1. enhanced oversight through a dedicated OPAT team and MDT
approach,
2. enhancement of the current community IV service and
3. development of a self-administration pathway.

9.3

Kieran Houser explained that Phase 1 was to formalise current
practices and was most beneficial for short term patients. A small
difference in length of stays and admissions had been noted. There
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choice for all Croydon patients. The Elective Care Delivery and
Transformation Programme LCS would be launched in July 2019 which
would incentivise practices to use the “blue button” functionality on
eRS.

9.4

Phase 2 would be implemented in July/ August 2019 and Phase 3 in
2020. Updates would be provided accordingly.

9.5

Clinical Leads approved the OPAT Service and requested an update
on mobilisation of the Phase 1 at the July meeting. It was also agreed
that a programme/ implementation including activity data would also be
brought to the September meetings.

10
10.1

Care Homes Locally Commissioned Services
Rachel Tunbridge introduced the clinical model and service
specification for the enhanced care home Locally Commissioned
Service. To incentivise a more equitable spread of care homes activity
and improve the amount of time GPs can dedicate to enhanced care in
care homes, an uplift in the payment per patient had been proposed.
Additionally, there was a proposal to extend the LCS to cover
residential homes as well.

10.2

The Clinical Leadership Group noted that this had been shared with
Surrey and Sussex LMC for comments and support.

10.3

Clinical Leads noted that there would be a need for some EMIS
changes to enable this which the team was working on.

10.4

There was a discussion on the LD Care Homes and it was noted that
the service was outside the scope of the LCS at present and would
need to be included in future.

10.5

Clinical Leads noted that data was indicating a decrease in calls out to
Practices from some care homes. Kieran Houser confirmed that
Airedale had the capacity to take on more calls and care homes
needed to be encouraged to use the service.

10.6

The Clinical Leadership Group approved the clinical model and service
specification.

11
11.1

Paediatric A&E reduction strategies
John French explained that as part of the Children’s Health
Transformation Programme the team had been reviewing children’s
A&E attendances and explore ways to reduce any unnecessary
presentations. The review found that a small but significant proportion
of children frequently attend A&E (defined as attending A&E more than
five times in 2017/18) with most frequent attenders were attending for
minor conditions such as colds and Upper Respiratory Tract infections
between 15 00 and 18 00.

11.2

John French explained that Children’s Steering Group had reviewed
the audit and had suggested including an information pack on DXS
which GPs could share with patients for self-care. There had also been
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was a need to review the impact on ambulatory care, emergency
department patients including all front-end patients. The Business
Intelligence Team was extracting the data required to include this.

11.3

Clinical Leads noted that sometime patients had been advised by
schools and nurseries to be seen by a GP. There was a need to share
some of the self-care information pack with schools and nurseries as
well.

11.4

Helen Goodrum explained that the 3 extended access GP hubs had
been reporting underutilisation during week-ends and that service
could be used by patients instead of A&E.

12
12.1

Feedback from Network Meetings
Woodside/ Shirley Network Meeting
Bobby Abbot reported that the network meeting had been discussing
Primary Care Networks (PCNs) and potentially dividing the current
network.

12.2

East Croydon Network Meeting
The Clinical Leadership Group noted that there were 3 emerging PCN
with East Croydon Network.

12.3

The last East Croydon Network Meeting had been planned for June
2019, following which PCNs would take the work forward.

12.4

Martin Ellis reported that it was looking likely there would be 9-10
PCNs in Croydon. Guidance issued from NHS England had clarified
that PCN needed to serve populations between 30k- 50k. 3 PCNs were
not meeting that requirement. The CCG would not be able to explain to
NHS England the rationale for such small PCNs.

12.5

The CCG was liaising with the Surrey and Sussex LMC to ensure that
support was available and messages were consistent. A meeting had
been planned with the South West London Team to agree the process.
Practices needed to follow the guidance set in respect of population
and geographical proximity.

13

Any Other Business

13.1

Financial Risks following on from closer working
Agnelo Fernandes explained that potential financial risks following on
from the closer working with the Trust had been discussed at the LMC
Meeting and assurance had been provided. Clinical Leads noted that
financial balance had been achieved through service re-design and
quality improvement.

14
14.1

Date of Next Meeting
5 June 2019, 13 30 – 15 30, TBC
Co-Chairs: Drs Vaishali Shetty and Rachel Tunbridge
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a suggestion to hold an educational session for those parents on selfcare.

2 July 2019
Title of Paper:

MINUTES OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Lead Director

Philip Hogan, Lay Member

Report Author

Mike Sexton, Chief Finance Officer

Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report

None

Purpose of Report

For Information

Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG) Governing Body

Recommendation:
The CCG Governing Body is asked to:
▪ Note the minutes of the Finance Committee meetings held in Common With
Croydon Health Services NHS Trust in March, April and May 2019.
Background:
The Croydon CCG Finance Committee provides the Governing Body and Integrated
Governance and Audit Committee with a means to exercise its role of independent and
objective review of financial assurance processes and risk management across the whole
of the CCG’s financial activities.
The minutes of the meetings held on 26 March 2019, 23 April 2019 and 28 May 2019 are
attached.
Key Issues:
Matters are summarised in the Finance Committee Chairs report earlier on the
agenda.
Governance:
See Finance Committee Chairs report
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REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP
GOVERNING BODY

Present:
Philip Hogan
Mike Simmonds

Lay Member (Chair)
GP Member

(PH)
(MSi)

In Attendance:
Mike Sexton
Martin Ellis
Ben Smith
Tunde Adewope

Chief Finance Officer
Director of Primary & Out of Hospital Care
Board Secretary
Programme Manager

(MSe)
(ME)
(BS)
(TA)

Apologies:
Andrew Eyres
Agnelo Fernandes
Jon Norman
Tom Chan

Accountable Officer
Clinical Chair
Secondary Care Consultant Member
GP Member

(AE)
(AF)
(JN)
(TC)

In Attendance from Croydon Health Services NHS Trust:
Louise Cretton
Richard Oirschot
Mike Bell
Jamal Butt
Matthew Kershaw
Azara Mukhtar
Nnenna Osuji
Michael Burden
Helen Potton
Adam Womersley
Apologies:
Hannah Miller
Michael Fanning
Lee McPhail

Non-Executive Director (Convenor) (Chair)
Non-Executive Director
Chairman
Associate Non-Executive Director
Interim Chief Executive Officer
Director of Finance
Medical Director and Deputy Chief Executive
Director of Human Resources
Company Secretary, Head of Corporate Affairs & SIRO
NeXT Director

(LCr)
(RO)
(MB)
(JBu)
(MK)
(AMuk)
(NCO)
(MBu)
(HP)
(AW)

Non-Executive Director
Director of Nursing Midwifery & Allied Health Professionals
Chief Operating Officer and Programme Director for
Integration

(HM)
(MF)
(LMP)

1

Welcome and Apologies

1.1

The Convenor called the meeting to order noting that Hannah Miller, Michael Fanning,
Lee McPhail, Andrew Ayres, Agnelo Fernandes, Jon Norman and Tom Chan had sent
their apologies.

1.2

The Convenor apologised for the delay in starting the meeting which had been caused
due to the previous meeting overrunning.

2

Meeting Quorate

1
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Minutes of Finance, Investment and Transformation
Committee Meeting in Common
Tuesday 26 March 2019 13:00 to 14:30
In the Boardroom, Trust HQ, Croydon University Hospital

The Convenor confirmed that a quorum was present for both meetings.

3

Declarations of Interest

3.1

All members and attendees may have interests relating to their roles and these interests
would be declared on the register of interest for each organisation. No interests were
declared that related to the business discussed at the meeting and there were no further
declarations of interest beyond those already noted in the respective Register of
Interests.
Collaborative Working

3

NHS Croydon Integrated Care Place Joint Financial Plan 2019/20

3.1

MS introduced the draft plan which had previously been discussed in detail by the
Finance Committees of both the Trust and Croydon Commissioning Group (the CCG)
commencing in June 2018 and which had involved AMuk and MS working closely
together enabling reciprocal learning and a year-end deal to be reached earlier than in
previous years.

3.2

The Joint Financial Plan for 2019/20 was proposed to deliver a joint control total for
2019/20 with an overarching block contract which had been signed including all South
West London (SWL) and South East London (SEL) associates. The plan was in part
based upon a proposed share of risk which was documented within the papers. The plan
identified ring fenced primary care and mental health investment.

3.3

The Key risks to delivering a joint control total were noted to include:
•

Population Funding Risk - East Surrey / Specialised Commissioning / Primary
Care

▪

Cross-boundary outflows - Repatriation of elective activity and Demand/Tariff

▪

Service Redesign - Unidentified Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention
(QIPP), delivery of non-Trust QIPP & social care risks

▪

NHS Pension Costs – Employers Contribution increase by 6%

▪

Cost Improvement Programme (CIP) - unidentified and delivery risk

▪

Patient Flow - Accident & Emergency (A&E)

▪

Provider Income e.g. cost and volume contracts

3.4

MS explained the commissioner risks including funding risks on allocation, definition of
specialised commissioning and other factors that may lead to a shift of commissioning
responsibility for the CCG. There would be a quarter one review to look at all these
areas.

3.5

The number of patients proposed to be re-registered to East Surrey as part of a practice
change was estimated to represent 1500 patients with risk that a difficult to separate
management cost contribution might be sought from the destination CCG (1500
representing 0.3% of Croydon Patients). Referral patterns and associated practicalities
were also identified as associated challenges. The transfer would be confirmed in
quarter one.

3.6

A composite risk of between £1-1.5m was described with an intention to mitigate this to
zero through repatriation and the redirection of activity at a desired scale.

2
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2.1

MS advised that a number of contracts remained pending and that the CCG’s preference
was for either block or variable contracts depending on the different providers. The
Committee discussed how, with moving patient flows, the trust and the CCG could
mutually support each other. MM was currently assessing the Trust’s capacity to assist
was and would do that in terms of referral management.

3.8

It was identified that a block contract around maternity at Kings College Hospital NHS
Foundation Trust (Kings) was a risk, given repatriation aims although maternity did not
feature overtly in the Trust’s repatriation plan. AMuk noted that if the Trust was
successful with its maternity plan, and it started to over perform, a further discussion
would be needed as this would fall outside the current repatriation opportunities. MS
confirmed that this would need to feature as part of a mitigation plan and that varying the
contract mid-year could be considered. MS would check the maternity contract
arrangements in other contracts.
Action: MS would check the maternity contract arrangements in other contracts.

3.9

The risks around service redesign were discussed and the CCG’s risk share with
Croydon Council was explained as a mitigation whilst the importance of close working
with social care and understanding their efficiency programme was highlighted.

3.10

There was a risk in respect of unidentified QIPP of around £4m. Whilst there was
contingency for this, it was being managed over two years. This would need to be
discussed together as part of future planning.

3.11

The risk associated with the uncertainty of the national approach to Pension contributions
was discussed with the effect of a shortfall challenge for both the joint budget and
operational plan in future years.

3.12

Failing to deliver at least 50% of repatriation was described as the most significant risk
and the importance of robust plans to reduce the risks associated with unidentified QIPP
and Cost Improvement Plans (CIP) was emphasised. This would require significant
behaviour changes that would be necessary to enable the effective delivery of the plan.
MBe suggested that the challenge was different to last year as it related to the referrals
coming to the Trust as the provider of choice and that represented a number of
relationships that would need to be influenced to achieve this.

3.13

It was proposed to extend Kingsgate for six months to support the system and the joint
plan to ensure that the right systems and processes were embedded to provide effective
oversight and scrutiny. RO suggested that it would also be necessary to have a clearly
defined exit strategy for Kingsgate re the Trust to ensure that the processes continued to
work effectively and the learning from the last months was retained.

3.14

The gain share associated with delivering more repatriation than forecast was explained.
Recent work by the Trust and further possibilities (including using Advice & Guidance to
influence the appropriate triage of referrals) were discussed with Trust attendees.

3.15

AMuk explained that the Trust’s Finance and Investment Committee (FIT) meeting had
gone through the joint control paper in detail at their earlier meeting. MBe reminded
members that it was important to remember all of the joint work that had been done on
this which enabled the level of risk to be jointly understood and shared. This had
included a significant amount of work on joint planning including Emergency Department
flow and bed numbers. The meeting noted and commended MS and AMuk in their
collaborative work and articulation of the risks within the plan.

3.16

Back office cost saving opportunities, with joint working between the Trust and CCG and
across a provider alliance, was expected to be identified. A gap in procurement savings
3
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3.7

3.17

The cost pressure through not delivering patient flow at the required pace would mean
that escalation beds would continue to be open past April 2019. Joint work, between the
CCG Out of Hospital team and the Trust’s Chief Operating Officer, to reduce emergency
pressures was described.

3.18

MBe suggested that it was important for the meeting to come to a consensus as to
whether our two organisations were prepared to pool the risk. The principle of working
together had already been established by the Board to Boards and the joint control had
been supported by the Board to Board. It was important to understand the nature of risk
that both the CCG and the Trust was responsible for. The key issue for today was for this
committee to make a recommendation on accepting the joint control total and risk
arrangements.

3.19

It was noted that whilst the CCG Finance Committee had delegated authority to agree the
plan and accept the control total, the Trust FIT did not have delegated authority but could
recommend the plan to the Trust Board at the meeting the following day.

3.20

The Finance, Investment & Transformation Committee approved and recommended to
the Croydon Health Services NHS Trust Board the following proposals:

3.21

3.22

▪

To agree Croydon Health Services Trust 2019/20 financial plan and agree the
control total, and note Croydon CCG’s 2019/20 financial plan;

▪

To agree to jointly deliver the 2019/20 combined Croydon control total (£9.7m
deficit), to be enacted by varying the contract such that any overall variance
against the joint control total is shared 50%/50%.

In the presence of CCG members, a vote of the Croydon NHS Trust Finance and
Investment Committee passed unanimously.
The Croydon CCG Finance Committee:
AGREED Croydon CCG’s 2019/20 financial plan and accepted the control total, and
noted the Croydon Health Services Trust 2019/20 financial plan.
AGREED to jointly deliver the 2019/20 combined Croydon control total (£9.7m deficit), to
be enacted by varying the contract such that any overall variance against the joint control
total is shared 50%/50%.
Any Other Business

4

Any Other Business
There were no additional items of business discussed.

4
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delivery was also flagged. The Trust had identified a Senior Risk Officer (SRO) against
each CIP programme who would be accountable for the delivery of that programme.
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Minutes of Finance Committees Meeting in Common with Croydon Health Services
Finance, Investment and Transformation Committee
Tuesday 23 April 2019 10:00 to 11:30
In the Boardroom, Trust HQ
Present
Philip Hogan
Dr Agnelo Fernandes

Lay Member (Chair)
Clinical Chair

(PH)
(AF)

Apologies:
Dr Mike Simmonds
Dr Jon Norman

GP Member
Secondary Care Consultant Member

(MSi)
(JN)

In attendance
Andrew Eyres
Mike Sexton
Ben Smith (minutes)
Tunde Adewopo (observing)

Accountable Officer
Chief Finance Officer
Board Secretary
Programme Manager

(AE)
(MSe)
(BS)
(TA)

In Attendance from Croydon Health Services NHS Trust:
Louise Cretton
Non-Executive Director (Convenor) (Chair)
Richard Oirschot
Non-Executive Director
Hannah Miller
Non-Executive Director
Matthew Kershaw
Interim Chief Executive Officer
Azara Mukhtar
Director of Finance
Nnenna Osuji
Medical Director and Deputy Chief Executive
Michael Burden
Director of Human Resources (from part way through Item
6)
Michael Fanning
Director of Nursing Midwifery & Allied Health Professionals
Melissa Morris
Director of Business Development, Strategy and
Performance
In Attendance:
Helen Potton
Kwame Mensa-Bonsu

Company Secretary, Head of Corporate Affairs & SIRO
Head of Corporate Governance

(LCr)
(RO)
(HM)
(MK)
(AMuk)
(NCO)
(MBu)
(MF)
(MM)

(HP)
(KMB)

1

Welcome and Apologies

1.1

The Convenor called the meeting to order noting that Jamal Butt, Adam Wormersley,
Mike Bell, Lee McPhail, Mike Simmonds and Jon Norman had sent their apologies.

1.2

This was the first meeting in common of the new financial year, between Croydon Clinical
Commissioning Group (the CCG) and Croydon Health Services NHS Trust (the Trust)
and a number of conversations had taken place with all members regarding how the
meetings would be conducted.

1.3

For this meeting an agenda had been put together to share as much as possible, which
will change as time goes on, with more and more items being discussed in the meeting in
common. However, both organisations would retain a second meeting after the meeting
in common to discuss any issues relevant to the individual organisation. LCr suggested
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1.4

RO suggested that there would need to be a change to the Terms of Reference (ToR) at
some stage to enable the meeting in common to make decisions. HP advised that she
was working with BS and TA to review both sets of ToR and a draft would be taken to the
next meeting in common for discussion.
Action: Draft Terms of Reference for the meeting in common to May meeting.

1.5

AMuk advised that it was important for all members to understand the month 12 position
which would act as the springboard for the new financial year and from a governance
perspective for the time being members were in attendance at each other’s meetings. It
was important for the Non Executives to oversee the governance but it was also
important for the two organisations to work effectively together and MK suggested that all
members were sighted on what was happening and that there was a process that could
be followed.

2

Meeting Quorate

2.1

The Convenor confirmed that a quorum was present for both meetings.

3

Declarations of Interest

3.1

All members and attendees may have interests relating to their roles and these interests
would be declared on the register of interest for each organisation. No interests were
declared that related to the business discussed at the meeting and there were no further
declarations of interest beyond those already noted in the respective Register of
Interests.

4

Minutes of the Previous Meeting

4.1

The minutes of the Committee meeting in common with the Croydon Health Services
NHS Trust Finance, Investment and Transformation Committee on 26 March 2019 were
not available for the meeting and would be taken to the May meeting for approval.
Action: 26 March 2019 minutes to be presented to the May meeting for approval.

4.2

There would be a set of common minutes produced to be signed off by each organisation
and BS and HP would work together to produce them liaising with PH and LCr
Action: BS and HP to work together to produce one set of minutes to be signed off by
both organisations and work with PH and LCr

5

Matters Arising/Action Tracker/ Decision log

5.1

The Committees in Common noted that there were two actions currently identified from
the previous meeting. The first related to an extension of the Kingsgate Contract for six
months which had been progressed and would be discussed later in the meeting.

5.2

The second action related to clarification around maternity services and whether this was
a block or cost and volume contract in relation to Kings and St Georges. MS did not
currently have the information and would update the Committees in Common when he
did.
2
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that at the present time the governance for this meeting had not been fully finalised and
that it would emerge over time. However this would need all members to be reasonable
and tolerant as things were moving very fast.

An Action Tracker will be developed for the next meeting and any outstanding actions
from the March meeting will be included and updated.
Action: Action log to be produced for the May meeting.
The Committees in Common noted the updates.
Collaborative Working

6

Month 12 Outturn Reports

6.1

AMuk presented the Trust’s Month 12 report noting that there had been some last minute
changes late on Thursday afternoon following notification from NHS Improvement (NHSI)
that the Trust would receive additional Provider Sustainability Funds (PSF) as the Trust
had achieved its control total.

6.2

AMuk reminded the Committees that last year the Trust had earned increased PSF as it
had achieved the figure that it had been required to achieve and, as a number of trusts
had failed to achieve the A&E Performance element of the PSF, there was a large
amount of money held centrally that needed to be distributed.

6.3

This year NHSI had requested an early return on the Financial Monitoring Forms (FIMs)
and had calculated the PSF based on that figure. However when the Trust had
submitted that return the Month 12 position had not quite been finalised in relation to the
Cost Improvement Programme (CIP) and the Trust would receive a further letter, with
amended figures, which would then be included in the Annual Accounts.

6.4

Part of the PSF monies recognised that the Trust had been reporting that there was a
£632K cost pressure following the Agenda for Change wages settlement and an element
of PSF equated with that figure. The second element of the PSF was a general
distribution that had been distributed to every trust in the country. The third element
related to the performance of recurrent CIP delivery.

6.5

MK noted that whilst the PSF monies helped with the Trust’s cash position it was not
money that the Trust could use for new expenditure but was a NHSI corporate finance
accounting method although, AMuk noted that when the cash was received it would help
the creditor payment position as it had been a challenging year from a cash perspective.
However, the PSF was only received as the Trust and the CCG had collectively delivered
on the financial position for the benefit of Croydon as a system. HM suggested that
achieving the outturn enabled the Trust to receive additional money which should provide
a level of increased confidence in the ability to financially achieve.

6.6

LCr suggested that this had been made possible due to the new working relationships
and was a good place to be. Although £7m of the CIP was non recurrent a high
percentage was recurrent which was very good news as that would put the Trust in a
good position going forward.

6.7

RO reminded members that part of the CIP related to repatriation and questioned
whether it was totally recurrent. AMuk stated that repatriation was a significant element
of the CIP but that it was a different form of recurrent as the agreed system elective plan
was for the Trust to continue to work to repatriate more and more patients over and
above outturn elective activity.

6.8

AMuk confirmed that there were a number of highlights from the report noting that there
would be some changes once the final PSF letter was received. The Trust had
3
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5.3

6.9

MK advised members that the purchasers for Purley Clinic had attempted to re negotiate
the price knowing that the Trust needed completion by the end of March 2019. This
would not have been in the best interests of the tax payers so the Trust had held firm and
achieved the asking price albeit in the early part of April 2019. The Trust would not be
able to use the monies towards its control total for 2019/20 due to the change in the
control total rules but would be able to have the benefit of increased cash. MS suggested
that there may be some flexibility in respect of this which would be progressed but that it
was important for both organisations to work together and achieve the joint control total
which would put the two organisations into the best position possible.

6.10

PH asked what had been sold and what was the impact on Croydon and was advised
that the sale related to Purley Clinic which was 400 yards from Purley Hospital. When
Purley Hospital was refurbished the services were relocated and the property became
vacant. A variety of plans for new services in the property, including plans with South
London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust (SLAM), had been considered but had not
came to fruition. The Trust had checked with the Local Authority, who also had no use
for the property, and a decision was taken to put it up for sale as a plot of land highly
likely to be developed into a commercial site.

6.11

AMuk noted that the Trust had very ambitious plans for clinical income initially for quarter
four before the CCG agreement had been achieved. However, with the agreement in
place and also recognising that the CCG did not have the financial capacity to meet
additional clinical income those plans had been revised to ensure that the Trust
continued to achieve its performance targets and maintain clinical need, but did not seek
to further increase capacity and used some of the time to ensure that staff had capacity
to undertake statutory and mandatory training. However, because bookings took place
six weeks in advance the slow down did not occur until the middle of February 2019.

6.12

RO asked how the £7m of non recurrent CIP was made up and AMuk confirmed that it
consisted of the Dairy Car Park and a variety of other non recurrent elements and unused
accruals or provisions and a number of technical adjustments around the balance sheet
and one or two one off agreements in procurement.

6.13

MS noted that from the CCG’s Month 12 report the CCG had achieved a £1.2m surplus
which was the CCG’s target for the year which included the joint agreement with the
Trust having been reflected in the position.

6.14

Page 3 of the report set out a summary position of the risks managed or not materialised.
In terms of key accrual areas there was not much flexibility as the acute numbers were
what had been agreed or what was believed to be. The areas of judgment related to
prescribing and MS noted that on page 12 of the report this highlighted an unusual rise in
January 2019 but that the month 11 data had come back down which was reassuring.
AF commented that the cost of prescribing had increased and was being reviewed. NCO
suggested that the profile of prescribing was good and that we were one of the best in the
country and suggested that it was the average across the quarter that was important, as
was the last couple of Januarys, to understand if there was a seasonal element. MS
advised that normally there would be a drop in January although the plan suggested an
4
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successfully delivered the £15.1m deficit with a revaluation of assets using the Modern
Equivalent Asset Valuation (MEAV) of £2.25m and the Committees were reminded that
this adjustment was recurrent.. The Dairy Car Park sale achieved £2.1m gain on
disposal but the Trust had not managed to complete on the Purley Clinic.. The CCG and
the Trust agreed an appropriate increase to the year-end agreement which allowed both
the Trust and the CCG to achieve their respective control totals.

6.15

Mental health services was a key area of variability with adult mental health admissions
highlighted on page 11 of the report noted a downward trend. The aim was to achieve
85% occupancy to provide some capacity but adverse performance in year had seen
100% occupancy. The position had stabilised but overall the plan was to continue to
drive down the length of stay average. The risk share had resulted in only a minor over
performance of £100k of which the CCG would take 70% on admissions and 30% on
length of stay.

6.16

Estimates had been made for continuing healthcare which were not particularly volatile
with the pattern to the end of the year being well established.

6.17

AE suggested that this was a fantastic result for the CCG who for the first time had
delivered a surplus and a whole number of other things in relation to planning and
delivery and the approach to financial planning and oversight. The draft Head of Internal
Audit opinion was a very positive indicator for the future. However, he had concerns that
the easier to achieve work had achieved the position and it was important that the joint
working enabled the ability to deliver on things and deliver quickly in a more
transformative way. Notwithstanding this it was a creditable achievement for the CCG
and for those who had contributed to achieving it.

6.18

MS highlighted that the Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention (QIPP) delivery
was around 97% of the £27m and the CCG had struggled in relation to planned care and
mental health but had done better on prescribing and continuing healthcare which had
balanced it off. The CCG had a new approach to planned care which was exciting.
There was also a different approach for mental health and renewed commitment for
length of stay and adult mental health beds. LCr noted that the Trust had on a number of
times discussed the issues with mental health capacity and the pressure it placed on the
system.

6.19

AF suggested that many things had come together in the year but that a total of £98m of
QIPP efficiencies over six years and joint working with the trust would see these
consolidated.

6.20

MK noted that both organisations had done what they said they would do and some of
the easier savings were now gone. However both organisations were in the best starting
place for joint working and were in a much stronger position for the start of the next stage
of the journey. What the organisations were looking to achieve together was a tough ask
but by doing it together both organisations were stronger.

6.21

AF reminded members that this was One Croydon rather than two organisations which
would be a critical to feature going forward with mental health, primary, Local Authority
and third sector colleagues being a critical part of that. AE noted that other parts of the
system were looking to be involved which would provide a stronger narrative with the
whole system looking to achieve solutions for the whole system.
The Committees in Common noted the updates.

7

Governance, Assurance and Turnaround Arrangements for 2019/20

7.1

MS presented the paper which set out the proposed governance arrangements to provide
assurance for the Committees in Common that the organisations ambitious plans had an
appropriate governance framework being proposed to enable the plans to be delivered.
A Programme Management Office (PMO) would be in place from the beginning of May
with some interim arrangements in place at the moment. It would be important to ensure
5
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increase.

7.2

LCr asked where the PMO would report through to and MS confirmed that the PMO
would provide the support network for the Cost and Quality Oversight Board (CQOB)
which would be jointly chaired by MS and AMuk. Each of the key workstreams would
receive support from the PMO to enable them to report on a monthly basis to CQOB to
facilitate joint monitoring of the position. The work of the PMO would be reported to this
committees via MS and AMuk.

7.3

AMuk highlighted that within each organisation the work would be reported in accordance
with the existing governance structures so that for the Trust it would go through the
Executive Management Board (EMB) via a joint report which would be jointly developed
with a number of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and milestones. This would then be
reported to the committees in common and then to the Trust Board. For the CCG the
governance arrangement would be through the Senior Management Team (SMT), this
committees in common and then the Governing Body.

7.4

HM asked for clarity of Kate Archer’s (KA) accountability on a day to day basis and MS
confirmed that KA would remain employed by the CCG reporting to MS. However, she
would jointly work to MS and AMuk and with the introduction of CQOB this would enable
a single focus and reporting point and enable KA to support and service that weekly
process.

7.5

RO asked if the PMO would undertake the recording and checking of what the Senior
Responsible Officers (SROs) were doing and who would be members of CQOB. AMur
confirmed that there would be a rolling programme of reporting. A number of key KPIs
would be identified by early May which would be reviewed on a weekly basis and those
workstreams that were off track would be asked to come and discuss any issues and
mitigating actions the following week. The core areas that each meeting would discuss
had been agreed.

7.6

RO asked whether it was a board or simply MS and AMuk seeking to retain control over
the programme and it was confirmed that the CIPs and QIPPs were programmes of
change work and it had been called a board which was normal under programme
management terminology. PH suggested that the discussion highlighted the importance
of terminology and that a glossary would be helpful.

7.7

NCO suggested that this related purely to delivery and that reference to the Quality
Committee should be emphasised to underpin the work. It was important to note that any
scheme to be discussed would have been through a quality process prior to approval and
that the purpose of the CQOB was to monitor delivery of the plans.

7.8

AF noted that this was not just finance driven and was about quality first. It would be
important to ensure that plans were in keeping with what was needed for Croydon.
Repatriation would be a big part of achieving the joint control total and it would be
important to understand this better and the meeting on repatriation in the round, that had
been previously agreed to take place, needed to be set up to discuss how we will do
things differently.
Action: MM will arrange meeting to discuss repatriation.

7.9

MM noted that it was important that the website was up to date with details of a GP and
patient helpline which can respond quickly to questions. MM had been looking at the
University College London Hospital NHS Foundation Trust (UCLH) website with a view to
6
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that there was capacity to drive the changes forward from the start and there were
proposals to extend Kingsgate for a further six months to enable this to be done.

Action: An update on the proposed changes to the website following the UCLH model to
be provided.
7.10

MK suggested that the document set out the oversight and project management with
SROs who own workstreams and understand what work was needed to be done to
achieve. To make some of these changes would require people to work differently.
Collectively we had a good resource and it was important to leverage the benefits of that
to deliver the desired outcomes. MK would want to see something about transformation
resource highlighting the people who would help us do this work and actually deliver.

7.11

HM asked if there would be any proposal to link the NEDs into this work and AMuk
advised that it would be important to set the structure up and working to delivery first. RO
suggested that if the KPIs were correct at the start this would enable the workstreams to
be appropriately monitored and tracked. LCr noted that it would be important to embed
the new way of working but that there was an offer of support from the NEDs to
compliment what was being done.

7.12

LCr noted that in respect of Kingsgate MBe had written to herself, Steve Corbishley
(SCor) and Godfrey Allen (GA) to obtain agreement and support for a proposal to extend
Kingsgate for a further six months. This agreement was unanimously provided. LCr
advised that it was her view that Kingsgate have a role in the early months to enable the
two organisations to work effectively and efficiently together. Notwithstanding this view
there was a need to be self sufficient and there would be a time when Kingsgate could
exit and we would be able to take over confidently and capably the activities that they
were currently doing.

7.13

MS advised that he supported the need to have Kingsgate’s continued support for the
next six months to enable us to have appropriate support to take forward the changes
needed.

7.14

MK advised that currently there was less day to day support provided by Kingsgate as
the work was becoming business as usual, but that the support would be needed on how
we work together as a system. This was already changing and would continue to change
and it was important not to underestimate the importance and challenge of that. This was
a fundamentally different way of working with different skills needed so having someone
to help with that was sensible and necessary however, the longer they stayed the harder
it would be to embed the working as business as usual so there would be a point that
they will need to stop.

7.15

RO suggested that the Trust should remain in voluntary special measures for the first
quarter until it was clear that the work, required to achieve the joint control total, was
under control and that the Trust has the right processes in place to deliver. There was a
concern that we may need to improve the skill set of staff which had not been previously
been apparent. As a result he felt the Trust had become somewhat reliant on Kingsgate
which needed to be addressed. Moving forward Kingsgate should not be in control they
should be advising and if the Trust did not have the right staff to do that then it would
need to address that and train our staff.

7.16

MF noted that it was important to be very explicit about accountabilities and
responsibilities as in his opinion this was currently too vague. This was the responsibility
of the Executive with a supporting role of Kingsgate which needed to be transparent.
NCO agreed noting that it was important to be clear about the deliverables and timeframe
7
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trying to do something similar and would have an update for the next meeting as to how
this was progressing

7.17

PH recommended that it would be important to have named individuals working
alongside Kingsgate colleagues to enable them to pick up the skills needed to ensure
that the transition could take place. AF commented that this culture of dependency
needed to stop and we need to take back control and work without them.

7.18

LCr suggested that a further review should take place of the proposal with a view to
September being the end date and a clear plan with milestones as to how staff would be
able to undertake the roles currently undertaken by Kingsgate. HM noted the need for
consistent monitoring to ensure that staff were confident that they could deliver what was
needed with any additional support.
Action: MK, AMuk, MS and AE will agree some milestones in respect of the Kingsgate
work
The Committees in Common noted the proposed arrangements.
Emergency Care

8

Emergency performance and High Impact Improvement Programme Update

8.1

MK presented the paper noting that it was the same paper that had been presented to
the A&E Delivery Board the previous week. The paper demonstrated that broadly there
had been some improvement but performance was not yet where it needed to be.
However, currently we were tracking against our April trajectory and were where we said
we would be.

8.2

There had been some significant activity in the four workstreams and the view of the A&E
Delivery Board was, whether it could be demonstrated that there was any change within
the department itself. Kath Channing (KC) the medical lead for ED had stated that she
was more confident of the work being undertaken having more of an impact than ever
before which needed to be maintained.

8.3

AE advised that there had been a challenge from South West London (SWL) colleagues
as to whether this was the right timeframe for recovery but noted KC’s view that the
department felt more controlled with less variation which was demonstrated within the
report.

8.4

LCr noted the importance of consistency and MK suggested that it was important to view
performance over a period and not react too much on a day to day basis. The view was
that there had been some improvement but it required constant work which would be
doubly challenging due to making some fundamental changes to ways of working whilst
at the same time as continuing to deliver.

8.5

AF asked how we would hold ourselves accountable to deliver this and work differently to
deliver it safely, at the right quality and with a good patient experience. MK advised that
in respect of patient experience the Trust was currently in discussion with Healthwatch
with a view to them undertaking an independent review on what patients said following
the work that was undertaken in Sutton.

8.6

NCO suggested the importance of data including patient stories. There was a small
number of key impact areas to focus on including length of time in the department which
was a good indicator of performance.

8
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and what Kingsgate leaving would look like and when.

RO requested an annotated version of what the movement is and what we should be
looking at.
Action: Annotated version of what the movement is and what we should be looking at to
be provided in next month's report
The Committees in Common noted the Update
Items for Information

9

Integrated Quality & Performance Report (IQPR) – Month 11

9.1

NCO noted that the report had been discussed in detail at the Quality Committee and that
there was nothing in particular to highlight for this meeting.

9.2

HM commented that Delayed Transfers of Care (DTOC) was not highlighted and was an
important indicator and had been previously requested. AF suggested that this was
something that the Trust did well compared to other trusts as the discharge summaries
were provided quickly and were of a good quality.
The Committees in Common noted the report.

10

Weekly A&E Performance Pack

10.1

The Committees in Common noted the pack
Any Other Business

11

Any Other Business
Members discussed the production of minutes noting that there would be one set of
minutes for both organisations.
The next meeting of the Finance Committee and Finance, Investment & Transformation
meeting as committees in common would be held on 28 May 2019

9
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Minutes of Finance, Investment and Transformation
Committee Meeting in Common
Tuesday 28 May 2019 10:00 to 12:00
In the Boardroom, Trust HQ
Present:
Philip Hogan
Agnelo Fernandes
Jon Norman (teleconference)

Lay Member (Chair)
Clinical Chair
Secondary Care Consultant Member

(PH)
(AF)
(JN)

In Attendance:
Mike Sexton
Ben Smith

Chief Finance Officer
Board Secretary

(MSe)
(BS)

Apologies:
Andrew Eyres
Mike Simmonds

Accountable Officer
GP Member

(AE)
(MSi)

In Attendance from Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group:
Louise Cretton
Non-Executive Director (Convenor)
Richard Oirschot
Non-Executive Director
Hannah Miller
Non-Executive Director
Mike Bell
Chairman
Azara Mukhtar
Director of Finance
Jamal Butt
Associate Non-Executive Director
Michael Burden
Director of Human Resources & OD
Matthew Kershaw
Interim Chief Executive Officer (From Item 11.4)
Helen Potton
Company Secretary, Head of Corporate Affairs & SIRO
Adam Womersley
NeXT Director
Andrew Murphy
Kingsgate

(LCr)
(RO)
(HM)
(MB)
(AMuk)
(JBu)
(MBu)
(MK)
(HP)
(AW)
(AMur)

Apologies:
Nnenna Osuji
Lee McPhail

(NCO)
(LMP)

Medical Director and Deputy Chief Executive
Chief Operating Officer and Programme Director for
Integration

1

Welcome and Apologies

1.1

The Convenor called the meeting to order noting that Nnenna Osuji, Lee McPhail,
Andrew Eyres, Mike Simmonds and Jon Norman (dialling in to the meeting late) had sent
their apologies.

2

Meeting Quorate

2.1

The Convenor confirmed that a quorum was present for both meetings.

3

Declarations of Interest

3.1

All members and attendees may have interests relating to their roles and these interests
would be declared on the register of interest for each organisation. No interests were
declared that related to the business discussed at the meeting and there were no further
1
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4

Minutes of the Previous Meeting

4.1

The minutes of the Finance, Investment and Transformation Committees meeting in
Common on 23 April 2019 were approved as an accurate record of the meeting.

5

Matters Arising/Action Tracker/ Decision log

5.1

Together with the updates in the log the Committees in Common received the following
additional updates:
26/3/2019
MSe confirmed that Maternity services were cost and volume contracts. The St George’s
contract had been signed and the King’s contract was about to be signed.
23/4/2019
4.1 The minutes from the March meeting remained outstanding and would be sent round
outside of the meeting.
7.18 In respect of the milestones required in respect of the Kingsgate contract this was
being finalised. There would be a detailed exit strategy in place which would be
presented to the meeting in June and would include named individuals. Some elements
of hand over had already taken place as part of setting up of the Cost and Quality
Oversight Board (CQOB).
Action: Kingsgate Exit Strategy to June meeting.
7.18 In respect of the repatriation meeting this had not been arranged as it should have
been a one off opportunity for LCr and AF to review the approach that had been adopted
and AMur would arrange this to include Stephen Warren prior to his leaving Croydon
Clinical Commissioning Group (the CCG).
Collaborative Working

6

M1 Finance Pack

6.1

MSe presented the pack and noted that going forward the aim would be to bring an
integrated report summary which would be supplemented by the detail for each part of
the system. There was already a draft format which had been developed and the first
proper iteration would be brought to the next meeting as the month 2 report. The month
1 snapshot contained a limited update on the CCG and a more thorough assurance piece
relating to CQOB and how that was working having had a first full round of meetings.

6.2

AMuk advised that the headlines from the Trust was that it was on track for month 1
although the income reporting system was not completely up and running following some
issues with IT and the software supplier which had delayed implementation. The actual
recording of activity had occurred but the costing of that to indicate the income
generated, had been delayed which meant that the reporting levels and formats had not
been completed for Month 1. CQOB was reviewing the raw activity KPIs on a weekly
basis. AMuk reminded the Committees that a large element of the contract was on block
which included the Croydon acute, community and Local Authority (LA) contracts and it
was only the other CCGs and NHS England (NHSE) that were cost and volume, which
2
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declarations of interest beyond those already noted in the Register of Interests.

6.3

The Month 1 Marginal Rate Emergency Tariff (MRET) monies of £0.4m had been
accounted for; these are received irrespective of whether the Trust meets its control total
as the Trust was eligible for these funds on agreeing the control total. The Month 1
Provider Sustainability Funding (PSF) and Financial Recovery Fund (FRF) of £0.4m was
accrued as the Month 1 financial plan had been met.

6.4

MBe noted that in terms of the PSF and FRF funding this was paid quarterly in arrears
and a view would be taken every month regarding what elements should be included.
AMuk clarified the MRET funding was paid quarterly in advance and had already been
received by the Trust in April. The PSF and FRF funding would be at risk if quarterly plan
targets were not met.

6.5

JBu asked for confirmation of the criteria for PSF and whether it was the same as
2018/19. AMuk advised that in respect of the PSF and FRF this was solely based on
achieving the financial plan and was not based on the Accident & Emergency (A&E)
planned trajectory as was the case last year.

6.6

The headlines were that c76% of Trust income was from the CCG. Other Trust income
was £50k adverse to plan which represented a whole range of smaller contracts, which
would need to be brought back to plan.

6.7

In respect of pay overall the Trust had hit the target including the April pay award to staff.
There had been an increase in run rate of permanent staff costs of £200k with an
increase in whole time equivalents (WTE). Temporary staffing costs had reduced by
£400k and Emergency Department (ED) staffing by £100k based upon quarter four
figures. There was an issue with ultrasound sonographers spend as there were a
number of vacancies which were partially covered by high cost interims. Ward nursing
was on plan overall but this masked the fact that there were overspending medical wards
offset by underspending wards. There was also an issue with some medical spend
around junior and middle grade staff again partly due to vacancies.

6.8

LCr asked if the Trust was trying to recruit sonographers and was advised that work was
underway to develop existing staff which had had some success. However, this was
likely to be an ongoing monthly additional cost.

6.9

MBe asked whether the plans had taken into account that Easter was in April or was that
a bonus on the pay front and was advised that the only area that there would be an
impact upon pay spend would be planned care. However, the issue was month 1 pay
costs within surgery were similar to quarter 4 spend but activity was below quarter 4
levels and this would need to be kept under tight review.

6.10

AF suggested that the shortage of diagnostics was having an impact on the front line and
would influence people to not use the Trust which would therefore cause an issue in
respect of the repatriation. 14 days for an x-ray was too long and this needed to be
addressed and suggested that work was undertaken to look at things in a different way
as the situation was likely to get worse. AMuk advised that this would be discussed in
future CQOB meetings as every element of the CIP would have a pay element. LCr
suggested that this should be reported back to the Committees. to ensure that the Trust
met the early requirements.
Action: An update on the diagnostics issue causing delays to repatriation needs to be
presented to a future meeting.
3
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therefore represented a small risk.

AF asked if the new pension changes had been included and was advised that the uplift
was being paid direct by NHSE in 2019/20 and was not being paid by the Trust. There is
uncertainty about how this would be funded in 2020/21 and unless funded appropriately
this could be a similar issue to the Agenda for Change pay award shortfall.

6.12

JBu asked if there had been any impact on cash flow with the month 1 position and AMuk
confirmed that because of the MRET monies the Trust had more cash than would
normally be expected so that was being smoothed out. The block contracts were all
based on one twelfths and cash wise the Trust was managing and should receive last
year’s final PSF allocation shortly. The extreme cash problems from last year had been
temporarily resolved and the Trust had been able to pay off many of the Trust’s creditors
in March 2019. This was undertaken by paying off creditors who were non NHS first and
paying NHS creditors at a slower rate.

6.13

MBu noted that there was a concern around the international recruitment work as the
agency had failed to deliver the expected 50 nurses with the Trust currently only having
had one nurse through this process. Chris Terrahe was dealing with the issues and the
Trust was looking to approach a number of agencies to ensure that there was a constant
supply. This had not had an impact in April and the staffing levels were currently just
holding. However, AMur suggested that it would negatively impact on staff morale as
wards would not receive the additional nurses that had been promised.

6.14

MSi asked how many staff it would release if the Trust was able to close a ward and
AMuk highlighted that staffing escalation areas required permanent staff to move from
other wards resulting in multiple medical wards using temporary staff . If a ward could be
closed it would make a difference and help morale and in terms of numbers MBu
confirmed that a ward would release approximately 15 nurses.

6.15

RO asked if the Trust would be able to catch up in terms of the nurse recruitment for the
year or whether the Trust would be permanently behind. AMuk confirmed that it would
be permanently behind and CQOB had requested a mitigation plan from the nursing
directorates to address how that would be resolved. It would be important to pull it back
to 50 new staff every six months for three periods to get into a more stable place.
However, it was important to remember that all trusts were in the same position and were
all trying to recruit from the same pools.

6.16

It was noted that using Bank staff was attractive however most of the bank staff were
Trust staff doing additional hours. In addition there was a London wide agreement in
place in respect of rates and bank staff was cheaper than agency on certain shifts.

6.17

LCr suggested that it would be useful to have a look at recruitment in more detail
particularly in relation to nursing.
Action: Detailed review of nursing recruitment with more detail on nursing trajectory to a
future meeting.

6.18

AF asked what was being done from a One Croydon Alliance perspective and MBu
advised that the plan was to work across what the offer was across South West London
(SWL) as that would enable staff to be rotated across different sites as part of a
development programme. This would include looking at Apprentices and understanding
what the Croydon offer was.

6.19

RO suggested that it was not only the salary that was relevant but should include
accommodation and a wider Croydon involvement may make that easier. MBu advised
that this had been tried but the demand was not strong. This would be included as part
4
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6.11

6.20

AMuk advised that non pay had been an issue and noted that there had been an uplift of
some G4S contracts for 2018/19 which had only come through in April. The Estates and
Facilities team had previously looked after their own contracting, which had now been
centralised, and a full review was taking place to ensure that this did not happen again.
To cover this it had been necessary to release some contingency and as the Trust
proceeds into month 2 a full review of the reserves would be undertaken to see if it is
possible to move some of the pay reserves into non pay and AMuk would provide an
update on this next month.
Action: Update on reserves to be included in the papers.

6.21

MSe advised that it was custom and practice within the CCG not to produce a month 1
report against a context that there were significant time lags in the data flow which was
an ongoing lag of between four, six and eight weeks. However the figures were fairly
static and did not represent a significant risk.

6.22

It was noted that there was a benefit of working together to resolve what was off track
and pick up issues in CQOB. The report was on plan both year to date and forecast.
The report sought to highlight some data flow issues including prescribing which had
been accrued and planned for based on assumptions borne out by month 11 and month
12 data and was in line with budget setting. Referrals were a little down which was good
and the number of continuing healthcare active clients was reducing. MBe suggested
that the reduction in continuing healthcare was a saving to the Local Authorities (LA)
which would need to be considered in terms of the One Croydon Alliance.

6.23

MSe suggested that the relationships were good with the LA that they broadly accepted
that the assessment process was robust and sound and were not disputing the decisions
being made, with no appeals having been overturned despite there having been an
increased number of appeals. The LA was aware that this would be billed on the 28 day
mark which was a good discipline to have.

6.24

AF suggested that it would be important to find solutions as One Croydon and to think
differently and MBe suggested that a key element would be clinical pathway
transformation which might create new roles.

6.25

AMur suggested that the parties were not yet fully taking full advantage of the new entity
and thinking in the most modern way and should organise a local system in regards to
models of care and workforce. LCr noted that this was important and is a One Croydon
Alliance position. MBe suggested that the Committees could ask for that to be done
through the Croydon Transformation Board and MBu would produce a short paper as to
how that could be done taking it through the Executive Management Board (EMB).
Action: MBu to produce a short paper
The Committees in Common noted the paper.

5
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of the paper.

Update from the Cost and Quality Oversight Board (CQOB) including CQOB terms
of reference

7.1

AMuk presented the update noting that there was a lag of up to 8 weeks in obtaining
some of the information relating to the Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention
(QIPP) which provided a challenge to each of the Senior Responsible Officers (SROs).

7.2

For month 1 the Cost Improvement Programmes (CIPs) were on track with approximately
£400k having been delivered. There would be a revised trajectory for Emergency Care
(EC) as they had not closed beds as planned in May.

7.3

In respect of Provider of Choice and Productivity there would be a deep dive and MSe
suggested that these were two areas that would need to be carefully managed as it was
not just about Trust staffing issues. Work was underway to get the sequencing right to
repatriate the activity. MBe asked whether the learning from significant successes was
being captured. This was work that was currently ongoing and required better
communication with patients who often did not realise that the consultants worked across
both tertiary and Croydon sites and it was important that this was known to properly
support the repatriation work.

7.4

The Terms of Reference (ToR) from CQOB would be presented to the EMB and the
Senior Management Team (SMT) for approval and would be reviewed quarterly to ensure
that it remained appropriate. RO suggested that there was a large attendee list and
questioned the value of having so many.

7.5

PH reminded the Committees that following the Governing Body and Trust Board
meetings in Common there had been an action to look at the overall governance
arrangements and he had not seen anything relating to that yet. Whilst the ToR for
CQOB looked appropriate it was important to see the bigger picture. MBe confirmed that
there had been a commitment to do a joint governance piece but the governance
structure for the South West London (SWL) Sustainable Transformation Partnerships
(STP) was still being shaped and it would be important to understand that in parallel with
the governance arrangements for Croydon and this would not be available until later in
the summer. MBe suggested that in the meantime the CQOB ToR felt a sound and
appropriate reporting structure.

7.6

AMuk advised that in drafting the ToR work had been undertaken to try to ensure that the
financial aspects delivered, but at the same time it was important to make sure that there
were no unintended consequences both in respect of operational delivery and quality.
The Value for Money report from the Trust’s External Auditors had raised a concern that
there was a possibility that the Trust could prioritise finances over operational target
delivery with the new block contract arrangements and the ToR would help to mitigate
that.

7.7

LCr stressed that it was important that CQOB was not seen as a finance meeting but also
a quality one as the end result was about doing the right things for our patients. There
was strong evidence that good quality services cost less. AF suggested that this was a
cultural change and that quality needed to drive the finances and not the other way
around.
The Committees in Common noted the update.

6
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7

Key Performance Indicators

8.1

AMur presented the joint pack which would continue to evolve and had been a long
outstanding item. The pack would include a mixture of weekly and monthly updates and
would use the most recent data available. CQOB would receive the pack on a weekly
basis and would manage it at each of the four meetings. The pack was presented for
information and comment and updated versions would be brought back to the meeting.

8.2

RO suggested that it would be useful to have a session to talk through the numbers and
what it was highlighting.
Action: In advance of the next meeting there would be a one hour teach in on the
indicators.

8.3

AF suggested that having the glossary was very helpful. AF noted that the dashboard
which was produced across London was being disputed for Croydon by the Trust and it
was important to be clear about what was being used on the regional dashboard as
currently this looked different.
Action: Croydon data to be discussed at the next Exec to Exec meeting to ensure clarity
of reporting
The Committees in Common noted the report.

9

Capital Planning 2019/20

9.1

AMuk noted that the key element from the letter that the Trust had received was that
nationally there was an issue in respect of capital and a tightening of the capital budget
for the NHS for the foreseeable future. The letter requested that the Trust looked to
reduce its capital expenditure in year. However, the Trust already had the lowest capital
spend in London for acute trusts and therefore the Executives had agreed that the Trust
would not look to reduce this spend further, although some reprioritisation of the projects
within the overall current capital planning envelope was being undertaken.

9.2

RO asked whether the Trust could look to fundraise money by way of a charity and MBe
advised that the sum of £750k had already been raised for the paediatric village.
However, the Trust could look to the wider Croydon community to help. MBe suggested
that the One Croydon Alliance would provide the Trust with an opportunity which had not
yet been explored and which would benefit the whole system over the next couple of
years.

9.3

MSe suggested that from the CCG’s perspective there was very little that it could
influence in terms of capital as premises developments would be funded by money that
was ring fenced. However there would be £10m available in the wave three funding and
it would be important to develop an appropriate community based business case that
could be put forward for that.
The Committees in Common noted the update.

10

Capital Update – Primary Care

10.1

There was no update provided on this item.

7
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8

Feedback from SWL CCG’s Committees in Common

11.1

MSe advised the Committees that there were monthly meetings that took place and
suggested that going forward the minutes should be brought to the Committees.
However, it was possible that the SWL CCGs’ Committees in Common may ask for
reciprocal arrangements on the basis that the CCG had a joint control total with the Trust
and owned 50% of the risk.

11.2

The current meetings had discussed planning, noting that they were carrying more risk
than Croydon and that their QIPP programmes had not yet closed down. In addition they
were in the process of developing a narrative of the system architecture and trying to
replicate what was being done in Croydon across the other boroughs. Sutton was
following quickly behind Croydon and following the same route with integrated teams and
risk shares, but it was important to stay ahead of the curve to ensure that the design
element rested in Croydon.

11.3

There were two risks to highlight. The London Ambulance Service (LAS) sat under North
West London (NWL) and a year-end deal may impact on Croydon in the sum of around
£500k. There was also a risk in relation to Babylon - GP at Hand, as they were seeking
to re-register patients from across the country into their base in Hammersmith with many
of the patients coming from Birmingham. At the moment it was difficult to quantify what
the risk was for Croydon as it was not currently a big source but should know more for
the next meeting. AMuk suggested that it would also be helpful to understand which
patients used it and whether they stayed with them.

11.4

MSe noted that there may be a possible pressure in respect of the 111 / out of hours retender for the coming year and a possible extension of the service. It would be important
to understand what would be the benefit and how the cost pressure would fall between
SWL and the CCGs and a draft paper was due to be presented later that day which
would be brought back to the Committees next month.
Action: Draft paper regarding 111 and out of hours to next meeting.

11.5

AMuk noted that for month 2 there would be an updated risk and mitigation section in the
finance papers.
The Committees in Common noted the feedback.

12

Patient Level Information and Costing System
There was no update on this item.

13

Joint Referral Unit

13.1

MK presented the update on the Joint Referral Unit (JRU) noting that it had been a
positive step forward for SWL and had generated an element of confidence in Croydon.

13.2

Moving into the new financial year there was some nervousness about the JRU delivering
for 2019/20 and whether the repatriation represented a conflict of interest. The Trust was
clear why that was not the case and there had been a number of conversations with SWL
at STP level which had helped to reassure them that this was not the case. However, it
was important to be aware of the issues and what was being done about them. The JRU
should help manage the activity and create some space to bring back tertiary work and
8
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11

13.3

LCr suggested that it was a helpful paper which provided context. AMur suggested that
this was a route to meet the Trust’s strategic objectives and it was important for the Trust
to lead in respect of the JRU. AMuk noted that it was also important for other providers
to engage and provide accurate information on capacity and waiting times in each
specialty.
The Committees in Common noted the update.

14

Emergency performance and High Impact Improvement Programme Update

14.1

MK presented the paper which had also been presented at the Accident & Emergency
(A&E) Delivery Board the previous week. Leaving aside the challenging performance
that had occurred on the previous Sunday, performance was broadly on track in respect
of the 4 hour standard which was tracking close to where it needed to be.

14.2

It was possible to see some improvements in average waits as a totality within the
department and handover times from ambulances. However it was important not to
believe that everything was fine as there remained much work to be done.

14.3

There had been a detailed discussion at the in A&E Delivery Board which had noted that
there were signs of improvement whilst there continued to be very difficult days which
were not good for both patients and staff.

14.4

AMuk confirmed that the paper had also been presented and discussed at CQOB.

14.5

JBu asked how the implementation of the new medical model was proceeding and MK
advised that it was not having an impact as yet as it was not yet complete.

14.6

AF suggested that failure was not an option and it was important to do something
different as doing what we had always done would only achieve what it had always done.
This was about patients and experience and performance needed to be seen as a whole
and not look to focus on individual days.

14.7

RO noted that 21 days stay was going in the wrong direction yet the Trust had focused
heavily on this and asked why the measures in place had not worked. MK advised that
this was a constant challenge and the Trust was currently sitting at around 100 patients
over 21 days which was partly because not everything was fully embedded yet. Short
term programmes did not change culture and it was important to persevere with a
determination to achieve.
The Committees in Common noted the update.

15

Finance, Investment and Transformation Committee in Common Terms of
Reference

15.1

HP presented the draft Terms of Reference (ToR) and asked for members to review and
feedback comments with a proposed draft to be sent to AF and MBe prior to the next
meeting.
Action: Comments on the proposed draft to be sent to HP and a revised draft to be sent
to AF and MBe prior to the next meeting.

15.2

HP would send out a clean copy of the draft ToR to all members.

9
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Action: Clean copy of ToR to be sent to committee members.
The Committees in Common noted the draft.
Items for Information
16

Integrated Quality & Performance Report (IQPR) – Month 1

16.1

AF suggested that the Trust was not always good at highlighting the good things that had
been done and it was important to articulate that. It was suggested that the cover sheet
should be amended to remove staff in scrubs which could raise questions as to why they
were dressed like that outside theatres.
Action: Front cover to be amended to remove staff wearing scrubs.
The Committees in Common noted the IQPR.

17

Contracts over £25k

17.1

RO reminded the Committees that it had been agreed to have a schedule of when
contracts were ending and AMuk confirmed that this would start in the autumn.

17.2

RO asked about the contract with PwC and was advised that this related to medical
locums and was a more cost effective way of getting more medical staff as they run a
medical bureau.
The Committees in Common noted the update.

18

CCG New Contractual Commitments £250K

18.1

There was no paper provided for this item.

19

Weekly A&E Performance Pack
The Committees in Common noted the pack

20

Cycle of Business

20.1

HP asked for any comments or any additions to be sent directly to her.
The Committees in Common noted the pack
Any Other Business

21

Any Other Business

21.1

There was no other business discussed.
The next meeting of the Finance Committee meeting as Committees in Common with the
Finance, Investment & Transformation committee would be held on 25 June 2019

10
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Title of Paper:

MINUTES OF THE INTEGRATED GOVERNANCE AND AUDIT
COMMITTEE

Lead Director

Roger Eastwood, Lay Member

Report Author

Mike Sexton,
Chief Finance Officer
Director responsible for Governance

Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report

None

Purpose of Report

For Information

Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG) Governing Body

Recommendation:
The CCG Governing Body is asked to:
▪ Note the minutes of the Integrated Governance and Audit Committee meeting held on
18 April 2019.
Background:
The Integrated Governance and Audit Committee (IGAC) provides the Governing Body with
a means of independent and objective review of financial, quality, corporate governance,
assurance processes and risk management across the whole of the CCG’s activities
(clinical and non-clinical).

Key Issues:
The approved minutes of the meeting held on 18 April 2019 are attached. The Integrated
Governance and Audit Committee met on 20 May 2019 and the approved minutes of the
meeting will be brought to a future Governing Body.

Governance:
Corporate Objective

To commission high quality health care
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REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP
GOVERNING BODY MEETING IN PUBLIC

To reduce the amount of time people spend
avoidably in hospital through better and more
integrated care in the community, outside of
hospital for physical and mental health.
To achieve business rules 1% surplus.
To support local people and stakeholders to
have a greater influence on services we
commission and support individuals to
manage their care.
Risks
Financial Implications

No new risks were identified as a result of this
paper.
None

Conflicts of Interest

None

Clinical Leadership Comments

None

Implications for Other CCGs
Equality Analysis

None
EIA are considered in the development of all
quality and governance processes.
None
None
None
None

Patient and Public Involvement
Communication Plan
Information Governance Issues
Reputational Issues
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services that re accessible, provide good
treatment and achieve good patient
outcomes.

Minutes
Date:
Time:
Location:

Monday 18 April 2019
09.30 – 11.30
F5, Croydon Town Hall

Present:
Members:
▪ Roger Eastwood (RE), Lay Member for
Governance - Chair
▪ Amy Page (AP) Registered Nurse
Governing Body Member
▪ Philip Hogan (PH), Lay Member for
Finance (by telephone – items 8-12

In Attendance:
▪ Andrew Eyres (AE) Accountable Officer
▪ Elaine Clancy (EC) Director of Quality
and Governance
▪ Marion Joynson (MJ) Deputy Director of
Finance (for Mike Sexton)
▪ Sarah Ironmonger (SI) External Audit,
Grant Thornton,
▪ David May (DM) Internal Audit, RSM UK
▪ Matthew Dean (MD) External Audit,
Grant Thornton
▪ Ben Smith (BS) Board Secretaryminutes
▪ Stephanie Kendrick (SK)
Communications Manager (for item 8)
▪ Ann Fraser (AF) NELCSU Accountant
(for item 9)

Apologies
▪ Philip Hogan (PH), Lay Member for
Finance – unable to attend in person

Apologies
▪ Nick Atkinson (NA) - Internal Audit,
RSMUK
▪ Mike Harling (MH) Counter Fraud
Specialist, RSM UK
▪ Mike Sexton, (MS) – Chief Finance
Officer
Action

1

Introduction and Welcome
Apologies were noted.

2

Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest relevant to the Agenda

3
3.1

Minutes of Last Meeting
The draft minutes of the meeting held on 28 January 2018 was
reviewed. The following corrections was required:
7.2 - Missing letter in ‘to’ within paragraph describing reporting to
Governing body.
With the correction of this typographical error, the minutes were agreed
as a true record
Page 1
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Integrated Governance and Audit Committee

Matters Arising and Action Log
The Action log was reviewed. All actions were noted to be complete or
closed except for
▪ IGAC 2018 – 8 To arrange Board Assurance Framework
workshop. The action completion date had been revised to June
2019.

4.2

Concern was expressed that a workshop had not been scheduled since
the earlier discussions in 2018. EC explained that the plan had been to
schedule these items for a Governing Body Seminar but that these
sessions had been required to focus on taking decisions and the work,

4.3

There was a discussion that new risks had emerged from the work with
SW London and the chair said that a session is required to consider
these risks. It was noted that there is a need to ensure the BAF
captures risks associated with SWL merger work and CHS Alignment

4.4

Action EC to oversee drafting of new risks to be circulated for
comments.

4.5

Andrew Eyres said updating risks should be business as usual and
explained it had been understood that risk appetite workshop was being
considered. It was acknowledged there is a need to review our model of
Risk Management in light of CHS work. Andrew Eyres noted that the
Governing Body will change and there will be significant work to do over
the autumn setting the culture of the new CCG and the Croydon view will
need to be reflected.

4.6

David May noted that through committees in common there had been
work on aligning a risk management approach in SWL and offered RSM
assistance on facilitating a risk session. EC thanked RSM for the offer
of support.

4.7

Sarah Ironmonger noted the CCG transformation work taking place in
Croydon was taking place ahead of changes in legislation so the CCG
may wish to consider reflecting this risk.

4.8

Andrew Eyres commented that the CCG’s risk appetite needed to be
reflective of the uncertainty in the system and that, in the meantime,
Governing Body decisions are taken there needs to be sufficient space
for the attitude to associated risks to be discussed decision by decision.
Andrew Eyres confirmed time could be assigned at the Governing Body
Seminar if Lay Members felt this were required.

5

Service Auditor Reporting

5.1

Marion Joynson reported that the reports were not available to send out
with the meeting pack and expected on 26th April 2019, explaining that
testing takes place up to year end.

5.2
6

The reports will be brought to the meeting on 20th May 2019.
Internal Audit (change to agenda order received following item 8)
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4.1

EC

David May introduced the Internal Audit summary and drew attention to
the draft Head of Internal Opinion on page 65 of the meeting pack.

6.2

A final opinion would be issued at the May 2019 meeting through with
the status of the reports pending finalising, nothing adverse was
anticipated to change the opinion. Pending reports concern Data
Security and Protection (DSP) toolkit assurance and a report on the SW
London STP governance arrangements which had been issued in draft.

6.3

6.4

6.5

Enc 13 IGAC Minutes 18 April
2019

6.1

‘The organisation has an adequate and effective framework for
risk management, governance and internal control. However,
our work has identified further enhancements to the framework
of risk management, governance and internal control to ensure
that it remains adequate and effective.’
The Internal Audit progress report was shared. David May advised that
since the previous Integrated Governance & Audit Committee meeting,
three reports had been finalised:
▪ Board Assurance Framework and Risk Management
▪ Contract Commissioning
▪ Primary Care Delegated Commissioning & Primary Care
Payments
Each were reported to give reasonable assurance. Recommendations
referred to more frequent update of higher scoring risks in the risk
management audit, the absence of an in-date contract management
policy and completion of a appropriate paperwork for a single tender
waiver (following a dermatology contract award). Roger Eastwood
asked if there had been a lapse in standards for single tender waivers
and Ben Smith replied that the recommendation had been responded to
explaining that procurement had been waived at the Finance Committee
which had been considered to hold a higher level of delegated authority
than that required by of the Single Tender waiver form signatories.
The Primary Care audit had flagged that there was no joint overarching
Primary Care strategy and no SW London Primary Care Dashboard.

6.6.

The report described the follow up of 20 management actions that were
due for implementation. It was confirmed that seven management
actions (one high, three medium and three low) due for implementation
had been implemented by the CCG. There remain 13 due outstanding
management actions that are in the process of being implemented. In
particular there have been delays in implementing the management
actions raised as part of the review of Management of IT.

6.7

The Internal Audit Plan 2019/20 was presented and David May said that
this had been discussed at the SW London CCGs Audit Committees in
Common meeting at which Mike Sexton had been in attendance. It was
confirmed that one of the ‘single CCGs’ referred to in respect of
Continuing Healthcare referred to Croydon
It was noted that the economies from conducting reviews across six
CCG enabled more reviews to take place. Members said that in light of
recent developments, the plan for quarters 2-4 may be subject to further
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The Integrated Governance and Audit Committee:
NOTED the Internal Audit progress report
NOTED the Internal Audit Annual Report and Head of Internal Audit
Opinion
APPROVED the Internal Audit Plan 2019/20
APPROVED the delivery of the work within quarter 1 per the
Internal Audit plan.
7

Draft Annual Governance Statement

7.1

Andrew Eyres introduced the draft statement and explained that the draft
was work in progress and described the timetable for issuing a further
versions to NHS England while feedback would be awaited form
External Auditors.

7.2

There were no matters that members considered required to be added
within the significant control issues of the Accountable Officer
Statement.

7.3

Elaine Clancy said that endorsement of a final version should be
arranged no later than 20 May 2019 ahead of the Council of Members
meeting on Thursday 23 May 2019 (noting that the Council of Members
have reserved authority to approve the annual accounts of which the
annual governance statement forms part.

7.4

Amy Page welcomed that the statement included a place-marker in
anticipation of the CCG achieving its (£1.2 m surplus) control total.
Amy Page noted that the review of the South London and Maudsley
NHS Foundation Trust (SLAM) Contract Quality Review Meetings
(CQRG).

7.5

Ben Smith made reference to a query about the naming of Lay Member
roles. There was a discussion about whether vice-chair role required
listing within role titles and it was agreed that since this was a nonstatutory role, this would not require recording.

7.6

The Draft Annual Governance Statement was agreed subject to minor
edits that may be required and inclusion of the attendance at committees
material.
The Integrated Governance and Audit Committee noted the
progress in drafting the Annual Governance Statement 2018/19.
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review.

Annual Report

8.1

Elaine Clancy presented the draft of the Annual Report version and
introduced Stephanie Kendrick from the CCG’s Communication team
who had been involved in coordinating the drafting of the report.

8.2

Andrew Eyres explained that the drafting was work in progress and
described the timetable for issuing a further versions to NHS England
while feedback will be awaited form External Auditors.

8.3

Elaine Clancy said that endorsement of a final version should be
arranged no later than 20 May 2019 ahead of the Council of Members
meeting on Thursday 23 May 2019 (noting that the Council of Members
have reserved authority to approve the annual accounts).

8.4

It was noted that the Governing Body had, at their March meeting,
agreed to delegate authority to the committee to recommend a final
version of the annual report and annual accounts, and a such following
the approach taken in 2018/19.

8.5

Amy Page praised the drafting of the report in its explanation of the One
Croydon Alliance and the apparently smoother process of drafting
compared to previous years.

8.6

The Integrated Governance and Audit Committee reviewed the current
draft of the Annual Report and provided feedback regarding its
progression and direction
The Integrated Governance and Audit Committee
APROVED the draft Annual Report 2018/19 for submission to NHS
England
NOTED a final draft Annual Report 2018/19 would be brought to the
IGAC meeting on 21st

9

Annual Accounts

9.1

Marion Joynson introduced Ann Fraser who had supported compiling of
the CCG’s accounts. Marion Joynson tabled a slide pack and talked
through the key notes of the Annual Accounts. Philip Hogan confirmed
that he had reviewed the slide presentation and received the accounts
information as Chair of Finance Committee and so supported the drafts
submitted. Philip Hogan left the meeting.

9.2

Attention was drawn to the key financial performance targets specifically:
the CCG had delivered a surplus of £1.2m as planned. In relation to the
CCG’s compliance, Marion Joynson reported that for the Better Payment
Practice Code the CCG had met the target for non NHS payables as
well as for NHS payables.
It was explained that Note 5 in relation to purchased healthcare had
been wrongly hidden in the spreadsheet and this was described.

9.3

Marion Joynson drew attention changes in the reporting format from
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9.4

Key variances included that the revenue note reported a reduction but
the committee acknowledged that these were small. Marion Joynson
explained that in previous years invoices raised for Learning Disabilities
clients would have been included but the number of residential clients
had reduced in 2018/19 linked to the national transformation
programme.

9.5

Marion Joynson described the Operating Expenses categories and
advised the majority of the increase in ‘pay’ was attributable to the
national pay award circa 9% and pay scale increment movement.
Amy Page queried the agency spend and Marion Joynson described
efforts to replace agency with fixed term where possible but as part of
management cost reductions a recruitment freeze required agency
usage in the short term to support programmes.
In relation to note 5, spend on NHS trusts had increased from £250m to
£260m but Marion Joynson said that for acute commissioning all growth
was eliminated through QIPP delivery. Community services growth was
attributed to the ‘living independently for everyone’ (LIFE) programme
and Integrated Care Network investment. Urgent Care spend had
increased with the new contract introduced in 2016/17.

9.6

Members welcomed that the Mental Health Investment Standard was
met in 2018/19 as it had not been in previous years and that this was
part of the £0.9m increase in foundation Trust spending.

9.7

Reduction in spend on healthcare was attributed to categorising of both
Continuing Healthcare spending reduction and the (non-NHS) Connect
service within the MSK pathway, and similarly the Immedicare LLP
telemedicine. Marion Joynson added that Pharmacy had delivered an
even more ambitious QIPP target than in the previous year.

9.8

9.9

Amy Page queried where Kings Fund expenditure was shown and
Andrew Eyres said that this work would appear mainly in 2019/20.
The Operating Lease was noted to have seen a decrease in 2018/19 but
Marion Joynson advised that the CCG’s preferential rate for Bernard
Weatherill House had come to an end and future costs were significantly
higher.
Debtors on the balance sheet were attributed to a key shift in some NHS
receivables outstanding that had subsequently been paid. Some ETTF
funding was awaited and payments were awaited for the use of shared
interpreting services. £0.9m remaining was attributed to learning
disability placement responsibilities. Non NHS receivables were
reported to have significantly reduced through the settlement of disputes
with Councils.

9.10

Marion Joynson described the timetable for reviewing the annual
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previous years including discount rate provisions, carbon reduction
schemes, IFRS9 changes to financial assets policy and new accounting
standards not yet adopted for CCG reporting.
It was described that the CCG’s Going Concern position was stronger
than in previous years.

9.11

The Committee praised the early delivery, content and analysis shown in
the presentation. Members commented on the draft accounts.
Sarah Ironmonger said that it was positive that older issues had been
resolved.

9.12

Marion Joynson flagged corrections in the statutory accounts including
Note 16 in relation to the better care fund had been corrected and one
column had not been correctly formatted to show percentages. Marion
Joynson drew attention to key sources of estimation (1.4.2) including
assumptions around prescribing, acute contracting (reducing) and
continuing care and responsible commissioner disputes.

9.13

There was a query around pension figures and Marion Joynson said that
while these could appear anomalous, they had been checked multiple
times.

9.14

The wording for the CCG’s position as a Going Concern was agreed and
consistent with the report. Sarah Ironmonger said future events could
be discussed. Andrew Eyres said decisions would not be made before
proposals to regulators in July 2019.

9.15

Marion Joynson was thanked for the presentation of the Annual
Accounts
The Integrated Governance and Audit Committee :
▪ NOTED the timetable for finalising the annual accounts
▪ NOTED the draft accounting policies
▪ NOTED the CCG management’s assumptions around Going
Concern for 2018/19.

10

External Audit Update

10.1

Sarah Ironmonger presented the external audit update 2018/19 and the
External Audit Plan.
The Benchmarking of Annual Report was submitted for information and
Sarah Ironmonger said that this should carry the caveat of being
subjective.

10.2

10.3

10.4

The Committee reviewed the External Audit plan. Sarah Ironmonger
said the significant risk areas were standard to all public sector
organisations. Materiality had been defined at £11.22m. Sarah
Ironmonger said that the change in value for money wording had
changed (previously “except for..”) and for 2018/19 this read:
“Our risk assessment regarding your arrangements to secure value for
money have identified the following VfM significant risks:
• How does the CCG ensure long term Financial Sustainability?”
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accounts. Comments were requested ahead of the draft submission on
Tuesday 23rd April.

Andrew Eyres asked whether the external auditors were aware of CCGs
that had delivered more value for money and financial improvement than
Croydon.

10.6

Sarah Ironmonger said that template guidance would have to be referred
to and added that some of the factors that had previously caused the
CCG to have an ‘except for’ VfM finding were recognised to have been
addressed.

10.7

There was comment from the committee that FRC feedback was
awaited following Croydon being sampled as a Grant Thornton client
and that the potential for a misperception of focus on Croydon could be
a distraction.

10.8

The plan for working papers to be sent on 25 April 2019 was
acknowledged and that there were some logistics to be arranged.

10.9

Andrew Eyres asked Sarah Ironmonger to advise if there were any
issues in access to space or people as part of the audit.

10.10

Sarah Ironmonger was given the details for the Council of Members
meeting on 23rd May 2019.
The Integrated Governance and Audit Committee:
▪ NOTED the latest Progress Report
▪ NOTED the annual report 2017/18 benchmarking report
▪ AGREED the External Audit Report 2019/20

11

Counter Fraud

11.1

David May presented the revised Counter Fraud Policy and Revised Anti
Bribery Policy reflecting the new NHS Counter Fraud Authority.
Andrew Eyres confirmed that these changes and updated terminology
had been reviewed and agreed by the Senior Management Team.

11.2

David May presented the Counter Fraud workplan and it was
acknowledged that this had been discussed at the SW London CCGs
Audit committee in common. An Annual Counter Fraud report would be
brought to the May 2019 IGAC meeting.

11.3

It was noted that the CCG appeared amber on the self assessment tool
(SRT). David May said that while updated policies were one action
area, ensuring contracts were monitored for counter fraud assurances
would be required for the CCG to receive a green rating
The Integrated Governance and Audit Committee:
APPROVED Counter Fraud Policy
APPROVED the Anti Bribery Policy
APPROVED Counter Fraud Workplan 2019/20
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10.5

Terms of Reference Review

12.1

Elaine Clancy presented the report and advised that the Committee was
considered to have met its terms of reference.
It was highlighted that the CCG had been without a GP member for the
whole of 2019/20. Andrew Eyres said the recommendation should be
clarify that the Committee is not advising Agnelo Fernandes (Chair) to
attend the IGAC as that may not be appropriate, rather that a suitable
GP should be identified, possibly the Chair of the Council of Members.

12.2

Ben Smith said during the changeover of lay member roles, it may not
have been clear that the Finance Committee Chair was required to
attend IGAC. This meant that Philip Hogan’s attendance had been
lower than the attendance threshold but the expectation had since been
clarified by the Committee Chair.

12.3

Andrew Eyres suggested that a workplan should be developed for the
committee for 2019/20 and brought to the committee
The CCG Integrated Governance and Audit Committee is asked to :
▪ AGREED the content of the draft Annual Report of the Integrated
Governance and Audit Committee for 2018/19.
▪ NOTED the Terms of Reference of the Committee have been
reviewed and the recommendation, subject to Committee review, is
that they should be adopted for a further year, and no amendments
are required.
▪ NOTED that there has been no GP member representative
attendance throughout 2018/19 contrary to the terms of reference
and in light the GP Medical Director resignation, the CCG Clinical
Chair should be asked to consider nominating a suitable GP.

13

Risk Review

13.1

There were no additional matters to be escalated for the Governing
Body’s attention.

14

Any Other Business

14.1

Conflict of Interest Breach
Roger Eastwood reported that a late declaration of an interest (beyond
28 days) represented a breach of the policy and had been reported and
investigated appropriately. No decision had been compromised by the
breach.
The breach had been flagged to NHS England and reported on the
Website. As conflict of interest guardian, Roger Eastwood said that he
had judged no disciplinary action to be necessary.
The Integrated Governance and Audit Committee
NOTED the breach report

15

Date of Next Meeting
20th May 2019 9:30- 11:30
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EC/BS
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2 July 2019
Title of Paper:

MINUTES OF THE QUALITY COMMITTEE

Lead Director

Amy Page, Registered Nurse, GB Member

Report Author

Elaine Clancy, Joint Chief Nurse
Ben Smith, Board Secretary

Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report

None

Purpose of Report

For Information

Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG) Governing Body

Recommendation:
The CCG Governing Body is asked to:
▪ Note the approved minutes of the Quality Committee meeting held on 18 March
2019.
Background:
The Croydon CCG Quality Committee provides the Governing Body and Integrated
Governance and Audit Committee with a means of independent and objective review of
quality, corporate governance, assurance processes and risk management across the
CCG’s clinical activities.
The minutes of the meeting of 18 March are attached. The Quality Committee met on 20
May 2019. The approved minutes for this meeting will be brought to the next Governing
Body meeting.
Key Issues:
•
See Quality Committee Chairs reports for details of matters discussed at most
recent meetings and escalated issues.
Governance:
See Quality Committee Chairs Report
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QUALITY COMMITTEE
MINUTES – PART 1
Date:
Time:
Location:

Monday 18 March 2019
2.00 – 3.30pm
Room 1.14

Present:
Members:
▪ Amy Page (AP) – Chair - Lay
Member, (Registered Nurse
▪ Elaine Clancy (EC) Director of
Quality and Governance
▪ Roger Eastwood (RE) – Lay
member, Governance and Conflict
of Interest Guardian
▪ Jon Norman (JN) GP, Governing
Body Member, Secondary Care
Consultant (by telephone)

In Attendance:
▪ Simon Lee (SL) AD - Quality and Governance
▪ Sally Innis (SI) Safeguarding
▪ Ben Smith (BS) - Board Secretary
▪ Asha Lowe (AL) – Corporate Support Manager
– minutes

Apologies:
▪ Emily Symington (ES) Governing
Body Member
▪ Paulette Lewis (PL) – Lay Member,
PPI
▪ Dr Tom Chan (TC) – Medical
Director
1.

Apologies & Introductions

Action

Apologies were recorded as above.
2.

Declarations of Interest
There were no declared conflicts of interest.

3.

Minutes of the last meeting
The minutes of the meeting held on 21 January 2019 were reviewed and it
was agreed that EC would work with AL/Jennifer Currie (JC) to correct any
inaccuracies. Some changes noted during review at this meeting:
Page 1 – Sally Innis was not present at this meeting
Page 1 – item 2 – ‘The Committee expressed their appreciation of the
achievement of the QIPP Consultant Neurologist for the work that was
done’. This was copied and pasted from meeting held on 18 November
and is inaccurate. Remove
Page 1
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Page 5 - item 12 – ‘EC asked to do the signing off of the Thematic Review’
– inaccurate. EC to clarify
Page 5 – item 12 – ‘EC stated that working together in 2018 is about
strengthening the Safeguarding Plan’ – inaccurate – EC to clarify.
Page 7 – item 12 ‘PL asked about the work of voluntary group and what
part they can play in this. EC stated that this will need to work through with
the voluntary groups’. – inaccurate – EC to clarify.
AP noted that the minutes did not capture a list of items which should be
brought to the next meeting and asked that this is recorded going forward.
It was also noted that item 11 – Plans for Improving New A&E should read
‘Plans for Improving A&E Performance’.
4.

Action Log and Matters Arising
The action log was reviewed and it was agreed that EC would work with AL EC
to correct all inaccuracies.

5.

Integrated Performance and Quality Update Month 10 – verbal update
SL updated the Committee on the following:
Diagnostics – CCG performance was challenged due to Echos; with a
position of 96.66% compared to 99% standard. Some improvements have
been made in Feb but CCG are waiting for confirmation of when CHS
expects to return to compliance.
RTT – St Georges recommenced national reporting with performance of
88.3% against the 95% standard. This therefore had a negative impact on
CCG performance, resulting in a non-complaint position. St George’s
recovery plan is to achieve 88% by march 2020. Therefore, a steady
improvement is expected in CCG performance. AP noted that specialties
that were particularly challenged at SGH, should be target as part of the
repatriation work.
Action: SL to obtain breakdown from CSU of different specialities SL
performance to support repatriation
52 week wait – CCG has seen an increase in the number of ‘52 week wait’
cases reported. This was again a result of St George’s recommencing
national reporting. The CSU follows up with providers to establish whether
harm occurs and whether an alternative provider is offered to long waiting
patients.
A&E performance was challenged in January and is down 5% on previous
month. Flu played a part in this impact causing further challenges with
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Page 4 – item 8 – reference to ‘Joint Training Officer’ should read ‘Joint
Training Offer’.
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beds. This was further discussed under item 11, Improving A&E
Performance, attended by Stephen Warren.
Cancer – Unfortunately, the CCG missed the 62 day standard with
performance of 81.6% against an 85% target. This was attributed across
multiple tumour types and providers. As the data was only recently
published, further work would be done to understand the issues. The CCG
will continue to engage with the SWL Cancer System Leadership forum
and meet monthly with CHS regarding performance.
The QC discussed the possibility of implementing a new reporting template
on performance going forward, in line with that of the SWL. SL showed the
committee an example of this report which showed all categories of
performances reviewed at these meetings and explained it would help
reduce any duplication in reporting.
AP stated that during time of transition whilst the CCG more closely aligns
with SWL, it would be useful to have both reports alongside each other.
DTOCS slide was presented showing actuals and percentages. AP would
like to see how it compares with national standards. SL will check we have
this data with SWL to obtain for future meetings. AP asked that table
shows a key at bottom of table to explain what the figures are referring to.
Action: SL to clarify the figures reported and provide an update
Length of stay data included in last couple of reports – CHC standards are
included where assessments take place in hospital and referrals take place
within 28 days.
JN suggested that at meeting in May the committee look in detail at data so
that we understand information clearly. Also, need to consider the cancer
stats discussed earlier and how we report on all it without affecting the
CCG reputationally.
SL advised that he will bring to the May committee, the normal quality
committee report and this SWL report which will Leo Whittaker will check
alongside each other to make sure the data is correct on both reports and
reflects one another.
EC advised the committee that she will work on what quality and
performance looks like for the whole of Croydon. EC said that she expects
the SWL report to evolve over the coming months to help this process.
6.

CQC Safeguarding – verbal update
CQC undertook an unannounced review of Looked After Children and
Safeguarding between February 25th and March 1st 2019.
The review explored the effectiveness of health service arrangements for
safeguarding children and children who are looked after. The inspectors
followed the journey of the child which included discussions with frontline
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EC advised the Committee that she is still waiting for a formal report from
CQC but their informal feedback shows that they were impressed with
partnership and strategic relationships and are happy we know ourselves
well. Children’s Social care had an Ofsted visit at the same time and
feedback was similar. EC will share report when received. EC also
advised the committee that her team are busy being proactive with
information from verbal report and putting plans in place on how we can
use this to improve.
7.

PPI Update
The report presented to Committee provided a summary of the
engagement activities undertaken by the CCG between October –
December 2018 and a highlight report of planned activity for quarter 4
(January – March 2019).
The key activities which took place in Q3 included; Croydon Health and
Care Place Plan event, Mental Health Acute and Community Pathways
Transformation, Winter Champions Programme
The report indicated that the focus for engagement in quarter 4 was:
• Outreach work on the Croydon Health and Care plan, targeted at
specific communities
• The IAF assessment of the CCG’s engagement function
• Implementation of the Community Leadership programme
• Recruiting and supporting patient representatives as part of the
planned care transformation programme
A further update on the above activities will be provided to the committee in
the Q4 report.

8.

-

EC pointed out that the PPI team continues to work with local
community and there is much activity in progress.

-

EC confirmed that the CCG has submitted self-assessed assurance
to NHSE, with substantial evidence to support this. A response is
expected at the end of June.

-

AP raised question on behalf of TC – ‘In light of the MSK
procurement issues, has this meeting taken place and are there any
outcomes from it? Will we approach procurements differently from a
PPI perspective as a consequence? EC indicated that the meeting
was arranged and that she was confident this would identify learning
that could be taken forward for future procurements.

-

AP asked that it was noted on behalf of TC and the entire
committee, the high quality and vast range of work carried out by
Ros Spinks and the PPI team.

Quality Risks Register
BS presented the Quality and Safety Risk Register to the Quality
Committee (QC) to enable the QC to seek assurance on the
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practitioners, managers, children and families. Consideration was also
given to commissioning arrangements and partnership working.

-

It was noted that there are 8 Quality and Safety risks on the register,
with leads having been engaged to provide updates on the risk’s
status. There have been no new risks added since the last report to
the committee and that the majority of risks had been reviewed with
no changes in scoring. No risks were recommended for closure.
It was highlighted that there are Two high scoring risks which have a
direct impact on the quality objective
▪ Provider Safeguarding Arrangements (Trust)
▪ Looked After Children Health Assessments
Finally, the committee was updated that the new Interim Head of
Primary Care has assumed ownership of CCCG 084 (Risk that
General Practice fails to transform at the required pace) and CCCG
083 (ensuring consistent quality in general practice).

BS indicated that
The risk management process is on-going and has been subject to an
Assurance Mapping audit that was examined at Integrated Governance and
Audit Committee (IGAC) suggesting possible enhancements to the risk and
assurance arrangements in line with SWL.
A risk workshop including review of the CCG’s Risk Appetite is still to be
scheduled.
Further reviews and training for managers are being arranged to ensure
that all relevant and current risks are captured and reported in a timely way.
9.

Draft Action Plan - Equality & Diversity
The Committee was provided with a progress update on the Croydon CCG
WRES (Workforce Race Equality Standard) 2018 Summary Action Plan.
CCGs are asked to produce an annual report showing the results of their
staff survey and workforce data for internal analysis, while taking care to
respect confidentiality under the Data Protection Act 1998. The report
should:
- Show the results of their staff survey and workforce data for internal
analyses.
- Indicate the steps CCGs are taking to improve their performance
against the WRES indicators.
Croydon CCG’s draft action plan was reviewed by the QC and the following
noted:
The action plan had not been signed off by SMT and was therefore in draft
format. As such, further work was required to ensure that the action plan
appropriately addressed the issues raised via the analysis of workforce
data and staff survey results.
SL agreed to meet with EC outside of the committee to discuss how this
would be taken forward to ensure the committee was sighted on a final
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implementation of actions and be assured of existing controls.

10.

CQRG Minutes
The draft minutes of the last Croydon General Practice Clinical Quality
Review Group, held on 23 January 2019 were reviewed.
The next GP meeting takes place on 20 March where the minutes will be
formally reviewed and agreed.
AP provided the following update from TC who Chaired this meeting:
-

Main 2 items in the meeting were: Cancer Screening and Improved
Dashboard.
1. Cancer screening
- breast, bowel and cervical. All need improved uptake.
Future steps:
- now on PRACTICE quality dashboard so GP's can see their
practice uptake and focus on areas of improvement.
- Ekta Patel (Cancer Research UK) visiting surgeries to help with
uptake.
- GP / cancer consultant event 21/3/19 ('speed dating event').
- Dr Mike Simmonds is CCG cancer lead and is engaged with this
work.
- roll out of new FIT bowel cancer screening.
2. Improved Quality dashboard
- new GP and network view so practices know areas of focus
- network view so network leads can work with practices as needed
- this was presented to CLG

TC feels that this is an important development as it encourages QUALITY
to be discussed more amongst GP leaders and in network meetings. As we
look forward to Primary Care networks, we should ensure that quality is top
of the agenda as new configurations and ways of working are decided.
EC asked that it was noted how instrumental TC has been with driving this
project forward and thanked him for his input.
11.

Plan for Improving the New A&E Performance
Stephen Warren presented Plan which was going to be submitted to NHSE
on 19.03.19. All A&E Delivery Boards are required annually to submit a
Delivery Plan to NHS England that outlines expected activity for the coming
year. For Croydon, activity for 2019-20 falls in two broad areas:
•

Improvement and maintenance of A&E performance against the
constitutional four-hour standard. This build on the foundation of the
recently launched High Impact Improvement Plan and employs
ongoing improvement cycles to continue to improve performance to
reach the national standard; and
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version within a reasonable timeframe.

Better meeting people’s needs through an improved community
offer, preserving capacity within the ED for those with the greatest
need.

The draft plan is designed to build on the foundation of the recently
implemented High Impact Improvement Plan, which has seen a significant
and sustained improvement in performance since its launch on 14th
February 2019. This has been tested through a challenged period through
week commencing 4th March 2019, but has seen a return to the improved
level of performance over the course of the week.
12.

AOB & Close
-

AP suggested that the CCG have more vigilance on the A&E Plan.
AP asked for a special meeting to be arranged on 20 May before
QC to discuss how we work through the transition with the SWL
model and Place.
EC advised that she will be meeting with SWL to help shape the
collaborative quality arrangements.

AP updated the Committee on behalf of TC on general issues around
quality risk as Medical Director role vacant from 1/4/19:
- GP CQRG will be covered by Dr Mike Simmonds
- Intermediate CQRG by Dr Vaishali Shetty
- CHS Quality Committee - Dr Emily Symington is trying to negotiate
with Parchmore to free up time for this monthly meeting
- QOB - await more details regarding CCG QOB/CHS CIP alignment
(Agnelo aware of this)
- CCG QC - no obvious solution as yet.
NEXT MEETING:
Monday 20 May 2019 2– 4pm Room: 1.14 – BWH
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Enc 14 Quality Committee
minutes March 2019

•

2 July 2019
Title of Paper:

REGISTER OF INTERESTS AND DECLARATIONS OF GIFTS & HOSPITALITY

Lead Director

Mike Sexton,
Chief Finance Officer
(Director responsible for Governance)
Ben Smith, Board Secretary

Report Author
Committees which have previously
discussed/agreed the report.
Committees that will be required to
receive/approve the report
Purpose of Report

None
Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG) Governing Body
For information

Recommendation:
The CCG Governing Body is asked to
▪ Note the Register of Interests
Background:
Members of the CCG Governing Body and Clinical Leadership Group are required, on
appointment to subscribe to a Code of Conduct. As part of that Code of Conduct members
must declare any conflict of interest that arises in the course of conducting NHS Business.
Members are required to declare any business interest, position of authority in a charity or
voluntary body in the field of health and social care and any connection with a voluntary or
other body contracting for NHS services.
Declarations of interest are a core part of the corporate governance requirements of a
CCG Governing Body and the CCG is required to ensure that steps are taken to ensure
conflicts of interests are handled correctly.
Croydon CCG Governing Body members are required to update their declaration on an
annual basis and report any in year changes to the Board Secretary. The CCG’s
Accountable Officer should be informed within 28 days of a member taking office of any
interests requiring registrations, or within 28 days of any change to a member’s registered
interests. The Register of Interests will be presented at each Governing Body meeting and
published on Croydon CCG’s website.
In line with NHSE guidance the CCG Governing Body approved the new Conflicts of
Interest Policy in January 2019. This maintains the requirement to include staff Band 8C
and above on the Register of Interests. The Policy was reviewed in the light of NHS
England statutory guidance issued in June 2017 and is being reviewed against new best
practice guidance issued by NHS England in February 2019.
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REPORT TO CROYDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP
GOVERNING BODY

Key Issues:
The Register of Interests is attached. There are two additions to the register since the last
review.
Amy Page, Registered Nurse Lay Member announced an engagement with NHS England
and
Philip Hogan, Lay Member, Finance has ended his role with Woodcote Park Golf Club.
Staff departures, job title changes and nil returns are included.
Gifts & Hospitality
There have been no new declarations of gifts or hospitality since the version submitted in
January 2019 and received by the Governing Body.

Governance:
Corporate Objective
Risks
Financial Implications

Meets all objectives. EIA are considered in
the development of all
No new risks were identified as a result of this
paper.

Conflicts of Interest
Clinical Leadership Comments
Implications for Other CCGs

The Governing Body declaration of interest
forms part of good governance and financial
management and is a requirement for public
sector organisations
None
None
None

Equality Analysis

EIA are considered in the development of all

Patient and Public Involvement

None

Communication Plan

This register will continue to be published on
the CCG website
None. Relevant guidance from the
Information Commissioner is considered in
the publication of this register and FoI
None

Information Governance Issues
Reputational Issues
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A Register of Interests for all members of its practice (applicable to senior clinicians and
managers who influence decision making) is now maintained. The CCG has an
expectation that any such conflicts of interest are reported through minutes and reports,
when made, to decision making committees of the CCG detailing where an interest has
been declared in any discussion leading up to the request for a decision from such a
committee.

Date of Interest

02

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

From

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

To

Nature of Interest

Agnelo Fernandes
Croydon CCG Chair

Parchmore Partnership
Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

To date

Parchmore Medical Centre

Haling Park Medical Practice
Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

To date

South Norwood Medical Practice
Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

To date

Croydon GP Collaborative
Parchmore Partnership, Haling Park Medical
Practice and South Norwood Medical Practice are
shareholders
Declared March 2016
London School of General Practice
GP Trainer

X

Direct

Shareholding

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

Start Date: 01 July 2017

2016

To date

To date

Croydon Local Medical Committee
Member

X

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

2002

12.5.17

National NHS Pathways Governance Group
(Royal College General Practitioners)
Chairman

X

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

2009

To date

National Urgent and Emergency Care Steering
Group - NHS England
Member
South London Faculty Board, Royal College of
General Practioners
Member
NHS England (London) - Pan London
Integrated Urgent Care Governance Group
Chairman

X

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

Indirect

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

X

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

To date

London Ambulance Service Clinical Quality
Group
GP Representative for NHS SW London
London Urgent and Emergency Care Clinical
Leadership Group
Member
National NHS Pathways Programme Board
(NHS England/Health & Social Care Information
Centre)
Member
Declared May 2016
Health Education England South London
GP Trainer

X

Indirect

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

To date

x

Indirect

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

To date

x

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

To date

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

X

X
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Action taken to mitigate risk

01-Jul-16

2012

2012

To date

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Enc 15 Register of
Interests July 2019

Croydon CCG Register of Interests

Date of Interest

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

Russell School Trust (Royal Russell School)
Governor
Agnelo Fernandes (continued)
Croydon CCG Chair
Parchmore Medical Centre
Start Date: 01 July 2017

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

X

Indirect

Other

From

To

2006

To date

Action taken to mitigate risk

Nature of Interest

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Community Phlebotomy Service
Parchmore Partnership provides premises for this
service

X

Direct

Other

To date

Community Anti-Coagulation Service
Parchmore Partnership provides premises for this
service to Boots PLC
Community Minor Surgery Service
Parchmore Partnership provides premises for this
service
Community Diabetes Service - Bromley
Healthcare
Parchmore Partnership provide the premises for
this service

X

Direct

Other

To date

X

Direct

Other

To date

X

Direct

Other

To date

Guy's, King's and St Thomas's Medical School
Parchmore Partnership Medical Learner Centre

X

Direct

Other

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Indirect

Other

2010

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

X

Direct

Other

2010

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

X

Direct

Other

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Dr ABC First Aid Training Company
Wife-owner. Provides training for
schools/nurseries and some GP practices (there is
no link to the CCG or contracting)
Quintos Works Limited - Physiotherapy (non
NHS)
Parchmore partnership provides the premises for
this service
Circumcision Centre
Parchmore Partnership provide the premises for
this service
Declared October 2015
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Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Enc 15 Register of
Interests July 2019

Croydon CCG Register of Interests

Date of Interest

27

Tom Chan
GP Governing Body Member (Medical
Director)
Network Deputy GP Clinical Leader
East Croydon Network
Start Date: 1 May 2015
On Governing Body from June 2017

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

From

To

2010

To date

Nature of Interest

Greenside Group Practice
GP Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held
within member practices

Enmore Practice
Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held
within member practices

Greenwood Group which includes Country Park
Practice
Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held
within member practices

London and Surrey Healthcare Services
Limited (facilitates Out of Hours GP work and
CReSS work)
Director

X

Direct

Directorship/Ownership

Communitas Limited
Greenside Group Practice has a share in
Communitas Limited

X

Direct

Croydon GP Collaborative
Greenside Group Practice is a shareholder

X

Direct

Croydon Referrals Support Service (CReSS)
Clinical Lead

X

To date
To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

2012

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Shareholding

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Shareholding

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Position of Authority in an
organisation in the field of health and
social care

2011

31.1.17

Other

Jan-16

CReSS
Triager

Other

31.1.17

X

X

X

Direct

Other

Direct

Position of Authority in an
organisation in the field of health and
Other

office hub for CReSS triage work.
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Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

01-Oct-16

Local Out of Hours Provider (Virgin)
GP work

London School of General Practice
GP Trainer and Out of Hours Educational
Supervisor for GP trainees
Richmond GP Alliance Ltd
Clinical Reviewer for prior approval service (SW
L
d ) Group Practice provides a local
Greenside

Action taken to mitigate risk

2014

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

01-Jul-17

To date

Declared Interest

31.1.17

Enc 15 Register of
Interests July 2019

Croydon CCG Register of Interests

Date of Interest

06

Emily Symington
GP Governing Body Member

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest

From
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

Consultation spokesperson

01-Sep-15

To date

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

01-Sep-15

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

01-Sep-16

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Direct

Shareholding

01-Sep-15

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

05-Jul-05

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Direct

Other

01-Sep-16

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Indirect

Other

01-Oct-15

Jun-16

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

2015

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

2015

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

2015

To date

Declared Interest

British Society of Lifestyle Medicine Group

X

Parchmore Medical Centre
Salaried GP

X

Direct

Amersham Vale Training Practice (Lewisham
CCG)
GP
Croydon GP Collaborative
Parchmore Medical Centre is a shareholder

X

X

Start Date: 1 September 2016

45

Vaishali Shetty
GP Governing Body Member
Start Date: 1 June 2018

HEE
Grant provided to Croydon CCG for group
consultation training
Birdhurst Medical Practice
GP Partner
Croydon GP Collaborative
Birdhurst Medical Centre is a shareholder

X

Direct

X

Direct

X

Croydon LMC
Member
25

Mike Simmonds
GP Clinical Leader and Governing Body
Member
Selsdon/New Addington Network
Start Date: December 2015

Indirect

X

X

Queenhill Medical Practice
GP Partner

X

Croydon GP Collaborative
Queenhill Medical Practice is a shareholder
Croydon LMC
Member

X

Community Anti-Coagulation Service
Practice provides premises for this service to
Boots PLC

X

Minor Surgery and Joint InjectionsContract
Queenhill Medical Practice povides premises for
this service

X

X

Nature of Interest

To date

X

X

Action taken to mitigate risk

GP expert supporting group consultation 13/03/2018
training on adhoc basis. Close links to
Experience Lead Care which is
contracted by Croydon CCG to support
role out of group consultations in
Croydon.

Geogina Craig Associates Limited

Royal College of GPs Pan London AiT/First 5
Committee
Committee Member
UCL Medical School
Amersham Vale Training Practice is a teaching
practice for the medical school

To

Indirect
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Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

Highlight in Meeting if direct
conflict

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

To date

Declared Interest

Direct

Shareholding

To date

Declared Interest

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

To date

Declared Interest

Direct

Other

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Direct

Other

To date

Declared Interest

Indirect

Page 4 of 17

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices
Shareholding

Highlight in Meeting if direct conflict

2004

Enc 15 Register of
Interests July 2019

Croydon CCG Register of Interests

Date of Interest
To

Action taken to mitigate risk

Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

Eastbourne Homes Limited (Private company set
up to provide housing services to council tenants
and lease holders)
Non Exec Director

X

Indirect

Non Exective Director

01-Sep-14

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

South East Independent Living Limited
(Management of real estate)
Non Exec Director
South Essex Homes Limited (management of
council housing for Southend-on-Sea Borough
Council)
Non Executive Director
Declared 25 July 2016
Eastwood Consultants Limited (Management
consultancy activities)
Director and Co Owner
Eastbourne Housing Investment Company
Limited (letting and operating of real estate)
Non Exec Director
South East Independent Living Limited
(provides supporting people services to over 65
year olds in East Sussex for Eastbourne, Lewes
and Wealden districts and "Navigator" services for
younger people with complex needs in East
Sussex)
Non Exec Director
The Collegiate Trust, Purley
Non Executive Director
(Multi Academy Trust - no conflict)

X

Indirect

Non Exective Director

01-Sep-14

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Indirect

Non Exective Director

01-Jul-16

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Indirect

Non Exective Director

01-Sep-14

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Indirect

Non Exective Director

01-Jul-16

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Indirect

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Indirect

Non Exective Director

01-Dec-15

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Indirect

Other

Oct 2017

29-May-19

Director and shareholder

Nov 2017

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Honorary Treasurer

Oct 2017

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Financial
Interests

Ref

From

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Type of Interest

Nature of Interest

GOVERNING BODY - LAY MEMBERS
07

Roger Eastwood,
Lay Member Governance and Conflicts of
Interest Guardian
(Lay Member role swap with Finance, July
2018)
Start Date: September 2014

08

Philip Hogan
Lay Member, Finance
swap with Governance and Conflicts of
G
)

Woodcote Park Golf Club,
Committee Member
ICMD2 Limited
Service company providing services to Financial
Services clients
The Haven + London
Charity providing pastoral and mental health
services to the London Creatives community

X

X

Direct

X

Indirect
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Croydon CCG Register of Interests

Date of Interest

44

10

11

Paulette Lewis MBE
Lay Member, PPI
Start Date 1 March 2018

Jonathan Norman
Secondary Care Consultant
Start date: December 2012
Amy Page
Registered Nurse
Start Date: December 2012

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

PBL Associates
Management Consultancy

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

To

Action taken to mitigate risk

Nature of Interest

Direct

Directorship/Ownership

01-Mar-18

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Direct

01-Mar-18

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care
Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

01-Mar-18

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Womens Health
Vice Chair - Health Sector
Nurses Association Jamaica (UK)
BME Forum

From

None

Amy Page Consultancy Services (company used
to deliver healthcare improvement and leadership
coaching
Managing Director
Leadership Insight
Associate Consultancy
London NW Healthcare NHS Trust and NHS
Brent CCG for Brent Harrow and Hillingdon
CCG Federation
Working under contract through Amy Page
Consultancy Ltd as the Emergency Access
Improvement Director
Four Eyes Insight
Consultant

Direct

Directorship/Ownership

2008

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Direct

Other

2012

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

12/09/2017

Other

01-Aug-16

X

X
12/01/2018 Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Indirect

X

NHS England

Direct
x
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new contract as the Transformation
Delivery manager for NHSE Specialist
Commissioning for the south East, Kent,
Sussex, Hub

To date

03-Jun-19 To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict
Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Enc 15 Register of
Interests July 2019

Croydon CCG Register of Interests

Date of Interest

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

Lambeth, Southwark and Lewisham LIFTco.
Director.
Representing class B shares on behalf of
Community Health Partnerships Ltd with the aim of
inputting local knowledge to the LSL LIFTco, for
the following LIFT companies: Building Better
Health 
Lambeth Southwark Lewisham Limited
Building Better Health 
Lambeth Southwark
Lewisham (Holdco 2) Limited Building Better
Health 
Lambeth Southwark Lewisham (Holdco 3)
Limited Building Better Health 
Lambeth Southwark
Lewisham (Fundco 2) Limited Building Better
Health 
Lambeth Southwark Lewisham (Fundco 3)
Limited Building Better Health 
LSL (Fundco
Tranche 1) Limited
Building Better Health 
LSL (Fundco Holdco
Tranche 1) Limited Building Better Health 
LSL Bid
Cost Holdco Limited Building Better Health 
LSL Bid
Cost Limited
Building Better Health - LSL (Holdco 4) Limited
Building Better Health - LSL (Fundco4) Limited

X

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Financial
Interests

Ref

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

Action taken to mitigate risk

From

To

29-Oct-12

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

01/04/2013

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

01/09/2017

To date

Highlight in Meeting if direct conflict

01/05/2019

To date

Highlight in Meeting if direct conflict.
As per Memorandum of
Understanding between CCG and
CHS

43586

To date

Highlight in Meeting if direct conflict.
As per Memorandum of
Understanding between CCG and
CHS

01/06/2018

To date

Nature of Interest

GOVERNING BODY - DIRECTORS
40

Andrew Eyres
Chief Officer
Start Date: July 2017

Lambeth Clinical Commissioning Group.
Chief Officer/Accountable Officer

13

Elaine Clancy
Director of Quality and Governance
Start Date: June 2015

Chief Nurse - NHS Croydon Health Service & NHS
Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group

14

16

Mike Sexton
Chief Finance Officer
Start Date: June 2012
Stephen Warren
Director of Commissioning

NHS Croydon Health Service & NHS Croydon
Clinical Commissioning Group

Shareholding

Direct

X

Parent Governor- Langley Park School for Girls
Board Member - Croydon Health Services NHS
Trust

Direct

x

indirect

x

x
Indirect

x

x

Start Date: September 2012
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Daughter undertakes occasional Agency
work

Enc 15 Register of
Interests July 2019

Croydon CCG Register of Interests

Date of Interest

39

Martin Ellis
Director of Urgent and Primary Care
Start Date: July 2017

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest

From
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

None
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Nature of Interest

To

Action taken to mitigate risk

Enc 15 Register of
Interests July 2019

Croydon CCG Register of Interests

Date of Interest

44

20

GOVERNING BODY - IN ATTENDANCE
Guy Van Dichele
Executive Director - Health, Wellbeing nd
Adults - Croydon Council
CLINICAL LEADERSHIP GROUP
Olayinka Ajayi-Obe
GP Clinical Leader
Mayday Network
Start Date: 1 November 2013

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

Director of Sustain Collaborative Limited

From

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

X

direct

To

Action taken to mitigate risk

Nature of Interest

Declared Interest

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

Declared Interest

X
Eversley Medical Practice
Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

01-Jan-00

To date

Health Safeguarding Limited (provides
healthcare conferences, workshops and seminars
aimed at Safeguarding children and protecting
adults) - Director
Communitas (previously Croydon PBC Limited)
Shareholder

X

Direct

Directorship/Ownership

01-Jul-10

To date

X

Direct

Shareholding

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Croydon GP Collaborative
Eversley Medical Centre is a shareholder

X

Direct

Shareholding

To date

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

X

Croydon Health Services
Wife is Deputy Director for Safeguarding at CHS

Indirect

London School of General Practice
GP Trainer

X

Direct

Other

To date

NHS England
GP Appraiser

X

Direct

Other

To date

Kings College Hospital
GP Tutor
Croydon Urgent Care Alliance
Educational Supervisor of GP Trainees Out of
Hours
Virgin/London School of General Practitioners
Educational Supervisor of GP Trainees Out of
Hours

X

Direct

Other

To date

X

Direct

Other

To date

X

Direct

Other
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Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Enc 15 Register of
Interests July 2019

Croydon CCG Register of Interests

Date of Interest

21

Bobby Abbot
GP Clinical Leader
Woodside Shirley Network
Start Date: April 2012

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

From

To

Action taken to mitigate risk

Nature of Interest

Shirley Medical Practice
GP Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

2000

To date

Abbot Medical Practice
Director
(for locum work and private fees)
Communitas (previously Croydon PBC
Limited)
Shirley Medical Centre is a shareholder

X

Direct

Directorship/Ownership

2002

To date

X

Direct

Shareholding

2010

To date

Croydon GP Collaborative
Shirley Medical Practice is a shareholder

X

Direct

Shareholding

2015

To date

Croydon LMC
Member

X

Indirect

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

2006

To date

Croydon Prescribing Care Group
Member

X

Indirect

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

2004

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
fI t
t G di
Declare.

Shirley Oaks Hospital
GP Sessions under GP extra service

X

Indirect

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

2013

To date

Pharmaceutical Sponsored Educational Events
Chairing and talking at occasional educational

X

Indirect

Other

2000

To date

Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict

Richmond GP Alliance Ltd
Clinical Reviewer for prior approval service (SW
London)

X

Direct

01-Jul-17

To date

Declared Interest

2014

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Dr Amit Abbot is my brother and has recently been
elected and is a Deputy Network Lead

X

Indirect
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Date of Interest

22

Karthiga Gengatharan
GP Clinical Leader
East Croydon Network
Start Date: April 2012

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

From

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

To

Nature of Interest

Locum GP

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

To date

Ajamay Limited (specialist practice medical
activities)
Shareholder

x

Direct

Shareholding

To date

Surrey and Sussex LMC
Medical Director

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

x

Croydon CCG IFR Triage Panel
Member
Commenced March 2015
ESL2 (GP Learning Set)
Member

01-Mar-15

To date

Mar-17

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

x

GP Collaborative Data Sharing Governance
Group
Member
GP Collaborative Urgent Care Reference Group
Member

Action taken to mitigate risk

01-Feb-17

To date

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

Mar-17

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

Mar-17

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

ASA (company providing private dental sedations
Husband is staff)

x

Indirect

Other

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

Guys and St Thomas NHS Trust
Husband is staff

x

Indirect

Other

To date

Ajamay Limited (specialist medical practices
activities)
Husband is Director and Shareholder

x

Indirect

Other

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
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23

Rajeev Sagar
GP Clinical Leader
Thornton Heath Network
Start Date: April 2012

24

Farhhan Sami
GP Clinical Leader
Purley Network
Start Date: April 2012

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

From

To

Nature of Interest

Country Park Practice
GP Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

01-Apr-16

To date

Greenwood Group Partnership
Partner - started 1 October 2016

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

01-Oct-16

To date

Greenside Group Practice
Named Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

01-Oct-16

To date

The Enmore Practice
Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

01-Apr-17

To date

Communitas (previously Croydon PBC Limited)
Shareholder

X

Direct

Shareholding

Croydon GP Collaborative
Country Park Practice is a shareholder

X

Direct

Shareholding

The Moorings Practice
Partner

X

Direct

Communitas (previously Croydon PBC Limited)
Shareholder

X

Croydon GP Collaborative
The Moorings Practice is a shareholder

X

Local Medical Committee
Member
NHS England (South London)
GP Appraiser
Shirley Oaks Hospital
Private work as part of GP extra
NHS England (South London) GP Appraiser

X

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
fI t
t G di
Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian

08-Jul-05

To date

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

2004

To date

Declare.
Discuss where relevant with Conflict
of Interest Guardian
Declared Interest

Indirect

Shareholding

2011

To date

Declared Interest

Indirect

Shareholding

2016

To date

Declared Interest

Indirect

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care
Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

2011

To date

Declared Interest

2013

To date

Declared Interest

Other

2011

To date

Declared Interest

2012

To date

X

Indirect

X

Direct
x

Action taken to mitigate risk

Indirect
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26

DEPUTY CLINICAL LEADERSHIP GROUP
Amit Abbot
Network Deputy GP Clinical Leader
Shirley/Woodside Network
Start Date: 1 May 2015

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

From

To

Action taken to mitigate risk

Nature of Interest

Shirley Medical Centre
Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

2014

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Locum GP at other practices

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

2014

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

A&M Abbot Medical (Private Company for locum
work and Medical)
Di
t
Communitas
(previously Croydon PBC

X

Direct

Directorship/Ownership

2014

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Direct

Shareholding

2014

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Direct

Shareholding

2015

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

01-Jul-17

To date

Declared Interest

2014

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Limited)
Shareholder
Croydon GP Collaborative
Shirley Medical Centre is a shareholder

Richmond GP Alliance Ltd
Clinical Reviewer for prior approval service (SW
London)
Dr Bobby Abbot is my brother and is a Clinical
Network Lead.

x

Indirect
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28

Thusitha Gooneratne
Network Deputy GP Clinical Leader
Purley Network
Start Date: 1 May 2015

29

Shahab Karim
Network Deputy GP Clinical Leader
Selsdon/New Addington Network
Start Date: 1 May 2015

30

Shamaila Masood-Husain
Network Deputy GP Clinical Leader
Thornton Heath Network
Start Date: 1 May 2015

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

From

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

To

Action taken to mitigate risk

Nature of Interest

Bramley Avenue Surgery
GP Partner

x

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Croydon GP Collaborative
Bramley Avenue Surgery is a shareholder

x

Direct

Shareholding

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Croydon Referrals Support Service (CReSS)
GP Triager

x

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

SEQOL (a social enterprise running GP Out of
Hours and Urgent Care Centre in Swindon
GP Out of Hours work)

x

Direct

Other

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

AT Medics Parkway Health Centre
Locum GP

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

01-Aug-14

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

S Karim Limited (company used for locum work
mostly in Croydon and Crawley area)
Director
Parchmore Medical Centre
Haling Park Centre
Lead GP
Spouse is an A&E Consultant at St Georges
Hospital

X

Direct

Directorship/Ownership

01-Aug-14

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

x

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

08-Aug-10

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Other

01-Jan-15

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

x

Indirect
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31

Ameesh Patel
Network Deputy GP Clinical Leader
Mayday Network
Start Date: 1 May 2015

47

Dev Malhotra
GP Clinical Lead - Mental Health

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

From

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

To

Action taken to mitigate risk

Nature of Interest

Violet Lane Medical Practice
Salaried GP

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Croydon GP Collaborative
Violet Lane Medical Practice is a shareholder

X

Direct

Shareholding

01-Mar-16

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

AP Medics Limited (company providing Locum
Medical work)
Director

X

Direct

Directorship/Ownership

1.1.15

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

AP Medics Limited
Shareholder

X

Direct

Shareholding

10.1.15

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

South East London Doctors Co-Operative
(SELDOC) (out of hours provider)
Associate Clinical Governance Lead

X

Direct

Other

01-Sep-13

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Spouse is a Pharmacy Advisor at the CCG

x

Indirect

Other

24-Feb-14

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

Brother is Dr Yogesh Patel who is a GP Governing
Body Member

x

Indirect

Other

01-Jul-16

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

August 2001

To date

Declared Interest

Brigstock and South Norwood Partnership
Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

Croydon GP Collaborative,

X

Direct

Shareholding

Laserase Croydon, Laserase Network.

X

Direct

Shareholding

J-Links Physiotherapy
Spouse carries out some work for this
organisation

X

indirect

Other

Royal Marsden Hospital
Family Member Employed

X

indirect

Other
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46

Kamran Khan
GP Education Lead
1 April 2018

Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest

From
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

X

Royal College of GPs
Examiner

To

Action taken to mitigate risk

Nature of Interest

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

To date

Declared Interest

To date

Declared Interest

Stovell House Surgery
GP Partner

X

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

Croydon GP Collaborative & Communitas
Practice is shareholder (less than 5%)

X

Direct

Shareholding

To date

Declared Interest

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

To date

Declared Interest

X

Croydon CEPN steering group
Chair

09-Jun-05

50

Rachel Tunbridge
GP Clinical Lead Care Homes
1 June 2018

East Croydon Medical Centre
Salaried GP

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

To date

Declared Interest

49

John French
GP Clinical Lead Paediatrics
1 June 2018

Selsden Park Medical Practice
Salaried GP

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

To date

Declared Interest

53

Sam Randle
GP Clinical Lead Paediatrics
1 June 2019

Old Coulsdon Medical Practice
Partner

X

Direct

Roles and Responsibilities held within
member practices

2009

To date

Declared Interest

Croydon GP Collaborative
Shareholder

X

Direct

Practice is a shareholder

2016

To date

Declared Interest

Surrey and Sussex Local Medical Committee

X

Direct

To date

Declared Interest

Health Education England,
Trainer

X

Direct

To date

Declared Interest
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Declared Interest- (Name of the organisation, nature
of business and role)

Non-Financial
Personal
Interests

Name,
Current position (s) held, and dates

(i.e. Governing Body, Member, practice, Employee
or other )

Non-Financial
Professional
Interests

Ref

Financial
Interests

Type of Interest
Is the interest
direct or
indirect?
(I / D)

X

Indirect

Action taken to mitigate risk

From

To

12-Dec-16

To date

Declared Interest

Nature of Interest

STAFF GRADE 8C AND ABOVE
32

Sally Innis
Associate Director Quality & Safeguarding

None

33

Aarti Joshi
Associate Director Planned Care

None

34

Simon Lee
Associate Director Quality and Governance

A family member is employed by Marie Stopes
International which is currently commissioned by
the CCG to provide services.

36

Michael Sutton
Head of Planned Care

None

39

Louise Coughlan
Chief Pharmacist
Shared post with Croydon Health Services
NHS Trust
Rachael Colley
Head of Urgent Care / Seconded to CHC
service
Kieran Houser
Head of Out of Hospital Care

Croydon Health Services NHS Trust
Chief Pharmacist (shared post)

40
41
42
44

Fouzia Harrington
AD of Strategy, Planning and Estates
Tunde Adewopo
System Alignment Programme Lead

X

Direct

Position of Authority in an organisation in
the field of health and social care

12/09/2017

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Direct

Small shareholding

06/11/2017

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

X

Indirect

Interests of family member.close friend
(employment)
Partner is CQC Inspector

24/06/1905

To date

Highlighted in meeting if direct conflict

None

Vodafone
Motif Bio Pharmaceutical
Amryt Pharma
Palace for Life Foundation
CQC
Choice Support

43

Ruth Frost
Head of Primary Care

none

48

Claudette Allerdyce
Associate Chief Pharmacist - NHS Croydon
CCG

none

X

To date

Trustee of Choice Support

X

To date

Direct
Jan-19
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